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➨䠍䠊ᴫせ
䛂䜸䞊䝥䞁䠃䜽䝻䞊䝈ᡓ␎௦䛾ඹྠ◊✲䛻䛚䛡䜛ᡂᯝྲྀᢅ䛔䛾ᅾ䜚᪉䛻㛵䛩䜛ㄪᰝ䛃䠄ᴫせ䠅
䠄ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬㻌 ᖹᡂ29ᖺᗘ㻌 ጤクᴗ䠅
⌧≧䛸ㄢ㢟
 Ꮫ䛾⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠయไ䜔ඹྠ◊✲ᐇయไ䛾ᵓ⠏䛿䛒䜛⛬ᗘ㐍ᒎ䛧䚸⏘ᴗ⏺䛻䛚䛔䛶䜸䞊䝥䞁䠃䜽䝻䞊䝈ᡓ␎䛾
㔜せᛶ䛜ㄆ㆑䛥䜜䛶䛝䛯୰䛷䚸ᖹᡂ䠎䠔ᖺᗘ⏘Ꮫᐁ㐃ᦠᨭᴗጤクᴗ䛷䛿䚸䠍ᑐ䠍䛾ಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲䜢䛯
䜛ᑐ㇟䛸䛧䛶䚸䠍䠍㢮ᆺ䛾䝰䝕䝹ዎ⣙᭩䛸䝰䝕䝹㑅ᢥ䛻䛒䛯䛳䛶䛾⪃៖せ⣲䛛䜙䛺䜛䛂䛥䛟䜙䝒䞊䝹䠄ಶูᆺ䠅䛃䜢⟇ᐃ䚹
 ᪉䛷䚸ୖグ䛾䜘䛖䛺⎔ቃ䛾୰䚸」ᩘ䛾Ꮫ➼䜔Ẹ㛫ᴗ䛜ཧ⏬䛧䛯䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮䜢ᙧᡂ䛩䜛ᙧែ䛾ඹྠ
◊✲䠄䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺඹྠ◊✲䠅䛜⾜䜟䜜䜛䜘䛖䛻䛺䛳䛶䛔䜛䚹
䛧䛛䛧䚸
 」ᩘ䛾ᶵ㛵䛜ཧ⏬䛩䜛䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺඹྠ
◊✲䛿䚸◊✲ᡂᯝ䛸䛧䛶⏕䛨䜛▱ⓗ㈈⏘䛾ྲྀ
ᢅ䛔᪉㔪䛜ᚲ䛪䛧䜒༑ศ䛻᫂☜䛥䜜䛺䛔䜎
䜎ඹྠ◊✲➼䛜㐍⾜䛩䜛䛣䛸䜒ある䚹
 䛭䛾⤖ᯝ䚸ඹྠ◊✲䛾ᡂᯝ䛜ᴗ䛻⧅
䛜䛳䛶䛔䜛䛛㏱᫂䛺≧ἣにある䚹

ᾏእ䛾≧ἣ
 ⡿ᅜ䞉Ḣᕞ➼䛾⏘Ꮫᐁ㐃ᦠάື䛻䛚䛔䛶䜒䚸䝁䞁䝋䞊
䝅䜰䝮ᆺඹྠ◊✲䛻䛚䛔䛶◊✲ᡂᯝ䛾ᖐᒓ䜔ά⏝
య䛾Ỵᐃ䛜䛝䛺ㄢ㢟䛻なっている䚹
 䜎䛯䚸◊✲ᡂᯝ䛾ᖐᒓ䜔ά⏝య䜢◊✲ዎ⣙⥾⤖䛾
ẁ㝵䛷ලయⓗ䛻ྲྀ䜚Ỵ䜑䜛䛣䛸䚸ಶู䛾䜿䞊䝇䛻ᛂ䛨
䛶ᰂ㌾䛺つᐃ䛸䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜ᮃ䜎䛧䛔䛸䛥䜜䛶䛔䜛䚹

䛥䛟䜙䝒䞊䝹䠄䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺ䠅䛾ෆᐜ
ᮏ◊✲䛾ᡂᯝ䛸䛧䛶䚸ᆺ䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛾⤒㦂䛜䛭䜜䜋䛹ከ䛟䛺䛔Ꮫཪ䛿ᴗ䜢䛻ᛕ㢌䛻⨨䛝䚸」ᩘ䛾ᶵ㛵䛜
ཧ⏬䛩䜛䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙䛻䛴䛔䛶䚸䝰
䝰䝕䝹㑅ᢥ䛻䛒䛯䛳䛶䛾⪃៖せ⣲䛸䠑
䠑㢮ᆺ䛾䝰䝕䝹䛛䜙䛺䜛
䛂䛥䛟䜙䝒䞊䝹䠄䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺ䠅䛃䜢ᥦ䛩䜛䚹

ᮇᚅ䛥䜜䜛ຠᯝ㻌 䠖㻌 䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛤䛸䛻᭱㐺䛺ᡂᯝά⏝᪉ἲ䜢ᐇ⌧䛩䜛
 䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙䛾ෆᐜ䜢᳨ウ䛩䜛䛻䛒䛯䛳䛶䛾⪃៖せ⣲䛸䛸䜒䛻䚸ά⏝䜢ᢸ䛖ᙜ⪅䠄
Ꮫ➼䛾㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵䞉ᴗ䞉䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮እ䛾➨୕⪅䠅䛻◊✲ᡂᯝ䜢㞟⣙䛩䜛㑅ᢥ⫥䜢ྵ䜐ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙
᭩䛾」ᩘ䛾䝰䝕䝹䜢ే䛫䛶ᥦ♧する䚹
 䛣䜜䛻䜘䜚䚸ᢏ⾡ศ㔝䜔㛤Ⓨẁ㝵䛾㐪䛔䚸ཧ⏬ᴗ䛾➇ྜ≧ἣ➼䚸䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛾ලయⓗᐇែ䜢㋃䜎䛘䛴
䛴䚸䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛤䛸䛻◊✲ᡂᯝ䛜ᴗ䛺䛔䛧䝷䜲䝉䞁䝇䜢㏻䛨䛯ά⏝䛻⤖䜃䛟䜘䛖䛻䚸⥲ྜⓗ䛺どⅬ䛷
ዎ⣙΅䛩䜛䛣䛸䜢ಁ䛩䛣䛸䛻䜘䜚䚸ඹྠ◊✲ᡂᯝ䛜㐺ษ䛻ᴗ䛻⧅䛜䜛ྍ⬟ᛶ䜢㧗䜑䜛䚹

䛥䛟䜙䝒䞊䝹⟇ᐃ䛻䛒䛯䛳䛶䛾ᇶᮏⓗ䛺⪃䛘᪉䠄ᢤ⢋䠅
 ◊✲ᡂᯝ䛷䛒䜛▱ⓗ㈈⏘䛾ά⏝䛻䛴䛔䛶䛿䚸ྍ⬟䛺㝈䜚ᗈ䛔⠊ᅖ䛷ά⏝䛜䛺䛥䜜䜛䜘䛖䚸䛭䛾ྲྀᢅ䛔䛾ᰂ㌾
ᛶ䜢ㄆ䜑䜛䛣䛸がᮃ䜎䛧䛔䚹
 ▱ⓗ㈈⏘䛜䛔䛪䜜䛾ᙜ⪅䛻ᖐᒓ䛧䛯䛸䛧䛶䜒௨ୗ䛾᮲௳䛿‶䛯䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛜ᮃ䜎䛧䛔䚹
䠍䠊Ꮫ䛿ᑗ᮶䛾◊✲䛾ྍ⬟ᛶ䜢ไ㝈䛥䜜䛺䛔䚹
䠎䠊䛩䜉䛶䛾▱ⓗ㈈⏘䛿䚸ᐇ⏝䛻ྥ䛡䛶㐺ษ䛺ດຊ䛜䛺䛥䜜䜛䜉䛝䛷䛒䜛䚹
䠏䠊◊✲䛾ᐇ㉁ⓗ䛺ᡂᯝ䛿䚸ཎ๎䛸䛧䛶ྜព䛥䜜䛯ᮇ㛫ෆ䛻Ꮫ⾡ⓗ䛺බ⾲䛜䛺䛥䜜䜛䚹
 䛥䛟䜙䝒䞊䝹䛷ᥦ౪䛥䜜䜛䝰䝕䝹䛾ྛ㢮ᆺ䛿䚸䛒䛟䜎䛷΅䛾ฟⓎⅬ䜢ᥦ౪䛩䜛䜒䛾䛷䛒䜚䚸᭱⤊ⓗ䛺ྲྀ䜚Ỵ䜑
䛿ಶู䛻ᛂ䛨䛶ᰂ㌾䛻䛺䛥䜜䜛䛣䛸䛜ᮃ䜎䛧䛔䚹

䛥䛟䜙䝒䞊䝹䠄䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ᆺ䠅
䝰䝕䝹㑅ᢥ䛻䛒䛯䛳䛶䛾⪃៖せ⣲

䝰䝕䝹ዎ⣙᭩
䠑㢮ᆺ

䜰㻌 䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮䛾ᑐ㇟䛸䛺䜛◊✲䝔䞊䝬䛻㛵䛩䜛
䐟

䐠
䐡

䐢

ᑐ㇟䛸䛺䜛◊✲䝔䞊䝬䛜ᇶ♏ⓗ䛺ෆᐜ䛷䛒䜛䛛䚸ᡈ䛔䛿䚸䛒䜛
⛬ᗘᐇ⏝ẁ㝵䛻㏆䛔䜒䛾䛷䛒䜛䛛
◊✲䝔䞊䝬䛜ཧຍᴗ䛾➇த㡿ᇦ䛸㛵㐃䛧䛶䛔䜛ᗘྜ䛔䛜㧗
䛔䛛
◊✲䝔䞊䝬䛻㛵䛩䜛ᇶᮏ≉チ䛭䛾䛾▱ⓗ㈈⏘䛾✚䠄䛔䜟
䜖䜛䝞䝑䜽䜾䝷䜴䞁䝗ᢏ⾡䞉䠥䠬䠅䛜䛒䜛䛛
Ꮫ➼䛾㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵䛾ཧຍᙜ⪅䛻䛚䛔䛶㛗ᮇⓗ◊✲⥅⥆
䛾ணᐃ䛜䛒䜚䚸䛭䛾㝿▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒ䛾☜ಖ䛜㔜せ䛸䛔䛘䜛䛛

䜲㻌 䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮䛾ᡂ䜚❧䛱䜔ཧຍᙜ⪅䛻㛵䛩䜛
䐣
䐤
䐥

◊✲㈨㔠䛾ཎ㈨䛜ᨻᗓ⣔㈨㔠䛷䛒䜛䛛
䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮㛤ጞ䛻ᡂᯝ䛾ᐇ⏝䛻䛴䛔䛶䛾ලయⓗែᵝ
䛜≉ᐃཪ䛿ྜព䛷䛝䛶䛔䜛䛛
▱ⓗ㈈⏘䛾⟶⌮䜔䝷䜲䝉䞁䝇άື➼䛾ά⏝䜢⾜䛖⬟ຊ䜔㈨
㔠䛜䛒䜛䛛

䝰䝕䝹
䠍㻌

㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵୰ᚰⓗά⏝䝰䝕䝹㻌
 ཧຍ⪅䛾䛖䛱≉ᐃ䛾Ꮫ䞉◊✲ᶵ㛵䠄䛂ά⏝ᶵ
㛵䛃䠅䛻ᡂᯝ䜢㞟⣙䛧䚸ά⏝ᶵ㛵䛜䝷䜲䝉䞁䝇䜢㏻
䛨䛶ά⏝䞉ᴗ䜢ᅗ䜛䝰䝕䝹㻌

䝰䝕䝹
䠎㻌

➨୕⪅ᶵ㛵⟶⌮䞉ά⏝䝰䝕䝹㻌
 ཧຍ⪅௨እ䛾➨୕⪅䠄䛂ά⏝➨୕⪅䛃䠅䛻ᡂᯝ䜢
㞟⣙䛧䚸ά⏝➨୕⪅䛜䝷䜲䝉䞁䝇䜢㏻䛨䛶ά⏝䞉
ᴗ䜢ᅗ䜛䝰䝕䝹㻌

䝰䝕䝹
䠏㻌

༢୍ᴗ୰ᚰⓗά⏝䝰䝕䝹㻌
 ཧຍ⪅䛾䛖䛱≉ᐃ䛾ᴗ䠄䛂ά⏝ᴗ䛃䠅䛻ᡂᯝ䜢
㞟⣙䛧䚸ά⏝ᴗ䛜ᴗ䞉ά⏝䜢ᅗ䜛䝰䝕䝹㻌

䝰䝕䝹
䠐㻌

」ᩘᙜ⪅୰ᚰⓗά⏝䝰䝕䝹㻌
 ᡂᯝ䛾ᴗศ㔝ẖ䛻䚸ཧຍ⪅䛾䛖䛱≉ᐃ䛾⪅
䠄ే䛫䛶䛂ྛά⏝ᙜ⪅䛃䠅䛻ཎ๎䛸䛧䛶ᡂᯝ䜢㞟
⣙䛧䚸ྛά⏝ᙜ⪅䛜ᴗ䞉ά⏝䜢ᅗ䜛䝰䝕䝹㻌

䝰䝕䝹
䠑㻌

ྛཧຍ⪅ඹ᭷䝰䝕䝹㻌
 ᙜ⪅䛜ᡂᯝ䛾ά⏝䛻䛴䛔䛶ྜព῭䜏䛾ᡓ␎䜢
ᣢ䛯䛪䚸Ⓨ᫂⪅⩏䛷ཧຍ⪅䛜ඹ᭷䛩䜛䝰䝕䝹㻌

䜴㻌 䛭䛾䛾
䐦

䐧

ᐇ⏝䛻ྥ䛡䛯ྲྀ䜚⤌䜏䛾㐣⛬䛷䚸ྠᴗ✀㛫ཪ䛿␗ᴗ✀㛫䛷
ሗඹ᭷䜢䛩䜛ᚲせ䛜䛒䜛䛛
◊✲䝔䞊䝬䛻㛵䛩䜛ศ㔝䛻䛚䛔䛶ྠᴗ♫㛫䛷䛾➇த䛿⃭䛧
䛔䛛䠄ᡈ䛔䛿䚸ྠᴗ♫㛫䛷䜒༠ຊ䛿䛒䜚䛘䜛䛛䠅
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➨㸰． ጤဨ
㸯㸬ྡ⡙
࠙ጤဨࠚۑ㸸ጤဨ㛗
Ặྡ
ᡤᒓ
 ౫ஂ ࡢ⣲ᰴᘧ♫ ▱ⓗ㈈⏘㒊 Group Executive Professional
㔠㛫  ᮾி㎰ᴗᏛ ᩍᤵ
ᡞ⏣ ⿱ ᰴᘧ♫᪥❧〇సᡤ ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᮏ㒊㛗
୰ᮧ 㔜 ୕㮚ගჾᰴᘧ♫ ௦⾲ྲྀ⥾ᙺ♫㛗
 ۑᯘ ࠸࡙ࡳ ᱜᆏἲᚊົᡤ ᘚㆤኈ
ṇᇛ ᩄ༤ ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே 㜰Ꮫ ⏘Ꮫඹᮏ㒊ࢸࢡࣀࣟࢪ࣮࣭ࢺࣛ
ࣥࢫࣇ࣮㒊㛛㛗
ᒣᮏ ㈗ྐ ᰴᘧ♫ᮾிᏛ TLO ௦⾲ྲྀ⥾ᙺ♫㛗
㸦༑㡢㡰࣭ᩗ⛠␎㸧
࠙࢜ࣈࢨ࣮ࣂ࣮ࠚۻᡞ⏣ጤဨ㝶⾜⪅
Ặྡ
ᡤᒓ
ὸ㔝 ᓅ⣖ ୍⯡♫ᅋἲே᪥ᮏ⤒῭ᅋయ㐃ྜ ⏘ᴗᢏ⾡ᮏ㒊
 ۻᡴ᱒ ❳ᕭ ᰴᘧ♫᪥❧〇సᡤ ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᮏ㒊▱㈈࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺᮏ㒊
▱㈈➨㒊⟶ᢏᖌ
㏆⸨ ⚽᛭ ୍⯡♫ᅋἲே᪥ᮏ⤒῭ᅋయ㐃ྜ ⏘ᴗᢏ⾡ᮏ㒊
㧘ᮌ ᑦဢ ≉チᗇ⥲ົ㒊⏬ㄪᰝㄢ ㄢ㛗⿵బ
࠙ົᒁࠚ
Ặྡ
ᮧ℩ ๛ኴ
ᕝཱྀ ⪷ྖ
ྜྷᡂ ⿱
ᒾᮧ ඃ㈼
ྂᒇ ⣸⧊
ᯘ⏣ ᱻ
ᒾ℩
㔜᳃
ୖ
ᑠᓥ

ྜྷ
୍㍤

ㄹ

ᡤᒓ
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࣭Ꮫ⾡ᨻ⟇ᒁ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ
Ꮫᢏ⾡⛣㌿᥎㐍ᐊ ᐊ㛗
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࣭Ꮫ⾡ᨻ⟇ᒁ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ
Ꮫᢏ⾡⛣㌿᥎㐍ᐊ ᑓ㛛ᐁ
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࣭Ꮫ⾡ᨻ⟇ᒁ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ
Ꮫᢏ⾡⛣㌿᥎㐍ᐊ
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࣭Ꮫ⾡ᨻ⟇ᒁ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ
Ꮫᢏ⾡⛣㌿᥎㐍ᐊ
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࣭Ꮫ⾡ᨻ⟇ᒁ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ
Ꮫᢏ⾡⛣㌿᥎㐍ᐊ
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࣭Ꮫ⾡ᨻ⟇ᒁ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ
Ꮫᢏ⾡⛣㌿᥎㐍ᐊ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ᘚㆤኈ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ ᘚ⌮ኈ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ ᘚㆤኈ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ ᘚㆤኈ
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㸰㸬㛤ദ᪥⛬

➨㸯ᅇ᳨ウ㆟
➨㸰ᅇ᳨ウ㆟
➨㸱ᅇ᳨ウ㆟
➨㸲ᅇ᳨ウ㆟

᪥
ᖹᡂ㸰㸷ᖺ㸶᭶㸰᪥㸦Ỉ㸧
㸯㸵ࡽ㸯㸷
ᖹᡂ㸰㸷ᖺ㸯㸯᭶㸯㸮᪥
㸦㔠㸧㸯㸴ࡽ㸯㸶
ᖹᡂ㸰㸷ᖺ㸯㸰᭶㸯㸷᪥
㸦ⅆ㸧㸯㸮ࡽ㸯㸰
ᖹᡂ㸱㸮ᖺ㸰᭶㸯㸳᪥
㸦ᮌ㸧㸯㸴ࡽ㸯㸶

ሙᡤ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ
㉥ᆏ㹉ࢱ࣮࣡㸰㸰㝵 㹕㸮㸯㆟ᐊ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ
㉥ᆏ㹉ࢱ࣮࣡㸰㸰㝵 㹕㸮㸯㆟ᐊ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ
㉥ᆏ㹉ࢱ࣮࣡㸰㸰㝵 㹕㸮㸯㆟ᐊ
ࣥࢲ࣮ࢯ࣭ࣥẟ࣭ᖖἲᚊົᡤ
㉥ᆏ㹉ࢱ࣮࣡㸰㸰㝵 㹕㸮㸱㆟ᐊ

㸱㸬㆟せ᪨
㸦㸯㸧➨㸯ᅇ
࡞ㄽⅬ
࣭
ࠕࡉࡃࡽࢶ࣮ࣝࠖࡣࢹ࣮ࢱࡣᑐ㇟ࡋ࡚ྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ㸽Ѝࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࡣྵ
ࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࡣ᫂♧ⓗࡣྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ
ࠕᡂᯝࠖࡢᐃ⩏ḟ➨࡛࠶
ࡿࠋ
࣭㛤Ⓨᡂᯝ⏝ࡢᑐ౯ࡢᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ࠺ࡍࡿࡢ࠸࠺ほⅬࡽࡢࣦ࢚࣮ࣜࢩ
ࣙࣥࡶ᳨ウࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࠋࡇࡢⅬࠊ㛤Ⓨᡂᯝ⏝ࡢᑐ౯ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊඹྠ◊✲⮬య
ࡢᑐ౯ࡍࡿ⪃࠼᪉ࡶ࠶ࡿࡀࠊᏛࡀࢥࢫࢺ௨ୖࡢࡶࡢࢆཷࡅྲྀࢀ࡞࠸࠸
࠺㞴Ⅼࡀ࠶ࡾࠊᅜ❧Ꮫἲேࡢィᇶ‽࠺ᢡࡾྜ࠸ࢆࡘࡅࡿ࠸࠺ၥ
㢟㛵ࢃࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡏࡼࠊ㛤Ⓨᚋᴗࡋࡓ┈➼࡛◊✲㈝ࡢ㈇ᢸࡍ
ࡿ࡞ࠊᑐ౯ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣᰂ㌾⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࡇࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
࣭ᮏ௳ࡣඹྠ◊✲ࢆᑐ㇟ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊጤク◊✲ࠊዡᏛᐤ◊✲ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶㄢ
㢟ࡋ࡚ࡣㄆ㆑ࡋ࡚࠾ࡃࡁࠋ
࣭ࣛࣥࢽࣥࢢ࣭ࣟࣖࣜࢸࡶྵࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ㸽Ѝⱥᅜ∧ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺࢶ࣮ࣝࡣࠊ
ู⣬㸰ᑐ౯ࡢᨭᡶ࠸ィ⏬ࡣ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ≉つᐃࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
࣭↓ൾ⏝࡛ࡁࡿࠕᏛ⾡◊✲ࠖࡢ⠊ᅖࡣࡇࡲ࡛㸽Ѝⱥᅜ∧ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺࢶ࣮

1

ᖹᡂ㸰㸶ᖺᗘᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ጤクㄪᰝᴗࠕᏛ➼࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺᏛࡪඹྠ◊✲➼ᡂ

ᯝࡢྲྀᢅࡢᅾࡾ᪉㛵ࡍࡿㄪᰝ◊✲ࠖ࠾ࡅࡿಶูඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡦ࡞ᆺཬࡧ㛵㐃㈨ᩱࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
http://www.mext.go.jp/a_menu/shinkou/sangaku/1383777.htm

5

➨㸱㸬እ㒊᭷㆑⪅ࡽࡢࣄࣜࣥࢢ
㸯㸬➨㸯ḟࣄࣜࣥࢢᐇᴫせ
ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ཬࡧົᒁ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸰㸮㸯㸵ᖺ㸷᭶㸯㸱᪥ࡽ㸯㸯᭶㸯᪥ࡅ
࡚ࠊ㸰㸮ࡢᶵ㛵➼㸦Ꮫ㸸㸯㸳ᰯࠊࣇࣥࢹࣥࢢᶵ㛵㸸㸲ᶵ㛵ࠊ᭷㆑⪅㸸㸯
ྡ㸧ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢᐇ≧ἣ㸦Ꮫᑐࡋ࡚ࡣಶูᆺ
ඹྠ◊✲ࡢᐇ≧ἣࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࣄࣜࣥࢢࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋࣄࣜࣥࢢࢆ⾜
ࡗࡓᶵ㛵➼ࡢᴫせࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ௨ୗࡢ࠾ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ᑐ㇟ᶵ㛵➼
ᮾிᏛ Ώ㒊ಇஓᩍᤵ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᮾிᕤᴗᏛ
ᅜ❧◊✲㛤Ⓨἲே ᪂࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮࣭⏘ᴗᢏ⾡⥲ྜ㛤Ⓨᶵᵓ
බ❧Ꮫἲே 㜰ᗓ❧Ꮫ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே 㜰Ꮫ
ᅜ❧◊✲㛤Ⓨἲே ᪥ᮏ་⒪
◊✲㛤Ⓨᶵᵓ

᪥
9 ᭶ 13 ᪥ 15:00-16:00
9 ᭶ 14 ᪥ 10:00-12:00

ሙᡤ
ᮾிᏛศᏊ⣽⬊⏕≀Ꮫ◊✲ᡤ
ྠᏛ ᒸᒣ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ

9 ᭶ 19 ᪥ 10:00-12:00

ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ ⏘ᴗ㐃ᦠ࣭ᆅᇦᨭㄢ

9 ᭶ 20 ᪥ 10:00-12:00
9 ᭶ 20 ᪥ 16:00-18:00

ྠᏛ ୰ⓒ⯉㫽࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
ྠᏛ ྿⏣࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ

9 ᭶ 22 ᪥ 14:00-16:00

ྠᶵᵓ ᮏ㒊

ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᕞᏛ

9 ᭶ 25 ᪥ 15:00-17:00

ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ⇃ᮏᏛ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ྡྂᒇᏛ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ୕㔜Ꮫ
ᅜ❧◊✲㛤Ⓨἲே ≀㉁࣭ᮦ
ᩱ◊✲ᶵᵓ
බ❧Ꮫἲே ᗈᓥᏛ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᘯ๓Ꮫ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ಙᕞᏛ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᮾிᏛ
ᅜ❧◊✲㛤Ⓨἲே ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡
⯆ᶵᵓ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᮾᏛ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᒣᙧᏛ
Ꮫᰯἲே ❧㤋Ꮫ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ி㒔Ꮫ

9 ᭶ 26 ᪥ 8:30-11:00
9 ᭶ 28 ᪥ 10:00-12:00
9 ᭶ 28 ᪥ 15;00-17:00

ྠᏛ
ࢨ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ

10 ᭶ 2 ᪥ 13:30-15:30

ྠᶵᵓ ༓⌧ᆅ༊㸦ᮏ㒊㸧

10 ᭶ 4 ᪥ 15:00-17:00
10 ᭶ 10 ᪥ 13:00-14:50
10 ᭶ 16 ᪥ 13:30-15:30
10 ᭶ 17 ᪥ 14:00-16:00

ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ

10 ᭶ 19 ᪥ 14:00-16:00

ྠᶵᵓ ᮾிᮏ㒊

10 ᭶ 24 ᪥ 13:00-15:00
10 ᭶ 25 ᪥ 10:00-12:00
11 ᭶ 1 ᪥ 10:00-12:00
11 ᭶ 1 ᪥ 14:00-16:00

ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
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⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥࣉࣛ
㯮㧥࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
NIC 㤋
ᆅᇦࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥ㛤ⓎᣐⅬ

ᮾᗈᓥ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
ᮏ⏫࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
ᯇᮏ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠࣉࣛࢨ

㟷ⴥᒣ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
⡿ἑ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
ᮒ㞛࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
ᅜ㝿⛉Ꮫࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥᲷ

㸰㸬➨㸯ḟࣄࣜࣥࢢ⤖ᯝ㸦ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺ㸧
㸦㸯㸧ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢ⌧≧࡞࠸ࡋ㏆ࡢᐇ⦼
࣭Ꮫ࠾࠸࡚ᐇࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡣࠊᖺ㛫ᩘ௳ࡽ㸯㸮
ᩘ௳࡛࠶ࡿ3ࠋࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢᖺ㛫௳ᩘ㛵ࡍࡿᅇ⟅ෆᐜࡣࠊୗ
⾲ࡢ࠾ࡾ㸦Ꮫ࣭㐣ཤ㸳ᖺࡢᖺ㛫ᖹᆒ㸧ࠋ
15 ௳௨ୖ 14~10 ௳
9~5 ௳
4~1 ௳
1 ௳ᮍ‶
⟬ฟᅔ㞴
4
1
0
1
2
7
࣭Ꮫ࠾ࡅࡿࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢᴫせࡋ࡚ࡣࠊࡰ࡚ࡣᅜࣉࣟ
㸦JST, NEDO, AMED ➼㸧㛵㐃ࡢ◊✲࡛࠶ࡾࠊ⣧⢋࡞Ꮫᴗࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮
ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢᐇᐇ⦼ࡀ࠶ࡿࡢࡣࠊつᶍ࡞ඹྠ◊✲ࢆ㐠Ⴀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿ⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠಀࡿ⤌⧊ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᏛ࡛࠶ࡾࠊእⓗ࡛࠶ࡿࠋලయⓗ࡞
ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊୗグ㸦㸲㸧ࢆཧ↷ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࠋ
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙᭩ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊୗ⾲ࡢ࠾ࡾࠊᏛ⊂⮬ࡢࡦ࡞
ᆺࢆ‽ഛࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸Ꮫࡢ᪉ࡀከࡗࡓࠋ
Ꮫ⊂⮬ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺ᭷ࡾ
Ꮫ⊂⮬ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺ࡞
ࡋ4
2
13

3

ࡓࡔࡋࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺࡋ࡚࢝࢘ࣥࢺࡍࡿᇶ‽ࡶࡲࡕࡲࡕ㸦࠼ࡤࠊ㸱♫ᙜ⪅௨ୖ
ࡢඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࢆࠕࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺࠖᶵᲔⓗ࢝࢘ࣥࢺࡋࠊぶᏊ♫ࢆ┦ᡭ᪉ࡋ࡚
Ꮫేࡏ࡚୕ᙜ⪅ࡢඹྠ◊✲ࡶࠕࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺࠖ࢝࢘ࣥࢺࡍࡿ࡞ࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡾࠊ
ಶูᆺࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺࢆ༊ูࡋ࡚⟶⌮ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸Ꮫࡀከࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊᮏᩥ୰ࡢ௳ᩘ
ࡣ࠶ࡃࡲ࡛ཧ⪃௳ᩘ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
4
ᅜࣉࣟᐇ㝿ࡋ࡚ᙜヱᅜࣉࣟᑓ⏝ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࢆ‽ഛࡋࡓᏛ㸱ᰯࢆྵࡴࠋ
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A㸬㸺ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢዎ⣙ᙧែ㸼
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢዎ⣙ᙧែࡣࠊᅜࣉࣟ㛵㐃ࡶྵࡵࠊ௨ୗࡢࡼ࠺ู࡛ࡁࡿ5ࠋ
ձࣇࣥࢹࣥࢢᶵ㛵ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡀಶู㸦㸧◊✲ཷጤクዎ⣙ࢆ
⥾⤖
ᅜࣉࣟ㛵㐃6 ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡘ࠸࡚ࡳ
ࡽࢀࡿዎ⣙ᙧែࠋ
ཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫࡛ࠊ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࢆᐃ
ࡵࡓ▱㈈ྜព᭩࡞࠸ࡋ▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩ࡀู㏵
⥾⤖7 ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦ྑᅗࡣ⥾⤖ࡉࢀ
ࡓ㸧ࠋ▱㈈ྜព᭩➼ࡢ⟇ᐃࡣཧຍᶵ㛵
ࡢ㛫࡛ࡢㄪᩚ㛫ࢆせࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ◊✲㛤
ጞᚋ୪⾜ࡋ࡚༠㆟ࡋࠊᚋ㏣࠸࡛⥾⤖ࡍࡿ
ࡇࡶከ࠸ࠋ
࡞࠾ࠊࣇࣥࢹࣥࢢᶵ㛵ࡽཷクࡋࡓᶵ
㛵ࡀጤクࢆࡋࠊጤクࡢཷጤクᶵ㛵ࡼ
ࡾࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡀ⤌ࡲࢀࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ
ղ୰᰾ᶵ㛵ྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡀಶูඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖
ᅜࣉࣟ㛵㐃8 ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡸࡑࢀ௨እ
ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࠾࠸࡚ࡳࡽࢀࡿዎ⣙
ᙧែࠋ
୰᰾ᶵ㛵ྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫࡛ඹྠ◊✲
ዎ⣙ຍ࠼࡚ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢ㐠Ⴀ➼
㛵ࡍࡿ༠ᐃ᭩㸦ྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡶෆᐜඹ㏻㸧
ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡶከ࠸㸦ྑᅗୖࡢ㸧ࠋ◊
✲ᡂᯝࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊࡿ༠ᐃ᭩
5

ලయⓗ࡞ዎ⣙᮲௳➼ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊዎ⣙ୖࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢ⩏ົࡢ㛵ಀୖࠊྛᶵ㛵ࡽ㛤♧ࢆᕪࡋ
᥍࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋ
6
NEDO ࡢጤク◊✲㛤Ⓨᴗࡸෆ㛶ᗓࡢ ImPACT ࡀࡇࡢዎ⣙ᙧែ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
7
▱ⓗ㈈⏘ྲྀᢅつ⛬ࢆ⟇ᐃࡋࠊྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡀᐉㄋ᭩ࢆᥦฟࡍࡿ࠸࠺᪉ἲࡶ࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ▱
㈈ྜព᭩ࡸ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ྲྀᢅつ⛬ࡢ⟇ᐃ➼ࡢࡓࡵࠊ▱㈈ጤဨࡀタ⨨ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡿࠋࡇ
ࢀࡽࡢⅬࡣࠊղࡢዎ⣙ᙧែࡘ࠸࡚ࡶྠᵝࠋ
8
JST ࡢ COI ཬࡧ OPERAࠊAMED ࡢጤク◊✲㛤Ⓨᴗཬࡧෆ㛶ᗓࡢ SIP ࡀࡇࡢዎ⣙ᙧែ࡛
࠶ࡿࠋ
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࡛ᐃࡵࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡿࡀࠊࡑࢀࡣู㏵▱㈈
ྜព᭩࡞࠸ࡋ▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡿࡇ
ࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦ྑᅗୗࡣཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫࡛▱㈈༠
ᐃ᭩➼ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡓ㸧ࠋ▱㈈ྜព᭩➼ࡀ
ᚋ㏣࠸࡛⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀከ࠸ࡇࡣࠊୖ
グձࡢዎ⣙ᙧែྠᵝ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ࡲࡓࠊࣇࣥࢹࣥࢢᶵ㛵ࡀ୰᰾ⓗཧຍᶵ
㛵ࡢ㛫࡛◊✲ཷጤクዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋࠊᙜヱ
୰᰾ⓗᶵ㛵ࡀྛཧຍᶵ㛵ಶูඹྠ◊
✲ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩
➼ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ୰᰾ⓗཧຍᶵ㛵
ྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫࡛▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉ
ࢀࡿሙྜࠊཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫࡛▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩ࡀ⥾
⤖ࡉࢀࡿሙྜ➼ࠊࣦ࢚࣮ࣜࢩࣙࣥࡣᵝࠎ
࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ճ ಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࢆಟṇࡋ࡚ᑐᛂ
ᑠつᶍࡢ௳ࡸᏛ㸰ᰯᴗ㸯♫ࡢࢥ
ࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ
⣙᭩࠾ࡅࡿᙜ⪅ࢆ୕ᙜ⪅௨ୖಟ
ṇࡋ࡚⥾⤖ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀ࠶ࡿ᪨ࡢᅇ⟅ࡶ
࠶ࡗࡓࠋ

B㸬㸺ᅜࣉࣟ௨እࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢලయ㸼
࣭ୖグࡢ࠾ࡾࠊᏛ࠾ࡅࡿࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢࢇࡣᅜࣉࣟ
㛵㐃࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊ࠼ࡤࠊᅜࣉࣟ௨እࡢ௳ࡋ࡚௨ୗࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡀ࠶ࡿ
⫈ྲྀࡋࡓࠋ
㸯
◊✲ࢸ࣮࣐㸸
༙ᑟయࡢ〇㐀ࣉࣟࢭࢫ
ཧຍᴗ㸸
ࣉࣟࢭࢫ୰ࡢྛᕤ⛬㸦࢚ࣆ✚ᒙࠊ◊☻➼㸧
ࡢᐇᴗ㸦ᆶ┤ᆺ㸧
ዎ⣙ᙧែ㸸
ձࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࡢ▱㈈ࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆ
ྵࡵࡓඹ㏻ࡢつ⣙ࢆᐃࡵࡓྜព᭩ࢆཧ
ຍᴗྛ♫Ꮫࡀಶู⥾⤖
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ղಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࢆཧຍᴗྛ♫
Ꮫࡀಶู⥾⤖
ͤᏛ࠾ࡅࡿண⟬༢ࢆ 1 ࡘࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵࠊձࡢつ⣙ࡢ⥾⤖ࡀᚲ㡲࡞ࡿࠋ
㸰㸫㸯
◊✲ࢸ࣮࣐㸸
≉ᐃࡢ≀㉁ࡢゎᯒᡭἲ
ཧຍᴗ㸸
ᙜヱゎᯒᡭἲࡢ⏝ᴗ㸦Ỉᖹᆺ9㸧
ዎ⣙ᙧែ㸸
ձ◊✲㢟┠ཬࡧྛཧຍᴗᅛ᭷ࡢ◊✲ᚑ
⪅࣭◊✲㈝㈇ᢸ➼ࡢࡳࢆつᐃࡋࡓඹྠ
◊✲ዎ⣙ࢆཧຍᴗྛ♫Ꮫࡀಶู
⥾⤖
ղලయⓗ࡞ዎ⣙᮲௳ࢆᐃࡵࡓ⣙Ḱࢆ⟇ᐃ
ࡋࠊձࡢዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱ⣙Ḱᚑ࠺ࡶ
ࡢᐃࡵࡿ
ͤ⣙Ḱ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊᡂᯝࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚
ࠕ┦ᡭ᪉༠㆟ࠖᐃࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡢࠊู㏵▱㈈ྜព᭩ࢆᏛ࣭ཧຍᴗ࡛
㸦ಶู࡛࡞ࡃ㸧⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࢆᐃࠋ
㸰㸫㸰
◊✲ࢸ࣮࣐㸸
᭷ᶵ࢚ࣞࢡࢺࣟࢽࢡࢫ
ཧຍᴗ㸸
ᢏ⾡ࡢᆶ┤⤫ྜࡼࡿࢹࣂࢫ㛤Ⓨ㸦ᴗ
㸯㸮♫㸧
ዎ⣙ᙧែ㸸
ձ◊✲㢟┠ཬࡧྛཧຍᴗᅛ᭷ࡢ◊✲ᚑ
⪅࣭◊✲㈝㈇ᢸ➼ࡢࡳࢆつᐃࡋࡓඹྠ
◊✲ዎ⣙ࢆཧຍᴗྛ♫Ꮫࡀ㸯ᑐ
㸯࡛ಶู⥾⤖
ղྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡣ⛎ᐦಖᣢ➼ࢆᐃࡵࡓつ⣙
ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࡀ๓ᥦ
ճ▱㈈ࡢྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࡣࠊ࠶ࡃࡲ࡛ಶูᴗᑐ
Ꮫࡢࡳࠋᴗ㛫ࡢྲྀࡾỴࡵࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
մ▱㈈ࡢྲྀࡾᢅ࠸࡛≉ᚩⓗ࡞Ⅼࡣࠊᐇ
9

ཧຍᴗࡣࠊᙜヱゎᯒᡭἲࢆูࠎࡢ〇ရࡢ〇㐀ࡢࡓࡵ⏝࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊᆶ┤ⓗ࡞㛵ಀࡣ࡞
࠸ࡀࠊཧຍᴗࡀ➇ྜࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞ཝᐦ࡞ព࡛ࡢỈᖹᆺ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
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⿵ൾࢆồࡵ࡞࠸ࡇࢆ᫂グࡋ࡚࠸ࡿⅬ
㸦㏻ᖖࡢ㸯ᑐ㸯ࡣ␗࡞ࡿᢅ࠸࡛࠶ࡾࠊ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࠾ࡅࡿ≉㸧
࣭ࡑࡢࠊඹྠ◊✲࠸࠺ᙧ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㢮ఝࡢ◊✲ᙧែࡋ
࡚ࠊ࠼ࡤࠊ௨ୗࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡀ࠶ࡿ⫈ྲྀࡋࡓࠋ
㸱
࣭Ꮫࡀ⾜࠺≉ᐃࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡢ◊✲ᑐࡋ࡚
」ᩘࡢᴗࡀᖺ㈝ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࡘࡘ◊✲
ཧຍ㸦Ꮫࡽࣞࢡࢳ࣮ࣕࢆཷࡅࡿ㸧ࠋ
࣭ᙜヱࢸ࣮࣐ࡢ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚◊✲ࡀ㐍ࡵ
ࡤࠊᙜヱࢸ࣮࣐ࡢ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚Ꮫཧ
ຍᴗ㛫ࠊཧຍᴗྠኈࡢඹྠ◊✲㐍
ᒎࡍࡿࡇࢆᛕ㢌࠾࠸࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

㸲
࣭≉ᐃࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡢ◊✲ࡘ࠸࡚」ᩘࡢᴗ
ࡀᏛ◊✲ࢆጤクࡋ࡚◊✲ᡂᯝࡣ
࡚Ꮫᖐᒓࡉࡏࡘࡘཧຍᴗ㠀⊂
༨ᐇᶒࢆ࠼ࡿ
࣭◊✲ཷጤクዎ⣙ࡣཧຍᴗྛ♫Ꮫࡀ
ಶู⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡀࠊࡑࢀࡣูඹ㏻ෆ
ᐜࡢ༠ᐃ᭩ࡶᏛྛ♫ࡀ⥾⤖ࡍࡿዎ
⣙ᙧែ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

C㸬㸺ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࡢᐇ᮲௳㸼
࣭◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᐇ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᡂᯝࡈฟ㢪ࡢ㝿༠㆟ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡸࠊ
ྛཧຍᶵ㛵ࡣ↓ൾࡢᐇᶒࢆタᐃࡋࡘࡘ㠀ཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢࣛࢭࣥ
ࢫࡶㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢ࡞ࠊᵝࠎ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭つᶍࡢࡁ࠸ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺෆ࡛」ᩘࡢศ⛉ࡀタ
⨨ࡉࢀࠊྛศ⛉ཧຍᶵ㛵ᑐࡋ࡚ࡣᙜヱศ⛉࠾ࡅࡿᡂᯝࡢ↓ൾᐇࢆ
ㄆࡵࡘࡘࠊࡢศ⛉ཧຍᶵ㛵ᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㠀ཧຍᶵ㛵ᑐࡍࡿ
ࡼࡾ᭷࡞᮲௳࡛᭷ൾ࡛ࡢᐇࢆㄆࡵࡿ࡞ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭࡞࠾ࠊᡂᯝࡢᖐᒓࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᢏ⾡◊✲⤌ྜࢆタ❧ࡋ࡚ࡑࡇᶒࡢᖐᒓࢆ
㞟⣙ࡍࡿ࠸ࡗࡓᅇ⟅ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
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D㸬㸺ዎ⣙⥾⤖ࡲ࡛せࡍࡿᮇ㛫㸼
࣭ዎ⣙⥾⤖ࡲ࡛ࡢᮇ㛫ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊዎ⣙ᙜ⪅ࡀቑ࠼ࡿࡇ࡛ᢲ༳ᡭ⥆ࡁ➼
㛫ࡀࡿ࠸ࡗࡓᅇ⟅ࡀ࠶ࡿ୍᪉ࠊࡑࢀࢆ㑊ࡅࡿࡓࡵࠊ୰᰾ⓗᶵ㛵ࡀ
ྛཧຍ⪅ಶูዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿᙧࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡾࠊᮏཎᮏྠ➼ࡢຠຊ
ࢆㄆࡵࡿࡇ࡛ྠᢲ༳ᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ㐍⾜ࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡾ࠸ࡗࡓᕤኵࡀࡳࡽࢀ
ࡓࠋ
࣭࡞࠾ࠊཧຍᶵ㛵ࡀ୍ࡘ࡞࠸ࡋ」ᩘࡢዎ⣙᭩ࡢᙜ⪅࡞ࡿዎ⣙ᙧែࡍࡿ
ሙྜࠊఱࡽࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ᢲ༳ᡭ⥆ࡁࡀࢫ࣒࣮ࢬ῭ࢇࡔࡋ࡚ࡶࠊᚋⓎⓗཧຍ
ࡸ⬺㏥ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓ㝿ཧຍᶵ㛵ࡀᗘᢲ༳ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽࡎ↹㞧ࡉࡣṧࡿ
࠸ࡗࡓᣦࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
E㸬㸺ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙࠾ࡅࡿதⅬ㸼
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢዎ⣙΅࠾ࡅࡿதⅬࡣࠊಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲
ዎ⣙ᇶᮏⓗྠᵝ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᐇ⿵ൾᩱࡢᨭᡶࡢせྰࠊ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᶒ࣭
⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡢᏛࡼࡿ㈇ᢸࡢ᭷↓ࠊཬࡧᡂᯝබ⾲ࡢ᮲௳ࡀせ࡞Ⅼࡋ࡚ᣲ
ࡆࡽࢀࡓࠋ
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲≉᭷ࡢㄽⅬࡋ࡚ࡣࠊཧຍᶵ㛵ࡼࡿ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢ
ᐇ᮲௳㠀ཧຍᶵ㛵ࡢᐇチㅙ᮲௳ࢆࡢࡼ࠺タᐃࡋᕪ␗ࢆタࡅࡿࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ㏵୰ཧຍ࣭⬺㏥ࡢ᮲௳ࢆࡢࡼ࠺タᐃࡍࡿ10ࠊ࠸ࡗࡓⅬࡀᣲࡆࡽ
ࢀࡓࠋ
㸦㸰㸧◊✲ᡂᯝࡢฟ㢪≧ἣࡸά⏝≧ἣ➼
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢᐇ⮬యࡀᑡ࡞ࡃࠊ≉チฟ㢪ࡢ≧ἣ㸦ฟ㢪௳
ᩘࠊ༢㢪࣭ඹ㢪ࡢྜ㸧ࡸᶒ㈝⏝ࠊ◊✲ᡂᯝࡽ⏕ࡎࡿᖺ㛫ධ㢠ࡣࠊ
㐍⾜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᑡᩘࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢつᶍࡸዎ⣙᮲௳ࡁࡃᕥྑࡉࢀࡿࠋ
࣭≉チฟ㢪ࡢ≧ἣࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㸯ᰯ࠶ࡓࡾᴫࡡᖺ㛫㸯㸮௳ᮍ‶࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊ㐍⾜ࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ௳ᩘࡸつᶍࡼࡗ࡚ࡣࡑࢀࢆୖᅇࡿሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ᇶ࡙ࡃฟ㢪ྰ࠸࠺ほⅬࡽ≉チฟ㢪௳ᩘ
ࢆ⟶⌮ᢕᥱࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ᶵ㛵ࡀከࡃࠊṇ☜࡞௳ᩘࡢᢕᥱࡣᅔ㞴࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

10

ᚋⓎⓗ࡞ཧຍ㛵ࡋࠊ࠼ࡤࠊᚋⓎⓗཧຍᶵ㛵ࡀཧຍ๓ฟࡉࢀࡓ◊✲ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚
ᐇᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡿ࠸ࡗࡓㄽⅬࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊཧຍࢆㄆࡵࡿ࠺
ࡢุ᩿ࠊᙜヱᶵ㛵ࡀ◊✲㈉⊩ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡿ࣓ࣜࢵࢺཧຍ๓ࡢ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᐇ
ᶒࢆㄆࡵࡿࡇࡼࡿࢹ࣓ࣜࢵࢺࢆẚ㍑⾮㔞ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊ๓⪅ࡀࡁ࠸ุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜ
ཧຍࢆㄆࡵࡿࡓࡵࠊཧຍ๓ࡢ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᐇᶒࢆㄆࡵࡿࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࡣᐇ㉁ⓗၥ㢟࡞
࠸⪃࠼ࡿᶵ㛵ࡀከࡗࡓࠋ᪉࡛ࠊᚋⓎⓗ࡞ཧຍ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࠊⓎ᫂ࡃ㛵ࡋ࡞
ࡗࡓࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ྠᵝ᭷ൾ࡛ᐇࢆㄆࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅ࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
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㸦㸱㸧ⱥᅜ∧ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺࢶ࣮ࣝࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺዎ⣙ࣔࢹࣝཬࡧ᪥ᮏ∧ࢥࣥ
ࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺዎ⣙ࣔࢹࣝࡢసᡂࡘ࠸࡚
࣭ⱥᅜ∧ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺࢶ࣮ࣝࡢ㢮ᆺࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㢮ᆺ A ࡢ࠸ᡭࡀⰋ࠸࠸࠺ព
ぢࡀ᭱ࡶከࡃࠊḟ࠸࡛㢮ᆺ D ࠸࠺ពぢࡶከࡗࡓࠋ୍㒊ࠊ㢮ᆺ B ࢆᣲࡆࡓ
ᶵ㛵11ࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋᅇ⟅ෆᐜࡣୗ⾲ࡢ࠾ࡾ㸦」ᩘ㢮ᆺᅇ⟅ࡢሙྜࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀཧ
ධ࣭ᣓᘼෆࡣࣇࣥࢹࣥࢢᶵ㛵ࡢෆᩘ㸧ࠋ
㢮ᆺ A
㢮ᆺ B
㢮ᆺ C
㢮ᆺ D
ᅇ⟅࡞ࡋ
9 (2)
3 (1)
0
7 (1)
5 (1)
㢮ᆺ A ཬࡧ D ࢆᣲࡆࡓ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㢮ᆺ B ࡸ㢮ᆺ C ࡢࡼ࠺◊✲㛤ጞⅬ
࡛ᴗࢆ⾜࠺≉ᐃࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ࢆỴᐃ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸࠸࠺ពぢࡀከ
ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ㢮ᆺ B ࢆᣲࡆࡓᶵ㛵ࡣࠊᏛࡸ◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡀࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒
ཧຍࡋ࡚࠸࡚ࡶᴗࢆ⾜࠺ࢃࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊᴗࢆᴗయᐃࡵࡿ
ࡇ㐪ឤࡀ࡞࠸ࡢ⌮⏤ࠊ⮫ᗋࢹ࣮ࢱࢆ㞟ࡍࡿ AMED ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒
࡛࠶ࢀࡤ㐺ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ⌮⏤ࠊ⌧ᅾࡢ㐠⏝ྜ⮴ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠸ࡗࡓ⌮⏤ࢆᣲ
ࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᭦ࠊ㢮ᆺ B ࡸ C ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣᐇᶵ㛵ぢ㏉ࡾࡀᑡ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸࠸ࡗࡓពぢࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ

11

㢮ᆺ B ࢆ㑅ࢇࡔ⌮⏤ࡣࠊ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᖐᒓࢆᴗ௵ࡏࡓ࠸࠸ࡗࡓ⌮⏤ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡓࠋ
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㸱㸬➨㸯ḟࣄࣜࣥࢢ⤖ᯝ㸦ಶูᆺ㸧
㸦㸯㸧ᴗࡢಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢᖺ㛫ᖹᆒ௳ᩘ㸦ᅇ⟅ᩘ㸧12
600 ௳㉸ 500~600 ௳ 400~500 ௳ 300~400 ௳ 200~300 ௳ 100~200 ௳ 100 ௳ᮍ‶
6
1
1
1
3
1
2
㸦㸰㸧ᴗࡢಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ 1 ௳࠶ࡓࡾࡢ◊✲㈝ࡢᖹᆒ㔠㢠㸦ᅇ⟅ᩘ㸧13
400~௨ୖ
300~400 
200~300 
100~200 
2
3
3
3
㸦㸱㸧ᴗࡢಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢ≉チฟ㢪ࡢᖺ㛫ᖹᆒ௳ᩘ㸦ᅇ⟅ᩘ㸧
0 ௳ ↓ᅇ⟅࣭
200 151~200 101~150 51~100
25~50 1~24
௳㉸ ௳
௳
௳
௳
௳
⟬ᐃᅔ㞴
14
༢⊂ฟ㢪
0
1
0
1
0
4
6
3
ඹྠฟ㢪
4
0
1
4
1
0
3
㸦㸲㸧ᴗࡢಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᐇチㅙ➼15ࡢᖺ㛫ᖹᆒ௳ᩘ㸦ᅇ⟅ᩘ㸧
10 ௳㉸
6~10 ௳
1~5 ௳
0௳
↓ᅇ⟅࣭⟬ᐃᅔ㞴
⊂༨ᐇチㅙ
3
4
5
0
3
㠀⊂༨ᐇチㅙ
4
1
6
1
3
ㆡΏ
3
2
5
0
5
㸦㸳㸧ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙΅࠾ࡅࡿ࡞தⅬ
ձ ඹ᭷▱㈈ࡢᶒ࣭⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡢ㈇ᢸ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࡢሙྜࡢᐇ⿵ൾᩱࡢ
ᨭᡶ⩏ົࡢ㛵ಀ
࣭ᶒ࣭⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࢆ㢠ᴗࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿሙྜ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࡢሙྜࡣᐇ

12

ྛᏛࡢࣄࣜࣥࢢ࠾࠸࡚ᖺ㛫ᖹᆒ௳ᩘᅇ⟅ࡋࡓࡶࡢࢆᣦࡍࠋࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹ
ྠ◊✲ಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࢆ༊ูࡏࡎ௳ᩘࢆ⟬ฟࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᏛࡶ࠶ࡿࡀࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ
࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢ௳ᩘࡀᑡᩘ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡓࡵࠊᴗࡢඹྠ◊✲௳ᩘయࡋ࡚ᅇ⟅ࡉࢀ
ࡓ௳ᩘࢆୖ⾲࡛ࡣࡑࡢࡲࡲ⏝࠸࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲࠾࠸࡚ྛཧຍ
ᴗᙜ⪅㛫࡛⥾⤖ࡋࡓዎ⣙ࢆಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡢ௳ᩘྵࡵ࡚ᅇ⟅ࡋࡓᏛࡶ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ
ྠᵝࡢᢅ࠸ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
13
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࢆ༊ูࡏࡎ㔠㢠ࢆᅇ⟅ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᏛࡶ
࠶ࡿࡀࠊᅇ⟅ࡉࢀࡓ㔠㢠ࢆୖ⾲࡛ࡣࡑࡢࡲࡲ⏝࠸࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㸲ࡢ㸦㸱㸧ཬࡧ㸦㸲㸧ࡢ௳ᩘࡘ
࠸࡚ࡶྠᵝ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
14
ඹྠ◊✲ᡂᯝࡋ࡚ࡢ≉チฟ㢪ྰࡢほⅬࡽฟ㢪௳ᩘࢆ⟶⌮ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸Ꮫࡶከࡃࠊ
ࠕᴗࡢඹྠฟ㢪ࠖࡢ௳ᩘࢆ࢝࢘ࣥࢺࡋࡓᏛࡶከࡗࡓࡇࡽࠊ༢⊂ฟ㢪ࡢ௳ᩘࡣ
ᑡᩘ࡞࠸ࡋ㸮௳࠸࠺ᅇ⟅ࡀከ࠸ࠋ
15
ඹ᭷ඛࡢᴗᑐࡍࡿᐇチㅙ௳ᩘࢆྵࡴࠋ
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⿵ൾᩱࡣせࡍࡿ❧ሙ16ࠊ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࡢሙྜ࡛ࡶᐇ⿵ൾᩱࡢᨭᡶࢆ
ồࡵࡿ❧ሙࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ࡉࡽࠊᴗࡀᐇ⿵ൾᩱࡢᨭᡶࢆᣄ⤯ࡍࡿሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊᏛࡼࡿ➨୕⪅
ࡢᐇチㅙࡢྠពࢆᣄࢇࡔࡁࡣ⊂༨ⓗᐇࡳ࡞ࡋᐇ⿵ൾᩱࢆ
ồࡵࡿྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
ղ ◊✲ᡂᯝබ⾲ࡲ࡛ࡢ๓㏻▱ᮇ㛫ࡢ㛗▷㸦㸱㸮᪥㸧
ճ ඹྠᡂᯝ▱㈈ࡢⓎ᫂⪅ࡽᢎ⥅つ⛬
մ ⛎ᐦಖᣢ⩏ົ㸦⛎ᐦಖᣢᮇ㛫ࡢ㛗▷ࡸඹྠ◊✲ཧຍࡍࡿᏛ⏕ࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢ
⩏ົ㸧
㸦㸴㸧ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙᭩
࣭࡚ࡢᏛ࡛Ꮫ⊂⮬ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࢆసᡂࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭సᡂ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ࡣࠊᖹᡂ㸯㸲ᖺᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡦ࡞ᆺࡸࡢᏛࡢ
ࡦ࡞ᆺࢆཧ⪃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅ࡀከࡃぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
࣭ඹྠ◊✲ᡂᯝࡢᴗࡢᕤኵࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ
ࠕඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢẁ㝵࡛ࡣᴗࡢࡓ
ࡵࡢᕤኵࡣࡋ࡚࠾ࡽࡎࠊඹྠฟ㢪ዎ⣙ࡢẁ㝵࡛⪃៖ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࠖࡢᅇ⟅ࡀ」
ᩘ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ୍᪉࡛ࠕඹྠ◊✲┦ᡭࡀ୍ᐃᮇ㛫ᐇࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢ
ᐇチㅙࢆㄆࡵࡿ᮲㡯ࢆタࡅ࡚࠸ࡿࠖࠊ
ࠕ⊂༨ⓗᐇᶒࢆᮇ㛫㝈ᐃࡍࡿࠖࠊ
ࠕඹ
ྠⓎ᫂ࡘ࠸࡚ඹ᭷ඛᴗ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇྜពࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊᏛࡀᴗ
ࡢྠព࡞ࡃ➨୕⪅ࣛࢭࣥࢫྍ⬟ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠖࠊࠕ㠀⊂༨ᐇࡢሙྜ
Ꮫ࣭ᴗࡶ➨୕⪅㏻ᖖᐇᶒࢆチㅙ࡛ࡁࡿ㸦ࡓࡔࡋᏛࡣᴗࡢྠព
ࡀᚲせ㸧࠸࠺᮲௳ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠖࡢᕤኵࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅ࡶぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
㸦㸵㸧ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢ΅యไ
࣭ᑓ௵ࡢ⫋ဨࡀᩘྡࡽ༑ᩘྡ࡛࠶ࡓࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅ࡀከࡃぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
1 ྡࡽ 5 ྡ
5 ྡࡽ 9 ྡ
10 ྡ௨ୖ
3 Ꮫ
4 Ꮫ
5 Ꮫ
࣭ᢸᙜ⪅ᘚㆤኈࠊᘚ⌮ኈ➼ࡢ᭷㈨᱁⪅ࡀ࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅ࡀᩓぢࡉࢀࡓࠋ
࣭ᩍ⫱◊ಟయไࡋ࡚ࡣ OJT ࡢࠊ
ࠕJST ࡢࠗ┠ࡁ◊ಟ࠘➼እ㒊◊ಟཧຍ
ࡍࡿࠖࡢᅇ⟅ࡀከࡃぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
㸦㸶㸧ࡉࡃࡽࢶ࣮ࣝࡢㄆ▱ᗘ࣭ά⏝≧ἣ
 ㄆ▱ᗘ
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࡞࠾ࠊᐇ⿵ൾ࠸࠺⪃࠼᪉ࢆ᥇ࡽࡎࠊ⊂༨ࡢሙྜࡣ⊂༨ⓗᐇᩱࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ
ࢆཷࡅ࡚࠾ࡾࠊඹ᭷ᡂᯝࢆ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࡋ࡚ᐇ⿵ൾࡢᨭᡶࢆせࡋࡘࡘࠊᶒ
࣭⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶᴗ㈇ᢸࢆㄪᩚࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᅇ⟅ࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
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࣭
ࠕࡉࡃࡽࢶ࣮ࣝࠖࡢྡ⛠ࡣࠊࣄࣜࣥࢢ௨๓ࡢⅬ࡛ࡰࡍ࡚ࡢࣄࣜࣥࢢ
ᑐ㇟Ꮫ࡛ㄆ▱ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
࣭᪉ࠕࡉࡃࡽࢶ࣮ࣝࠖࡢෆᐜࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࣄࣜࣥࢢ௨๓ࡢⅬ࡛ࡣㄆ▱ࡋ࡚
࠸࡞ࡗࡓࠊᅇ⟅ࡋࡓᏛࡀ㸱Ꮫ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭ㄆ▱ࡋࡓ᪉ἲࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ࡽࡢ㏻▱ࠊ࢙࢘ࣈࢧࢺࠊUNITT ➼ࡢ
ྜ࡛ࡢ࿘▱ࡀぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
 ά⏝≧ἣ
ձ ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙᭩ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࡋ࡚ࡢ⏝
࣭
ࠕࡉࡃࡽࢶ࣮ࣝࠖࢆඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࡋ࡚⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࡋࡓ
Ꮫࡣ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭⏝ࡋ࡞ࡗࡓ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ
ࠕᏛ⊂⮬ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࠖ
㸦Ꮫ㸧
ࠕከࡃࡢᴗᴗูࡦ࡞ᆺࡘ࠸࡚ྜពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࠖࠊ
ࠕཎ๎ࠊ
▱㈈ࡢᖐᒓࡣู㏵༠㆟ᢅ࠸ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠖ࠸ࡗࡓពぢࡀከࡗࡓࠋ
ղ ࡑࡢࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡿ⏝
࣭
ࠕࡦ࡞ᆺࢆ⏝ࡋࡓㅮ⩦࣭ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡸ₇⩦ࡀ᭷ຠ࡛࠶ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋࠖࠊ
ࠕࣔࢹࣝ㑅ᢥ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ࡢ⪃࠼᪉ࡣඹྠฟ㢪ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ᳨ウࡍࡿ࠶ࡓ
ࡗ࡚ཧ⪃࡛ࡁࡿ㒊ศࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࠖࠊࠕከᩘࡢࣔࢹࣝࡀ࠶ࡿࡇࡼࡗ࡚ಟṇࡢ
ᣦᶆࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋࠖࠊ
ࠕⱥᩥࣔࢹࣝࡀ࠶ࡿࡇࡀ᭷⏝࡛࠶ࡿࠋࠖࡢព
ぢࡀぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
࣭ࠕࡉࡃࡽࢶ࣮ࣝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ᮲ᩥࡢ㊃᪨➼ࡸᏛつ๎ࡢᩚྜ
ࢆ⪃៖ࡋ࡞ࡀࡽಶࠎࡢඹྠ◊✲᭱㐺࡞ᙧࢆ㑅ᢥ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞‽ഛᮇ㛫ࡀ
ᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࠖࡢពぢࡶぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
࢘ ពぢࡸせᮃ
࣭
ࠕ⣽࠸ᕪ␗ࡀከࡃࠊ⌮ゎࡋࡃ࠸ࠋᰕ࡞ࡿ㢮ᆺࢆỴࡵ࡚ᥦ♧ࡋࡓ᪉ࡀࡼ࠸ࠋࠖ
ࠕ⪃࠼᪉ࡢ㐨➽ࢆ♧ࡍࡇࡀ㔜せ࡛࠶ࡿᛮ࠺ࠋࠖࠕ㢮ᆺࡀࡸࡸከࡍࡂࡿࡼ࠺
ᛮ࠺ࠋᩘࢆ୕ࡘ⛬ᗘ⤠ࡿࡼ࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠖࡢពぢࡀぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
࣭ࠕᴗഃࡽ⏝ࡢ⏦ࡋධࢀࢆࡋ࡚ࡁ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࠋࠖࠕᴗഃࡢ࿘▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࠋࠖ
࡞ࡢᴗഃࡢᾐ㏱ࢆồࡵࡿពぢࡀぢࡽࢀࡓࠋ
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㸲㸬➨㸰ḟࣄࣜࣥࢢᐇᴫせཬࡧ⤖ᯝ
㸦㸯㸧ࣄࣜࣥࢢᐇᴫせ
ົᒁ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸰㸮㸯㸶ᖺ㸯᭶㸷᪥ࡽ㸯᭶㸰㸴᪥ࡅ࡚ࠊ㸵Ꮫᑐ
ࡋ࡚ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡦ࡞ᆺᑐࡍࡿពぢ➼ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࣄࣜࣥࢢ
ࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋࣄࣜࣥࢢࡢᐇᴫせࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ௨ୗࡢ࠾ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ᑐ㇟ᶵ㛵➼
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᮾிᏛ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே 㜰Ꮫ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᮾிᕤᴗ
Ꮫ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ி㒔Ꮫ
ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᮾᏛ

᪥
1 ᭶ 9 ᪥ 14:00-16:00
1 ᭶ 10 ᪥ 15:00-17:00

ሙᡤ
ྠᏛ ⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠࣉࣛࢨ
ྠᏛ ྿⏣࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ

1 ᭶ 11 ᪥ 10:00-12:00

ྠᏛ ᒸᒣ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ

1 ᭶ 11 ᪥ 14:00-16:00
1 ᭶ 12 ᪥ 13:30-14:15

ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ᕞᏛ

1 ᭶ 15 ᪥ 10:00-12:00

ᅜ❧Ꮫἲே ྡྂᒇᏛ

1 ᭶ 26 ᪥ 14:00-15:15

ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ྠᏛ
ࢨ
ྠᏛ

ᅜ㝿⛉Ꮫࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥᲷ
㟷ⴥᒣ࢟ࣕࣥࣃࢫ
⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥࣉࣛ
NIC 㤋

㸦㸰㸧ࣄࣜࣥࢢ⤖ᯝ
ࣄࣜࣥࢢ࠾ࡅࡿ࡞࣏ࣥࢺࡣ௨ୗࡢ࠾ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
㸦Ꮫูࡢࣄࣜࣥ
ࢢ⤖ᯝࡣู⾲ཧ↷㸧
ྛࣔࢹࣝࡢពぢ➼
ᐃ㸦ᐇ㸧
࣭⪃៖せ⣲➼
ࣔࢹࣝ㸯
࣭ᇶᮏ≉チࢆᏛࡀಖ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
࣭ᇶᮏᢏ⾡ࡢಶูࡢࣉࣜࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࡢ㛤Ⓨࡘ࠸
࡚」ᩘࡢᴗಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࢆ⾜࠺ሙྜ
࣭ᢏ⾡ᶆ‽ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒

ࣔࢹࣝ㸰

㸦ᐇ㸧ࡀᐇࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࣃࢸࣥࢺࣂࢫࢣࢵࢺ
ᩘ
࣭ᡂᯝࢆࡼࡾ࣮࢜ࣉࣥࡋ࡚࠸ࡁࡓ࠸ศ㔝㸦㸸
ሗᢏ⾡ศ㔝ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㸧
࣭ᢏ⾡ᶆ‽ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒
㸦ᐇ㸧Ꮫ࡛ᐇࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ OPERA

ࣔࢹࣝ㸱

࣭◊✲ᑐ㇟〇ရࢆ≉ᐃࡢ୍♫ࡋ〇㐀࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺
࡞ሙྜ
࣭ຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗࡑࢀ௨እࡢᴗࡀ㞟ࡲࡗ࡚ຊࡢᙉ
࠸ᴗ࡚௵ࡏࡿሙྜ
࣭≉Ṧ࡞⨨࣓࣮࣮࣮࢝ࣘࢨ࣮ᴗࡢ㸰♫ࡀཧຍ
ࡋᙜヱ⨨ࢆ◊✲ᑐ㇟ࡍࡿࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࠾
࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱ⨨࣓࣮࣮࢝ᐇᶒࢆ㞟⣙ࡍࡿሙྜ
㸦࣮ࣘࢨ࣮ᴗࡣᙜヱ⨨ࡢ㈍ඛࢆไ㝈ࡋ࡞࠸㸧
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ㄢ㢟࣭せᮃ➼
࣭ฟ㢪⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡢ㈇ᢸࡀၥ㢟࡞ࡿࠋ
࣭➨୕⪅ᴗࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡘ࠸࡚ࠕṇᙜ࡞⌮⏤ࠖ
ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜチㅙࢆ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࡇࡋࡓ⤖ᯝࠊ➨୕
⪅ࡢᐇチㅙࡢᙧ࡛ࡢά⏝ࡀᅔ㞴࡞ࡗࡓࡀ
࠶ࡿࠋ

࣭㞟⣙ඛࢆ㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵㝈ᐃࡍࡁ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
࣭㞟⣙ඛࡶᶒ⾜ࢆ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞యไ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ
ࡀ⌮࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭㞟⣙ඛࡣ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ࡢ⟶⌮ࡸࣛࢭࣥࢩࣥࢢ⬟ຊ
ࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡾࠊ᪤Ꮡࡢ▱㈈⟶⌮♫➼ࡢᴗົጤク
ࡶ࠶ࡾᚓࡿࠋ
࣭㞟⣙ඛࡢタ❧ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍᙜ⪅ࡢ୍
ࡘຍ࠼ࡿ᪉ࡀᐇែ༶ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ
࣭Ꮫࡀయ࡞ࡗ࡚ἲேタ❧ࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛᪤Ꮡ
ࣛࢭࣥࢫ♫ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ࡞ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭㸱ᴗ௨ୖࡢሙྜࡣ࠺࡞ࡿࢆ᳨ウࡋ࡚ࡋ࠸
࣭ࠕᮇ㝈ࡁ⊂༨ࠖ
㸦୍ᐃᮇ㛫ࡢ㛫ᴗࠊά⏝ࡀ
㐍ࡲ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ⊂༨ࢆ㠀⊂༨ኚ᭦ࡍࡿ㸧ࡢ᮲
㡯ࡀ᭷⏝࡛࠶ࡿ㸦ࣔࢹࣝ㸲ඹ㏻㸧
ࠋ

ࣔࢹࣝ㸲

ࣔࢹࣝ㸳

࣭ຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗࡀ⮬ࡽࡢࢧࣉ࣮ࣛࣖ➼ࢆ㞟ࡵ࡚ࢥ
ࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࢆ⤌ࡴሙྜ
࣭ྠ᪘ᴗ㞟ᅋࡸຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗࢆ୰ᚰࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ
࣒ࢆ⤌ࡴሙྜ
࣭ཧຍᴗࡀࠊᕝୖᕝୗࡢᆶ┤㛵ಀ࠶ࡿሙྜ
࣭ྠ୍ᢏ⾡ࡘ࠸࡚」ᩘᴗࡀᐇࡍࡿሙྜ㸦࠼
ࡤ◊✲ᑐ㇟〇ရ
ࡢ㢳ᐈࡀ」ᩘ㉎㈙ࢆồࡵ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ㸧
࣭▱㈈ᖐᒓࡢཎ๎ⓗᙧែ⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

࣭ᢏ⾡ศ㔝࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ◊✲ᡂᯝࢆ➇த㡿ᇦ㠀➇த㡿
ᇦศࡅࠊ㠀➇த㡿ᇦࡘ࠸࡚ࡣཧຍᙜ⪅㸦ཬࡧ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒እ➨୕⪅㸧ࡼࡿ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࠊ➇
த㡿ᇦࡘ࠸࡚ࡣཧຍᙜ⪅⊂༨ⓗᐇࢆㄆࡵࡿ
࠸࠺ศࡅ᪉ࡶ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡀά⏝ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒እᴗࡢ
ࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ๓ྠពࡀᚲせ࡞ࡿࠋ

ࡑࡢࢥ࣓ࣥࢺ
㸦⏝チㅙ᮲௳㸧ᶒ⪅ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㠀ཧຍ⪅࡛⏝᮲௳ᕪ␗ࢆタࡅࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࡿ㸦㸸
ࠕ᭱ᜨᚅ㐝᮲㡯ࠖ㸧
ࠋࡲࡓࠊ㈝⏝㈇ᢸᛂࡌ࡚ࠊ⏝チㅙ᮲௳ࡢඃ㐝ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ
ࠕࢥࣥ
㸦ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP㸧ู⣬࡛≉ᐃࡍࡿᙧࡀᮃࡲࡋࡃࠊࣜࢫࢺࢵࣉࡍࡿ࡞ࡿ◊✲ᐊ༢ࡀ⌧ᐇⓗ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࡢᐇᚲせྍḞ࡞⠊ᅖ࡛ࠖ
ࠕ≉ẁࡢ⌮⏤ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾ୍ࠖ⯡ⓗࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡢᐇࢆㄆࡵࠕ➨
୕⪅ࡢྜព➼ࡢ⌮⏤ࡼࡾࣛࢭࣥࢫࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡇࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࡓሙྜࡣ㏿ࡸ㏻▱ࡍࡿࠖࡍࡿࡇࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀ
ࡿࠋࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡢチㅙᛂࡌ࡚ᐇチㅙᩱࡢศ㓄⋡ࢆୖࡆࡿࡼ࠺ồࡵࡿሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿࡋࠊồࡵ࡞࠸ሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ
㸦ฟ㢪⥔ᣢ㈝⏝㸧ᴗ㈝⏝㈇ᢸࢆࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡓࡵࠊඹ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
㸦㏵୰ཧຍ࣭⬺㏥㸧≉ࠊ⬺㏥ࡢሙྜࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᐇ୰⏕ࡌࡓᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒
ṧࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠸ࠊࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡢᐇᶒࡣኻ࠺࠸࠺ࡢࡀጇᙜ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
㸦⊂༨⚗Ṇἲࡢ㛵ಀ㸧ᅇࡢࣔࢹࣝዎ⣙ṇ☜㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࢀࡤࠊ⊂༨⚗Ṇἲゐࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸࠸࠺ᘓ࡚ࡅ
ࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
㸦Ⓨ᫂⪅ሗ㓘㸧Ⓨ᫂⪅ࡢᡤᒓᶵ㛵ࡢᐃࡵࡼࡿࡇ➼ࡣ᫂♧ࡋࡘࡘࠊὀពႏ㉳⛬ᗘࡢグ㍕␃ࡵ࡚࠾ࡃࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
㸦ࢹ࣮ࢱ㸧Ꮫᖐᒓࡲ࡛ࡣᩚ⌮࡛ࡁ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋࡓࡔࡋࠊ⮫ᗋࢹ࣮ࢱࡘ࠸࡚ࡣᏛᖐᒓࡋ࡚ྲྀࡾᢅࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᏛ
ᖐᒓࡋࡓࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ⟶⌮ࡶ୍㒊ࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡣࠊ◊✲ᐊ௵ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣄࢺ⏤᮶ࡢࢹ࣮ࢱࣛ࣎ࣀ࣮ࢺ➼ࡢ◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱ
ࡣ༊ูࡋ࡚⪃࠼ࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࣔࢹࣝࡢ୰࡛ࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ㛵ࡍࡿᐃࡵࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊព⩏ࡣ
ឤࡌࡿࡶࡢࡢࠊᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ⤒⏘┬ࣔࢹࣝࡢ᮲㡯ࢆࡑࡢࡲࡲ࠺ࡢࡣ᮲ᩥࡢᩘࡀከ࠸ࡇࡶ࠶ࡾࠊ㑊ࡅࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸ࠋ
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௨ୖ

ู⾲⣬
 ࣄࣜࣥࢢ⤖ᯝ
Ꮫ
ࣔࢹࣝዎ⣙᭩ࡢពぢ➼
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ◊✲ᐊ༢Ꮫ༢ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣜࢫࢺ
ࢵࣉࡍࡿ࡞ࡿ◊✲ᐊ༢ࡀ⌧ᐇⓗ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸳ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᏛࡀά⏝ࡍࡿሙྜࡣᴗࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ๓ྠពࡀ
ᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭┠ⓗࡼࡗ࡚ࡢయᐤࡏࡿࡀኚࢃࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࠋᇶ♏◊✲ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣᏛ
ᐤࡏࡓ᪉ࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋᕝୗࡢ◊✲ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᴗᐤࡏࡓ᪉ࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
୍࣭⯡ㄽࡋ࡚ࡣࠊୖグࡢࡼ࠺࠸࠼ࡿࡀࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡣᖜᗈࡢሙྜࡀከ࠸
ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋᗈࡃ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡇࢆ⪃࠼ࡿࠊ⌧ᐇᐤࡏࡿࡇࡀᮃࡲ
ࡋ࠸ᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡋ࡚ࡣ◊✲ࡢ⮬⏤ࡢ☜ಖࡣ㔜せ࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡿࠋ
A
࣭ᇶ♏ⓗᡂᯝࢆ࣮࣋ࢫࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ෆ࡛ḟⓗ࡛ࡼࡾᐇ⏝ⓗ࡞◊✲Ⓨᒎ
ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡢ❧ሙࡽࡣࠊᏛ㞟⣙ࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊಶࠎࡢᴗࡢḟࡢࢫࢸࢵࣉ㐍ࡵ
ࡿ࠸ࡗࡓᙧࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
࣭ฟ㢪⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡣࠊᴗ㈇ᢸࢆᕼᮃࡍࡿࠋ
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡽᐇྥࡅࡓಶูࡢඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙Ⓨᒎࡍࡿ㢮ᆺࡢసᡂࢆ
⪃៖ࡋ࡚ࡋ࠸ࠋ
࣭እ㒊ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ➼ࡘ࠸࡚▱㈈ጤဨࡢ㛤ദ࣮࣌ࢫྜࢃࡏࡿࡇ࡛ᨭ㞀
ࡀ࡞࠸ࢆ᳨ウࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࡼ࠺ᛮ࠺ࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡢ❧ሙࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ
ࠕㆡΏ࠶ࡾࡁࠋ
࡛ࠖࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ࠋᮏᏛࡣ࠸ࢃࡺࡿࠕࡦࡶࡁ
ㆡΏ࡛ࠖከࡃࡢ௳ࢆฎ⌮ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊᴗࡣࠕࡦࡶࡁㆡΏࠖࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ
ཝࡋ࠸ࢫࢱࣥࢫࢆࡗ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࡀከ࠸ࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࠊ㸲ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠕᮇ㝈ࡁ⊂༨ࠖ
㸦୍ᐃᮇ㛫ࡢ㛫ᴗࠊά⏝ࡀ㐍
ࡲ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ⊂༨ࢆ㠀⊂༨ኚ᭦ࡍࡿ㸧ࡢ᮲㡯ࡀ᭷⏝࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡿࠋ
࣭࡞࠾ࠊᴗࡣດຊ⩏ົ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊሙྜࡼࡗ࡚ࡣ΅⩏ົࢆ᮲㡯
ࡋ࡚ᤄධࡍࡁࡇࢆ᳨ウࡍࡁᵝᛮ࠺ࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࠊ㸲࡞ࡗࡓሙྜᏛࡢࠕ࣮࢜ࣉ࣭ࣥࢡ࣮ࣟࢬᡓ␎ࠖࡣ⥔ᣢ࡛ࡁࡿ
ࡢࠋ࡞࡞ࡲࡲࡽ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺ᛮ࠺ࠋ
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣู⣬࡛≉ᐃࡍࡿᙧࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ᛮ࠺ࠋ
࣭ᮏᏛࡣ⊂⮬ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࢆసᡂࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊᇶᮏ
ⓗ࡞Ⓨࡣಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺྠࡌ࡛࠶ࡿ㸦Ⓨ᫂⪅⩏࡛ᖐᒓࢆỴ
B
ᐃࡋࠊཧຍ⪅ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ⾜࠺ࠋ
㸧
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㏵୰࡛ཧຍ࣭⬺㏥ࡍࡿሙྜࡣ᪤Ꮡࡢཧຍ⪅ࡢ㛫ᕪ␗ࢆ
タࡅࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡢࡼ࠺Ꮫ㞟⣙ࡍࡿࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊྛᢸᙜᩍᤵࡢಶᛶࡸඹྠ◊
✲ඛࡢᴗࡢ㛵ಀࡼࡿࠋ
࣭ᮏᏛ࡛ࡣࠊࡇࡇ㸯㸪㸰ᖺ࡛ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡽ▱㈈ࡀฟࡉࢀࡿࢣ࣮ࢫࡀቑ࠼
࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢฎ⌮ࡣ▱㈈ጤဨࡸᙜ⪅ࡢ༠㆟ࡼࡗ࡚Ỵࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡀ⌧≧࡛
࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ᢏ⾡ᶆ‽ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸯㸪㸰ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ࣃࢸࣥࢺࣉ࣮ࣝࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊዎ⣙ᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢ௨እࡶྵࡴࡢࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘
ࣥࢻ IP ࡶྵࡴࡢࡀ࣏ࣥࢺ࡞ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸯ཬࡧ㸰ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ཬࡧ㸲࡛ࡣࠊᡂᯝࡢ㞟⣙ࡢ᪉ྥᛶࡁ࡞㐪࠸ࢆឤ
ࡌࡓࠋࡑࡢព࡛ࠊࣔࢹࣝࡢ␒ྕࡢ୪ࡧ㡰ࡣᑡࡋศࡾࡃ࠸ࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸲ࡣࠊᴗᡂᯝࢆ㞟⣙ࡍࡿࡢࡇࡔࡀࠊ୕ᴗ௨ୖࡢሙྜࡣ࠺
࡞ࡿࡘ࠸᳨࡚ウࡋ࡚ḧࡋ࠸ࠋຍ࠼࡚ࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸲ࡣࠊᢏ⾡ศ㔝ࡈ㞟⣙ඛ
ࢆᐃࡵࡿࡢࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊ⾲⌧ࡀᑡࡋศࡾࡃ࠸ࡇࠊࡲࡓࠊࣉࣜࢣ
࣮ࢩࣙࣥࡸୖὶ࣭ୗὶ࠸ࡗࡓᢏ⾡ศ㔝ࡈ㞟⣙ඛࢆศࡅࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊྠ
୍ᢏ⾡ࡘ࠸࡚」ᩘᴗࡀᐇࡍࡿሙྜ㸦࠼ࡤ◊✲ᑐ㇟〇ရࡢ㢳ᐈࡀ」ᩘ㉎
㈙ࢆồࡵ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ➼㸧ࡶ࠶ࡾᚓࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿ㸦ࡇࢀࢆࣔࢹࣝ㸲ࡢ୍㒊ࡍࡿ
ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࡢ୍㒊ࡍࡿࡣせ᳨ウ㸧
ࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸳㛵ࡋࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒እࡢࠕ㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵ࠖᡂᯝࢆ㞟⣙ࡍࡿࡉࢀ
C
࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊᏛⓎ࣋ࣥࢳ࣮ࣕࡢሙྜࡣႠᶵ㛵࡛࠶ࡾࠊႠᶵ㛵࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ
᪤Ꮡࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ♫ࢆά⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡾᚓࡿᛮࢃࢀࠊࡑࡢሙྜࡶ㞟⣙ඛ
ࡣႠᶵ㛵࡞ࡿࠋࡑࡢព࡛ࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸳ࡣ㞟⣙ඛࢆ㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵㝈ᐃࡏࡎࠊ
ࣇ࣮ࣟࢳ࣮ࣕࢺࡢศᒱࡶࠕࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࡢά⏝యࡣ㠀Ⴀᶵ㛵ྰ
࡛ࠖࡣ࡞ࡃࠕࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࢆ⮬ᕫᐇࡍࡿయ㞟⣙ࡉࡏࡿྰࠖ
ࡍࡿ᪉ࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
࣭ࡑࡢࠊࣔࢹࣝࡢ❧࡚᪉ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᏛࢆྵࡴࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶
ࢀࡤ㐪ឤࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
࣭ྛㄽࡔࡀࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢཧຍཬࡧ⬺㏥ࡢ᮲௳ࡣ㔜せ⪃࠼ࡿࠋ≉ࠊ⬺
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ࢹ࣮ࢱࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
࣭ࢹ࣮ࢱࡢᖐᒓࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
Ꮫᖐᒓࡲ࡛ࡣᩚ⌮
࡛ࡁ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋࡓࡔࡋࠊ
⮫ᗋࢹ࣮ࢱࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ
Ꮫᖐᒓࡋ࡚ྲྀࡾᢅ
ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

࣭⌧≧ࡢඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙᭩ࡢ
ࡦ࡞ᆺ࡛ࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࡣ▱
㈈ᶒྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ࡓ
ࡔࡋᏛⓏ㘓ࡋࡓࡶ
ࡢࡢࡳ㸧
ࠋ
࣭⮫ᗋࢹ࣮ࢱࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ
Ꮫᖐᒓࡉࡏࡿࡇ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢࡢ◊
✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᐃ
ࡵ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡢࡀᐇ࡛
࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭እ㒊බ⾲ࡍࡿሙྜ
ࡣࠊᏛࡢᒆฟࡀ࠶ࡿ
ࡀࠊᏛࡀ⟶⌮ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ
ࢃࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ⟶⌮ࡣ◊
✲ᐊ௵ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

࣭ᮏᏛ࡛ࡣࠊᴗࡀ᭷ൾ࡛
ά⏝ࡋࡓ࠸ᛮࢃࢀࡿ
ࡼ࠺࡞ࢹ࣮ࢱࢭࢵࢺ㸦ࢹ
࣮ࢱ࣮࣋ࢫ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚
ࡣࠊᏛࡀྛ◊✲ᐊࡽ
ᢎ⥅ࡋ࡚⟶⌮ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚
࠸ࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊࡑࡢࡼ࠺࡞
ࡣᑡ࡞࠸ࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡀඖࠎಖ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓ
ࢹ࣮ࢱࡀࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ
࣒ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡓࡾࠊࢥࣥ
ࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡼࡿ◊✲
ࡢ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚᭷⏝࡞ࢹ
࣮ࢱࡀฟࡉࢀࡓࡾࡍ
ࡿࡇࡣ࠶ࡾ࠺ࡿࡣ
⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡀࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣṇ☜ᛶࡢ᳨ド
ࡸಖドࡀᅔ㞴࡛࠶ࡿࡓ
ࡵࠊᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡓࢹ࣮ࢱࢆ

D

㏥ࡢሙྜࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᐇ୰⏕ࡌࡓᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࢥࣥࢯ
⏝ࡋࡓ⤖ᯝ⏕ࡌࡿ
࣮ࢩ࣒ṧࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠸ࠊࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚
ලྜࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ㈐௵ࢆ
ࡢᐇᶒࡣኻ࠺࠸࠺ࡢࡀጇᙜᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
㈇ࢃ࡞࠸⤌ࡳࡋ࡚
࣭ᅜࣉࣟ➼࡛ࡣࠊ◊✲⮬యࡢᐇ᮲௳ࡣࡦ࡞ᆺⓗỴࡲࡾࠊሙྜࡼࡗ࡚ࡣಶࠎ
࠸ࡓࡔࡁࡓ࠸⪃࠼࡚
ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ಶู⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡾᚓࡿࠋࡑࡢࡓࡵࠊᡂᯝࡢ
࠸ࡿࠋ
ᐇ᮲௳ࡢࣔࢹࣝࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩ࡋ࡚ὶ⏝࡛ࡁࡿࡇࡀ᭷┈ᛮࢃ
ࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ᅇࡢࣔࢹࣝዎ⣙ṇ☜㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࢀࡤࠊ⊂༨⚗Ṇἲゐࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸
࠸࠺ᘓ࡚ࡅࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
㸦ᮏᏛ⮬యࡢάື࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ
㸧ࡘ࡚ DVD 㛵
ࡍࡿࣇ࢛࣮࣒ࣛࡀ⤌ᡂࡉࢀࡓࡁࡣࡑࡢⅬࡀᠱᛕࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡓࡵࠊᴗࢧ
ࢻࡋ࡚ࡣẼࡍࡿⅬࡔᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊಶูࡼࡗ࡚≧ἣࡀኚࢃࡗ࡚
ࡃࡿࡇࡣ⌮ゎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡀయ࡞ࡾ➇ྜࡍࡿ」ᩘࡢᴗࡀཧຍࡍࡿࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ≉
ᐃࡢ♫ྲྀࡾࡲࡵࢆ௵ࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࣔࢹࣝ㸰࡞
ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿ㸦Ꮫࡀࣁࣥࢻࣜࣥࢢྍ⬟࠸࠺ㄢ㢟ࡣ࠶ࡿࠋ
㸧ࠋ
࣭ᆶ┤㛵ಀ࠶ࡿᴗࡀࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍࡍࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸲ࡣ࠶ࡾ
࠼ࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࡶඹ㏻ࡍࡿࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊᅜࣉࣟ➼࡛බ㈝ࡀᢞධࡉࢀ
ࡿ௳࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊ≉ᐃࡢᴗᐇᶒࢆ⊂༨ࡉࡏࡿࡇᨻ⟇ㄽࡽᠱᛕࡀ
⏕ࡌࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡶ࠶ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭᪉࡛ࠊ」ᩘࡢᴗࡀཧຍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ≉ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࡣࠊ୍♫ᐇᶒࢆ
⊂༨ࡉࡏࡿࡇࢆࡢᴗࡀᐜㄆࡍࡿࡇࡣ⪃࠼ࡃ࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡶឤ
ࡌࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊά⏝ࢆ᥈ࡍࡍࢀࡤࠊ◊✲ᑐ㇟〇ရࢆ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣ≉ᐃࡢ୍♫ࡋ
〇㐀ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡞ሙྜࡸࠊຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗࡑࢀ௨እࡢᴗࡀ㞟
ࡲࡗ࡚ᙜヱຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗ࡚௵ࡏ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡼ࠺࡞ሙྜ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋࡶࡋࡃ
ࡣࠊ◊✲ᡂᯝࢆᐇࡍࡿࡣከ㢠ࡢタഛᢞ㈨ࡀᚲせ࡞ࡾࠊ⊂༨ⓗᐇࡀ☜ಖ
࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡑࡶࡑࡶࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍࡋ࡞࠸࠸ࡗࡓࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࡶ
࠶ࡾ࠺ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ࡞࠾ࠊᮏᏛ࠾ࡅࡿࡢ୰ࡣࠊ≉Ṧ࡞⨨ࡢ࣓࣮࢝
࣮ࡑࡢ࣮ࣘࢨ࣮ᴗࡢ㸰♫ࡀཧຍࡋᙜヱ⨨ࢆ◊✲ᑐ㇟ࡍࡿࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ
࣒࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱ⨨࣓࣮࣮࢝ᐇᶒࢆ㞟⣙ࡍࡿ㸦࣮ࣘࢨ࣮ᴗࡣᙜヱ
⨨ࡢ㈍ඛࢆไ㝈ࡋ࡞࠸㸧࠸࠺ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ヱᙜࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡀಖ᭷ࡍࡿᇶᮏᢏ⾡ࢆ୰ᚰࡋࡓඹྠ◊✲ࢆࡍࡿሙྜࠊᅜࣉࣟ࡞ࡽࢥࣥࢯ
࣮ࢩ࣒ࢆ⤌ࡴࡀࠊ⣧⢋Ẹ㛫ࡢඹྠ◊✲࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊᙜヱᇶᮏᢏ⾡ࡢಶูࡢࣉ
ࣜࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࡢ㛤Ⓨࡘ࠸࡚」ᩘࡢᴗಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࢆ⾜࠺ሙྜࡶ࠶ࡾ
࠼ࡿࠋಶูᆺඹྠ◊✲ࡍࡿ⌮⏤ࡣ⛎ᐦሗࡢ⟶⌮ࢆᴗഃࡽせㄳࡉࢀࡿࡇ
ࡀࡁ࡞せᅉ࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊᏛഃࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ୍᪉ࡢ◊✲ᡂᯝࢆ᪉ࡢ◊✲ࡶ
⏕ࡋࡓ᪉ࡀࡼࡾⰋ࠸ᡂᯝࡀᚓࡽࢀࡿ㸦࠼ࡤࠊୖὶ〇ရࡢ㛤Ⓨࡣࠊୗὶ〇ရ
⏝࠸ࡽࢀࡿ㝿ࡢせồ≉ᛶࢆᫎࡋࡘࡘ⾜ࢃ࡞ࡅࢀࡤពࡀ࡞࠸㸧ࡓࡵࠊࢥࣥ
ࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࢆ⤌ࡴࡇࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ࡞࠾ࠊࡇࡢሙྜࠊࣔࢹࣝࡋ
࡚ࡣࣔࢹࣝ㸯ཪࡣࣔࢹࣝ㸰࡞ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡢ⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊฟ㢪⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡢ㈇ᢸࡀ࣏ࣥࢺ࡞ࡿࠋ
࣭◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ
࣭ࠕ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ࡢ⏝㛵ࡍࡿ⊂༨⚗Ṇἲୖࡢᣦ㔪ࠖ
㸦▱㈈࢞ࢻࣛࣥ㸧ࡢ㛵ಀ
Ꮫ࡛⟶⌮ࡍࡿࡇࡣ
ࡘ࠸࡚ៅ㔜᳨ウࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦㸸⮬ື㌴㒊ရ࣓࣮࣮࢝ࡢ⤌ྜ➼ࡢཧ
ྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵࠊู㏵
ຍࠋ
㸧
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ༢࡛ᐃ
࣭Ⓨ᫂⪅ㄆᐃ㛫ࡀࡿࡇཬࡧᴗฟ㢪㈝⏝ࢆ㈇ᢸࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡓࡵࠊ
ࠕ
ࡵࡿࡇࡀ⌧ᐇⓗᛮ
యඹ᭷࣭ಶูᖐᒓ㸦⏝㏵ษࡾศࡅ㸧
ࠖࡢᡭἲࢆࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ᶒ⪅ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㠀ཧຍ⪅࡛⏝᮲௳ᕪ␗ࢆ ࣭ࢹ࣮ࢱࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࡘ࠸
タࡅ࡚ࠊ⥔ᣢά⏝ࢆᅗࡗ࡚࠸ࡃࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࡚ࠊࣄࢺ⏤᮶ࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ
࣭ྠ୍ࡢ≉チࡘࡁࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ෆᙜ⪅ࡢチㅙ᮲௳ࢆࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒እ
ࣛ࣎ࣀ࣮ࢺ➼ࡢ◊✲ࢹ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢチㅙ᮲௳ࡼࡾࡶ࡞ࡶࡢࡋ࡞࠸ࠕ᭱ᜨᚅ㐝᮲㡯ࠖࡢᑟධࡶ⪃
࣮ࢱࡣ༊ูࡋ࡚⪃࠼
࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
ࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ᅜࣉ࡛ࣟࡣࠊ୍ᐃᮇ㛫ࢆ⤒㐣ࡋ࡚ࡶᴗࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ⏝チㅙࢆ᧔ᅇ
ࡍࡿ᮲㡯ࡀ࠶ࡾࠊά⏝ࡢⅬࡽࡣཧ⪃࡞ࡿࠋ
࣭㸦ඹྠ㸧◊✲ࡢ⮬⏤ࡣࠊᏛࡢᏑᅾព⩏㛵ࢃࡿ㡯࡛࠶ࡾࠊ㠀ᖖ㔜せ࡛࠶
ࡿ⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
࣭ࢫࢸࣜࣥࢢ࣭ࢥ࣑ࢵࢸ࣮ࡣᯟࢆ♧ࡍࡼ࠺࡞ᙧࡍࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭㞟⣙ᚋࡢ▱㈈ᶒࡢࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࣛࢭࣥࢫᩱࡢྜⓗศ㓄ࡣ୧㍯ࡋ࡚
ྠ᳨ウࡍࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ᇶᮏ≉チࡀᮏᏛ࠶ࡿሙྜࡣࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡢᙧែࢆ㑅ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࠋ
࣭ࡑࡢࡢ⪃៖せ⣲ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ◊✲ࡢ≧ែ㸦᪤ඛ⾜◊✲ࡀ࠶ࡿ㸧ࡸᑐ㇟࡞
ࡿᢏ⾡ࡢ≧ែ㸦ᮦᩱ࡞ࡢ⏝㏵࡞ࡢ㸧ࡀ⪃࠼ᚓࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᏛࡀయ࡞ࡗ࡚ἲேࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࠊ
᪤Ꮡࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ♫ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ࠸ࡗࡓᙧ࡞ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
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࣭ྛࣔࢹࣝࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ࡢศᒱⅬࢆタࡅࡿࡇࡣࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹ
ྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㛵ࡍࡿ▱ぢࡀ✚ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸Ꮫࡗ࡚ࡣ᭷⏝࡛࠶ࡿ⪃
࠼ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗࡀ⮬ࡽࡢࢧࣉ࣮ࣛࣖ➼ࢆ㞟ࡵ࡚ࢥࣥࢯ࣮
ࢩ࣒ࢆ⤌ࡴሙྜࡀീ࡛ࡁࡿࡀࠊᅜࣉ࡛ࣟᏛᑟ࡞ࡿ࡞࡞㞴ࡋ࠸
ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡢព࡛ࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࡸࣔࢹࣝ㸲࡞ࡿࡢࡣࠊᏛᑟࡢࢥࣥ
ࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࡛᪂ࡓ࡞ࠕᆶ┤ࠖ㛵ಀࡢ࣐ࢵࢳࣥࢢࢆࡍࡿሙྜࡶ⪃࠼ࡽࢀ࡞ࡃࡶ࡞
࠸ࡀࠊ࠶ࡿ⛬ᗘᚑ๓ࡽࡢ㛵ಀᛶࢆ᭷ࡍࡿᴗࡀཧຍࡍࡿሙྜ࡞ࡗ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺
ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸯ཬࡧࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡢㄢ㢟ࡣࠊᏛࡸ➨୕⪅ᶵ㛵ࡀ≉チࡢ⥔ᣢ㈝⏝➼ࢆ࠸
ฟࡍࡿ࠸࠺Ⅼ࠶ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋᏛഃࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ࠾ࡑࡽࡃࣔࢹࣝ㸱
ཪࡣ㸲ࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡚ᴗࣛࢭࣥࢫࡍࡿࡇࢆ᪩ࠎ☜ᐃࡋ࡚㈝⏝ࡢᅇࢆ
ᅗࡿ࠸࠺ࡢࡀ⌮ⓗࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡓࡔࡇࡢሙྜࡶࠊᴗ࠾ࡅࡿᴗ
ࡲ࡛ࡣฟ㢪ࡽࢱ࣒ࣛࢢࡀ࠶ࡿࡓࡵࠊ㈝⏝㛵ࡍࡿၥ㢟ࡣᖖᏑᅾࡍࡿ
࠸࠼ࡿࠋ
࣭ࡢཧຍᴗࡼࡾ㈝⏝ࢆከࡃฟࡋࡓᴗࢆᡂᯝά⏝ࡢ᮲௳㠃࡛ඃ㐝ࡍࡿ࠸࠺
ࡇࡣ⪃࠼࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋᏛࡋ࡚ࡣከࡃࡢ㈨㔠ࢆ㞟ࡵࡓ࠸ࡓࡵࠊ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ
ᛂࡌࡓඃ㐝ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡶᏑᅾࡍࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸲ࡣᢏ⾡ศ㔝ᛂࡌ࡚ά⏝యࢆỴࡍࡿࡢࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊ◊✲ᡂᯝࢆ
➇த㡿ᇦ㠀➇த㡿ᇦศࡅࠊ㠀➇த㡿ᇦࡘ࠸࡚ࡣཧຍᙜ⪅㸦ཬࡧࢥࣥࢯ
࣮ࢩ࣒እ➨୕⪅㸧ࡼࡿ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࢆㄆࡵࠊ➇த㡿ᇦࡘ࠸࡚ࡣཧຍᙜ
⪅⊂༨ⓗᐇࢆㄆࡵࡿ࠸࠺ศࡅ᪉ࡶ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ᏛⓎ࣋ࣥࢳ࣮ࣕࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸳ࡢ➨୕⪅ᶵ㛵ྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ࡇ
ࡶ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡀࠊࡴࡋࢁࠊᙜヱ࣋ࣥࢳ࣮ࣕࢆタ❧ࡋࡓࡇࢁ࡛ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒
ཧຍᙜ⪅ࡢ୍ࡘຍ࠼ࠊࡑࡢ୰࡛⨨࡙ࡅࢆ᥈ࡗ࡚࠸ࡃ᪉ࡀᐇែ༶ࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ࡞࠾ࠊᅜࣉ࡛ࣟᏛⓎ࣋ࣥࢳ࣮ࣕࢆタ❧࣭ά⏝ࢆࣇࣥࢹ
ࣥࢢ࢚࣮ࢪ࢙ࣥࢩ࣮➼ࡽ່ࡵࡽࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ♫ᐇࢆ᪤Ꮡᴗᢸ
ࢃࡏࡿࡓࡵᴗࢆᕳࡁ㎸ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࡢࡼ࠺࡞່ࡵࡽࢀ᪉ࡣ㐪
ឤࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭㢮ᆺࡢศࡅ᪉ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊㄽ⌮ⓗᩚ⌮ࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡼ࠸ᛮ࠺ࠋ
࣭ࡑࡢୖ࡛ࠊ⋡┤࠸࠼ࡤࠊຠᯝⓗά⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡣᏛࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢேဨࡢ
ၥ㢟ࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦URA ᢸᙜ⪅࡛ࡶࡸࡸⲴࡀ㔜࠸ࡼ࠺ぢཷࡅࡽࢀࡿ㸧
ࠋ
࣭ᑐ㇟࡞ࡿ◊✲ࡢዎ⣙㢮ᆺࡀࡼ࠸㸦ᡈ࠸ࡣᩍဨ௵ࡏ࡚ࡼ࠸㸧࡞ࢆ
ㄡࡀุ᩿ࡍࡿࡢࡢุ᩿ࡀᚲせ࡞ࡿࠋ
࣭▱㈈ࡢᖐᒓࡣࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡀᇶᮏ࡞ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡶᮏᏛ࡛ࡢᐇ㊶ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࡑࡢࡣࠊᮏᏛࡀయ࡞ࡗ࡚⋓ᚓࡋࡓ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒࡛࠶ࡾࠊᑓᚑࡢᢸᙜ⪅ࡀ௵ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋලయⓗࡣཧຍᏛ
ࡽ▱㈈ࡢㆡΏࢆཷࡅࠊᴗࡽࡣࠊࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ⊂༨ⓗᐇᶒࡢチㅙ
ࢆཷࡅ࡚ࠊࣂࣝࢡ࡛ࣛࢭࣥࢫ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᙧ࡛ᮏᏛ㞟⣙ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
࣭ࡓࡔࡋࠊୖグࡢሙྜࡣࠊ➨୕⪅ᴗࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡘ࠸࡚ࠕṇᙜ࡞⌮
⏤ࠖࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜチㅙࢆ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡓࡵࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢ
ᐇチㅙࡢᙧ࡛ࡢά⏝ࡣᅔ㞴࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭ࡲࡓࠊ࠸ࡗࡓࢇ㞟⣙ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡢࠊฟ㢪⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡢၥ㢟ࡀ⏕ࡌࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒
ண⟬ࡢ⠊ᅖࢆ㉸࠼ࡓࡓࡵࠊ⥅⥆ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࠊᐇ㝿ᑓ㛛⟶⌮ᶵ㛵⟶⌮ࢆጤクࡋࡓᐇࡣ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࠊ㸲ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᏛࡋ࡚ࡣᴗࡢ⊂༨ⓗᐇᢠࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡴࡋ
ࢁࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ෆࡢᴗ㛫࠾࠸࡚ㄪᩚࡀ⏕ࡌࡿሙྜࡀከ࠸ࡼ࠺ぢཷࡅ
ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ᐇ㝿ࡣࠊฟ㢪⥔ᣢ㈝⏝ࡢၥ㢟ࡀࡁࡃࠊᴗ㈝⏝㈇ᢸࢆࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡓࡵࠊ
ඹ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࡀከ࠸ࠋࡑࡢุ᩿せ⣲ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊձ㈝⏝㈇ᢸղά⏝ࡀᏛ
㑏ඖࡉࢀࡿճᏛࡀᐇチㅙ࡛ࡁࡿࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ≉ᐃࡣ࡞ࡾ㞴ࡋ࠸㸦ࡓࡔࡋࠊ⊂༨ⓗᐇ
チㅙࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࡣ㝖ࡃ㸧ࠋ
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡢㄳồ㡯ࢆぢࡿࠊヱᙜࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࡶࡲࡲ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡢᐇチㅙࡣࠊ✚ᴟⓗ࡞ᐇチㅙ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᐇ㝿ࡣᶒ
⾜࡛࠶ࡿ⌮ゎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࢆྵࡵࡿࡇ࡛ᐇチㅙᩱࡢศ㓄⋡ࢆୖࡆࡿࡼ࠺ồࡵࡿ
ሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿࡋࠊồࡵ࡞࠸ሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ෆ࡛ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡘ࠸࡚᭱ᜨᚅ㐝᮲௳᮲㡯ࢆධࢀࡿࡇࡶ࠶
ࡿࡀࠊᐇ㝿ୖࡣẚ㍑ᑐ㇟ᅔ㞴ࢆឤࡌࡿሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿ㸦ୖࡸࣛࢭࣥࢩ࣮ࡀ
ᏛᶵᲔ➼␗࡞ࡿᢏ⾡ศ㔝㸧
ࠋ
࣭ඹྠ◊✲ࣇ࢙࣮ࢬά⏝ࣇ࢙࣮ࢬࡣࠊᐇ㝿ࡣู࡛࠶ࡾࠊูண⟬ࢆࡘࡅࡿࡇ
ࡀᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
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࣭ᮏᏛ࡛ࡣࠊ◊✲ࡢ㐣⛬ཪ
ࡣ⤖ᯝᚓࡽࢀࡓࢹ࣮ࢱ
ࡀᩍᤵᖐᒓࡍࡿࡢ
Ꮫᖐᒓࡍࡿࡢ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ⤫୍ⓗ࡞࢞ࢻ
ࣛࣥࡣᐃࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸
࡞࠸ࠋ

࣭ࢹ࣮ࢱࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᏛ
◊✲⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ࡣ◊✲
⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿ㸦እࡣࣀ
࢘ࣁ࢘ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ࡛ࠊ
ࡇࡢሙྜࡣᏛᖐ
ᒓࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸧ࠋ
࣭ࢹ࣮ࢱࢆᏛᖐᒓࡋࡓ
ࡋ࡚ࡶࠊ⟶⌮ࡣྛ◊✲
⪅ࡺࡔࡡࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭Ꮫࡢᩍဨࡣࠊಶேᴗ
࡛࠶ࡿࡇὀពࡍ
ࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ༶ࡕࠊ୍
ᐃࡢᮇ㛫ࠊ≉ᐃࡢᏛ
ᡤᒓࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡽゝ
ࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡢ㛫ࡢ◊✲ࢆ
Ꮫࡢࡶࡢࡍࡿࡇࡣ
࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

࣭ᢏ⾡ศ㔝ࡘ࠸࡚࠸࠼ࡤࠊࣛࣇࢧ࢚ࣥࢫ㸦་Ꮫ࣭㎰Ꮫ㸧
ࠊᮦᩱࠊ≀㉁➼ࡢ
ศ㔝ࡣࠊࣛࢭࣥࢫࡋࡸࡍ࠸ࡓࡵ࠸ࡸࡍ࠸ࡼ࠺ᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
࣭᪉࡛ࠊሗᢏ⾡ࡸᶵᲔࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᢏ⾡ศ㔝ࡢᛶ㉁ୖ࠸ࡃ࠸ࡼ࠺ᛮࢃ
ࢀࡿ㸦᪉࡛࣋ࣥࢳ࣮ࣕࡣ㉳ࡇࡋࡸࡍ࠸ᛮࢃࢀࡿ㸧ࠋ

G

࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸳ࡀỈᖹᆺࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㐺ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠸࠺ࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㐪ឤ࡞ ࣭⌧ᅾࠊᏛ࡛㞟ࡋࡓࢹ
࠸ࠋ࡞࠾ࠊỈᖹᆺ࡛࠶ࢀࡤཧຍ⪅ࡢ᮲௳ࢆᥞ࠼ࢀࡤࡼ࠸ࡀࠊᆶ┤ᆺ࡛࠶ࡿ
࣮ࢱࡢ౯್ࡀぢ┤ࡉࢀ
᮲௳ࢆኚ࠼ࡿࡇࡶ᳨ウࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡓࡵ」㞧࡞ࡿഴྥࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀࡣࠊ་
࣭Ꮫᖐᒓࢆ㞟୰ࡉࡏࡿࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡣࠊࡀᐇࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡛㏆࠸ࡶࡢࢆ▱ࡗ
⒪⣔ࡸ⮬ື㐠㌿㛵ಀࡢ
࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ⏘⥲◊ࡸ NIMS ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽ➨୕⪅ࣛࢭࣥࢫࡍࡿྍ⬟ᛶࢆṧࡍ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ➼Ꮫ࡛ࡋ
ጼໃ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ㚷ࡳࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸯㏆࠸ࡼ࠺ឤࡌࡿࠋ
㞟࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࢹ࣮ࢱࡀᏑ
࣭ୖὶୗὶ࡛ᖐᒓඛࢆศࡅࡿࣔࢹࣝ㸲ࡣศࡾ᫆࠸ࡀࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸱ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊά
ᅾࡍࡿࡇࡣࡶࡕࢁࢇࠊ
⏝࡛ࡁࡿලయࡀ┤ࡄࡣᛮ࠸ࡘ࡞࠸㸦ྠ᪘ᴗ㞟ᅋࡸࠊຊࡢᙉ࠸ᴗࢆ୰
ࢹ࣮ࢱ㸦࣮࣋ࢫ㸧ࡣࠊࡑ
ᚰࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࢆ⤌ࡴࡁࡃࡽ࠸ࠋ
㸧ࠋ
ࡢࡶࡢࡀ୍ࡘࡢၟရ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ⌧ᅾࠊᮏᏛ࡛ᐇࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠶ࡿᅜࣉࣟࡀࡲࡉ➨୕⪅ᶵ
ࡋ࡚᫂☜࡞ᑐ౯ᛶࢆഛ
㛵ࢆά⏝ࡍࡿࡶࡢࠋᙜヱᅜࣉ࡛ࣟࡣࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㛤ጞⅬ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ➨୕
࠼ࡿࡓࡵࠊᴗഃࡋ࡚
⪅ࡢἲேࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࡇࢆᛕ㢌࠾ࡁࠊ▱㈈༠ᐃ᭩ࡶࡑࢀࢆᐃࡋࡓ᮲㡯ࡋ
ࡶᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠸᫆࠸Ⅼ
࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊࡢࡼ࠺࡞ἲேࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࠊ㐠Ⴀ᪉ἲࢆ࠺ࡍࡿ࠸ࡗࡓ
ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ≉チࡢሙ
ヲ⣽ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㛤ጞⅬ࡛ࡣᐃࡵ࡚࠾ࡽࡎࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㛤
ྜࠊ౯್ࡢ⟬ᐃࡀ㞴ࡋ࠸
ጞᚋࠊ୍⯡♫ᅋἲேࢆά⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆỴࡵࡓࠋ
ࡋࠊ♫ⓗ㛵ಀࡍࡿࡇ
࣭ୖグẼࣉ࡛ࣟࡣࠊ➇த㡿ᇦ㠀➇த㡿ᇦࢆព㆑ࡋࠊ㠀➇த㡿ᇦࡘ࠸࡚ࡣୖ
࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵఱࡋࡽ
グ୍⯡♫ᅋἲேᖐᒓࡉࡏࠊ➇த㡿ᇦࡘ࠸࡚ࡣⓎ᫂⪅⩏ࡼࡾྛࢥࣥࢯ࣮
ࡢỴᐃ㔜࠸ᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ
ࢩ࣒ཧຍ⪅ṧࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ࡑࡢព࡛ࠊࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡃྠࡌ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧
ࠋ
せࡍࡿࡀࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ㸦࣮࣋
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡣࠊ⌮ⓗ࡞ᙧ࡛ࡣ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ௨ୗࡢࡼ࠺࡞ㄢ㢟ࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦ㄢ㢟ࡀ࠶ࡿ
ࢫ㸧ࡢ⏝ᶒࢆྲྀᚓࡍࡿ
ࡽṆࡵࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸࠸࠺ព࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧
ࠋ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ࡣ◊✲ᡤ༢
㸫 ࣔࢹࣝ㸰࠾࠸࡚タ❧ࡍࡿ➨୕⪅㸦ࠕά⏝➨୕⪅ࠖ
㸧ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ࡢ⟶⌮
ࡢពᛮỴᐃ࡛㊊ࡿࠋ
ࡸࣛࢭࣥࢩࣥࢢࢆࡍࡿ⬟ຊࢆഛ࠼࡚࠸࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ⌧ᐇⓗࡣࠊ᪤
࣭ୖグࡢⅬࡣࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘
Ꮡࡢ▱㈈⟶⌮♫➼ᴗົࢆጤクࡍࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡾᚓࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊ▱㈈⟶⌮
ࡶᙜ࡚ࡣࡲࡾࠊ⌧
♫ࡣࠊࣃࢸࣥࢺࢺ࣮ࣟࣝࡍࡿഴྥࡀ࠶ࡿࡢࡀᠱᛕ࡛࠶ࡿ
ᅾࠊᮏᏛ࡛ࡣࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘
㸫 ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆཷࡅ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡓࡵࡣࠊᶒ⾜ࢆࡍࡿጼໃࢆぢࡏࡿᚲせ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢⴭసᶒ
ࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦ࡑࡢព࡛ࠊୖグ᪤Ꮡࡢ▱㈈⟶⌮♫ࡀࢺ࣮ࣟࣝࡍࡿⅬࡶ⮴ࡋ
ධࡀࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘㛵㐃ධ
᪉࡞࠸㠃ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ㸧
ࠋά⏝➨୕⪅ࡶᶒ⾜ࢆ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞యไ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ
ࡢ୰࡛ࡁ࡞ẚ㔜ࢆ༨
ࡀ⌮࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊࡑࢀࡣ୰ࠎ㞴ࡋ࠸ᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ
ࡵࡘࡘ࠶ࡿࠋ
㸫 ά⏝➨୕⪅ࡣࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᙜ⪅ࡽࡢฟྥ⪅࡛㈥ࢃ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊே
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺඹྠ◊
ࢆ㞠࠺ᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊ୍ࡘࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡽฟࡓᡂᯝࡔࡅ࡛ࡣࠊ
✲ዎ⣙ࣔࢹࣝࡢ୰࡛ࡢ
༑ศ࡞┈ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀ࡞࠸ྍ⬟ᛶࡀ㧗࠸ࠋ࡞࠾ࠊᅇࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ㛵ࡍࡿᐃࡵ
ࡣ㞳ࢀࡿࡀࠊ」ᩘࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࢆࡲࡲࡗ࡚ྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ࡼ࠺࡞ᶵ㛵
ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊព⩏ࡣឤࡌࡿ
ࡀ࠶ࢀࡤࠊࡼࡾᏳᐃࡋࡓ┈ࢆୖࡆࡽࢀࡿᛮࢃࢀࠊࡑࢀࡀ IP Bridge ࡢࡼ
ࡶࡢࡢࠊᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ⤒⏘
࠺࡞ᅜࡢᜥࡀࡗࡓᶵ㛵࡛࠶ࢀࡤ࡞࠾ᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
┬ࣔࢹࣝࡢ᮲㡯ࢆࡑࡢ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࢆ㑅ᢥ⫥ࡋ࡚ᥦ♧ࡍࡿࡇࡣⰋ࠸ᛮ࠺ࡀࠊά⏝➨୕⪅ࡋ࡚ࡢ
ࡲࡲ࠺ࡢࡣ᮲ᩥࡢᩘ
ࡼ࠺࡞ᶵ⬟ࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࡶేࡏ࡚᫂♧ࡋ࡚࠾࠸ࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
ࡀከ࠸ࡇࡶ࠶ࡾࠊ㑊ࡅ
࣭ࣔࢹࣝ㸰ࡀά⏝࡛ࡁࡿሙ㠃ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᡂᯝࢆࡼࡾ࣮࢜ࣉࣥࡋ࡚࠸ࡁࡓ࠸ศ㔝ࠊ
ࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
࠼ࡤሗᢏ⾡ศ㔝ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡀࠊᏛ㞟⣙ࡋࡓ࠸ࡀ
Ꮫࡑࡢ⬟ຊࡀ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࣔࢹࣝ㸯ࡀ㑅ᢥ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡶ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚➨୕⪅ᶵ㛵ࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ά⏝ࢆヨࡳ࡚࠸ࡿᐇࡣ࠸ࡃ
ࡘ࠶ࡾࠊᅜࣉ࣮ࣟ࣋ࢫࡢᢏ⾡◊✲⤌ྜࢆඖࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛ࠊᢸᙜ⪅㸯ྡࢆࡘࡅ
࡚ࣛࢭࣥࢫᑐ㇟ࢆࣜࢫࢺࡋࣛࢭࣥࢫ᮲௳ࡶ♧ࡋ࡚ࣛࢭࣥࢩ࣮ࢆເ㞟
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࡶ࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊᮏᏛ࡛ࡶࠊ࠶ࡿ◊✲ࢆ๓㌟ࡋࡓ୍⯡♫ᅋἲே
ࢆసࡗ࡚ࠊ≉ᐃศ㔝ࡢࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ࡢᬑཬࢆᅗࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࡀ࠶ࡿ㸦ࡓࡔࠊࡇ
ࢀࡀᡂຌࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡣᚋ㏙ࡢࢹ࣮ࢱࡸࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ࡢ≉㉁ࡀᐤࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
㸧
ࠋ
࣭ᡂᯝࢆ㞟⣙ࡉࡏࡿሙྜࡢᠱᛕⅬࡋ࡚ࠊⓎ᫂⪅ሗ㓘ࡢⅬࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ≉ࠊ
↓ൾ࡛㞟⣙ࡍࡿሙྜ➼ࡣࠊⓎ᫂⪅ࡀᒓࡍࡿᴗࡣ㸦㞟⣙ඛࡢᶵ㛵ࡼࡿࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫධࡀศ㓄ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣูㄽ㸧ఱࡶධࡀ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊⓎ᫂⪅ᑐࡋ࡚
ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠼ࡤࡼ࠸ࡢ࠸ࡗࡓၥ㢟ࡀ⏕ࡎࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ
࣒ዎ⣙ࡸࡑࡢゎㄝ୰ୖグࡢࡼ࠺࡞ሙྜࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡁ⪃
ᐹࡍࡿࡇࡶ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡶࡢࡢࠊⓎ᫂⪅ᡤᒓᶵ㛵ࡢ⣮தࢆច㉳ࡋࡡ࡞࠸ࡓ
ࡵࠊⓎ᫂⪅ࡢᡤᒓᶵ㛵ࡢᐃࡵࡼࡿࡇ➼ࡣ᫂♧ࡋࡘࡘࠊὀពႏ㉳⛬ᗘࡢグ㍕
␃ࡵ࡚࠾ࡃࡁࡶࡢࡢࡼ࠺ࡶᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡏࡼࠊ◊✲⪅ࡣዎ⣙᭩ࢆ
ࡋࡗࡾㄞࡲ࡞࠸ഴྥࡀ࠶ࡿࡓࡵࠊ࠼ࡤᏛ௨እᡂᯝࢆ㞟⣙ࡍࡿሙྜ࡛࠶
ࢀࡤࠊᩍᤵᑐࡋ࡚ᡂᯝࡀᴗࡢࡶࡢ࡞ࡿࡇࢆ๓▱ࡽࡏ࡚࠾ࡃࡇࡀ
㐠⏝㠃࡛ᮃࡲࡋ࠸࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
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࣭ᡂᯝࢆఱࢀࡢᶵ㛵㞟⣙ࡍࡿሙྜࠊࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫᶒࡁࡢ㠀⊂༨ⓗᐇࡢ
ᙧ࡛㞟⣙ࡍࡿࠊඖࡢᖐᒓඛ㞟⣙ඛ࡛ࣛࢭࣥࢫ⤒㊰ࡀࡘฟ᮶࡚ࡋࡲ࠺
ࡓࡵࠊ㟂せ⪅ࡣᚲ↛ⓗࣇ࣮ࡢᏳ࠸᪉ࡽࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆཷࡅࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋࡑ
ࡢࡓࡵࠊ㞟⣙ඛᶵ㛵ࡢᴗࡀ❧ࡕ⾜࡞ࡃ࡞ࡿࡓࡵࠊ㞟⣙᪉ἲࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ⌧≧
⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺ᖐᒓࢆ⛣ࡍ⊂༨ⓗࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
࣭ࡓࡔࠊ⊂༨ⓗࣛࢭࣥࢫࡼࡾ㞟⣙ࡍࡿሙྜࠊᖐᒓඖࡣࢡࣟࢫ࠼࡞ࡃ࡞ࡿ
ࡋࠊᨺᲠࡋࡓࡃ࡞ࡗࡓሙྜ࠺ࡋࡓࡽࡼ࠸࠸ࡗࡓၥ㢟ࡣ⏕ࡎࡿࠋ
࣭ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢ◊✲┠ⓗ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸◊✲ᐊࡀಖ᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ࡀணᮇࡏࡎࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫྍ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡶ࠶ࡾᚓࡿࡓࡵࠊᑐ㇟ࡢ≉ᐃࡢᚲせᛶࡣ࠶ࡿࠋ
᪉࡛ࠊᴗഃࡽࡍࢀࡤࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ཧຍࡋࡓࡶࢃࡽࡎᴗࡢ
ẁ㝵࡛ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡀᐇ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸࠸࠺ែࡣᐃࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢ◊✲┠ⓗ௨እࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࠕࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᡂᯝࡢᐇᚲせ
ྍḞ࡞⠊ᅖ࡛ࠖ
ࠕ≉ẁࡢ⌮⏤ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾ୍ࠖ⯡ⓗࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡢᐇ
ࢆㄆࡵࡿࡇࡶ㑅ᢥ⫥ࡋ࡚ࡣ⪃࠼࠺ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘
ࣥࢻ IP ୍⯡ⓗࡢᐇࡣㄆࡵࡘࡘࠊࠕ➨୕⪅ࡢྜព➼ࡢ⌮⏤ࡼࡾࣛࢭࣥࢫ
ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡇࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࡓሙྜࡣ㏿ࡸ㏻▱ࡍࡿࠖࡋࡓࡾࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ
࢘ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࣜࢫࢺࡋࡓࡾࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡇ࡛ㄪᩚࡋ࡚ࡣ࠺ࠋ
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➨㸲㸬ⱥᅜࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢᴫせ
㸯㸬ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢᴫㄝ
ከᩘࡢᙜ⪅ࡀཧຍࡍࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㸦ࢥ
 ⱥᅜࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺ࡛ࡣࠊ
ࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒㸧ࢆᑐ㇟ࡋ࡚ࠊ௨ୗࡢ㸲ࢱࣉࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙᭩ࣔࢹࣝ
ࡀᥦ♧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

㐺⏝

ࣔࢹࣝ㸿


ࣔࢹࣝ㹀


ᡂᯝά⏝㛵ࡋ࡚බ

୍ᙜ⪅㸦
ࠕᑟⓗά

ࣔࢹࣝ㹁

ࣔࢹࣝ㹂

ᙜ⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ 2 ᶵ㛵 ᙜ⪅ࡀᡂᯝࡢά⏝

ࢣ࣮ࢫ ᖹ࡞᮲௳ࡢฟࢆᮃ ⏝ᙜ⪅ࠖ㸧ࡀᡂᯝࢆ ࡀ␗࡞ࡿᡂᯝࢆά⏝ ࡘ࠸࡚ྜព῭ࡳࡢ
ࡴᶵ㛵ࡀ㈨㔠ᥦ౪ࢆ

ά⏝ࡍࡿሙྜ㐺ࡍ

⾜࠺ሙྜ㐺ࡍࡿࠋ

ࡿࠋ

ࡍࡿሙྜ㐺ࡍࡿࠋ

ᡓ␎ࢆᣢࡓ࡞࠸ሙྜ
㐺ࡍࡿࠋ

ᙜ⪅ බⓗ◊✲ᶵ㛵㸸㸰ᶵ ྠᕥ

ྠᕥ

ྠᕥ

࣭ᡂᯝࡢ✀㢮ࡼࡗ

ྛᙜ⪅ᖐᒓ

㛵
Ẹ㛫ᴗ*㸸㸰ᶵ㛵
ࡢཧຍࢆᐃࠋ
(*ࠕၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ)

ᡂᯝࡢ
ᖐᒓ

ྛ ᙜ  ⪅  ᖐ ᒓ ࣭ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅*
㸦4.3㸧
ࠋ

ᶒㆡΏ㸦㞟⣙㸧
ࠊ ࡚༊ูࡋࠊ㸰ࡘࡢᶵ

㸦4.3㸧
ࠋ

ඹྠⓎ᫂ࡢሙྜࡣඹ

ཪࡣ⊂༨ⓗࣛࢭࣥ

ඹྠⓎ᫂ࡢሙྜࡣඹ

᭷㸦4.6㸧

ࢫࢆ㸦4.3, 4.8㸧
ࠋ 㸦㞟⣙㸧ࡉࡏࡿ(4.3,

㛵ࡑࢀࡒࢀᖐᒓ

᭷㸦4.6㸧

࠸ࡎࢀࡶ᭷ൾ (4.8)ࠋ 4.8)ࠋࡢᙜ⪅ࡽ
(*ࠕᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ

ࡢㆡΏࡣ᭷ൾ (4.8)ࠋ

⪅ࠖ㸻ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟ
ᴗࡘࡁ㈐௵ࢆ㈇
࠺ᙜ⪅)

ᡂᯝࡢ
ά⏝

࣭ᶒ⪅㸦㸰ᶵ㛵㸧

࣭ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ

࡚ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ┠ⓗ

ᶒㆡΏ㸦㞟⣙㸧
ࠊ ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐ

࡚ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ┠ⓗ

ࡢࡓࡵ↓ൾࡘ㠀

ཪࡣ⊂༨ⓗࣛࢭࣥ

ࡋ࡚ࠊࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

ࡢࡓࡵ↓ൾࡘ㠀

⊂༨ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ

ࢫࢆ㸦4.3, 4.8㸧
ࠋ ┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵ↓ൾ

⊂༨ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ

㸦4.8㸧
ࠋ

࣭ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅

ࡘ㠀⊂༨ࡢࣛࢭࣥ

࣭ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ

ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐ

ࢫࢆ㸦4.7, 4.10㸧 ࣭ၟᴗⓗᐇࡢᕼᮃ

࡚ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ௨እ

ࡋ࡚ࠊࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

࣭Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛࠶

ࡀ⏕ࡌࡓᙜ⪅㸦ᮏ

ࡢ┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵࡢ㠀⊂

┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵ↓ൾ

ࢀࡤࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢ◊

௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅㸧

༨ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ

ࡘ㠀⊂༨ࡢࣛࢭࣥ

✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾

ࡣࠊ⊂༨ཪࡣ㠀⊂༨

࣭ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ ࣭ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅*
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㸦4.8㸧
ࠋ

㸦᭷ൾྍ㸧
㸦4.9㸧
ࠋ ࢫ ࢆ   㸦 4.7,

ᡂᯝࡢ
බ⾲

ࡅࡿ⏝ࡣ↓ൾ

ࣛࢭࣥࢫࡘ࠸࡚

ඹ᭷ࡢሙྜࡢᐇ

4.10㸧
ࠋ

㸦4.9㸧
ࠋ

ࡢᙜ⪅΅ࡍ

⿵ൾࡶྍ㸦4.7㸧
ࠋ

࣭Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛࠶

࣭ᶒ⪅㸦㸰ᶵ㛵㸧

ࡿ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥࢆ᭷ࡍ

࣭Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛࠶

ࢀࡤࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢ◊

ࡣࠊၟᴗࡢດຊ⩏

ࡿ㸦4.9.1~ 4.9.4㸧ࠋ

ࢀࡤࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢ◊

✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾

ົࢆ㈇࠺㸦4.11㸧
ࠋ

ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ IP

✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾

ࡅࡿ⏝ࡣ↓ൾ

࣭࡞࠾ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ

ࢆྵࡴࠋ

ࡅࡿ⏝ࡣ↓ൾ

㸦4.9㸧
ࠋ

ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࠊ ࣭Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛࠶

㸦4.10㸧
ࠋ

࣭ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ┠ⓗ࡛

ࢀࡤࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢ◊

࣭࡞࠾ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ

ࡣࠊၟᴗࡢດຊ⩏

࠶ࢀࡤࡢᙜ⪅

✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾

ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࠊ ົࢆ㈇࠺㸦4.11㸧
ࠋ

↓ൾ࣭㠀⊂༨ࣛࢭ

ࡅࡿ⏝ࡣ↓ൾ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ┠ⓗ࡛

࣭࡞࠾ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ

ࣥࢫࢆࠋၟᴗ

㸦4.9㸧
ࠋ

࠶ࢀࡤࡢᙜ⪅

ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࠊ ⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ᭷ൾࡶ

↓ൾ࣭㠀⊂༨ࣛࢭ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ┠ⓗ࡛

ࣥࢫࢆࠋၟᴗ

࠶ࢀࡤࡢᙜ⪅

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ┠ⓗ࡛

⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ᭷ൾࡶ

↓ൾ࣭㠀⊂༨ࣛࢭ

࠶ࢀࡤࡢᙜ⪅

ྍ㸦4.2㸧
ࠋ

ࣥࢫࢆࠋᑟⓗ

↓ൾ࣭㠀⊂༨ࣛࢭ

ά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢၟᴗ

ࣥࢫࢆࠋၟᴗ

⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ᭷ൾࡶ

⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ᭷ൾࡶ

ྍࠋ
㸦4.2㸧

ྍ㸦4.9.1~ 4.9.4㸧ࠋ

࣭ࡢᙜ⪅๓

ྍ㸦4.2㸧
ࠋ

࣭࡞࠾ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ
ࣥࢻ IP ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࠊ

ྠᕥ

ྠᕥ

ྠᕥ

ࡑࡢ ࣭ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ ྠᕥ

ྠᕥ

ྠᕥ

㏻▱ࡢ࠺࠼ࠊཎ๎ࠊ
බ ⾲ ࡣ ⮬ ⏤ 㸦 5.1,
5.2㸧
ࠋ
࣭ࡓࡔࡋࠊ⛎ᐦሗ
ࡣ ไ 㝈 ࠶ ࡾ 㸦 5.2,
5.3㸧
ࡽ࡞ࡿ㐠Ⴀጤဨ
ࢆタ⨨㸦2.12㸧
࣭ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ
࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࢆ㑅௵ࡋ࡚
㐍ᤖࢆ⟶⌮㸦2.19㸧

 ࢠࣜࢫ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᗇࡢ࣮࣒࣮࣍࣌ࢪ࠾ࡅࡿⱥᅜࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺ
ࡢࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ᆺዎ⣙᭩ࣔࢹࣝࡢ࢞ࢲࣥࢫ㒊ศࡢヂᩥࡣࠊḟ㡫ཬࡧḟࠎ㡫
ࡢ࠾ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
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䠄䝷䞁䝞䞊䝖䞉䝒䞊䝹䜻䝑䝖䠖䜺䜲䝎䞁䝇㒊ศ䛾ヂᩥ䠅㻌
㻌
ᣦ㔪㻌
Ꮫཬ䜃ᴗ䛻䜘䜛ඹྠዎ⣙䠖㻌 䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ዎ⣙᭩㞮ᙧ㻌
බ㛤⪅䠖㻌
䜲䜼䝸䝇▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᗇ㻌
ึᅇබ⾲᪥䠖㻌
㻞㻜㻝㻢 ᖺ 㻝㻜 ᭶ 㻢 ᪥㻌
㻌 ඹྠ◊✲䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䜢ඹྠ䛷ᡭ䛡䛯䛔䛸⪃䛘䜛Ꮫཬ䜃ᴗ䛾䛯䜑䛻䚸䠐䝍䜲䝥䛾ඹ
ྠ◊✲ዎ⣙᭩䝰䝕䝹䜢ᥦ౪䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹㻌

ヲ⣽㻌
㻌 䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ዎ⣙䛿䚸ከᩘ䛾ᙜ⪅䛜㛵䛩䜛䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛻⏝䛧䜎䛩䚹㻌
㻌 䝰䝕䝹ዎ⣙᭩䛻䛿ὀグ䛜䛒䜚䚸ከ䛟䛾⟠ᡤ䛷䛿ゅᣓᘼ䛷䛟䛟䜙䜜䛯௦᭰⾲⌧䛜♧䛥䜜䛶䛔
䜎䛩䚹䠄䛒䜛ሙྜ䛿䠅䛒䛺䛯䛾≧ἣ䛻᭱㐺䛺௦᭰⾲⌧䜢㑅ᢥ䛧䚸ὀグཬ䜃㑅ᢥⓗ⾲⌧䛿
䛶䚸ዎ⣙᭩䛜ᡂ䛧䛶⨫ྡ䜢⾜䛖๓䛻๐㝖䛩䜉䛝䜒䛾䛷䛩䚹㻌
㻌 䛒䜙䜖䜛䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛻䛚䛔䛶䛒䜙䜖䜛ᙜ⪅䛾≧ἣ䛻᭱㐺䛾ዎ⣙᭩䝰䝕䝹୍ᘧ䜢ධᡭ
䛩䜛䛾䛿ྍ⬟䛷䛩䚹୍᪉䛷䚸䝷䞁䝞䞊䝖䞉䝒䞊䝹䜻䝑䝖䛾≺䛔䛿䚸᭱䜒䜘䛟㐼㐝䛩䜛≧ἣ䛾
䛔䛟䛴䛛䛾䛯䜑䛻ዎ⣙᭩䝰䝕䝹䜢⏝ព䛩䜛䛣䛸䛷䛒䜚䚸䛥䜎䛦䜎䛺䝅䝘䝸䜸䛻㐺⏝䛷䛝䜛䛛
䜒䛧䜜䛺䛔᮲௳䜢♧䛩䛣䛸䛷䛩䚹ዎ⣙᭩䝰䝕䝹䛿䚸ᙜヱ䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛾≉ᐃ䛾≧ἣ䛻ᛂ䛨䛶
䜹䝇䝍䝬䜲䝈䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜ྍ⬟䛷䛒䜚䚸䜎䛯䛭䛖䛩䜉䛝䛷䛩䚹㻌
㻌

䝷䞁䝞䞊䝖䞉䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ዎ⣙᭩䝰
䝰䝕䝹㻌 㻭㻌

ྛᙜ⪅䛿䚸⮬䜙䛜⏕䜏ฟ䛩ᡂᯝ䜢ಖ᭷䛧䚸䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖ཬ䜃䛭䛾䛾┠ⓗ䛾䛯
㻌 㻌䜑䛻ᙜヱᡂᯝ䜢⏝䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㠀⊂༨ⓗ䛺䝷䜲䝉䞁䝇䜢䛭䛾䛾ྛᙜ⪅䛻チㅙ
䛧䜎䛩䚹ᚑ䛳䛶䚸䛔䛛䛺䜛ᙜ⪅䜒ᡂᯝ䜢⏝䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜䛷䛝䜎䛩䚹㻌

㻌㻌
㻌

㻌 ᮏዎ⣙䛿䚸බᖹ䛺᮲௳䛾ฟ䜢ᮃ䜐ᶵ㛵䛜㈨㔠ᥦ౪䜢⾜䛖ඹྠ◊✲䛻⏝䛩䜛
䛾䛻㐺䛧䛶䛔䜛䛛䜒䛧䜜䜎䛫䜣䚹୍᪉䛷䚸㈨㔠ᥦ౪⪅䛜ᙜ⪅䛻ά⏝ᡓ␎䛜ྜព
῭䜏䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䜢せồ䛩䜛◊✲䛷䛿⏝䛥䜜䛺䛔䛸ᛮ䜟䜜䜎䛩䚹㻌

㻌
㻌
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㻌 䝷䞁䝞䞊䝖䞉䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ዎ⣙᭩䝰
䝰䝕䝹㻌 䠞㻌
㻌 㻌 ୍ᙜ⪅䠄䛂ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅䛃䛸⛠䛧䜎䛩䚹䠅䛜ᡂᯝ䜢ά⏝䛩䜛ሙྜ䛻᭱䜒㐺䛧
䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹㻌

㻌 㻌 䛭䛾䛾ᙜ⪅䛿䚸▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒ䜢ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅䛻ㆡΏ䛧ཪ䛿ᡂᯝ䛻䛚䛡䜛
▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒ䛻ಀ䜛⊂༨ⓗᐇᶒ䜢ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅䛻チㅙ䛧䜎䛩䚹ᑟⓗά⏝

㻌 ᙜ⪅䛿䚸ᡂᯝ䜢ά⏝䛧䚸ᙜヱά⏝䛻䜘䜚ᚓ䜙䜜䛯ධ䛾ศ㓄ཪ䛿ᡂຌሗ㓘䜢
䛾ᙜ⪅䛻ᨭᡶ䛔䜎䛩䚹㻌

㻌 㻌 Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅䛿䚸Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᡂᯝ䛾⏝ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䜎䛩䚹Ꮫ⏕ཬ䜃⫋
㻌

ဨ䛿Ꮫ⾡ⓗබ⾲䜢⾜䛖ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䜎䛩䚹㻌
㻌 ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅䛿䚸◊✲┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᡂᯝ䛾⏝ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䜎䛩䚹㻌

㻌
䝰䝕䝹㻌 䠟㻌
㻌 䝷䞁䝞䞊䝖䞉䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ዎ⣙᭩䝰

㻌

㻌 ᙜ⪅ 㻠 ᶵ㛵䛾䛖䛱 㻞 ᶵ㛵䛜␗䛺䜛ᡂᯝ䜢ά⏝䛩䜛䛻䛒䛯䛳䛶᭱㐺䛻⨨䛵䛡䜙
䜜䜎䛩䚹ᙜヱᙜ⪅䛾୰᰾ⓗᴗཪ䛿㛵ᚰ䛜␗䛺䜛䛛䜒䛧䜜䜎䛫䜣䛧䚸␗䛺䜛ᡂ
ᯝ䛻㛵ᚰ䜢ᣢ䛳䛶䛔䜛䛛䜒䛧䜜䜎䛫䜣䚹㻌

㻌
䝷䞁䝞䞊䝖䞉䝁䞁䝋䞊䝅䜰䝮ዎ⣙᭩䝰
䝰䝕䝹㻌 䠠㻌

㻌 㻌 ྛᙜ⪅䛿䚸⮬䜙䛜⏕䜏ฟ䛩ᡂᯝ䜢ಖ᭷䛧䚸䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛾┠ⓗ䛻㝈ᐃ䛧䛶䛭䜜䜙
㻌
㻌
㻌
㻌
㻌

䛾ᡂᯝ䜢⏝䛩䜛䛯䜑䛾㠀⊂༨ⓗ䛺䝷䜲䝉䞁䝇䜢䛭䛾䛾ྛᙜ⪅䛻チㅙ䛧䜎
䛩䚹㻌
㻌
㻌 ᙜ⪅䛿䚸ᡂᯝ䛾ά⏝䛻䛴䛔䛶ྜព῭䜏䛾ᡓ␎䜢ᣢ䛱䜎䛫䜣䚹䛒䜛ᙜ⪅䛜ู
䛾ᙜ⪅䛾ᡂᯝཪ䛿䝞䝑䜽䜾䝷䞁䝗䜢⏝䛧䛯䛔䛸⪃䛘䜛ሙྜ䚸ᙜヱᙜ⪅䛿䝷䜲
䝉䞁䝇ཪ䛿ㆡΏ䛻䛴䛔䛶΅䛧䛺䛟䛶䛿䛺䜚䜎䛫䜣䚹㻌
㻌
㻌 Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅䛿䚸Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᡂᯝ䛾⏝ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䜎䛩䚹Ꮫ⏕ཬ䜃⫋
ဨ䛿Ꮫ⾡ⓗබ⾲䜢⾜䛖ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䜎䛩䚹㻌
㻌
㻌 ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅䛿䚸◊✲┠ⓗ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᡂᯝ䛾⏝ᶒ䜢᭷䛧䜎䛩䚹㻌

㻌
ึᅇබ⾲᪥䠖㻌
㻞㻜㻝㻢 ᖺ 㻝㻜 ᭶ 㻢 ᪥㻌
බ⾲⪅䠖㻌
䜲䜼䝸䝇▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᗇ㻌

33

34

ࡓࡶࡢࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ35㸣ࡣࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙㸦ࡲࡓࡣࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙㢮ఝࡢዎ⣙㸧ࢆඃඛ
ࡋ࡚⏝ࡋࡓ࠸⪃࠼ࠊከࡃࡢሙྜࠊ΅㛤ጞࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࡋ࡚➨୍㑅ᢥ⫥࡛࠶ࡿ

ዎ⣙ࡀ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ⌧ᐇࡣ➨୍㑅ᢥ⫥ࡋ࡚⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ
ጇ༠ࡋ࡚⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ୍㒊ࢆ⏝ࡋ

௨ୖࡀࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡘ࠸࡚ㄆ▱ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡓࡔࡋࠊ୰ᑠᴗࡣྠࢶ
࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡣࡿ࡞ࡌࡳࡀ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࣉ࣮ࣟ
ࢳࡘ࠸࡚ㄆ▱ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⤌⧊ࡢ࠺ࡕ 70㸣ࡣࠊᵝࠎ࡞άືࢆᨭࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊᑡ࡞ࡃ
ࡶࡑࡢ୍㒊ࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊዎ⣙ኚ᭦ࢆຍ࠼࡞࠸ᙧ࡛⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡣ
ࢃࡎ 3㸣࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀࠊ᭱ࡶ㐺ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡣᏛ࣭ᴗ
㛫ࡢඹྠ◊✲ࡢ୍㒊࡛࠶ࡾࠊⱥᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᏛ࣭ᴗ㛫ࡢඹྠ◊✲ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ㔠㢠࣮࣋
ࢫ࡛ 10 ࡲࡓࡣ 15㸣௨ୗࡀࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺ㢮ఝࡋࡓዎ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚࠸ࡿ
᥎ᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊࡿࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀయࡋ࡚⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ
࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᵝࠎ࡞άືࢆᨭ࠼ࡿࡓࡵᵝࠎ࡞㒊ศࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡇࢆ▱ࡗࡓࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢ▱ྡᗘࡣࠊ◊✲㠉᪂ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࠾࠸࡚☜❧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࣥࢣ࣮ࢺㄪᰝࡢᑐ㇟࡞ࡗࡓ◊✲ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸࡢ 80%௨ୖࠊࡲࡓᴗࡢ 50㸣

 ㏆ᖺࠊඹྠ◊✲ࡀάᛶࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣥࢣ࣮ࢺㄪᰝᑐ㇟ࡋࡓᏛ࠾ࡼࡧᴗࡢ༙
ᩘ௨ୖࡀࠊ2005 ᖺẚࠊࡼࡾከࡃࡢ༢Ⓨࡢඹྠ◊✲ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࡼࡾከࡃࡢᡓ␎ⓗ㛵ಀ
ࢆ⤖ࡧࠊࡲࡓࡼࡾከࡃࡢ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ࠾ࡅࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮
ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊᴗ◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫ࡢࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥ⎔ቃ࠾ࡅࡿࡼࡾࡁ
࡞ኚືࡢࡈࡃ୍㒊࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

 ᮏሗ࿌ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀࡇࢀࡽࡢ┠ⓗࢆ㐩ᡂࡋ࡚࠸ࡿྰࢆࠊᗈ
⠊࡞ᐁẸ⤌⧊ࡽࣥࢱ࣮ࢿࢵࢺୖࡢࣥࢣ࣮ࢺㄪᰝ㸦ᅇ⟅ᩘ 256㸧ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ᚓࡓ࢚
ࣅࢹࣥࢫࢆࠊヲ⣽࡞㠃ㄯ㸦48 ᅋయ㸧࡛⿵ࡋࠊศᯒࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

࣭࣋ࢫࢺ࣭ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࡢࢆ♧ࡍ

࣭ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡲ࡛ᚲせ࡞㛫ດຊࢆ๐ῶࡍࡿ

࣭₯ᅾⓗ࡞ඹྠ◊✲┦ᡭࡢ㛫ࡢ΅ࢆಁ㐍ࡍࡿ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊ2005 ᖺࡽ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠊ◊✲ᶵ㛵ᴗࡢ㛫ࡢඹ
ྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢ΅㐣⛬ࢆᨵၿࡍࡿࡓࡵసᡂࡉࢀࡓ୍㐃ࡢỴᐃࢶ࣮ࣝ࠾ࡼࡧ‽ዎ⣙
࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢࡡࡽ࠸ࡣࠊᴗࡲࡓࡣᏛࡢ┈ࡕࡽࢆ೫
ࡽࡎබᖹ࡛ࣂࣛࣥࢫࡀࢀࠊ┦Ṍࡳᐤࡗࡓࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࢆసࡾฟࡍࡇ࡛࠶ࡾࠊ௨
ୗࡢࢆ┠ⓗࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

㸦ᮏᩥ㸱㡫ࡽ㸲㡫㸧
࢚ࢢࢮࢡࢸࣈ࣭ࢧ࣐࣮ࣜ

ࠕࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ᳨ドሗ࿌᭩ࠖ
㸦ᢒヂ㸧
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/311757/ipresea
rch-lambert.pdf

㸰㸬ⱥᅜࠕࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࠖ

ࡽࡧㄆ▱ᗘ⌮ゎᗘࢆୖࡆࡿࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࡀࠊࡼࡾᰂ㌾࡞▱ⓗ㈈⏘
ᶒࠊ⏝ᶒ࠾ࡼࡧᡂᯝࡢ⏝ࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࡇࢆ♧ࡍࡇࡼࡾࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮
ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊᡤ᭷ᶒࠊᑓ㛛▱㆑ࠊࣜࢫࢡࡑࡋ࡚ሗ㓘ࢆඹྠ࡛ᡤ᭷ࡍࡿ⌧ᅾࡢඹྠ◊✲
ࡢ᪉ᘧࡗ࡚ࠊࡼࡾ㔜せ࡞ᙺࢆ㈇࠺ࡼ࠺࡞ࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭
ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆ⏝ࡋࡓ⤒㦂ࡢ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ༙ᩘ௨ୖࡀࠊࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࣔࢹࣝዎ⣙ࢆ⏝
࠸ࡿࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡣࠊࡑࡢࡢ✀㢮ࡢ༠ຊ㛵ಀࡶ᭷ຠ㌿⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿឤࡌ
࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㌿⏝ඛࡣࡓ࠼ࡤࠊ▱㆑⛣㌿ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉ㸦KTP㸧ࡸࠊᨻᗓ㈨㔠ࡼ
ࡿ◊✲➼ࡀ࠶ࡿࡀࠊᨻᗓ㈨㔠ࡼࡿ◊✲ࡣ㏻ᖖࠊㄪ㐩సᴗࡢࡼ࠺ᐇࡉࢀࠊᏛഃ
ࡢ‶ࡀࡁ࠸ࠋࡲࡓࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࡣࠊᾏእࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡢ㛫ࡢዎ⣙ࡶά⏝

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡑࡢࣉ࣮ࣟࢳ୧᪉ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᨵၿⅬࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࡶࡗࡶ㢖⦾ᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿᥦࡣࠊ୍㐃ࡢዎ⣙ࢆ⌧≧ྜࡏ࡚ᨵゞࡍࡿࡇࠊ࡞

࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࡀࠊᚋ᥇⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡶࠊ᭱ึࡽ㑅ࡤࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡀᑡ࡞࠸⌮⏤ࡢ୍
ࡘ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ΅ࡢ㞀ᐖ࡞ࡿ㔜せ࡞ၥ㢟ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ౯್㸦ᅇ⟅⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ 80㸣
㏆ࡃࡀྠព㸧ࠊᏛ࣭ᴗ୧⤌⧊ࡢ↹㞧࡞ᡭ⥆ࡁࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡢ΅ᙺࡢ⬟ຊࡢḞዴ㸦ᅇ
⟅⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ⣙ 70㸣ࡀྠព㸧ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ၥ㢟ࡢ୍ࡘ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᢏ⾡ࡢ㛤
Ⓨẁ㝵ᐦ᥋࡞㛵ಀࢆࡶࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᐇ㝿ࡣࠊᡤ᭷ᶒࡼࡾࢡࢭࢫᶒࡢ᪉ࡀ㔜せ࡛࠶
ࡿࠋࢡࢭࢫᶒࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀ⮬ࡽࡢ┠ⓗࢆ㐩ᡂࡍࡿ⮬⏤ࢆ࠼ࡿࡓࡵ࡛࠶ࡿࠋබ⾲
ࡶࠊᏛᴗࡢ㛫ࡢ㛫ࡢᑻᗘࡢ㐪࠸ࡼࡗ࡚⥭ᙇࡀ⏕ࡲࢀࡿ㡯┠࡛࠶ࡿࠋ㈐௵ࠊ
㈺ൾࠊ࠾ࡼࡧಖドࡶࡲࡓࠊ΅ࡀ㞴⯟ࡍࡿ㡯┠࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊ୍㒊ࡣࠊᏛ
ᴗࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀࣜࢫࢡ⟶⌮ᑐࡋࠊ㠀ᖖ␗࡞ࡗࡓࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࢆ⾜࠺ࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡣࠊᏛᴗࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢᑐ↷ⓗ࡞┠ᶆࡸඃඛ㡯ࡼࡗ࡚
⏕ࡌࡿ㔜せ࡞ၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᐇ⌧ྍ⬟࡞ゎỴἲࢆ♧ࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ

⏝ࡍࡿ⪅ࡼࡾࡶࡣࡿᗈ⠊Ώࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
ࡑࢀࢆㄆ▱ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࡋࡓ⪅ࡢ 80㸣㏆ࡃࡣࠊࡇࡢࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀዎ⣙ࢆసᡂࡍࡿ
㐣⛬ࢆ༢⣧ࡋࠊ᭷⏝࡞ሗࡸඛࢆᥦ౪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓ 70㸣௨ୖࡣ⊂
❧ࡋࡓ୰❧ⓗ࡞ዎ⣙࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡉࡽ 60㸣ᙉࡀ΅㈝ࡸࡍ㛫㈝⏝୧
᪉ࢆ⠇⣙࡛ࡁࡿྠពࡋࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡢ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢ᪉
ࡀ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡢ࡞࠸⪅ࡼࡾྠពࡍࡿ☜⋡ࡀ㠀ᖖ㧗ࡗࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟
ࢵࢺࡣࠊ◊ಟᩍᮦࡋ࡚ࡶࠊ᪉ᙜ⪅ࡢືᶵࡘ࠸࡚ࡢὝᐹࢆᚓࡿࡇࡸࠊ΅
࠾ࡅࡿ❧ሙࢆ⿵ᙉࡍࡿࡢ᭷⏝࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡶࢃࡽࡎࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵ
ᑐࡍࡿᴗࡢᨭࡣࡇࢀࡲ࡛Ḟዴࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋᴗࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀ
Ꮫഃ᭷࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࠊࡑࡢ₯ᅾⓗ࡞Ⅼࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࡼࡾྰᐃⓗ࡞ぢ᪉ࢆࡍࡿഴ
ྥࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊ΅ࡢ☜࡞ᇶ┙ࡋ࡚ࠊࡲࡓ΅ࡍࡁ㡯┠ࡢゎỴ
ࢆಁ㐍ࡍࡿ᮲㡯ࡢඛ㞟ࠊ࠾ࡼࡧ⊂❧ࡋࡓබṇࡘྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡢࡦ࡞ᙧࡋ
࡚ホ౯ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡢᙳ㡪ࡢ⠊ᅖࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࢆ↓ಟṇࡢࡲࡲ

ᅇ⟅ࡋࡓ୍᪉ࠊ55㸣ࡣࡇࢀࢆ≉ᐃࡢ≧ἣୗ࡛ࡢࡳࠊࡲࡓࡣࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦࡉ
ࢀࡓሙྜࡢࡳ⏝ࡍࡿᅇ⟅ࡋࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆᥦࡍࡿ㢖ᗘࡀ᭱
ࡶ㧗࠸ࡢࡣ◊✲ᶵ㛵࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊᴗࡀ⮬♫ࡢዎ⣙ࢆᙉࡃዲࡴ୍᪉ࠊࣛࣥࣂ
࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆ΅㛤ጞࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࡋ࡚ᥦࡋࡓሙྜࡣࡑࢀࢆཷࡅධࢀࡿሙ
ྜࡀ࠶ࡿࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࢇࡢ⤌⧊ࡀ⊂⮬ࡢᶆ‽ዎ⣙ࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇࢆ➨୍㑅ᢥ⫥
ࡋ࡚ᣲࡆࡿ୍᪉ࠊࣥࢣ࣮ࢺᑐ㇟ࡢ୰ᑠᴗࡢ࠺ࡕ 40㸣㏆ࡃࡀඹྠ◊✲⏝ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࢆ
ࡃᡤᣢࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸⟅࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
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ྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊᾏእ࡛ࡢዎ⣙ࡢㄆ▱ᗘࡣప࠸ࠋᾏእࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡣࠊ≉ⱥᅜෆࡢ◊
✲ࡘ࠸࡚༠ຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡢࡀึࡵ࡚࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࠊྠዎ⣙ࡢᥦࡑࢀࢆཷࡅධࢀࡿഴ
ྥࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
 ᮏሗ࿌ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀࠊ୍㒊ࡢⱥᅜࡢᏛ࣭ᴗ㛫ࡢ㠉᪂ⓗ◊✲
ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉᑐࡋ࡚⫯ᐃⓗ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆཬࡰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ♧ࡍࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇ
ࡢᇶ┙ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆࡶࡗࡶᚲせࡍࡿ⤌⧊ࢆᑐ㇟ࡋ࡚ᵝࠎ࡞
≧ἣ࠾ࡅࡿྠࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢⅬࡘ࠸࡚ᐉఏࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊ᪤Ꮡࡢࢶ࣮ࣝࢆ᭷
ຠά⏝ࡍࡿ᪉ἲࢆࡼࡾຠᯝⓗఏ㐩ࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊᚋⓎᒎࡉࡏࡿవᆅࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ
࣮ࢺ࣭ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡣࠊᵝࠎ࡞ඹྠ◊✲ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡗ࡚౯್ࢆᣢࡕᚓࠊ୰࡛ࡶ୰
ᑠᴗࡀࡶࡗࡶ┈ࢆᚓࡿࡼ࠺࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊ୍᪉࡛ࠊࡑࡢࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺ
ࡢㄆ▱ᗘ࣭⏝⋡ࡣࡶࡶࡗࡶపࡗࡓࠋྠࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀ᪤ࡑ
ࢀࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ≉ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡢ୍᪉ࡀࠊᶆ‽ዎ⣙ࢆᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸
࡞࠸ࠊඹྠ◊✲ࡀึࡵ࡚࡛࠶ࡿࠊࡲࡓࡣࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ྠኈ࡛ඹྠ◊✲ࢆ⾜
ࡗࡓࡇࡀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡶࠊຠᯝⓗᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ሙྜࡣࠊࢹࢩࢪ࣭ࣙࣥ
ࢶ࣮ࣜ࠾ࡼࡧ࢘ࢺࣛࣥࡀࠊࡼࡾᐜ᫆㔜せ࡞Ⅼࢆᅛࡵࡿࡢᙺ❧ࡘࠋ

3

ࡓࡶࡢࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ35㸣ࡣࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙㸦ࡲࡓࡣࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙㢮ఝࡢዎ⣙㸧ࢆඃඛ
ࡋ࡚⏝ࡋࡓ࠸⪃࠼ࠊከࡃࡢሙྜࠊ΅㛤ጞࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࡋ࡚➨୍㑅ᢥ⫥࡛࠶ࡿ
ᅇ⟅ࡋࡓ୍᪉ࠊ55㸣ࡣࡇࢀࢆ≉ᐃࡢ≧ἣୗ࡛ࡢࡳࠊࡲࡓࡣࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦࡉ
ࢀࡓሙྜࡢࡳ⏝ࡍࡿᅇ⟅ࡋࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆᥦࡍࡿ㢖ᗘࡀ᭱
ࡶ㧗࠸ࡢࡣ◊✲ᶵ㛵࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊᴗࡀ⮬♫ࡢዎ⣙ࢆᙉࡃዲࡴ୍᪉ࠊࣛࣥࣂ
࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆ΅㛤ጞࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࡋ࡚ᥦࡋࡓሙྜࡣࡑࢀࢆཷࡅධࢀࡿሙ
ྜࡀ࠶ࡿࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࢇࡢ⤌⧊ࡀ⊂⮬ࡢᶆ‽ዎ⣙ࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇࢆ➨୍㑅ᢥ⫥

ዎ⣙ࡀ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ⌧ᐇࡣ➨୍㑅ᢥ⫥ࡋ࡚⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ
ጇ༠ࡋ࡚⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ୍㒊ࢆ⏝ࡋ

௨ୖࡀࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡘ࠸࡚ㄆ▱ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡓࡔࡋࠊ୰ᑠᴗࡣྠࢶ
࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡣࡿ࡞ࡌࡳࡀ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࣉ࣮ࣟ
ࢳࡘ࠸࡚ㄆ▱ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⤌⧊ࡢ࠺ࡕ 70㸣ࡣࠊᵝࠎ࡞άືࢆᨭࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊᑡ࡞ࡃ
ࡶࡑࡢ୍㒊ࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊዎ⣙ኚ᭦ࢆຍ࠼࡞࠸ᙧ࡛⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡣ
ࢃࡎ 3㸣࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀࠊ᭱ࡶ㐺ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡣᏛ࣭ᴗ
㛫ࡢඹྠ◊✲ࡢ୍㒊࡛࠶ࡾࠊⱥᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᏛ࣭ᴗ㛫ࡢඹྠ◊✲ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ㔠㢠࣮࣋
ࢫ࡛ 10 ࡲࡓࡣ 15㸣௨ୗࡀࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺ㢮ఝࡋࡓዎ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚࠸ࡿ
᥎ᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊࡿࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀయࡋ࡚⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ
࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᵝࠎ࡞άືࢆᨭ࠼ࡿࡓࡵᵝࠎ࡞㒊ศࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡇࢆ▱ࡗࡓࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢ▱ྡᗘࡣࠊ◊✲㠉᪂ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࠾࠸࡚☜❧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࣥࢣ࣮ࢺㄪᰝࡢᑐ㇟࡞ࡗࡓ◊✲ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸࡢ 80%௨ୖࠊࡲࡓᴗࡢ 50㸣

 ㏆ᖺࠊඹྠ◊✲ࡀάᛶࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣥࢣ࣮ࢺㄪᰝᑐ㇟ࡋࡓᏛ࠾ࡼࡧᴗࡢ༙
ᩘ௨ୖࡀࠊ2005 ᖺẚࠊࡼࡾከࡃࡢ༢Ⓨࡢඹྠ◊✲ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࡼࡾከࡃࡢᡓ␎ⓗ㛵ಀ
ࢆ⤖ࡧࠊࡲࡓࡼࡾከࡃࡢ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ࠾ࡅࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮
ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊᴗ◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡢ㛫ࡢࣀ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥ⎔ቃ࠾ࡅࡿࡼࡾࡁ
࡞ኚືࡢࡈࡃ୍㒊࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

 ᮏሗ࿌ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀࡇࢀࡽࡢ┠ⓗࢆ㐩ᡂࡋ࡚࠸ࡿྰࢆࠊᗈ
⠊࡞ᐁẸ⤌⧊ࡽࣥࢱ࣮ࢿࢵࢺୖࡢࣥࢣ࣮ࢺㄪᰝ㸦ᅇ⟅ᩘ 256㸧ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ᚓࡓ࢚
ࣅࢹࣥࢫࢆࠊヲ⣽࡞㠃ㄯ㸦48 ᅋయ㸧࡛⿵ࡋࠊศᯒࡋࡓࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

࣭࣋ࢫࢺ࣭ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࡢࢆ♧ࡍ

࣭ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡲ࡛ᚲせ࡞㛫ດຊࢆ๐ῶࡍࡿ

࣭₯ᅾⓗ࡞ඹྠ◊✲┦ᡭࡢ㛫ࡢ΅ࢆಁ㐍ࡍࡿ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊ2005 ᖺࡽ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠊ◊✲ᶵ㛵ᴗࡢ㛫ࡢ
ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢ΅㐣⛬ࢆᨵၿࡍࡿࡓࡵసᡂࡉࢀࡓ୍㐃ࡢỴᐃࢶ࣮ࣝ࠾ࡼࡧ‽ዎ
⣙࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢࡡࡽ࠸ࡣࠊᴗࡲࡓࡣᏛࡢ┈ࡕࡽࢆ
೫ࡽࡎබᖹ࡛ࣂࣛࣥࢫࡀࢀࠊ┦Ṍࡳᐤࡗࡓࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࢆసࡾฟࡍࡇ࡛࠶ࡾࠊ
௨ୗࡢࢆ┠ⓗࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

࢚ࢢࢮࢡࢸࣈ࣭ࢧ࣐࣮ࣜ

㸦ᮏᩥ㸳㡫ࡽ㸵㡫㸧
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ࡢᇶ┙ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆࡶࡗࡶᚲせࡍࡿ⤌⧊ࢆᑐ㇟ࡋ࡚ᵝࠎ࡞
≧ἣ࠾ࡅࡿྠࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢⅬࡘ࠸࡚ᐉఏࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊ᪤Ꮡࡢࢶ࣮ࣝࢆ᭷
ຠά⏝ࡍࡿ᪉ἲࢆࡼࡾຠᯝⓗఏ㐩ࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊᚋⓎᒎࡉࡏࡿవᆅࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ
࣮ࢺ࣭ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡣࠊᵝࠎ࡞ඹྠ◊✲ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡗ࡚౯್ࢆᣢࡕᚓࠊ୰࡛ࡶ୰
ᑠᴗࡀࡶࡗࡶ┈ࢆᚓࡿࡼ࠺࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊ୍᪉࡛ࠊࡑࡢࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺ
ࡢㄆ▱ᗘ࣭⏝⋡ࡣࡶࡶࡗࡶపࡗࡓࠋྠࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀ᪤ࡑ
ࢀࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ≉ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡢ୍᪉ࡀࠊᶆ‽ዎ⣙ࢆᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸
࡞࠸ࠊඹྠ◊✲ࡀึࡵ࡚࡛࠶ࡿࠊࡲࡓࡣࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ྠኈ࡛ඹྠ◊✲ࢆ⾜
ࡗࡓࡇࡀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡶࠊຠᯝⓗᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ሙྜࡣࠊࢹࢩࢪ࣭ࣙࣥ
ࢶ࣮ࣜ࠾ࡼࡧ࢘ࢺࣛࣥࡀࠊࡼࡾᐜ᫆㔜せ࡞Ⅼࢆᅛࡵࡿࡢᙺ❧ࡘࠋ

ࡋ࡚ᣲࡆࡿ୍᪉ࠊࣥࢣ࣮ࢺᑐ㇟ࡢ୰ᑠᴗࡢ࠺ࡕ 40㸣㏆ࡃࡀඹྠ◊✲⏝ࡢࡦ࡞ᆺࢆ
ࡃᡤᣢࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸⟅࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

ࡽࡧㄆ▱ᗘ⌮ゎᗘࢆୖࡆࡿࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࡀࠊࡼࡾᰂ㌾࡞▱ⓗ㈈⏘
ᶒࠊ⏝ᶒ࠾ࡼࡧᡂᯝࡢ⏝ࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࡇࢆ♧ࡍࡇࡼࡾࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮
ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊᡤ᭷ᶒࠊᑓ㛛▱㆑ࠊࣜࢫࢡࡑࡋ࡚ሗ㓘ࢆඹྠ࡛ᡤ᭷ࡍࡿ⌧ᅾࡢඹྠ◊✲
ࡢ᪉ᘧࡗ࡚ࠊࡼࡾ㔜せ࡞ᙺࢆ㈇࠺ࡼ࠺࡞ࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭
ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆ⏝ࡋࡓ⤒㦂ࡢ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ༙ᩘ௨ୖࡀࠊࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࣔࢹࣝዎ⣙ࢆ⏝
࠸ࡿࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡣࠊࡑࡢࡢ✀㢮ࡢ༠ຊ㛵ಀࡶ᭷ຠ㌿⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿឤࡌ
࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㌿⏝ඛࡣࡓ࠼ࡤࠊ▱㆑⛣㌿ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉ㸦KTP㸧ࡸࠊᨻᗓ㈨㔠ࡼ
ࡿ◊✲➼ࡀ࠶ࡿࡀࠊᨻᗓ㈨㔠ࡼࡿ◊✲ࡣ㏻ᖖࠊㄪ㐩సᴗࡢࡼ࠺ᐇࡉࢀࠊᏛഃ
ࡢ‶ࡀࡁ࠸ࠋࡲࡓࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࡣࠊᾏእࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡢ㛫ࡢዎ⣙ࡶά⏝
ྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊᾏእ࡛ࡢዎ⣙ࡢㄆ▱ᗘࡣప࠸ࠋᾏእࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࡣࠊ≉ⱥᅜෆࡢ◊
✲ࡘ࠸࡚༠ຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡢࡀึࡵ࡚࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࠊྠዎ⣙ࡢᥦࡑࢀࢆཷࡅධࢀࡿഴ
ྥࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
 ᮏሗ࿌ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀࠊ୍㒊ࡢⱥᅜࡢᏛ࣭ᴗ㛫ࡢ㠉᪂ⓗ◊✲
ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉᑐࡋ࡚⫯ᐃⓗ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆཬࡰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ♧ࡍࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡑࡢࣉ࣮ࣟࢳ୧᪉ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊᨵၿⅬࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࡶࡗࡶ㢖⦾ᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿᥦࡣࠊ୍㐃ࡢዎ⣙ࢆ⌧≧ྜࡏ࡚ᨵゞࡍࡿࡇࠊ࡞

࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࡀࠊᚋ᥇⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡶࠊ᭱ึࡽ㑅ࡤࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡀᑡ࡞࠸⌮⏤ࡢ୍
ࡘ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ΅ࡢ㞀ᐖ࡞ࡿ㔜せ࡞ၥ㢟ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ౯್㸦ᅇ⟅⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ 80㸣
㏆ࡃࡀྠព㸧ࠊᏛ࣭ᴗ୧⤌⧊ࡢ↹㞧࡞ᡭ⥆ࡁࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡢ΅ᙺࡢ⬟ຊࡢḞዴ㸦ᅇ
⟅⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ⣙ 70㸣ࡀྠព㸧ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ၥ㢟ࡢ୍ࡘ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᢏ⾡ࡢ㛤
Ⓨẁ㝵ᐦ᥋࡞㛵ಀࢆࡶࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᐇ㝿ࡣࠊᡤ᭷ᶒࡼࡾࢡࢭࢫᶒࡢ᪉ࡀ㔜せ࡛࠶
ࡿࠋࢡࢭࢫᶒࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀ⮬ࡽࡢ┠ⓗࢆ㐩ᡂࡍࡿ⮬⏤ࢆ࠼ࡿࡓࡵ࡛࠶ࡿࠋබ⾲
ࡶࠊᏛᴗࡢ㛫ࡢ㛫ࡢᑻᗘࡢ㐪࠸ࡼࡗ࡚⥭ᙇࡀ⏕ࡲࢀࡿ㡯┠࡛࠶ࡿࠋ㈐௵ࠊ
㈺ൾࠊ࠾ࡼࡧಖドࡶࡲࡓࠊ΅ࡀ㞴⯟ࡍࡿ㡯┠࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊ୍㒊ࡣࠊᏛ
ᴗࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀࣜࢫࢡ⟶⌮ᑐࡋࠊ㠀ᖖ␗࡞ࡗࡓࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࢆ⾜࠺ࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡣࠊᏛᴗࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢᑐ↷ⓗ࡞┠ᶆࡸඃඛ㡯ࡼࡗ࡚
⏕ࡌࡿ㔜せ࡞ၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᐇ⌧ྍ⬟࡞ゎỴἲࢆ♧ࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ

⏝ࡍࡿ⪅ࡼࡾࡶࡣࡿᗈ⠊Ώࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
ࡑࢀࢆㄆ▱ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࡋࡓ⪅ࡢ 80㸣㏆ࡃࡣࠊࡇࡢࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀዎ⣙ࢆసᡂࡍࡿ
㐣⛬ࢆ༢⣧ࡋࠊ᭷⏝࡞ሗࡸඛࢆᥦ౪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓ 70㸣௨ୖࡣ⊂
❧ࡋࡓ୰❧ⓗ࡞ዎ⣙࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡉࡽ 60㸣ᙉࡀ΅㈝ࡸࡍ㛫㈝⏝୧
᪉ࢆ⠇⣙࡛ࡁࡿྠពࡋࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡢ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢ᪉
ࡀ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡢ࡞࠸⪅ࡼࡾྠពࡍࡿ☜⋡ࡀ㠀ᖖ㧗ࡗࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟
ࢵࢺࡣࠊ◊ಟᩍᮦࡋ࡚ࡶࠊ᪉ᙜ⪅ࡢືᶵࡘ࠸࡚ࡢὝᐹࢆᚓࡿࡇࡸࠊ΅
࠾ࡅࡿ❧ሙࢆ⿵ᙉࡍࡿࡢ᭷⏝࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡶࢃࡽࡎࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵ
ᑐࡍࡿᴗࡢᨭࡣࡇࢀࡲ࡛Ḟዴࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋᴗࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡀ
Ꮫഃ᭷࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࠊࡑࡢ₯ᅾⓗ࡞Ⅼࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࡼࡾྰᐃⓗ࡞ぢ᪉ࢆࡍࡿഴ
ྥࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡣࠊ΅ࡢ☜࡞ᇶ┙ࡋ࡚ࠊࡲࡓ΅ࡍࡁ㡯┠ࡢゎỴ
ࢆಁ㐍ࡍࡿ᮲㡯ࡢඛ㞟ࠊ࠾ࡼࡧ⊂❧ࡋࡓබṇࡘྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡢࡦ࡞ᙧࡋ
࡚ホ౯ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡢᙳ㡪ࡢ⠊ᅖࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺዎ⣙ࢆ↓ಟṇࡢࡲࡲ
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➨㸯❶ ࣥࢺࣟࢲࢡࢩࣙࣥ

➃⥴㸫ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࣞࣅ࣮ࣗ 

ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢ㛤Ⓨ


ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢᵓᡂせ⣲


ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢࡡࡽ࠸


ࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࡢࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢホ౯

ᮏ◊✲ࡢࣉ࣮ࣟࢳ


ᮏ◊✲⤖ᯝࡢ᰿ᣐ 



➨  ❶ ㄆ▱ᗘ᥇⏝


ㄆ▱ᗘ 



࢙࢘ࣈࢧࢺ㜀ぴᅇᩘ


Ꮫᴗ࠾ࡅࡿㄆ▱ᗘ 

ㄆ▱ᗘࡢྥୖ



᥇⏝




ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢ⏝⪅ࡢྜ
ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢶ࣮ࣝ࢟ࢵࢺࡢ⏝⠊ᅖ 
ࡢዎ⣙ࡀ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ 

௦᭰ᡭẁ




➨  ❶ ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺᑟධࡢᡂᯝᙳ㡪
㛫࣭㈝⏝࣭ດຊ 


΅ࡢᨵၿ



࣋ࢫࢺ࣭ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫ


ᨭᣢ




ᩍ⫱◊ಟ



୰ᑠᴗࡢཧຍ



ຠᯝ࠾ࡼࡧᙳ㡪




➨  ❶ ㄆ㆑ែᗘ


΅ࡢ㞀ᐖ



⾜ື࣭ᛮ⪃ᵝᘧ



▱ⓗ㈈⏘ࡢᡤ᭷ᶒ㛵ࡍࡿㄢ㢟

බ⾲⛎ᐦಖᣢ



㈐௵ࠊච㈐ࠊಖド 


ᴗ㒊㛛ࡢᙳ㡪




➨  ❶ ㄢ㢟㐺⏝


᪥ࡢ≧ἣᑐᛂࡍࡿᰂ㌾ᛶ 

ࢵࣉࢹ࣮ࢺ



ዎ⣙ෆᐜࡢ㏣ຍ



⌧௦ᢏ⾡ࡢ㐀ⓗά⏝


ࡢ⏘Ꮫ㐃ᦠ㛵ಀࡢ㐺⏝ 

▱㆑⛣㌿ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉ 

ᨻᗓ




㈨㔠ᥦ౪⪅ࡋ࡚ࡢᨻᗓ


ඹྠ◊✲⪅ࡋ࡚ࡢᨻᗓ





࢚ࢢࢮࢡࢸࣈ࣭ࢧ࣐࣮ࣜ



┠ḟ
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ホ౯ࢆ⾜࠺ୖ࡛ࡢㄢ㢟
⃭ኚࡍࡿ▱㆑⛣㌿ࡢ≧ἣ

ู⣬  ㄪᰝᑐ㇟ศ㔝

ู⣬  ᪉ἲㄽ 



➨  ❶ ⤖ㄽ

ᅜ㝿ⓗ࡞⏝






97
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࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ D㸸ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢྛᵓᡂဨࡣࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡀ⏕ࡳฟࡍ
ᮏᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡋࠊࡲࡓ᪉ᙜ⪅ࡽࡑࢀࡒࢀᑐࡋ࡚
ࡣࠊᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵࡢࡳᮏᡂᯝࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇࢆチྍࡍࡿࠊ㏻ᖖᐇᶒࢆ
ࡍࡿࠋࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢᵓᡂဨࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡀࠊูࡢᵓᡂဨࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢά⏝チ
ྍࢆᚓࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠊࡲࡓࡣࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆཷࡅࡼ࠺ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱ
▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᡤ᭷⪅ࡣࠊチྍࡲࡓࡣㆡΏࡘ࠸࡚΅ࡍࡿࡇࢆ⣙᮰ࡍࡿࠋ

࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ C㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡽࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢ୰᰾ⓗᴗᐦ᥋࡞㛵ಀࡢ࠶ࡿ
ᮏᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆཷࡅࠊᙜヱᮏᡂᯝࢆά⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆ⣙᮰ࡍࡿࠋ

࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ B㸸᪉ᙜ⪅ࡽࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢᮏᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒ
ࢆせ࡞ά⏝ᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡋࠊᙜヱά⏝⪅ࡣࡑࡢᮏᡂᯝࢆά⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆ⣙᮰ࡍࡿࠋ
㸦࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣࠊせά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑓ⏝ᐇᶒࢆࡍࡿࠋ㸧

࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ A㸸ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡢྛᵓᡂဨࡣࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ࡀ⏕ࡳฟࡍ
ᮏᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡋࠊࡲࡓࡑࡢࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࡑࢀࡒࢀᑐ
ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵࠊ࠾ࡼࡧࡑࡢࡢ┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵࡿᮏᡂᯝࢆ⏝࠸
ࡿࡇࢆチྍࡋࠊ㏻ᖖᐇᶒࢆࡍࡿࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙㸦」ᩘࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ࠸ࡿሙྜ㸧

࣭ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㸳㸸ཷク◊✲㸸Ꮫࡣࠊࢫ࣏ࣥࢧ࣮㸦ヂὀ㸸ᴗ㸧ࡢチྍ࡞ࡋ◊✲
ࡢⓎ⾲ࢆ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ ࢫ࣏ࣥࢧ࣮㸦ヂὀ㸸ᴗ㸧ࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

࣭ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㸲㸸Ꮫࡣࠊ㠀Ⴀ┠ⓗ㝈ࡾ⏝ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࠋࢫ࣏ࣥࢧ࣮㸦ヂὀ㸸
ᴗ㸧ࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

࣭ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㸱㸸ࢫ࣏ࣥࢧ࣮㸦ヂὀ㸸ᴗ㸧ࡣࠊᏛࡢᡤ᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏ
ࢆ΅ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᏛࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

࣭ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㸰㸸ࢫ࣏ࣥࢧ࣮㸦ヂὀ㸸ᴗ㸧ࡣࠊᏛࡢᡤ᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ୍㒊
ࡲࡓࡣ㒊ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࡉࡽ࡞ࡿチྍࢆᚓࡿࡼ࠺΅ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᏛࡀ▱ⓗ
㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

࣭ඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㸯㸸ࢫ࣏ࣥࢧ࣮㸦ヂὀ㸸ᴗ㸧ࡣࠊᣦᐃࡢศ㔝㸭㡿ᇦ࠾ࡅࡿ㠀⊂༨
ⓗ࡞⏝ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࠋᐇᶒࡣ᭷ࡋ࡞࠸ࠋᏛࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᡤ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙㸦㸯ᑐ㸯ࡢሙྜ㸧

2009 ᖺᗘ AURIL ㄪᰝྠᵝࠊᵝࠎ࡞ඹྠ◊✲࠾ࡼࡧࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ࡢ┦ᑐ
ⓗ⏝㢖ᗘࢆㄪࡓࠋ

ࡢዎ⣙ࡀ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ?

㸦ᮏᩥ㸰㸵㡫ࡽ㸱㸯㡫㸧

9
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㸲

ࣛ
ࣥ
ࣂ
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ࢺ
㸳

ࣛ
ࣥ
ࣂ
䤀
ࢺ
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ࣛ
ࣥ
ࣂ
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ࢺ
㹁

ࣛ
ࣥ
ࣂ
䤀
ࢺ
㹂
ዎ⣙ࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡢ࠶ࡿᅇ⟅⪅

ࣛ
ࣥ
ࣂ
䤀
ࢺ
㹀

ࡲࡓࠊྛ⤌⧊ࡼࡗ࡚ࡶࡗࡶከࡃ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿዎ⣙ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶㄪᰝࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓࠋ
ୖグྠᵝࠊඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡢ࠺ࡕ᭱ࡶ⏝㢖ᗘࡀ㧗ࡗࡓࡢࡣࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸰࠾ࡼࡧ
ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸲࡛࠶ࡾࠊ≉ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸰ࡢ⏝ࡀ 2009 ᖺᗘẚቑຍࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
ࡿ㸰ࡘࡢዎ⣙ࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀᏛࡲࡓࡣᴗࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒᡤ᭷ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࡶࡗࡶᰂ
㌾࡞㑅ᢥ⫥ࢆྵࡴࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸳ࡣࠊᗈࡃ⏝ࡉࢀ࡚ࡣ࠾ࡽࡎࠊఏ⤫ⓗ࡞
ࠕጤク◊✲ࠖࡢ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡶࡗࡶ㢮ఝࡍࡿዎ⣙࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓබ⾲ࡢ㝈ᐃࡢ᮲௳ࡀྵ
ࡲࢀ࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡇࢀࡣ⌧Ⅼ࡛ࡣከࡃࡢᏛࡗ࡚ཷࡅධࢀࡿࡢࡀᅔ㞴࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥ
ࣂ࣮ࢺ㸱ࡢ⏝㢖ᗘࡢపୗࡣࠊ◊✲ࡼࡾⓎ⏕ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᡤ᭷ᶒࡘ࠸࡚᪩ᮇ
Ỵᐃࡍࡿືࡁࢆᫎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸱ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᡤ᭷ᶒ
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2009 ᖺࡣࠊࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ࡢᑟධ┤ᚋ࡛࠶ࡾࠊ⏝㢖ᗘࡣඹྠ◊✲ዎ⣙ࡼࡾ㐭
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A ࠾ࡼࡧ D ࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀࠊዎ⣙ࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇࡢ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ 60%௨ୖࡼࡗ࡚⏝
ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸳࠾ࡼࡧࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ C ࡣࠊࡶࡗࡶ⏝㢖ᗘࡀపࡗࡓࠋࣛ
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㧗࠸ዎ⣙࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊࡇࢀࡽࡢㄪᰝ௨㝆ࡣࠊࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸯࠾ࡼࡧࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸱ࡢ
⏝ࡀᚎࠎపୗࡍࡿഴྥࡀ࠶ࡾࠊ୍᪉࡛ࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸰࠾ࡼࡧࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ㸲ࡢ⏝
ࡣቑຍࡀࡳࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
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ࡂࡿࡀࠊ2013 ᖺᗘ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࣛࣥࣂ࣮ࢺ A ࠾ࡼࡧ D ࡢ⏝㢖ᗘࡀ㧗࠸ࠋࡿ㸰ࡘ
ࡢዎ⣙ࡣࠊⓎ᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ഃࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࠊ⮬ࡽ㛤ⓎࡋࡓⓎ᫂࠾ࡼࡧᮏᡂᯝࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ
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⏝ᶒࢆࡍࡿ㝿ࡢ㑅ᢥ⫥ࡀከᩘ࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢዎ⣙ࡢ⤌ࡳࡣࠊㄪᰝ⤖ᯝ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡑ
ࡢࡢ㑅ᢥ⫥࡛࠶ࡿࠊ≉ᐃࡢᙜ⪅ࢆ㑅ฟࡋᮏᡂᯝࡢά⏝ࢆᑟࡉࡏࡿ⤌ࡳࡸࠊ▱
ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆศࡋࡑࢀࡒࢀࡶࡗࡶ᭷ຠά⏝࡛ࡁࡿᙜ⪅ศ㓄ࡋࡼ࠺ヨࡳࡿ
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Ἴ㛗ྍኚ࣮ࣞࢨ࣮ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᏛࡢඛ➃⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡Ꮫ㒊ࡢග㟁ᏊᕤᏛࡢᑓ㛛▱㆑
ࠊከᅜ⡠ᴗ㸯♫ࡼࡿࣅࢪࢿࢫሗᥦ౪ཬࡧ࢙࣮࢘ࣝࢬࢆᣐⅬࡍࡿ୰ᑠᴗ 2
♫ࡢᨭࢆྲྀࡾධࢀࠊᗘ㔞⾮Ꮫࡢ㐺⏝ྲྀࡾ⤌ࢇࡔࠋࡇࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛ࡣࠊࢫ࣏
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࣒ዎ⣙ࡼࡾࠊᴗົୖⓎ⏕ࡋࡓ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཧຍ⪅ࡀබᖹྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ࡇ
ࢆྍ⬟ࡋࡓࠋ࠶࠸ࡃᑠᴗ 1 ♫ࡀ㏵୰࡛ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ᧔㏥ࡏࡊࡿࢆᚓ࡞ࡃ
࡞ࡗࡓࡀࠊዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁࠊ⛣⾜సᴗࢆࡾ࡞ࡃ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
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Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

Scenario - Each Party owns the IPR in the Results which it creates and grants
each of the other Parties a non-exclusive licence to use those Results for the
purposes of the Project and for any other purpose, so that any Party may
exploit any of the Results.

MODEL
CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT A

(4) [INSERT NAME]

(3) [INSERT NAME]

(2) [INSERT NAME]

(1) [INSERT NAME]

Dated_________________________201[]
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[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address] (BBB);

[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under number [insert number], whose registered office is at [insert address of
registered office] OR [insert status of the Party, e.g. NHS Trust] of [insert
address of principal office] (XXX); and

[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under
number
[………………],
whose
registered
office
is
at
[………………………………………………………………] OR [insert status of the Party, e.g. NHS
Trust] of [insert address of principal office] (ZZZ)

(2)

(3)

(4)

any information, data, techniques, Know-how,
inventions, software, discoveries and materials
(regardless of the form or medium in which they
are disclosed or stored) which are provided by
one Party (whether belonging to that Party or to
a third party) to another Party for use in the
Project, and whether before or after the date of
this Agreement), except any Result;

Monday to Friday (inclusive) except bank or
public holidays in [England];

Background:

a Business Day:

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

this document, including its Schedules, as
amended from time to time in accordance with
clause 10.8;

this Agreement:

research [(except [insert any exceptions]),
teaching[, and] education[ and Clinical Patient
Care];

the publication of an abstract, article or paper in
a journal or electronic repository, its presentation
at a conference or seminar; and in clauses 5 and
6 to Publish and Publication are to be
construed as meaning such publication or
presentation;

Academic Publication:

Academic and Research
Purposes:

AAA and BBB;

In this Agreement the following expressions have the meaning set opposite:

1.1

the Academic Parties:

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.

The parties to this agreement wish to collaborate on a research project entitled "[insert
name of project]". This agreement governs the parties’ collaboration in relation to that
project.

BACKGROUND

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address] (AAA);

(1)

THIS AGREEMENT dated […………………………………………..] 201[] is made BETWEEN:

XXX and ZZZ;
a Party's confidential information is: any
Background disclosed by that Party to any of the
other Parties for use in the Project [and identified
as confidential before or at the time of disclosure]
and, for the Project Period only, any of the
Results in which that Party owns the Intellectual
Property Rights and any other information
disclosed by that Party to any of the other Parties
for use in the Project or under this
Agreement[ and identified as confidential before
or at the time of disclosure or which, by its
nature or from the circumstances of its disclosure,
should
reasonably
be
presumed
to
be
confidential];
the ability to direct the affairs of another person,
whether by virtue of the ownership of shares, by
contract, or in any other way;

the Commercial Parties:
Confidential Information:

Control:

the financial contribution to be made by a Party
to the Project, as set out in the Project Plan;

a Financial Contribution:

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

any funding or assistance provided for the Project
or to any Party for use in the Project by any third
party, including without limitation, any state or
public body;]

[the External Funding:

while they remain in force the Data Protection Act
1998, the European Data Protection Directive, the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, the
Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice)
(Interception of Communications) Regulations
2000, the Electronic Communications Data
Protection Directive, the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003,
once it comes into force the European General
Data Protection Regulation and any other laws
and regulations relating to the processing of
personal data and privacy which apply to a Party
and, if applicable, the guidance and codes of
practice issued by the Information Commissioner
or other relevant data protection or supervisory
authority;

[insert the date on which the Project is to
start/started];

the Commencement Date:

the Data Protection
Legislation:

any of the following: diagnosing, treating and
managing the health of a person under the care
of a third party medical practitioner who has the
right to use the Intellectual Property Rights in any
of the Results;]

[Clinical Patient Care:
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the terms on which the Funding Body provides
any External Funding, copies of which are
attached to this Agreement as Schedule 3;]

[the Funding Conditions:

in relation to a Party, any undertaking which for
the time being Controls, or is Controlled by, that
Party or which for the time being is Controlled by
a third person which also Controls that Party;

unpatented technical information (including
information relating to inventions, discoveries,
concepts, methodologies, models, research,
development and testing procedures, the results
of experiments, tests and trials, manufacturing
processes, techniques and specifications, quality
control data, analyses, reports and submissions)
which is not in the public domain;

[insert the name of the lead party. (This should
be consistent with the offer of External
Funding)];

the location(s) at which the Project will be carried
out as set out in the Project Plan;

AAA, BBB, XXX and ZZZ and any person who
becomes a party to this Agreement pursuant to
clause 2.20, and together they are the Parties;

Know-how:

the Lead Party:

the Location:

a Party:
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in the case of AAA: [insert names]; in the case of
BBB, [insert names]; in the case of XXX [insert
names]; and in the case of ZZZ [insert names];

the Key Personnel:

Intellectual Property Rights: patents, rights to inventions, trade marks, service
marks, registered designs, copyrights and related
rights, database rights, design rights, rights to
use and protect confidential information, in each
case
whether
registered
or
unregistered,
including rights to apply for and be granted and
applications for any of the above, and any
continuations, continuations-in-part, divisional
applications, renewals or extensions of, and
rights to claim priority from, those rights, and
any similar right recognised from time to time in
any jurisdiction, together with all rights of action
in relation to the infringement of any of the
above;

a Group Company:

the Good Data Management
Practices:
the practices and procedures set out in Schedule
4;

[insert details of body that provides the External
Funding];]

[the Funding Body:

all information, data, techniques, Know-how,
results, inventions, discoveries, software and
materials(regardless of the form or medium in
which they are disclosed or stored) identified or
first reduced to practice or writing in the course
of the Project;
the individuals nominated by each of the Parties
[and the Funding Body] in accordance with clause
2.12 to supervise the carrying out of the Project;

the Results:

the Steering Committee:

References in this Agreement to a person include a natural person, corporate or
unincorporated body (whether or not it has a separate legal personality).
A reference in this Agreement to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to
it as amended, extended or re-enacted from time to time and includes all
subordinate legislation made from time to time under that statute or statutory
provision.
A reference in this Agreement to writing or written includes email.
A reference in this Agreement to any other agreement or document is a reference
to that other agreement or document as varied or novated (in each case, unless
in breach of this Agreement) from time to time.
References in this Agreement to clauses and Schedules are to the clauses and
Schedules of this Agreement and references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of
the relevant Schedule.

1.3
1.4

1.5
1.6

1.7
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The headings in this Agreement are for ease of reference only; they do not affect
its construction or interpretation.

1.2

value added tax chargeable under the Value
Added Tax Act 1994, or any tax replacing that tax.

the project plan annexed to this Agreement as
Schedule 2, as varied from time to time under
the terms of this Agreement[ and any Funding
Conditions];

the Project Plan:

VAT:

the period described in clause 2.1;

the Project Period:

a written agreement signed by or on behalf of the
Parties and any proposed new party to this
Agreement; and

the individual appointed from time to time by the
Lead Party as the project manager [, and
approved by the Funding Body in accordance with
the Funding Conditions];

the Project Manager:

a Variation Agreement:

the project described in the Project Plan;

the arrangements under which each Party, in
return for its rights to exploit the Results, will pay
the other Parties, as set out in Schedule 9;

the Project:

the Payment Plan:
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The acts and omissions of its Group Companies are deemed to be within the
control of a Commercial Party, the acts and omissions of its students are deemed
to be within control of an Institution and the acts and omissions of any contractor
are deemed to be within the control of the Party engaging that contractor.

1.9

Each of the Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any) involved
in the Project: observe the conditions attaching to any regulatory and ethical
licences, consents and approvals; keep complete and accurate records of all
research, development and other work carried out in connection with the Project
and of all Results, signed by the people who obtained or made each Result, and
countersigned by an employee of that Party who is not a member of the research
team but who understands the work; and comply with the Good Data
Management Practices.

Each of the Parties will ensure that its staff and students (if any) (including in the
case of each Commercial Party, any staff of any Group Company) involved in the
Project, when working on or visiting the other Party’s premises, comply with the
other Party’s health and safety and security policies and procedures and, when
accessing or using the other Party’s information systems, comply with the other
Party’s information security policies and procedures.

2.4

2.5
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Each of the Parties will obtain and maintain all regulatory and ethical licences,
consents and approvals necessary to allow it to carry out the tasks allotted to it in
the Project Plan and will carry out the Project in accordance with all laws and
regulations which apply to its activities under or pursuant to this Agreement.

2.3

The Project [will begin on] OR [began on] the Commencement Date and will
continue until [the earlier of the withdrawal of the External Funding,] the
completion of the Project, or any later date agreed in writing between the Parties.
If this Agreement is entered into after the Commencement Date, it will apply
retrospectively to work done in relation to the Project on or after the
Commencement Date. This Agreement will remain in full force and effect for the
duration of the Project, but a Party may withdraw or may be deemed to have
withdrawn from the Project in accordance with clause 8 or 9.

2.1

Each of the Parties will carry out the tasks allotted to it in the Project Plan, and
will provide the human and other resources, Background, materials, facilities and
equipment which are designated as its responsibility in the Project Plan. The
Project will be carried out under the direction and supervision of [insert details].
The Project will be carried out at the Location.

THE PROJECT

2.

2.2

If there is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the Funding
Conditions, this Agreement will prevail in relation to the arrangements as
between the Parties, but it will not affect the Parties' respective obligations to the
Funding Body under the Funding Conditions.]

1.11

[1.10 Words and phrases defined in the Funding Conditions and not defined in this
Agreement have the meaning given to them in the Funding Conditions when used
in this Agreement.

Any words in this Agreement following the expression including, include or in
particular, or any similar expression are to be construed as illustrative and do
not limit the sense of the words preceding that expression.

1.8

If a Party agrees to transfer any [biological or chemical] material to any of the
other Parties in connection with the Project, that transfer will be subject to the
terms of a separate Materials Transfer Agreement entered into between the
Parties in relation to that material.

2.9

Any member of the Steering Committee may participate in meetings of the
Steering Committee by tele-conference, video-conference or any other technology
which enables everyone participating in the meeting to communicate interactively
and simultaneously with each other. The quorum for a meeting of the Steering
Committee will be [one representative of each of the Parties] OR [one
representative of at least [3] of the Parties], or his alternate, present in person or
by tele-conference, video-conference or other technology mentioned above.
[Insert name](if present at a meeting) or, in his absence, any other individual the
members of the Steering Committee may from time to time agree, will chair
meetings of the Steering Committee.
The Parties will ensure that the Steering Committee meets at least every [3]
months at venues to be agreed, and in default of agreement at [insert location],

2.13

2.14

2.15
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There will be a Steering Committee made up of one representative nominated by
each of the Parties. The Project Manager (initially [insert name]) will be the Lead
Party’s representative on the Steering Committee. [The Parties will invite the
Funding Body to appoint a representative to the Steering Committee.] The terms
of reference of the Steering Committee are set out in Schedule 8, and the
Steering Committee will have no authority to amend the terms of this Agreement
except as may be expressly set out in those terms of reference.

2.12

2.11.3 notify the other Parties in accordance with clause 10.1 immediately if it
receives any notice or request from the Funding Body.]

2.11.2 carry out the Project in accordance with the Funding Conditions; and

2.11.1 if it is a party to the Funding Conditions, comply with its obligations under,
and the conditions of, the Funding Conditions;

[2.11 Each of the Parties will:

[2.10 If the Funding Conditions have not already been accepted by the Parties, this
Agreement is conditional on each of the Parties accepting the Funding Conditions
within [30] days after the date of the Funding Conditions or offer to provide
External Funding.]

Each of the Parties warrants to the other Parties that it has full power and
authority under its constitution, and has taken all necessary actions and obtained
all authorisations, licences, consents and approvals, to allow it to enter into this
Agreement [and it is not in breach of the Funding Conditions].

Although each of the Parties will use reasonable endeavours to carry out the
Project in accordance with the Project Plan, none of the Parties undertakes that
any research will lead to any particular result, nor does it guarantee a successful
outcome to the Project.

Each of the Parties will comply with the provisions of Schedule 7. [At any time
during the Project Period, [XXX] may require changes to Part [3] of Schedule 7,
where those changes are necessary to ensure that the Project is undertaken in
compliance with [XXX]’s applicable policies and procedures.]

2.8

2.7

2.6
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Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly after identifying any
Result that it believes to be patentable, and will supply the Project Manager with
copies of that Result. Each of the Parties will notify other Results to the Project
Manager in the [monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] reports provided under clause
2.16.

Each Party will, through its representative or his alternate, have one vote in the
Steering Committee. Decisions will be taken by a simple majority except where a
decision necessitates a change to the Project Plan or a change to the allocation of
any funding. In either of those cases, any decision must be unanimous. The
chairman will [not] have a casting vote.

[In addition to his duties under the Funding Conditions,] the Project Manager will:

2.17

2.18

2.19

for

implementing

decisions

taken

by

the

The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager allows an independent
chartered accountant appointed by any Party, at that Party's expense, to examine
the accounts and records of the Project Manager relating to the Project provided:
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The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager prepares and submits an
account of all income and expenditure in connection with the Project [quarterly]
to the Steering Committee.

3.9

3.10.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the Project
Manager;

[Each Party will refund to the Lead Party on demand: any overpayment of any
External Funding received by that Party; and any monies received by that Party
which the Funding Body requires to be repaid in accordance with the Funding
Conditions. Each Party will pay to the Funding Body any payments which are to
be made by that Party in order to comply with the Funding Conditions. Each of
the other Parties will indemnify the Lead Party and keep it indemnified against all
and any refunds, repayments and payments which the Lead Party is required to
make under the Funding Conditions to the Funding Body on behalf of that other
Party or as a consequence of that other Party’s act or omission.]

3.8

[The allocation of the External Funding will be as set out in the Project Plan unless
the Parties unanimously agree otherwise in writing.] Each Party will keep
complete and accurate accounts of its expenditure on the Project. Each Party will
pay its Financial Contribution to the Project in accordance with Schedule 1 within
[30][60] OR [90] days after its receipt of a [quarterly]OR[monthly] invoice for
the same. Where any Financial Contribution is being claimed against costs and

[The Lead Party will, within [30] days after receipt of any of the External Funding,
pay that External Funding (or the appropriate part of it) to the Party to which that
External Funding is due.]

3.7

3.1

[Claims for any External Funding will be made through the Project Manager. Each
of the Parties will provide sufficient information to the Project Manager to allow
the Lead Party to claim the External Funding and to submit reports to the Funding
Body in accordance with the Funding Body’s requirements from time to time.
Each of the Parties will certify its claims for any External Funding in such way as
may be necessary to allow the Lead Party to give any certificate required by the
Funding Body in relation to those claims.]

3.6

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION [EXTERNAL FUNDING] AND THE PAYMENT
PLAN

The financial arrangements for the Project will be overseen by the Steering
Committee [and will be as set out in the Funding Conditions].

3.5

3.

[Except as set out in the Project Plan,] each Party will own all equipment
purchased or constructed by it, or for it, using any Financial Contribution[ or any
External Funding].

3.4

No additional person may become a party to this Agreement without the written
agreement of all of the then existing parties to this Agreement [and the Funding
Body] and unless the additional person and all the then existing Parties to this
Agreement execute a Variation Agreement.

Steering

If a Party fails to make any payment due to another Party under this Agreement,
without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to that other Party, that
other Party may charge interest (both before and after any judgement) on the
amount outstanding, on a daily basis [at the rate of [four] per cent per annum
above the London 3 month Interbank Offered Rate from time to time in force] OR
[in accordance with the Late Payments of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
as amended by the Late Payment of Commercial Debts Regulations 2013]. That
interest will be calculated from the date of last date for payment to the actual
date of payment, both dates inclusive, and will be compounded quarterly. The
Party which is late paying will pay that interest on demand.

Unless any VAT exemption applies, all amounts are exclusive of VAT which the
Party making the Financial Contribution will pay at the rate from time to time
prescribed by law.

3.3

3.2

expenses incurred by a Party, each invoice must be accompanied by a statement
certified by an authorised officer of that Party.

2.20

2.19.6 monitor the progress of the Project.

2.19.5 prepare progress reports[ as required by the Funding Body]; and

2.19.4 be responsible
Committee;

2.19.3 be responsible for the financial administration of the Project[ as required
by the Funding Conditions];

2.19.2 be responsible to the Steering Committee for the day-to-day management
of the Project;

2.19.1 [be the primary conduit for exchanges of information with the Funding
Body;]

Each Party will provide the Project Manager with [monthly][quarterly] OR
[annual] reports summarising the progress of the Project and the Results, and
the Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager keeps all the Parties informed
about the progress of the Project and the Results.
A copy of each Party's
[monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] report will be circulated to each member of the
Steering Committee with the written notice for the relevant meeting.

2.16

or at any other time at the request of any of the Parties. Meetings of the
Steering Committee will be convened with at least [21] days written notice in
advance. That notice must include an agenda. Minutes of the meetings of the
Steering Committee will be prepared by the chair of the meeting and sent to each
of the Parties within [14] days after each meeting.
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[Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty-free, fully paid-up, nonexclusive licence to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project.
None of the Parties may grant any sub-licence to use any other Party's
Background except that any Commercial Party may allow any of its Group
Companies, and any person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group
Companies, to use any Party’s Background for the purpose of carrying out the
Project.

4.2

4.3
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The Party which creates or generates any Result will own the Intellectual Property
Rights in that Result, and may take such steps as it may decide from time to time,
at its expense, to register and maintain any protection for those Intellectual
Property Rights, including filing and prosecuting patent applications, and taking

[Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty-free, fully paid-up nonexclusive licence to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project
and[, in return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan,] each
Party grants to each of the other Parties a non-exclusive[, fully paid-up, royalty
free] licence (with the right to sub-license) to use the Intellectual Property in its
Background to the extent necessary to allow it to exercise the rights to use the
Results granted to it in clause 4.9. The licence granted in this clause 4.2 will
automatically terminate on the termination of the licence granted in clause 4.9.]

This Agreement does not affect the ownership of any Intellectual Property Rights
in any Background or in any other technology, design, work, invention, software,
data, technique, Know-how, or materials which are not Results. The Intellectual
Property Rights in them will remain the property of the Party which contributed
them to the Project (or its licensors). No licence to use any Intellectual Property
Rights is granted or implied by this Agreement except the rights expressly set out
in this Agreement.

4.1

OR

USE AND EXPLOITATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

3.11.3 the Party appointing the accountant and the accountant will keep
confidential any information which it may acquire in the exercise of its
rights under this clause 3.11.

3.11.2 the inspection or examination takes place during that Party’s normal
working hours; and

3.11.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the Party whose
accounts and records are to be inspected;

Each Party will pay each of the other Parties in accordance with the Payment Plan.
Any Party to which another Party is obliged to make payments under the Payment
Plan may appoint an independent chartered accountant, at its own expense, to
examine the accounts and records of the Party which is obliged to make
payments to it relating to its exploitation of the Results provided:

4.

3.11

3.10.3 the Party appointing the accountant and the accountant will keep
confidential any information which it may acquire in the exercise of its
rights under this clause 3.10.

3.10.2 the inspection or examination takes place during the Project Manager's
normal working hours; and

Where any third party (such as a student or contractor) is involved in the Project,
the Party engaging that third party will ensure that that third party has assigned
to that Party any Intellectual Property Rights (including making a prospective
assignment where appropriate) which that third party has in the Results in order
to be able to give effect to the provisions of this clause 4.
Where any Result is created or generated by two or more Parties jointly and it is
impossible to distinguish each Party's intellectual contribution to the creation of
the Intellectual Property Rights in that Result, the Intellectual Property Rights in
that Result will be co-owned by those Parties as tenants in common in equal
shares. The co-owners may take such steps as they may decide from time to time,
at their joint and equal expense, to register and maintain any protection for those
Intellectual Property Rights, including filing and prosecuting patent applications,
and taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of those
Intellectual Property Rights. If one or more of the co-owners does not wish to
take any such step or action, the other co-owner(s) may do so at their expense,
and the co-owner(s) not wishing to take such steps or action will provide, at the
expense of the co-owner making the request, any assistance that is reasonably
requested of it.
Any co-owner of any of the Intellectual Property Rights in any Result may deal
with and exploit those Intellectual Property Rights as though it were the sole
owner, [without being required to account to any other co-owner for any share in
the revenues generated by that dealing or exploitation] OR [subject to payment
to the other co-owner(s) in accordance with the Payment Plan], provided that no
co-owner may grant any third party any rights which detract from any other coowner’s right to deal with any co-owned Intellectual Property Rights as it sees fit.
Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty free, non-exclusive licence
to use the Results for the purpose of carrying out the Project [and Clinical Patient
Care]. None of the Parties may grant any sub-licence to use any other's Results
except that any Commercial Party may allow any of its Group Company and any
person working for or on behalf of that Commercial Party or any of its Group
Companies to use the Results for the purpose of carrying out the Project.
[In return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan,] In addition
to the rights granted in clause 4.8, each Party grants each of the other Parties a
non-exclusive, indefinite[, fully paid-up, royalty free] licence (with the right to
sub-license) to use the Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results for any
purpose, in addition to carrying out the Project.
Each Academic Party and each of its employees and students will have the
irrevocable, royalty-free right to use any of the Results [(except the following
types of Result: [insert details]) for Academic and Research Purposes [including]

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10
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Each Party will ensure that its employees and students (if any) (and each of the
Commercial Parties will ensure that the employees of any of its Group
Companies) involved in the creation of the Results of another Party gives that
other Party such assistance (except financial assistance) as that other Party may
reasonably request in connection with the registration and protection of the
Intellectual Property Rights in any of that other Party’s Results, including filing
and prosecuting patent applications for any of that other Party’s Results, and
taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of any
Intellectual Property Rights in any of that other Party’s Results.

4.4

any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of any Intellectual
Property Rights in its Results.
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The Project is undertaken by the Academic Parties in pursuance of a primary
charitable purpose; that is the advancement of education through teaching and
research. Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, any
employee or student of an Academic Party (whether or not involved in the
Project) may, provided that Academic Party has not received a Confidentiality
Notice under clause 5.2:

5.1

5.3

5.2

ACADEMIC PUBLICATION AND IMPACT

5.

None of the Parties (the Recipient) will be in breach of any obligation to keep
any Background, Results or other information confidential or not to disclose it to
any third party to the extent that:

6.2
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None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results or other information, confidential or not to disclose them to
any third party by:

6.2.6 it is approved for release in writing by an authorised representative of the
Party whose information it is.

6.2.5 it is disclosed pursuant to the requirement of any law or regulation
(provided, in the case of a disclosure under the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004, none of the
exceptions to that Act or those Regulations (as the case may be) applies to
the information disclosed) or the order of any Court of competent
jurisdiction or the requirement of any competent regulatory authority and
that, in each case where the law permits, and the party required to make
that disclosure has informed the Party whose information it is, within a
reasonable time after being required to make the disclosure, of the
requirement to make the disclosure and the information required to be
disclosed; or

6.2.4 it has been independently developed by the Recipient or any of the
Recipient’s Group Companies without reference to another Party’s
Confidential Information; or

6.2.3 it has been obtained by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies from a third party in circumstances where the Recipient has no
reason to believe that there has been a breach of an obligation of
confidentiality to another Party;

6.2.2 it is or becomes publicly known without any breach of this Agreement or
any other undertaking to keep it confidential;

6.3.1 [except in relation to another Party’s Background which is that Party’s
Confidential Information,] Publishing them if that Party has followed the
procedure in clause 5.2 and has received no Confidentiality Notice within
the period stated in that clause; or

6.3

[Without prejudice to any obligations of confidentiality in the Funding Conditions,]
and subject to clause 5, none of the Parties will [, during the Project Period, and
for [3][5][7] OR [10] years after the end of the Project Period,] disclose to any
third party nor use for any purpose, except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement, any other Party's other Confidential Information.

6.1

6.2.1 if it is received from another Party, is known to the Recipient or any of the
Recipient’s Group Companies (demonstrable by written records) before its
receipt from another Party, and it is not already subject to any obligation
of confidentiality to another Party;

CONFIDENTIALITY

6.

other Party’s Confidential Information or any information which identifies or
allows any living individual to be identified and the information requested and
disclosed under or pursuant to this clause will be general in nature.

Each of the Parties acknowledge that the Academic Parties are required by their
funders to demonstrate their impact on society and agrees to provide to each
Academic Party any information which that Academic Party reasonably requests in
order to allow it to demonstrate that impact provided that, under or pursuant to
this clause: the Academic Parties will not be entitled to receive or disclose any

The Confidentiality Notice must be given within [15] OR [30] days after receipt of
details of the proposed Publication. If a Confidentiality Notice is not received
within that period, the proposed Publication may proceed, [except in relation to
any other Party’s Background which is that Party’s Confidential Information and
which may not be Published unless that Party has given its written consent to that
Publication].

5.2.2 prevent the Publication of any of its Background which is Confidential
Information and which, in each case, cannot be protected by patent or
other Intellectual Property Right registration or which can be protected by
in that way but which the owner of the Intellectual Property Rights in those
Results or the contributor of that Background has chosen not to protect in
that way.

5.2.1 require that Party to delay the proposed Publication for a maximum of
[insert period] month[s] after receipt of the Confidentiality Notice if, in its
reasonable opinion, that delay is necessary in order to seek patent or other
protection for any of the Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results
or any of its Background which are to be Published; or

Each of the Academic Parties will submit to any other Party which owns the
Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results and to any Party which has
contributed any Background to the Project, in writing, details of any of those
Results and of that Background which any employee or student of that Academic
Party intends to Publish, at least [30][60] OR [90] days before the date of the
proposed submission for Publication. Any Party which owns those Intellectual
Property Rights which has contributed the Background (as the case may be) may,
by giving written notice to the Party which has submitted those details (a
Confidentiality Notice):

5.1.2 Publish any Background of any of the Parties or any of the Results.

5.1.1 discuss work undertaken as part of the Project in the Academic Party’s
seminars, tutorials and lectures; and

[None of the Parties will exploit the Results in any way that is in breach of the
Funding Conditions but, subject to that, each Party will use all reasonable
endeavours to exploit the Results. To that end the Parties will endeavour to agree
a strategy for the exploitation of the Results.]

4.11

OR [excluding] research projects which are carried out by the Academic Party
with any third party [in the commercial sector] [and Clinical Patient Care.
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If any Party which is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 receives a request under that Act or
those Regulations to disclose any information which, under this Agreement, is the
Confidential Information of another Party, it will notify that other Party and will
consult with it promptly and, before making any disclosure under that Act or
those Regulations, it will take legal advice regarding the availability and
applicability of any exemptions and any other options available, and will notify
that other Party of the intended response to that request. That other Party will
respond to Party that received the request within [10] days after receiving the
notice if that notice requests that other Party to provide information to assist the
Party which received the request to determine whether or not an exemption to
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004 applies to the information requested under that Act or those
Regulations. That other Party may make representations in relation to that
request and the proposed response and may request amendments to the
proposed response. [At the request of another Party, except in order to comply
with any court order or any decision of the Information Commissioner or the
Information Tribunal, the Party which received the request under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (the
Disclosing Party) will not disclose any information which, under this Agreement,
is that other Party’s Confidential Information in response to a request under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations
2004 provided that:

6.6

6.7

[No Party will be in breach of any obligation to keep any other Party’s Confidential
Information, confidential or not to disclose it to any third party by disclosing it to
the Funding Body in accordance with the Funding Conditions.]

6.5
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None of the Parties will use another Party's name or the name of any of the Key
Personnel provided by another Party, or another Party’s logo, in any press release

6.6.2 that other Party indemnifies the Disclosing Party and its employees and
students (the Indemnified Parties), and keeps them fully and effectively
indemnified, against each and every claim made against any of the
Indemnified Parties as a result of the Disclosing Party not making any
disclosure of the other Party’s Confidential information in response to a
request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004.]

6.6.1 that other Party makes that request in writing within 10 days after
receiving notice from the Disclosing Party under this clause 6.6; and

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results or other information, confidential or not to disclose them to
any third party, by making them available to any of its Group Companies or any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies, who needs to
know the same in order to exercise the rights granted to it in or pursuant to this
Agreement provided they are not used except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement and the recipient undertakes to keep that Background, those Results
or that information confidential.

6.4

6.3.2 making them available to any student of an Academic Party who needs to
know the same in order to exercise the rights granted in this Agreement,
provided they are not used except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement and the student undertakes to keep that Background, those
Results and that information confidential.

[Each of the Parties warrants to each of the other Parties that, to the best of its
knowledge and belief (having made reasonable enquiry of those of its employees
involved in the Project or likely to have relevant knowledge [,and in the case of
each Academic Party any student involved in the Project], but not having made
any search of any public register) any advice or information given by it or any of
its employees or students who work on the Project, and the content or use of any
Results, Background or materials, works or information provided in connection
with the Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party
rights.

7.1

Subject to clause 7.7.1, each of the [Commercial] Parties (the Indemnifying
Party) will indemnify each of the other Parties and their employees and students
(together the Indemnified Parties), and keep them fully and effectively
indemnified, against each and every claim made against any of the Indemnified
Parties as a result of that Indemnifying Party’s use of any of the following: the
Results and any materials, works or information received from an Indemnified
Party pursuant to this Agreement, provided that the Indemnified Party must:

7.3
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7.3.5 give the Indemnifying Party all reasonable assistance (at the Indemnifying
Party’s expense) in dealing with the claim.

7.3.4 allow the Indemnifying Party to have the conduct of the defence and
settlement of the claim; and

7.3.3 take reasonable steps to mitigate its losses and expenses arising from the
claim;

7.3.2 not make any admission in relation to the claim;

7.3.1 promptly notify the Indemnifying Party of details of the claim;

Except under [the warranty in clause 7.1 [and in clause 7.10] and] the
indemnities in clause [6.6, ]7.3 and 7.4 , and subject to clause 7.8, none of the
Parties accepts any liability or responsibility for any use which may be made by
any other Party of any of the Results, nor for any reliance which may be placed
by that other Party on any of the Results, nor for advice or information given in
connection with any Results.

7.2

7.1

None of the Parties makes any representation or gives any warranty to any of the
other Parties that any advice or information given by it or any of its employees or
students who work on the Project, or the content or use of any Results,
Background or materials, works or information provided in connection with the
Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party rights.]

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

7.

OR

[Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Academic Party
may identify the sums received from each of the other Parties in the Academic
Party’s Annual Report and similar publications][, and each Commercial Party may,
in order to comply with any transparency reporting obligations to which it is
subject, publish details of any transfers of value].]

6.8

or product advertising, or for any other promotional purpose, without first
obtaining that other Party's written consent.
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Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8, and except under the indemnities in clauses
[6.6, ]7.3 and 7.4, the liability of each Party to all of the other Parties for any
breach of this Agreement, any negligence or arising in any other way out of the
subject matter of this Agreement, the Project and the Results, will not extend to:

7.5

7.9

7.8

Subject in each case to clause 7.8, the aggregate liability of each Party to the all
the other Parties:

7.7
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The express undertakings and warranties given by the Parties in this Agreement
are in lieu of all other warranties, conditions, terms, undertakings and obligations,
whether express or implied by statute, common law, custom, trade usage, course
of dealing or in any other way. All of these are excluded to the fullest extent
permitted by law.

7.8.3 [any loss or damage caused by a deliberate breach of this Agreement].

7.8.2 any fraud or for any sort of liability which, by law, cannot be limited or
excluded; or

7.8.1 death or personal injury caused by negligence;

Nothing in this Agreement limits or excludes any party's liability for:

7.7.3 [for all and any breaches of the Funding Conditions will not exceed in total
[the amount of the External Funding].

7.7.2 under the indemnity in clause 7.4 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];
and

7.7.1 under the indemnity in clause 7.3 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8 the aggregate liability of each Party to all of the
other Parties for any or all breaches of this Agreement, any negligence, or arising
in any other way out of the subject matter of this Agreement, the Project and the
Results, will not exceed in total [that Party’s Financial Contribution][the portion of
the External Funding allocated to that Party] OR [£insert figure].

7.6

Even, in each case, if the Party bringing the claim has advised the other Party of
the possibility of those losses, or even if they were within the other Party's
contemplation.

7.5.2 any loss of profits, loss of revenue, loss of data, loss of contracts or
opportunity, whether direct or indirect,

7.5.1 any indirect damages or losses; or

Subject to clause 7.7.3, each Party will indemnify the other Parties keep them
fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims, demands,
expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection with any
breach by it of Schedule 6.

7.4

The indemnity in this clause 7.3 will not apply to the extent that the claim arises
as a result of the Indemnified Party's negligence, its deliberate breach of this
Agreement, its breach of clause 6, or its knowing infringement any third party’s
Intellectual Property Rights or its knowing breach of any third party’s rights of
confidence.

If they unanimously agree to do so, the other Parties may treat any Party as
having withdrawn from the Project with immediate effect by giving notice to that
party if that Party:

9.1

9.5
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Clauses 1, 3, 4 (subject to the provisions of this clause 9), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.4, 9.5,
9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, 9.10 9.11, 9.12, 9.13, 9.14 and 10 will survive the completion
or termination of the Project, the expiry of this Agreement, or the withdrawal or
deemed withdrawal of any Party for any reason and will continue in force
indefinitely or, in the case of clause 6, in accordance with clause 6.1.

If a Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, the other
Parties will use reasonable endeavours to reallocate the obligations of that Party
under this Agreement [and under the Funding Conditions] amongst themselves or
to a third party acceptable to the remaining Parties [and the Funding Body],
provided that that third party agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement
[and the Funding Conditions].

[Any Commercial Party may withdraw from the Project at any time provided it
complies with clauses 9.11 and 9.12, by giving not less than [3] months' notice
to all of the other Parties.]

9.3

9.4

Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly if at any time any of
the Key Personnel appointed by that Party is unable or unwilling to continue to be
involved in the Project. Within [3] OR [6] months after the date of that notice,
the Party who originally appointed that member of the Key Personnel will
nominate a successor. The other Parties will not unreasonably refuse to accept
the nominated successor, but if the successor is not acceptable to the other
Parties on reasonable grounds, the other Parties may treat that Party as having
withdrawn from the Project by giving not less than [3] months' notice.

9.2

9.1.3 commits any breach of Schedule 5 [or Schedule 7].

9.1.2 becomes insolvent, or if an order is made or a resolution is passed for its
winding up (except voluntarily for the purpose of solvent amalgamation or
reconstruction), or if an administrator, administrative receiver or receiver
is appointed over the whole or any part of its assets, or if it makes any
arrangement with its creditors; or

9.1.1 is in breach of any provision of this Agreement (including an obligation to
make payment) and (if it is capable of remedy) the breach has not been
remedied within [30][60] OR [90] days after receipt of written notice
specifying the breach and requiring its remedy;

TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWAL

If the performance by any Party of any of its obligations under this Agreement
(except a payment obligation) is delayed or prevented by circumstances beyond
its reasonable control, that Party will not be in breach of this Agreement because
of that delay in performance. However, if the delay in performance lasts for more
than [3] OR [6] months, the other Parties may, if they unanimously agree to do
so, give that Party notice treating it as having withdrawn from the Project and the
provisions of clauses 9.4 - 9.14 (inclusive) will apply.

FORCE MAJEURE

9.

8.
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GENERAL

10.
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If any Party has paid any of the Financial Contribution in advance and the whole
of that contribution has not, by the end of the Project Period or the termination of
this Agreement, been used the purposes for which that Financial Contribution was
provided, the Party which received that Financial Contribution will return to the
Party providing it the unused portion of that Financial Contribution.

Subject to clause 9.13, on the termination of this Agreement, the Commercial
Parties will pay the Academic Parties for all work done before termination. If a
Commercial Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, it
will pay the other Parties for all work done before termination [and not covered
by the External Funding] and it will re-imburse the other Parties for all costs and
expenses which they have incurred or agreed to incur and which they are unable
to cancel.

9.11

9.14

Any rights to use any Results or Background for Academic and Research Purposes
and
any right to Publish in accordance with clause 5 with survive the
withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of any Party and continue indefinitely.

9.10

A Party which withdraws or which is treated as having withdrawn from the Project
may not recover from any of the other Parties any of its costs incurred in
connection with the Project to the extent that those costs were incurred after the
date of its withdrawal or deemed withdrawal.

Subject to clauses 9.8 and 9.10, all rights to use any other Party’s Intellectual
Property Rights granted under this Agreement to a Party which withdraws or is
treated as having withdrawn will cease immediately on the expiry of the
withdrawal notice given by or to that Party.

9.9

9.13

The rights and obligations of any co- owner of any Intellectual Property Rights will
continue in accordance with clauses 4, despite the fact that one or more coowners have withdrawn or are treated as having withdrawn from the Project.

9.8

Subject to clause 9.13, following the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of a
Commercial Party, if its Financial Contribution was intended to cover the costs of
employing any Academic Party’s staff involved in the Project, that Commercial
Party will continue to reimburse, in accordance with clause 3, the actual direct
employment costs of staff who were appointed by that Academic Party to work on
the Project before the service of the withdrawal notice, provided that that
Academic Party takes all reasonable steps to minimise those costs.
Reimbursement will continue until the effective date of termination of each staff
contract or the date on which the Project was to have ended (whichever is the
earlier). Those direct employment costs will include a proportion of any
redundancy costs which have been incurred by that Academic Party as a direct
result of the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of that Commercial Party, that
proportion to be calculated by dividing the individual’s involvement in the Project
by the duration of his period of employment by that Academic Party.

Rights in respect of its Results granted under this Agreement by a Party which
withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and will be
extended to any new party to this Agreement.

9.7

9.12

Rights in respect of its Background granted under this Agreement by a Party
which withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and
will be extended to any new party to this Agreement.

9.6

the second
posting

By pre-paid first class post

after

the next Business Day after posting

Day

No agency etc: Nothing in this Agreement creates, implies or evidences any
partnership or joint venture between the Parties, or the relationship between
them of principal and agent. None of the Parties has any authority to make any
representation or commitment, or incur any liability, on behalf of any other.
Entire agreement: This Agreement [and the Funding Conditions] constitute[s]
the entire agreement between the Parties relating to its subject matter. Each
Party acknowledges that it has not entered into this Agreement on the basis of
any warranty, representation, statement, agreement or undertaking except those

10.5

10.6
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Waiver of rights: If a Party fails to enforce or delays in enforcing an obligation
of any other Party, or fails to exercise or delays in exercising a right under this
Agreement, that failure or delay will not affect its right to enforce that obligation
or constitute a waiver of that right. Any waiver by a Party of any provision of this
Agreement will not, unless expressly stated to the contrary, constitute a waiver of
that provision on a future occasion.

Address:

Address:

10.4

Name:

Name:

Illegal/unenforceable provisions: If the whole or any part of any provision of
this Agreement is void or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the other provisions of
this Agreement, and the rest of the void or unenforceable provision, will continue
in force in that jurisdiction, and the validity and enforceability of that provision in
any other jurisdiction will not be affected.

For ZZZ:

For XXX:

10.3

Address:

Address:

Assignment etc: None of the Parties may assign or transfer this Agreement as
a whole, or any of its rights or obligations under it, without first obtaining the
written consent of all of the other Parties[, except that a Commercial Party may
assign this Agreement as a whole to a Group Company without the consent of the
other Parties]. No Party will unreasonably withhold or delay its consent.

Name:

Name:

The Parties' respective representatives for the receipt of notices are, until
changed by notice given in accordance with this clause, as follows:
For AAA:
For BBB:

By recorded delivery post

the day of delivery

By hand or courier

Business

Deemed day of receipt

Method of service

Notices: Any notice to be given under this Agreement must be in writing, must
be delivered to the other Party or Parties by any of the methods set out in the left
hand column below and will be deemed to be received on the corresponding day
set out in the right hand column.

10.2

10.1
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Amendments: No variation or amendment of this Agreement will be effective
unless it is made in writing and signed by each Party's representative.

Third parties: No one except a Party has any right to prevent the amendment
of this Agreement or its termination, and no one except a Party may enforce any
benefit conferred by this Agreement, except that each Indemnified Party will have
the benefit of the relevant indemnity and Key Personnel will have the benefit of
and enforce clause 6.7, in each case under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties)
Act 1999.

10.8

10.9
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10.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts.
Once it has been executed and each Party has executed at least one counterpart,
each counterpart will constitute a duplicate original copy of this Agreement. All
the counterparts together will constitute a single agreement. The transmission of
an executed counterpart of this Agreement (but not just a signature page) by email (such as in PDF or JPEG) will take effect as the delivery of an executed
original counterpart of this Agreement. [If that method of delivery is used, each
Party will provide the other Party with the original of the executed counterpart as
soon as possible.]

10.13 Data Protection: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule
6.

10.12 Anti-Bribery: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule 5.

10.11 Escalation: If the Parties are unable to reach agreement on any issue concerning
this Agreement or the Project within [14] days after one Party has notified the
Project Manager of that issue, they will refer the matter to [insert officer] in the
case of AAA, to [insert officer] in the case of BBB, to [insert officer] in the case of
XXX, and to [insert officer] in the case of ZZZ in an attempt to resolve the issue
within [14] days after the referral.
Any Party may bring proceedings in
accordance with clause 10.10 if the matter has not been resolved within that [14]
day period, and any Party may apply to the court for an injunction, whether or
not any issue has been escalated under this clause 10.11.

10.10 Governing law: This Agreement and any dispute or claim (including noncontractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection with it or its subject
matter or formation are governed by, and this Agreement is to be construed in
accordance with, English law. The English Courts will have exclusive jurisdiction
to deal with any dispute (including any non-contractual claim or dispute) which
has arisen or may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement, except that a
Party may bring proceedings to protect its Intellectual Property Rights or
Confidential Information in any jurisdiction..

Formalities: Each Party will take any action and execute any document
reasonably requested by any other Party to give effect to any of its rights under
this Agreement, or to enable their registration in any relevant territory provided
the requesting Party pays the other Party’s reasonable expenses of doing so.

10.7

expressly set out in this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. Each Party
waives any claim for breach of this Agreement, or any right to rescind this
Agreement in respect of any representation which is not an express provision of
this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. However, this clause 10.6 does not
exclude any liability which any Party may have to any other (or any right which
any party may have to rescind this Agreement) in respect of any fraudulent
misrepresentation or fraudulent concealment prior to the execution of this
Agreement.

Name

Name

Signature
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Date: …………………………………………………………]

Signature:……………………………………………………..

[Read and understood by [insert details of the person directing and supervising the
Project, as stated in Clause 2.2]

Signature

Position

SIGNED for and on behalf of ZZZ:

SIGNED for and on behalf of XXX:

Position

Signature

Position

Position

Signature

Name

SIGNED for and on behalf of BBB:

Name

SIGNED for and on behalf of AAA:

[10.15 Export Control: each Party will comply with applicable UK export control
legislation and regulations. Each Party will comply with the specific conditions of
any US export control legislation of which another Party has informed it writing
and which are applicable to it.]
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The Financial Contributions
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Other Terms

[Equipment ownership]

Allocation of External Finding

Key Personnel of each Party

Results Anticipated

Human resources, facilities and equipment each Party is to provide

Timetable

Tasks to be carried out by each Party

Background/Materials to be contributed by each Party

Location

Project Objectives

Project Title

SCHEDULE 2

SCHEDULE 1
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The Funding Conditions]

[SCHEDULE 3

Research data must be accurately recorded in accordance with good scientific
practices by the people conducting the research;
Research data must be analysed appropriately, without bias and in accordance
with good scientific practices;
Research data and the Results must be stored securely and be easily retrievable;
Data trails must be kept to allow people to demonstrate easily and to reconstruct
key decisions made during the conduct of the research, presentations made about
the research and conclusions reached in respect of the research; and
Each Party must have the right, on not less than [30] days written notice, to visit
any other Party to verify that the other Party is complying with the above
practices and procedures.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
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Research data must be generated using sound scientific techniques and
processes;

1.

Good Data Management Practices

SCHEDULE 4
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promptly report to the other Party any request or demand for any undue
financial or other advantage of any kind received by it;

provide such evidence of compliance with this Schedule as the other Party
may reasonably request from time to time;

1.5

1.6

Each Party will ensure that each person referred to in paragraph 2 above complies
with terms equivalent to the terms imposed by this Schedule, and will be liable to
the other Party for any breach by that person of any of those terms.

A person associated with a Party includes its employees, its students, its group
companies and subcontractors and their respective employees.

3.

4.
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Each Party will ensure that any person associated with it (as determined in
accordance with section 8 of the Bribery Act 2010 and paragraph 4 below) who is
involved in the Project, is involved in the Project only on the basis of a written
contract which imposes on that person terms equivalent to those imposed on that
Party in this Schedule.

on request during normal working hours, and allow the other Parties
access to and to copy those records and accounts and to meet with its
personnel to audit compliance with this Schedule.

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 1.3
above;

1.4

1.8

have policies and procedures (including adequate procedures as
determined in accordance with section 7(2) of the Bribery Act 2010 and
any guidance issued under section 9 of that Act) to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2;

1.3

keep accurate and up to date records and books of account showing all
payments made by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project
and the steps taken by it to comply with this Schedule. (Those records and
books of account must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify
compliance with this Schedule.)

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 6
of the Bribery Act 2010 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

1.2

1.7

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its
activities and which relate to anti-bribery or anti-corruption (or both)
including the Bribery Act 2010;

1.1

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

2.

1.

Anti-Bribery

SCHEDULE 5

notify the Data Controller immediately should it receive any request or
enquiry from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being
Processed for the Data Controller, give the Data Controller such assistance
in dealing with that request or enquiry as the Data Controller may
reasonably request, and not respond to any such request or enquiry
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent;
notify the Data Controller immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and
not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent.

1.5

1.6

1.7
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All expressions used in paragraph 1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter
(and not defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in
the Data Protection Legislation.

give the Data Controller such information and assistance as the Data
Controller reasonably requires in order to enable the Data Controller to
meet its obligations to Data Subjects, in particular, complying with Data
Subjects’ requests for access to, information about, and the rectification of
their Personal Data;

1.4

3.

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

1.3

The Data Processor will allow the Data Controller at all reasonable times to
inspect and review the steps being taken by the Data Processor to comply with
paragraph 1 above, and will give the Data Controller any assistance which the
Data Controller reasonably requires with that inspection and review.

Process that Personal Data only in accordance with the Data Controller’s
instructions from time to time and only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection
Legislation, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they
would have were their Personal Data being Processed by the Data
Controller;

1.2

1.1

The Party which carries out the Processing will be the Data Processor and the
Party which determines the purpose of the Processing will be the Data Controller
in relation to that Personal Data, and the Data Processor will:

2.

1.

Where a Party (the Data Processor) Processes any Personal Data on behalf of any
other Party (the Data Controller), the provisions of this Schedule will apply.

Data Protection

SCHEDULE 6
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Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as the Data Processor Processes any Personal Data on behalf of the
Data Controller, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the
completion of the Project.

The Data Processor will indemnify the Data Controller and keep the Data
Controller fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims,
demands, expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection
with any breach by the Data Processor of this Schedule.

5.

6.

1.

Process that Personal Data only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

give the other Party such information and assistance as it reasonably
requires in order to enable the other Party it to meet its obligations to Data
Subjects, in particular, complying with Data Subjects’ requests for access
to, information about, and the rectification of their Personal Data;

notify the other Party immediately should it receive any request or enquiry
from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being Processed for
the purpose of the Project, give the other Party such assistance in dealing
with that request or enquiry as it may reasonably request;

notify the other Party immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6
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Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection Act
1998, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they have
under the Data Protection Act;

1.1

Each of the Parties will be a Data Controller in relation to those Personal Data and
it will comply with the following in relation to any Personal Data which it
Processes in connection with the Project. It will:

Where both Parties determine the purpose of the Processing in respect of any Personal
Data which is Processed in the course of or for the purpose of the Project, the provisions
of this Schedule will apply.

OR

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.

4.

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.
Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as a Party is a Data Controller or shares any Personal Data with the
other Party, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the completion
of the Project.

4.

5.
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All expressions in paragraph1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter (and not
defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in the
Data Protection Legislation.

Each Party will allow the other Party at all reasonable times to inspect and review
the steps being taken by it to comply with paragraph 1 above, and will give the
other Party any assistance which it reasonably requires with that inspection and
review.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the other Party’s written consent.

3.

2.

1.7
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respect its employees’ right to join and form independent trade unions and
freedom of association.

1.11

1.
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comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its activities
and which relate to anti-slavery and human trafficking, including the Modern
Slavery Act 2015;

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

Part 2 – Anti-Slavery

Each Party will ensure that it has, and will comply with, ethical and human rights
policies and an appropriate complaints procedure to deal with any breaches of
those policies.

comply with the laws on working hours and employment rights in the
countries in which it operates; and

1.10

3.

pay each employee at least the minimum wage, or a fair representation of
the prevailing industry wage, (whichever is the higher) and provide each
employee with all legally mandated benefits;

1.9

Each Party agrees that it is responsible for controlling its own supply chain and
that it will encourage compliance with ethical standards and human rights by any
subsequent supplier of goods and services that are used by it when performing its
obligations under this Agreement.

not use cruel or abusive disciplinary practices in the workplace;

not engage in or support the use of corporal punishment, mental, physical,
sexual or verbal abuse;

1.7

1.8

not discriminate against any employee on any ground (including race,
religion, disability or gender);

1.6
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[Insert details]]

Each Party will comply with the following:

[Part 3 – Policies and Procedures

on request during normal working hours, allow each of the other Parties access to
and to copy the records referred to in paragraph 8 above and to meet with its
personnel to verify compliance with this section of this Schedule.

provide access to clean water, food, and emergency healthcare to its
employees in the event of accidents or incidents in the workplace;

1.5

9.

provide a safe and healthy workplace, presenting no immediate hazards to
its employees, and if any accommodation is provided by that Party to its
employees, that accommodation will be safe for habitation;

1.4

keep accurate and up to date records to trace the supply chain of all goods and
materials supplied by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project and the
steps taken by it to comply with this section of this Schedule. (Those records
must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify compliance with this section
of this Schedule.); and

not require its employees to lodge papers or deposits on starting work;

1.3

8.

promptly report to the other Parties any breach of this section of this Schedule of
which it becomes aware;

6.

not use forced labour in any form (prison, indentured, bonded or
otherwise);

1.2

provide such evidence of compliance with this section of this Schedule as any of
the other Parties may reasonably request from time to time;

include in its contracts with its subcontractors and suppliers anti-slavery and
human trafficking provisions which are at least as onerous as those set out in this
section of this Schedule;

5.

7.

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 3 above;

4.

not employ, engage or use any child labour in circumstances such that the
tasks performed by any child could reasonably be foreseen to cause either
physical or emotional impairment to the development of the child;

1.1

have and maintain its own policies and procedures to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1 and 2 above;

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 4 Modern
Slavery Act 2015 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

3.

2.

Unless otherwise required or prohibited by law, each Party will, in relation to the
performance of this Agreement:

2.

1.

Part 1 - Human Rights

[SCHEDULE 7]
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The Payment Plan

Terms of Reference of the Steering Committee
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SCHEDULE 9

SCHEDULE 8
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(Translation)
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㞮ᙧ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ A

(4) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(3) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(2) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(1) [ྡ
ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

᪥_________________________20[

-1-

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ࡓࡿႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[ᙜ
⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ XXX ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧

(3)

◊✲[㸦[㝖እࡉࢀࡿෆᐜࢆグ㍕ࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠊᣦ
ᑟ[ࠊཬࡧ] ᩍ⫱[୪ࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
ู⣬ࢆྵࡴᮏ᭩㠃࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࡢᚋ➨ 10.8 㡯ᚑ࠸㝶
ಟṇࡉࢀࡓࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
ሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊⓎ᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘
ࠊⓎぢཬࡧ㈨ᩱ㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹య
ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛⏝ࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅㸦ୖグࡀᙜヱᙜ⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ
࡛࠶ࡿࠊ➨୕⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢ๓
ᚋࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠋ

ࠕᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠖ

ࠕࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠖ

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᶵ㛵ㄅⱝࡋࡃࡣ㟁Ꮚ࣏ࣜࢪࢺࣜࡢ୰࡛ࡢࣈࢫࢺࣛࢡ
ࢺࠊグⱝࡋࡃࡣㄽᩥࡢබ⾲ࠊཪࡣ㆟ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢭ࣑
ࢼ࣮࡛ࡢࡑࢀࡽࡢⓎ⾲ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋࡲࡓࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ཬࡧ➨ 6
᮲࠾ࡅࡿࠕබ⾲ࡍࡿࠖཬࡧࠕබ⾲ࠖࡣࠊࡿබ⾲
ཪࡣⓎ⾲ࢆᣦࡍࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ࠕᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲ࠖ

AAA ཬࡧ BBB ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ௨ୗࡢ⾲⌧ࡣࠊྑḍグ㍕ࡢពࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.1

ࠕᏛ
Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

ᐃ⩏ཬࡧゎ㔘

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࠕ[ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡࢆᤄධ] ࡍࡿࠋࠖ㖭ᡴࡗࡓ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡘ
࠸࡚┦༠ຊࡍࡿࡇࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᙜヱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᙜ⪅
㛫ࡢ༠ຊࡘ࠸࡚つᐃࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

⫼ᬒ

ࡢ㛫࡛⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡓࠋ

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ࡓࡿႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[ᙜ
⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ ZZZ ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧

1.

(4)

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕBBBࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

(2)

ࠊ

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕAAAࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

(Translation)

(1)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊەᖺە᭶ە᪥ࡅ࡛ࠊ
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➨ 2.1 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ
ᮇ㛫ࠖ

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡀእ㒊⤒῭ⓗᨭࢆ⾜࠺㝿ࡢ᮲௳
ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢࡋࢆู⣬ 3 ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ῧ
ࡍࡿࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࠖ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ
ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㝶ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪࣕ
࣮㑅௵ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳
⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡗ࡚ᢎㄆࡉࢀ] ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ู⣬ 9 ᐃࡵࡿࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒ
ᘬࡁ࠼ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ྲྀỴࡵ
ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
ࠕᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ࠖ

ࠕ ᮏ ௳ ࣉࣟ ࢪ ࢙ࢡ ࢺ ࣐ࢿ ࣮ ࢪ ࣕ
࣮ࠖ

AAAࠊBBBࠊXXX ཬࡧ ZZZ ୪ࡧ➨ 2.20 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅࡞ࡿ⪅ࢆࠊಶูཪࡣ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚࠸
࠺ࠋ
ࠕᙜ⪅ࠖ

[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿయࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢᐃࡵᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࡀᐇࡉࢀࡿሙᡤࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ᐇᆅࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࠖ

[ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿ㸦ᮏ௳እ㒊ⓗᨭࡢ⏦ฟ
ྜ⮴ࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡃ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠖ

≉チࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ᢏ⾡ሗ㸦Ⓨ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊᵓࠊᢏ
ἲࠊࣔࢹࣝࠊ◊✲ཬࡧ㛤Ⓨཬࡧ᳨ᰝࡢᡭ⥆ࡁࠊᐇ㦂ཬ
ࡧ᳨ᰝཬࡧヨ㦂ࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ〇㐀ಀࡿᕤ⛬ཬࡧᢏᕦཬࡧ
ᵝࠊရ㉁⟶⌮ࢹ࣮ࢱࠊศᯒࠊሗ࿌᭩୪ࡧᥦฟ≀
㛵㐃ࡍࡿሗࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊබ▱࡞ࡗ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠖ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᐃࡵࡿᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ⤒῭ⓗ࡞㈉⊩ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᰴᘧࡢಖ᭷ࠊዎ⣙ࡑࡢࡼࡾࠊ⪅ࡢᴗົࡘࡁᣦ
♧ࢆ⾜࠺⬟ຊࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᨭ㓄ࠖ
ࠖ

AAA ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặ
ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ ࡿ ࠋ ] ࠊ XXX ࡢ ሙ ྜ ࡣ [ Ặ ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ
ࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠖ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦࡢሗࠊ༶ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛
⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ཪࡣ㛤♧⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀ]
ࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫࠾࠸
࡚ࡢࡳ㸧ᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅ࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ
ࡇࢁࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾ࡅࡿ⏝
ࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅ࡽࡢᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㛤♧
⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀࡓཪࡣࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖⱝࡋࡃࡣ㛤♧
ࡢ≧ἣ㚷ࡳ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗ⛎ᐦ㡯࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉ
ࢀ] ࡿࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕ⛎ᐦሗࠖ

≉チᶒࠊⓎ᫂ᶒࠊၟᶆࠊᙺົᶆ❶ࠊⓏ㘓ពࠊⴭసᶒ
ཬࡧ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᶒࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ࣮࣋ࢫᶒࠊពᶒࠊ⛎ᐦ
ሗࢆ⏝ཬࡧಖㆤࡍࡿᶒ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶࠊᙜヱᶒ
ࡢⓏ㘓ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃࡎࠊࡇࢀࡽಀࡿ⏦ㄳࡢᐇཬ
ࡧཷ⌮ࠊ⥅⥆ࠊ୍㒊⥅⥆ࠊศฟ㢪ࠊ᭦᪂ཪࡣᘏ㛗
ಀࡿᶒࠊ୪ࡧୖグಀࡿඃඛᶒࢆㄳồࡍࡿᶒࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠊ୪ࡧ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚㝶ㄆ㆑ࡉ
ࢀࡿྠᵝࡢᶒࢆ࠸࠸ࠊࡇࢀ๓㏙ࡢᶒࡢᐖ㛵
㐃ࡋࡓッᶒࡢ࡚ࢆྵࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࠕ▱
▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࠖ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾࠸
࡚࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⏝㈨ࡍࡿࡓࡵ➨୕⪅ࡼ
ࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿ㈨㔠ຓཪࡣᨭࢆ࠸࠸ࠊࡿ➨୕⪅
ࡣᅜᐙᶵ㛵ཪࡣබඹᅋయࢆྵࡴࡀࡇࢀࡽ㝈ࡽࢀ࡞
࠸ࠋ]

[XXX] ཬࡧ[ZZZ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

[ࠕ
ࠕእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࠖ

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀ[㛤ጞࡍࡿ㸭㛤ጞࡉࢀࡓ] ᪥ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࠖ

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵㐃࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࢆ⌧Ⅼ
࠾࠸࡚ᨭ㓄ࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿᴗయࠊཪࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ࢆᨭ㓄ࡍࡿ➨୕⪅ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀࡿᴗయࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

ࠕࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠖ

ู⣬ 4 ᐃࡵࡽࢀࡓ⾜Ⅽཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

⌧ᅾຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ 1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲࠊEU ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2000 ᖺㄪᰝᶒ㝈つไἲࠊ2000 ᖺ㟁Ẽ㏻ಙ
㸦ṇᙜ࡞ࣅࢪࢿࢫ័⾜㸧㸦㏻ಙഐཷ㸧つไἲࠊEU 㟁Ẽ
㏻ಙሗಖㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2003 ᖺࣉࣛࣂࢩ࣮ཬࡧ㟁Ẽ㏻
ಙ㸦EC ᣦ௧㸧つ๎ࠊᚋ⾜ணᐃࡢḢᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤつ๎ࠊᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿಶேሗࡢฎ⌮ཬࡧࣉࣛ
ࣂࢩ࣮㛵㐃ࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢἲᚊཬࡧつไࠊ୪ࡧ
㸦㐺⏝࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㸧ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣࡑࡢ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶⌮ᶵ㛵ࡢ࢞ࢲࣥࢫཬࡧ
⾜ືつ⠊ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ
➨୕⪅ࡢ་ᖌࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢデ᩿ࠊ⒪ཬࡧᗣ
⟶⌮ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ]

[ࠕ
ࠕ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮ࠖ

ࠕ ᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺ
ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࠖ

-4-

ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ࠖ
ࠖ㻌

[ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࡢ㖟⾜ఇᴗ᪥ཪࡣ⚃᪥ࢆ㝖ࡃ᭶᭙᪥
ࡽ㔠᭙᪥ࡲ࡛ࢆ㸦୧᪥ࡶྵࡵ࡚㸧࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕႠᴗ᪥ࠖ

-3-
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᭩㠃ࡼࡿࠖཪࡣࠕ᭩
᭩㠃ࡢࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ࡣࠊ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡀྵࡲࢀࡿ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕ᭩
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ᭦᪂㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ
ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࢆྵࡵࡓᙜヱࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿ
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡋࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬࡣࠊ㛵㐃ࡍࡿู⣬ࡢࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕྵࡲࢀࡿࠖࠊࠕྵࡴࠖⱝࡋࡃࡣࠕࡾࢃࡅࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ཪࡣ㢮ఝࡢ⾲
⌧ࢆకࡗ࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⏝ㄒࡣࠊ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࢆ♧ࡍࡿࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱ⾲⌧
ඛ❧ࡘ⏝ㄒࡢෆᐜࢆไ㝈ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡼࡿ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡢᏛ⏕ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ᶵ㛵ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗㄳᴗ⪅ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱୗㄳᴗ⪅ᴗົࢆጤ
クࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

[1.10 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡣᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸⏝ㄒཬࡧ⾲⌧
ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࡓពࢆ᭷ࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢᨵṇࠊᘏ㛗ཪࡣไᐃࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡋࠊࡉࡽࠊᙜヱἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡘ࠸࡚㝶ไᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢୗ❧ἲࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.4

1994 ᖺຍ౯್⛯ἲᇶ࡙ࡁ㈿ㄢࡉࢀࡿຍ౯್⛯
ཪࡣࡇࢀ௦ࢃࡿ⛯㔠ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕຍ౯್⛯ࠖ

⪅ࡢゝཬࡣࠊ⮬↛ேࠊἲேཪࡣே᱁ࡢ࡞࠸♫ᅋ㸦ಶูࡢἲே᱁
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿ⪅
ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡀྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ᙜ⪅ࡢೃ⿵⪅ࡼࡾཪࡣᙜ
ヱ⪅ࡢࡓࡵ⨫ྡࡉࢀࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿዎ⣙ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࠖ

1.3

➨ 2.12 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁྛᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ]
ࡼࡗ࡚ᣦྡࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᐇࢆ┘╩ࡍ
ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࠖ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢぢฟࡋࡣࠊཧ↷ୖࡢ౽ᐅ㈨ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ㝈ࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᵓᡂཪࡣゎ
㔘ࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛≉ᐃࡉࢀࠊཪࡣึࡵ࡚ᐇ㊶
ࡉࢀⱝࡋࡃࡣ᭩㠃ࡲࡵࡽࢀࡓሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭ
ἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊᡂᯝࠊⓎ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ཬࡧ
㈨ᩱࡢ࡚ࢆ࠸࠺㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹య
ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠖ

1.2

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 2 ࡋ࡚ῧࡉࢀࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛ
ࣥࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᮲௳
ᚑࡗ࡚㝶ኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࠖ
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ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧㸦ၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᩜᆅ࠾࠸࡚ົࡍࡿ
ཪࡣᙜヱᩜᆅࢆゼၥࡍࡿ㝿ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᗣࠊᏳཬࡧࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪
ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢡࢭࢫࡍࡿཪࡣࡇࢀࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿ㝿ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍ
ࡿࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 7 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[ [XXX] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫࠾
࠸࡚㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ[XXX] ࡢ㛵㐃᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᐇࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ
ู࡚⣬ 7 ࡢ➨[3] 㒊ࡢኚ᭦ࡀᚲせ࡞ሙྜࠊࡑࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ◊✲ࡀ≉ᐃࡢ⤖ᯝࡘ࡞ࡀࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡣ
࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᡂຌࡢᐇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡶ࡞࠸ࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ⮬ࡽࡀࡑࡢつ⛬ᚑ࠸࡞ᶒ㝈ཬࡧᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ
ࡲࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⥾⤖ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵ࡚ࡢᚲせ࡞⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠸ࠊୟࡘ࡚ࡢᶒ㝈ࠊࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓࡇ[୪ࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳㐪ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇ]
ࢆಖドࡍࡿࠋ

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧ㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧Ꮫ⏕ࡀࠊつไୖ
ࡢཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆక࠺᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ
㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ◊✲ࠊ㛤Ⓨཬࡧࡑࡢࡢసᴗ୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ୟࡘṇ☜࡞グ㘓࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊྛᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆྲྀᚓཪࡣసᡂࡋࡓ⪅ࡢ⨫ྡཬࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗ
ဨࡢ࠺ࡕᙜヱ◊✲ࢳ࣮࣒ᒓࡉࡎୟࡘᙜヱసᴗࢆ⌮ゎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡢ㐃⨫ࢆࡋࡓࡶࡢࢆಖᣢ
ࡍࡿࡇࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࡀ᫂グࡉࢀࡓேᮦཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ㈨
※ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ㈨ᩱࠊタഛཬࡧ⨨ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊ[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ] ࡢᣦ♧ཬࡧ┘╩ࡢୗ࡛ᐇࡉࢀࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳ᐇᆅ࠾࠸࡚ᐇ
ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

2.2

2.4

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡅ࡛[㛤ጞࡋ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㛤ጞࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾ] ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ
ࡢ᧔ᅇ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ[ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪉ࡢ᪥] ࠊཪࡣᙜ⪅㛫࡛᭩㠃
ࡼࡾ┦ྜពࡉࢀࡿࡑࢀࡼࡾᚋࡢ᪥ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡼ
ࡾᚋ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥௨㝆࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ
ᐇ῭ࡳࡢసᴗ㐳ཬⓗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᮇ㛫
࠾࠸࡚᭷ຠᏑ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ཪࡣ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

2.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᐃ
ࡵࡿཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗࡓᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᴗົ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢἲ௧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ࠊ୍ษࡢつไୖཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥ
ࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

2.

2.3

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢつᐃࡢ㛫㱈㱒ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྲྀỴࡵࡘ
࠸࡚ࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀඃඛࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢሙྜࡶᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳⤒῭
ⓗᨭయᑐࡍࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

(Translation)
1.11
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60

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ୍࡚ᙜ⪅ࡀ[⏕≀⏤᮶ཪࡣᏛ] ≀㉁ࢆࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱㆡΏࡣࠊᙜヱ≀㉁㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᙜ⪅㛫ู࡛㏵⥾⤖ࡉࢀ
ࡿ≀㉁⛣ືྜព᭩ࡢ᮲௳ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

(Translation)

ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨࡣࠊ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ཪࡣࡑࡢ㆟ࡢฟᖍ⪅ဨࡀ┦
ୟࡘྠពᛮ㏻ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿᢏ⾡ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ฟᖍࡍ
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢᐃ㊊ᩘࡣࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣୖグࡢࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ᙜヱ㆟ฟᖍࡍࡿ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ
[ [3] ௨ୖࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ཪࡣࡑࡢ௦⌮ேࢆࡶࡗ࡚ᙧᡂࡉࢀࡿࠋ

[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦㆟ฟᖍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ㸧ཪࡣᙜヱ⪅ࡀḞᖍࡢሙྜࡣᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ
ࡢጤဨ㛫࡛㝶ྜពࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢಶேࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࢆົࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ

ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡀࠊྜពࡉࢀࡓሙᡤཪࡣ≉ᐃࡢྜពࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ[ሙᡤࢆ
ᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶ 1 ᅇ௨ୖࡢ㢖ᗘ࡛ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀㄳồࡍࡿࡑࡢ
ࡢᮇ㛤ദࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡣࠊ[21] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ
๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᣍ㞟ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜヱ㏻▱ࡣ㆟㢟ࢆグ㍕ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㘓ࡣࠊ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࡼࡗ࡚సᡂࡉࢀࠊྛ㆟ࡢ㛤ദࡽ[14] ᪥௨ෆ
ྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࢆせ⣙ࡋࡓ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟࡋࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡽ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡀ⥅⥆
ⓗ㐃⤡ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡢ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࡢࡋࡣࠊ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿ㆟ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚≉チྲྀᚓྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊ㏿ࡸᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࡢࡋࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 2.16 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ཪࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩
࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡑࡢࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕሗ࿌ࡍࡿࠋ

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᣦྡࡉࢀࡓ௦⾲⪅ 1 ྡࡎࡘࡽᡂࡿᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸦ᙜึᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸸[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࡣࠊᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࡍࡿࠋ[ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋࠊ
ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨฟᖍࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࢆಁࡍࠋ] ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢせ⥘ࡣࠊᮏ௳
ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 8 グ㍕ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡣࠊᙜヱせ⥘᫂♧ⓗ࡞つᐃࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳ࢆኚ᭦ࡍࡿᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.12

2.11.3 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽ㏻▱ཪࡣせồࢆཷ㡿ࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊ➨ 10.1 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚┤ࡕ
ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋ]

2.11.2 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡋࠊ

2.11.1 ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົ
ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

[2.11 ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

[2.10 ᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡀཷㅙࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲
௳ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ⏦ฟࡢ᪥ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆྛᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆཷㅙ
ࡍࡿࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ]

2.9
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ຍ౯್⛯ࡢච㝖ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࡚ࡢ㔠㢠ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀ
㝶ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿᩱ⋡࡛ᨭᡶ࠺ຍ౯್⛯ࢆ᥍㝖ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࡍࡿࠋ
࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓࡑࡢࡢᶒཪࡣᩆ῭ᡭẁࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮍᡶ࠸ࡢ㔠
㢠ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ[㝶㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ 3 ࣨ᭶ࣟࣥࢻࣥ㖟⾜㛫ྲྀᘬ㔠ᖺ⋡[4] 㸣ࢆୖࡏࡋࡓᩱ⋡
ࡼࡾ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[1998 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏ㸦ᜥ㸧ἲ㸦2013 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏつ๎ࡼ
ࡾᨵṇ῭㸧ᇶ࡙ࡁ] ᪥ḟ࡛Ⓨ⏕ࡍࡿࠊ㸦ఱࡽࡢุ᩿ࡀୗࡉࢀࡿ๓ཬࡧᚋ࠾ࡅࡿ㸧ᜥ
ࢆㄳồࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᙜヱᜥࡣࠊ┤㏆ࡢᨭᡶᮇ᪥ࡽᐇ㝿ᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓ᪥㸦ඹ
ྠ᪥ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡲ࡛ࡢᮇ㛫ࡘ࠸࡚ィ⟬ࡉࢀࠊᅄ༙ᮇࡈ」ィ⟬ࡉࢀࡿࠋᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ㐜
ᘏࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊせㄳࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᙜヱᜥࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩[ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ
⤒῭ᨭ] ࢆ⏝࠸࡚⮬㌟ࡀཪࡣ⮬㌟ࡢࡓࡵ㉎ධཪࡣస〇ࡋࡓ⨨ࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ᡤ᭷ᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺಀࡿ㈨㔠ㄪ㐩ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡀࡇࢀࢆ┘どࡍࡿࡶࡢ[ࡋࠊࡑࡢ᮲௳
ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢ] ࡍࡿࠋ

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

[ᙜ⪅ဨࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿูẁࡢྜពࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᙜࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ
ᨭฟࡘࡁୟࡘṇ☜࡞ィ⟬᭩ࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺᑐࡍࡿᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊู⣬ 1 ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ಀࡿ[ᅄ༙
ᮇࡈࡢ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[᭶ḟࡢ] ㄳồ᭩ࢆཷ㡿ᚋ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀㄳồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ
ྛㄳồ᭩ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈐௵⪅ࡼࡿド᫂᭩ࢆࡉ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ཬࡧᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬

3.
3.1

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࡢ࡞࠸
ࡂࡾࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ᪂
ࡓ࡞⪅ࢆᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.19.6 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖࢆ┘どࡍࡿࠋ

2.19.5 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡾㄳồࡉࢀࡿ] 㐍ᤖ≧ἣ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌᭩ࢆసᡂࡋࠊ] ࡲࡓࠊ

2.19.4 ᮏ௳㐠ႠጤဨࡼࡿỴ㆟ࡢᒚ⾜ࡘࡁ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡼࡗ࡚せồࡉࢀࡿ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㈈ົ⟶⌮ࡘࡁ㈐௵
ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.2 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ᪥ᖖⓗ࡞⟶⌮ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.1 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢሗ࠾ࡅࡿࡓࡿ௰⪅࡞ࡾࠊ]

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ㈐ົࡢᒚ⾜ຍ࠼ࠊ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡣࠊ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢ௦⾲⪅ཪࡣ௦⌮ேࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀ 1 ㆟Ỵᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋỴ㆟ࡣࠊ༢⣧ከᩘỴࡼࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ㈨㔠ࡢᙜࡢኚ᭦ࢆせࡍࡿỴ㆟ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࡇࡢሙྜ
࠾࠸࡚ࠊỴ㆟ࡣ‶ሙ୍⮴ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㆟㛗ࡣỴ㆟ཧຍࡍࡿ[ࡋ࡞࠸] ࠋ

(Translation)

2.20

2.19

2.18
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[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀཷ㡿ࡋࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㐣ᡶ㢠ཬࡧཷ㡿㢠࡛ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑ
ࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ㏉㔠ࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ㔠㖹ࢆࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚㏉㔠ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵせồ
ࡉࢀࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ
⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡓࡵࠊཪࡣᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⾜Ⅽⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣసⅭࡢ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡇࢆせồࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ㑏ࠊ
㏉㔠ཬࡧᨭᡶ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡍࡿཪࡣ⥅⥆ⓗච㈐ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࡚ࡢ┈ཬࡧᨭฟ㛵ࡍࡿィ⟬᭩ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡼࡗ࡚[ᅄ༙ᮇࡈ] సᡂࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚ᥦฟ
ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓ
⊂❧ࡢබㄆィኈࢆࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᮏ
௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.8

3.9

3.10

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝヱᙜࡋ࡞࠸ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࠊពࠊⴭస≀ࠊⓎ
᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㈨ᩱࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᖐᒓᙳ
㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡑࢀࡽ㛵ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀ

4.1

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ⏝ཬࡧ⏝

3.11.3 ィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ➨ 3.11 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.11.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ

3.11.1 ィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࡢ᳨ᰝࢆཷࡅࡿᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻
▱ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᚑࡗ࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࠋ୍ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᨭ
ᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶമົࢆ㈇࠺ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᙜヱᨭᡶമົࢆ㈇
࠺ᙜ⪅ࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ⮬ᕫࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸࡼࡾ⊂❧ࡢබㄆィ
ኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.10.3 ィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ➨ 3.10 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.10.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ

4.

3.11

[ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆࠊᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐺ษ࡞୍㒊㸧ࡘࡁᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜
࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

3.7

3.10.1 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜
࠸ࠊ

[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆㄳồࡋࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㝶ᮏ
௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮
ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚༑ศ࡞ሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒
῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽせồࡉࢀࡿᙜヱㄳồ㛵ࡍࡿド᫂᭩ࢆⓎ⾜
࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊᚲせᛂࡌ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㛵ࡍࡿㄳồᶒࢆド᫂ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

3.6

-9-

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡀ 2 ྡ௨ୖࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ඹྠ࡛ฟཪࡣ㛤Ⓨࡉࢀࡿሙྜ࡛ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾
ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢฟᑐࡍࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ࡞㠀⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆ༊ูࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸
ࡁࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊඹྠಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜヱ」ᩘࡢᙜ⪅ᖹ➼ᖐᒓࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ࡋࠊಖㆤࡍࡿࡓࡵ
㝶Ỵᐃࡍࡿᡭẁ㸦▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪ཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ
࠸ཪࡣᐖࡘ࠸࡚ࡢッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆඹྠୟࡘᖹ➼࡞㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ㅮࡌࡿࡇ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ୍ཪࡣ」ᩘࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀᙜヱᡭẁࡢᐇཪࡣッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
ࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ᕫࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࡛ࡇࢀࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊᙜヱᡭẁཪࡣッゴࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡞࠸
ඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡉࢀࡓᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᨭࡢ㈝⏝ࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồ
ࢆ⾜ࡗࡓඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.6

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ༢⊂࡛ಖ᭷ࡍࡿሙྜྠᵝᙜ
ヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฎศཬࡧ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ[ࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ᑐࡋࠊᙜヱฎศཪࡣ⏝
ࡼࡗ࡚ฟࡉࢀࡓ┈ᑐࡍࡿᣢศࡘ࠸࡚ㄝ᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆせࡋ࡞࠸] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㸦Ꮫ⏕ࡸୗㄳᴗ⪅࠸ࡗࡓ㸧➨୕⪅ࡀ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅ࢆ
᥇⏝ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡢຠຊࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝᑐࡋ࡚᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᙜヱᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ㸦㐺ษ࡞ሙྜࡣࠊᑗ᮶
࠾ࡅࡿㆡΏࡢㄋ⣙ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠋ

4.5

4.7

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢฟ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧
㸦ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢᚑᴗဨ㸧ࡀࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ཬࡧಖㆤ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿᨭ
㸦⤒῭ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᨭࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ
ᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖ㛵ࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࡀྵࡲࢀࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆฟཪࡣ㛤Ⓨࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢಖ᭷ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ
ࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ࡋࠊಖㆤࡍࡿࡓࡵ㝶Ỵᐃࡍࡿᡭẁ㸦ᮏ௳
ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐖࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ⮬㌟ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ㅮࡌࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭ
ࣥࢫࢆࡋࠊ[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼] ࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ➨ 4.9 㡯
ᇶ࡙ࡁࡉࢀࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ᚲせ࡞⠊ᅖෆ࡛ᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ㠀⊂༨ⓗ[ࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ୟࡘࣟ
ࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࡢ] ࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ⾜࠺ᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆࡍࡿࠋᮏ➨
4.2 㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡿᙜヱࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࠊ➨ 4.9 㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ⤊
ྠ⮬ືⓗ⤊ࡍࡿࠋ]

ᡈ࠸ࡣ

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭ
ࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ࠶ࡿၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗ
ⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃ
ࡾᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡ
ࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡓሙྜࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ⏝ಀ
ࡿࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

4.4

4.3

4.2

(Translation)
ࡽࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢࣛࢭࣥࢧ࣮㸧ࡢ㈈⏘࡛࠶ࡾ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙
࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗつᐃࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣛࣥࢭ
ࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢࢆᬯ♧ⓗពࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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62

(Translation)

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿᏲ⛎⩏ົࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡲࡓ] ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳
ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶ[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺᮇ㛫୰ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ᚋ[3] [5] [7] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[10] ᖺ㛫࠾࠸࡚] ࡢᙜ
⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡑࡢࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆࡑࡢ
┠ⓗࢆၥࢃࡎ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘
࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕཷ
ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ
㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.1

6.2

5.2.2 ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ≉チⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࡼ
ࡗ࡚ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣୖグࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࡀᙜヱᮏ

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

6.2.6 ᙜヱሗࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࡀ᭩㠃
ࡼࡾᙜヱሗࡢ㛤♧ࢆᢎㄆࡋࡓሙྜࠋ

5.2.1 බ⾲ணᐃࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡘࡁ≉チཪࡣࡑࡢࡢಖ
ㆤࢆồࡵࡿࡓࡵᙜヱබ⾲ࡢᘏᮇࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿྜ⌮ⓗุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊᥦࡉ
ࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ᚋ᭱[łࣨ᭶㛫] ࢃࡓࡗ࡚ᘏᮇࡍࡿࡼ࠺ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚せồࡍࡿࡇࠊཪࡣ

6.2.4 ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ౫ᣐࡍࡿࡇ
࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆ⊂⮬㛤Ⓨࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.3 ูࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ⛎ᐦಖᣢ⩏ົࡢ㐪ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡀุ᩿ࡍࡿ᰿ᣐࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡞࠸≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀ➨୕⪅ࡽᙜ
ヱሗࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.2 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿㄋ⣙ࡢ㐪ࡼࡿࡇ࡞ࡃබ▱
࡛࠶ࡾཪࡣබ▱࡞ࡿሙྜࠊ

6.2.1 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝ
ࣉ♫ࡀูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᙜヱሗࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿࡢඛ❧ࡗ࡚ᙜヱሗࢆ㸦ᩥ᭩ࡼࡿ
グ㘓ࡼࡾᐇドྍ⬟࡞ᙧ࡛㸧▱ࡿࡇ࡞ࡾࠊୟࡘᮍࡔࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⛎ᐦಖ
ᣢ⩏ົࢆ㈇ࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

⛎ᐦಖᣢ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈨㔠ᥦ౪⪅ࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ♫࠼ࡿᙳ㡪
ࡘ࠸࡚බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡋࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࡢᙳ㡪ࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ
ణࡋࠊᮏ㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗཪࡣ⏕Ꮡࡍࡿ
ಶேࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ≉ᐃࡘ࡞ࡀࡿሗࢆཷ㡿ཪࡣ㛤♧ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡏࡎࠊᮏ㡯
ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ㄳồཬࡧ㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣࠊࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖ୍⯡ⓗ࡞ሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡣࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࡢヲ⣽ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ[15] ཪࡣ[30] ᪥௨ෆࡇࢀࢆ㏦
ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡀᙜヱᮇ㛫ෆཷ㡿ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆᐇ
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ[ణࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࡛ࠊ
ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢබ⾲ࡘࡁ᭩㠃ࡼࡾྠពࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ] ࠋ

6.

5.3

(Translation)
௳ᡂᯝࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢಖ᭷⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢᥦ౪⪅ࡀୖグࡢ᪉ἲࡼ
ࡿಖㆤࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡞ࡗࡓሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢබ⾲ࢆ୰Ṇࡉࡏࡿࡇࠋ
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6.2.5 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊἲ௧ᐃࡵࡿせồ㸦ణࡋࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲⱝࡋࡃࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃ
ሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࡢሙྜࠊྠἲⱝࡋࡃࡣྠつ๎㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡢእつᐃࡣࠊ
㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ཪࡣ⟶㎄ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿุᡤࡢ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶
㎄ࡢつไᶵ㛵ࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶἲᚊㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿሙྜ㸧࡛ࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀࡓᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐ
ࡋࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚ࡽྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᮇ㛫ෆࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࡢせồཬࡧ㛤♧ࢆせồ
ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሗࡘ࠸࡚㏻▱ࡋࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ᭷ࡍࡿࡢᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᥦ౪ࡋࡓࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕ࡀ
බ⾲ࡋࡼ࠺ࡍࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢヲ⣽ࢆࠊᙜヱබ⾲ࡢணᐃ᪥ࡢ[30]
[60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛᭩㠃࡚ᥦฟࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ᭷ࡋࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛࣥࢻࢆ
ᥦ౪ࡋࡓ㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱヲ⣽ࢆᥦฟࡋࡓᙜ⪅᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇ
⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ௨ୗࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
ࡼࡾ㸦௨ୗࠕ⛎

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

5.2

5.1.2 ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

5.1.1 Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࠊࢳ࣮ࣗࢺࣜࣝཬࡧㅮ⩏࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
୍⎔ࡋ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡓసᴗࡘ࠸࡚㆟ㄽࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊබ┈┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊᣦᑟཬࡧ◊✲ࢆ㏻ࡌࡓᩍ⫱ࡢⓎᒎ
ࢆ┠ⓗࡋ࡚ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢ
つᐃࢃࡽࡎࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥ
ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ➨ 5.2 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜ
㝈ࡾࠊ

[࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳㐪ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ
ࡑࢀࢆ㋃ࡲ࠼ࡓୖ࡛ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵ࠶ࡽࡺࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ಀࡿᡓ␎ࡘ࠸࡚ྜពࡍࡿࡇ
ࢆ┠ᣦࡍࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

4.11

5.1

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢྛᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ[ၟᴗࢭࢡࢱ࣮࠾ࡅࡿ] ➨
୕⪅ᐇࡍࡿ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ[ྵࡴ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㝖ࡃ] Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ
࡛ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㸦[ [ヲ⣽ࢆ㏣ຍࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ] 㸧ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢྲྀᾘ⬟ୟࡘࣟࣖࣝࢸ
ࣇ࣮ࣜࡢᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᶒࡣࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ᐃࡵࡿᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲㛵
ࡍࡿつᐃᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ

4.10

Ꮫ⾡ⓗබ⾲ཬࡧࡑࡢᙳ㡪

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼ࠊ] ➨ 4.8 㡯
࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒຍ࠼ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᐇ௨እࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳
ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ㠀⊂༨ⓗࠊ↓ᮇ㝈[ࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ࠊࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇࣜ
࣮ࡢ] ࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ⾜࠺ᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆࡍࡿࠋ

4.9

5.

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ
࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿ
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ಀࡿࢧࣈࣛࣥࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋ
ࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡗ࡚ᙺົࢆᥦ
౪ࡍࡿ⪅ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

4.8

⏬ᚑࡗ࡚ࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺⩏ົࢆ㈇࠺ࠋ] ࠋణࡋࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢඹྠಖ᭷
⪅ࡶࠊ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋࠊඹྠ࡛ಖ᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡘࡁࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀ㐺ษุ᩿ࡍࡿሙ
ྜࡇࢀࢆฎศࡍࡿᶒࢆᦆ࡞ࢃࡏࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᶒࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
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⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
6.6.2 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㛤♧ᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠕ⿕
࠺ࠋ㸧ࢆࠊ㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳ
ồᑐᛂࡍࡿᙧ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡞ࡗࡓࡇࡼࡗ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘࡁච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿሙ
ྜࠋ]

6.6.1 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᮏ➨ 6.6 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡽ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ 10 ᪥௨
ෆ᭩㠃ࡼࡾㄳồࡍࡿሙྜࠊ୪ࡧ

2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎᭹ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡀࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡓሗࡢ㛤♧ࡢㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱ
ㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࢆ⾜࠺๓ࠊ㏿ࡸᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡋࠊ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡢྍྰཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ⏝ྍ⬟
࡞㑅ᢥ⫥ࡘ࠸࡚ἲⓗຓゝࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᙜヱㄳồࡘࡁணᐃࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷࡅ࡚
ࡽ[10] ᪥௨ෆᅇ⟅ࡍࡿ㸦ᙜヱ㏻▱ࡀࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲ
ཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ࡢ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡀྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁㄳồࡉࢀࡓሗ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ
ࡿྰࢆุ᩿ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱሗࡢᥦ౪ࢆồࡵࡿࡶ
ࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜ㸧ࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồཬࡧᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡘ࠸࡚⾲᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ[ࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࡢㄳồࡼࡾࠊุᡤࡢ
௧ཪࡣሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗุᡤࡢỴᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ2000 ᖺ
㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
ሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕ㛤
࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࡢᅇ⟅ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡿሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊ௨ୗ
ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜ
ࡣࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ]

6.5

6.6

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࡓࡵⱝࡋࡃࡣ
ࡑࢀࡽ௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅࡛ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁࡉࢀࡓᶒ
ࢆ⾜ࡍࡿୖ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡀ
࠶ࡿ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑ
ࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ
࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧
ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓሙྜ௨እ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊཷ㡿⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.3.2 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊࡇࢀࡽࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡢ࠶ࡿᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡢᏛ⏕ᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡇࢀࡽࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.3.1 [ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㛵㐃ࡍࡿሙྜࢆ
㝖ࡁࠊ] ➨ 5.2 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᡭ⥆ࢆᒚ⾜ࡋࠊྠ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ෆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ
㡿ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣ
ࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

(Translation)

6.4

6.3
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[➨ 7.1 㡯[ཬࡧ➨ 7.10 㡯] ᐃࡵࡿಖド] ୪ࡧ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ౫ᣐࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸࡞ࡿ⩏ົཪࡣ㈐௵ࡶ㈇ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕
ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ
ࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ┦⾲᫂ཪࡣಖドࢆ
⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᮏ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࡀ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡢ㐣ኻࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢពᅗⓗ࡞㐪ࠊ
➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ཪࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᨾពࡢᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿᶒࡢ
ᨾពࡢᐖ㉳ᅉࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.3.5 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱㄳồᑐฎࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ୍࡚ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㸦ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚㸧ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.3.4 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱㄳồಀࡿ㜵ᚚཬࡧゎࡢᡭ⥆ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊୟࡘ

7.3.3 ᙜヱㄳồ㉳ᅉࡍࡿᦆᐖཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᡭẁࢆㅮࡌࠊ

7.3.2 ᙜヱㄳồ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡿㄆྰࡶ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

7.3.1 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸᙜヱㄳồࡢヲ⣽ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊ

ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ
7.3 ➨ 7.7.1 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛ[ၟᴗⓗ] ᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕච
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢྛᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠊ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚
⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ཪࡣሗࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇ
ࠕ⿕
㉳ᅉࡋ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘ࠸࡚ࠊྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐
ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ

7.2

7.1

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢ▱ࡿ㝈ࡾ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ᚑᴗဨ[ཬࡧᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ
⏕] ࡼࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ㄪᰝࢆ⾜ࡗࡓୖ࡛㸦ణࡋࠊබⓗグ㘓ࡢㄪᰝࡣ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧㸧ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊ
୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస
≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖
ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࢆ┦ಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.1

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

㝈ᐃ㈐௵

[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢつᐃ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᖺḟሗ࿌᭩ཬࡧ㢮
ఝࡢබ⾲≀࠾࠸࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ] ࠊ[ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ㏱᫂ᛶ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌⩏ົࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ᭷౯ࡢㆡΏࡢヲ⣽ࢆබ⾲
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

6.8

7.

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡢẶྡཪࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣟࢦࢆࠊࣉࣞࢫ
࣮ࣜࣜࢫⱝࡋࡃࡣၟရᗈ࿌ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ㈍ಁ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

(Translation)
6.7
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64

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ୟࡘ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] ➨ 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢែᵝࡼࡾᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࡣࠊ
௨ୗᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.5

ྍᢠຊ

8.

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗไᚚ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸≧ἣࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
㸦ᨭᡶമົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ㐜ᘏࡋཪࡣጉࡆࡽࢀࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ᫂♧ⓗ࡞ㄋ⣙ཬࡧಖドࡣࠊἲ௧ࠊࢥ࣮ࣔࣥࣟࠊ័⩦ἲࠊၟ័⾜ࠊྲྀ
ᘬ㐣⛬ࡑࡢᇶ࡙ࡃࡑࡢ࡚ࡢಖドࠊ᮲௳ࠊㄋ⣙ཬࡧ⩏ົ㸦᫂♧ཪࡣ㯲♧ࡢูࢆၥࢃ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧௦ࢃࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡣ࡚ࠊἲᚊ࠾࠸࡚ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿ᭱ࡢ⠊ᅖෆ࡛㝖እࡉ
ࢀࡿࠋ

7.8.3 [ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᨾពࡢ㐪ࡼࡗ࡚⏕ࡌࡓᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆᐖ]

7.8.2 ブḭࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣἲᚊࡼࡗ࡚ไ㝈ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡇࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸✀㢮ࡢ
㈐௵ࠊཪࡣ

7.8.1 ὀពࡼࡾ⏕ࡌࡓṚஸⱝࡋࡃࡣே㌟യᐖࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸࡞ࡿつᐃࡶࠊᙜ⪅ࡢ௨ୗᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆไ㝈ཪࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.7.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࡢሙྜࡣࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ࡢྜィ㢠ࢆ㉸࠼࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

7.7.2 ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

7.9

7.8

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲
㢠ࡣࠊ

7.7

7.7.1 ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢ
ࡢែᵝࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ
ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲㢠ࡣࠊྜィ࡛[ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩] [ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻ] ࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.6

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊㄳồࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᦆኻࡢྍ⬟ᛶࢆᣦ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜཪࡣᙜヱᦆኻࡀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᐃෆ࡛࠶ࡗࡓሙྜ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊୖグࡢ㝖እࡣ㐺
⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.5.2 㐓ኻ┈ࠊ㐓ኻ┈ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ႙ኻࠊዎ⣙ⱝࡋࡃࡣᶵࡢ႙ኻ㸦┤᥋࡛࠶ࡿ㛫᥋
࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧

7.5.1 㛫᥋ⓗ࡞ᦆᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆኻཪࡣ

➨ 7.7.3 ྕᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồࡢ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ⮬㌟ࡢู⣬ 6 ࡢ㐪
⏤᮶ཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࠶ࡽࡺࡿᛶ㉁ࡢ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồᶒࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

7.4
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(Translation)

ࡢᙜ⪅ဨࡀྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊ௨ୗヱᙜࡍࡿᙜ⪅㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࢆ┤ࡕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡋ࡚ᢅ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.1

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ
㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

9.7

9.6

9.5 ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ࠊ➨ 4 ᮲㸦ᮏ➨ 9 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࠊ➨ 7 ᮲ࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ࠊ
➨ 9.4 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.5 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.6 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.7 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.8 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.9 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.10 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.11 㡯ࠊ
➨ 9.12 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.13 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.14 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 10 ᮲ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢⱝࡋࡃࡣ⤊
ᚋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ‶ᚋཪࡣᙜ⪅ࡀᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡋࡓⱝࡋࡃࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞
ࡉࢀࡓ㸦ࡑࡢ⌮⏤ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ᚋࡶ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࡣࠊ➨ 6.1 㡯ᚑ
࠸ࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠸ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᇶ࡙ࡃ
⩏ົࢆࠊᙜ⪅㛫ཪࡣṧࡾࡢᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡀᐜㄆࡍࡿ➨୕⪅㸦ణࡋࠊᙜ
ヱ➨୕⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᣊ᮰ࡉࢀࡿࡇྠពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
㝈ࡿࠋ㸧ᗘࡾᙜ࡚ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[➨ 9.11 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 9.12 㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣ㝶ࠊࡢᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ]

9.3

9.4

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁ㛵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣࡇࢀᾘᴟⓗ࡞ሙྜࡣ㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ
㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࢆᙜึ㑅௵ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ㏻▱᪥
ࡽ[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶௨ෆࠊࡑࡢᚋ௵⪅ࢆᣦྡࡍࡿࠋࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᚋ௵ೃ⿵⪅ࢆ
ᙜᣄྰࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡛ᙜヱᚋ௵⪅ࢆᐜㄆࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳
⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.2

9.1.3 ู⣬ 5[ⱝࡋࡃࡣู⣬ 7] 㐪ࡋࡓሙྜ

9.1.2 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᨭᡶ⬟࡞ࡗࡓሙྜࠊΎ⟬㸦ᨭᡶ⬟ຊࡢ࠶ࡿ♫ࡢྜేⱝࡋࡃࡣ
⦅ࢆ┠ⓗࡋࡓ௵ពࡢࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣỴ㆟ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊࡑࡢ㈨⏘
ࡢ㒊ⱝࡋࡃࡣ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚⟶㈈ேࠊ㈨⏘⟶㈈ேⱝࡋࡃࡣΎ⟬ேࡀ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣമᶒ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ྲྀỴࡵࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

9.1.1 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃ㸦ᨭᡶമົࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧㐪ࡋࠊ㸦ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀṇ
⬟ຊࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࢃࡽࡎ㸧ᙜヱ㐪ࡀ㐪ࡢෆᐜṇࡢせồࡀグ㍕ࡉࢀ
ࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆṇࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

⤊ཬࡧ㞳⬺

9.

ࡢ㐜ᘏࢆ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᒚ⾜ࡢ㐜ᘏࡀ
[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶㉸ࢃࡓࡗ࡚⥅⥆ࡍࡿሙྜ࡛ࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྠពࡋࡓࡁࡣࠊᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍ᪨ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ➨
9.4 㡯࡞࠸ࡋ➨ 9.14 㡯㸦ྠ㡯ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ
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65

㏻▱: ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚㏦ࡽࢀࡿ㏻▱ࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡶ᭩㠃ࡼࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗグᕥḍᐃࡵࡿ
࠸ࡎࢀࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡾ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓྑḍᐃࡵࡿヱᙜ᪥ཷ
㡿ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

10.1

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᢞภᚋࡢ⩣Ⴀᴗ᪥

୍⯡᮲㡯

10.

㓄㐩ド᫂㒑౽

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡢ୍㒊ࢆ๓ᨭᡶ࠸ࠊᙜヱ㈉⊩㢠ࡢ㢠ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ࡲ࡛ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡢᑐ㇟ࡉࢀࡓ┠ⓗ࠾
࠸࡚⏝ࡉࢀ࡞ࡗࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆཷ㡿ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩
ࢆᥦ౪ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊࡑࡢᮍ⏝㒊ศࢆ㏉㑏ࡍࡿࠋ

9.14

ᢞภᚋࡢ➨ 2 Ⴀᴗ᪥┠

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࠊ⮬
㌟ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚㈇ᢸࡋࡓ⤒㈝࡛ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋ
ࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ᪥௨㝆⏕ࡌࡓࡶࡢࢆᅇࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

9.13

ᩱ㔠๓⣡ࡼࡿ➨୍✀㒑౽

➨ 9.13 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺
ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓᚋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆ᥇⏝ࡍࡿ
⤒㈝ࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀពᅗࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊ
ᘬࡁ⥆ࡁࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢ㏦㐩ࡢ๓ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᚑࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢ┤᥋㞠⏝ಀࡿᐇ㈝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⤒㈝ࢆ᭱ᑠ㝈ᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᥐ⨨ࢆㅮࡌࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᘚ῭
ࡣࠊྛࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢዎ⣙ࡢ⤊᪥ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ⤊᪥㸦ࡢ࠺ࡕ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪥㸧
ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ┤᥋㞠⏝㈝⏝ࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪ
ࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓࡇ┤᥋ⓗ㉳ᅉࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓ㏥⫋ᡭᙜࠊ
ᙜヱಶேࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢆᙜヱ⪅ࡢᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ㞠⏝ᮇ㛫࡛㝖ࡋ࡚
⟬ฟࡉࢀࡓ㔠㢠ࡶྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.12

ᙜ᪥

➨ 9.13 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊㝿ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋࠊ⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ[㸦እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟࡞ࡽ࡞࠸㸧] ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ
࠺ࡶࡢࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓཪࡣ㈇ᢸࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࠊ
ୟࡘྲྀࡾᾘࡍࡇࡢ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸୍ษࡢ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.11

ᡭΏࡋཪࡣᛴ㏦౽

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛⏝ࡍࡿᶒ୪ࡧ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ
ᚋࡶᏑ⥆ࡋࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.10

ࡳ࡞ࡋཷ㡿᪥

➨ 9.8 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 9.10 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳
⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡉࢀࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝
ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษࡢᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢኻຠࢆࡶࡗ
࡚ࠊ┤ࡕṆࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.9

㏦㐩᪉ἲ

▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡢᶒ⩏ົࡣࠊ୍ཪࡣ」ᩘࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺
ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᐇࢃࡽࡎࠊ➨ 4 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

9.8
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(Translation)

ྜព㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡣࠊࡑࡢ㢟㛵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྜព
ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᫂♧ⓗᐃࡵࡿ
௨እࡢಖドࠊ⾲᫂ࠊኌ᫂ࠊྜពཪࡣㄋ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞᮲㡯࡛࡞࠸⾲᫂ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡢᙇཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ◚ᲠࡍࡿᶒࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ᮲㡯ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙⥾⤖๓ࡢブḭⓗᐇ࿌▱ཪࡣᝏពࡢ㯲⛎ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅
㈇࠺㈐௵㸦ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡓࡵ᭷ࡍࡿࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿᶒ㸧
ࢆ㝖ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

10.6

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᡭ⥆ࡁ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ᭷ຠࡋཪࡣヱᙜࡍࡿᆅᇦ࠾
࠸࡚ᙜヱᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿ⾜ືࢆᐇ⾜ࡋ
ୟࡘ᭩㢮ࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊࡿㄳồࢆࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡑࢀ
せࡍࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㈝⏝ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

௦⌮㛵ಀ➼ࡢྰᐃ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅㛫ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉⱝࡋࡃࡣྜᘚᴗཪࡣᙜ
⪅㛫ࡢᮏேᑐ௦⌮ேࡢ㛵ಀࢆฟࡋࠊᬯ♧ࡋཪࡣࡅࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅௦ࢃࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ௦⾲ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣࡇࢀࡢࡓࡵ☜⣙ࡋࠊཪࡣࡇࢀᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.5

10.7

ᶒࡢᨺᲠ㸸 ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿࡇࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣᒚ⾜ࡉࡏࡿࡇࢆ㐜ࡋཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࡢ⾜ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣ⾜ࡍࡿ
ࡇࢆ㐜ࡋࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊࡿ᠔ᛰཪࡣ㐜ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿᶒࡣᙳ㡪
ࢆཬࡰࡉࡎࠊୟࡘᙜヱᶒࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ࠋูẁࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞⾲♧ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࡣࠊᑗ᮶࠾ࡅࡿᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

ఫᡤ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

10.4

Ặྡ㸸

Ặྡ㸸

㐪ἲ࡞㸭ἲᐃᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸᮲㡯㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ᮲㡯ࡢ࡚ཪࡣ୍㒊ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ
ࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡑࡢࡢ᮲㡯
ཬࡧ↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓ᮲㡯ࡢṧࡾࡢ㒊ศࡣࠊᙜヱἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡶᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢ᭷ຠᛶཬࡧἲⓗᙉไຊ
ࡀᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ZZZ㸸
㸸

XXX㸸
㸸

10.3

ఫᡤ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

ㆡΏ➼㸸࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ๓ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙యཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒⱝࡋࡃࡣ⩏ົࢆㆡΏཪࡣ⛣㌿ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ[ణ
ࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢయࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ] ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡞ࡃᙜヱྠពࢆ␃ಖཪࡣ㐜ᘏࡉ
ࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

Ặྡ㸸

Ặྡ㸸

10.2

BBB㸸
㸸

AAA㸸
㸸

ᮏ᮲ᚑ࠸㏻▱ࡼࡾኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࡲ࡛ࡢ㛫ࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀୗグ
ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ
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66

➨୕⪅㸸ྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀ㛵㐃ࡍࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢ┈ࢆாཷࡍࡿཬࡧᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀ➨
6.7 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ┈ࢆாཷࡋྠ㡯ࢆᇳ⾜ࡍࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ 1999 ᖺዎ⣙㸦➨୕⪅ࡢ
ᶒ㸧ἲࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㸧ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙᫂♧ⓗ࡞ᐃࡵࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊᙜ⪅௨
እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢಟṇཪࡣࡑࡢ⤊ࢆጉࡆࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡉࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡼࡾாཷࡍࡿࡇࢁࡢ┈ࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

10.9

Ặྡ

Ặྡ

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

BBB ࡢࡓࡵࠊBBB ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

AAA ࡢࡓࡵࠊAAA ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

[10.15 ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ㐺⏝࠶ࡿⱥᅜࡢ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ᭩㠃ࡼࡾ㏻▱ࡋࠊୟࡘᙜヱᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⡿ᅜࡢ㍺ฟ
⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࡢ≉ᐃࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.14 ᮏ㸸ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ」ᩘࡢᮏࡼࡾࡇࢀࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࠊ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡀ 1 ௨ୖࡢᮏ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡋࡓᚋࠊྛᮏࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢṇᩥ࡞ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
࡚ࡢᮏࡣࠊࡑࡢ࡚ࡀ༢୍ࡢዎ⣙ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡼࡿ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᮏ㸦ణࡋࠊࢧ࣮ࣥ࣌ࢪࡔࡅ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ㸦PDF ཪࡣ
JPEG ࡢᙧᘧ࡛ࡢ㸧㏦ಙࡣࠊ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᮏࡢཎᮏࡢࡋ࡚᭷ຠ࡛
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[ࡿ᪉ἲࢆ⏝࠸ࡿሙྜࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊྍཬⓗ㏿ࡸ
⨫ྡᤫ༳ࢆࡋࡓᮏࡢཎᮏࢆᥦฟࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.13 ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 6 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.12 ㉗㈥⚗Ṇ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 5 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.11 ୖ⏦㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡿၥ㢟ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊࡑࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ྜ
ព㐩ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࡿࢆࠊAAA ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨ
ࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊXXX ࡘ࠸
࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 
クࡋࠊᙜヱクࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎỴࡍࡿࡼ࠺ヨࡳࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ
ࡿ[14] ᪥௨ෆᙜヱࡀゎỴࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ➨ 10.10 㡯ᚑ࠸ᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ⏦ࡋ❧࡚
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ➨ 10.11 㡯ᚑ࠸ၥ㢟ࡀୖ⏦ࡉࢀࡓྰ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊุᡤᕪ
Ṇ௧ࢆ⏦ㄳࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

10.10 ‽ᣐἲ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊࡑࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࡢᡂ❧㉳ᅉཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚
㸦ዎ⣙ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻἲࢆ‽ᣐἲࡋࠊྠἲᚑ
࠸ゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜ⪅ࡀ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒཪࡣ⛎ᐦሗࡢಖㆤࢆ┠ⓗ
ࡋ࡚ッゴࢆᥦ㉳ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㉳ᅉࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍ
ࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡾࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡿ⣮த㸦ዎ⣙
ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻࡢุᡤࡀᑓᒓⓗ⟶㎄ᶒ
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ಟṇ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣಟṇࡣࠊ᭩㠃࡛సᡂࡉࢀୟࡘྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲ࡼࡿ⨫ྡࡀࡉࢀ
ࡓࡶࡢࡼࡽ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊࡇࢀࢆ↓ຠࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

10.8
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᪥㸸

⨫ྡ㸸

[➨ 2.2 㡯つᐃࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᣦ♧ࡋࠊ┘╩ࡍࡿ⪅ࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆㄞ
ࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⌮ゎࡋࡓࠋ]

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

ᙺ⫋

⨫ྡ

Ặྡ

ZZZ ࡢ ࡓࡵࠊZZZ ࢆ ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

XXX ࡢࡓࡵࠊXXX ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

(Translation)

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋
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ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ࡑࡢࡢ᮲௳

[⨨ࡢᖐᒓ]

እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㓄ศ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥ

ணࡉࢀࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿேᮦࠊタཬࡧ⨨

ࢱ࣒ࢸ࣮ࣈࣝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ⫋ົ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㸭㈨ᩱ

ᐇᆅ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ

ู⣬ 2

ู⣬ 1

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡ
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◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊ㐺ษࠊබᖹࠊୟࡘၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸
ศᯒࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡣࠊᏳಖ⟶ࡉࢀࡲࡓࠊᐜ᫆ྲྀࡾฟࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྡ≧ែ
࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
◊✲ࡢᐇ୰࡞ࡉࢀࡓせ࡞Ỵᐃࠊࡿ◊✲㛵ࡍࡿⓎ⾲ཬࡧࡿ◊✲㛵ࡋ࡚ᑟࡁ
ฟࡉࢀࡓ⤖ㄽࢆᐜ᫆ㄽドࡋᵓ⠏ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱド㊧ࢆಖᏑࡋ࡚࠾࡞ࡅ
ࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀୖグάືཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ᳨ドࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊᑡ
࡞ࡃࡶ[30] ᪥๓᭩㠃࡛㏻▱ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࢆどᐹࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

3.

4.

5.

6.

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸ࠊࡿ◊✲ࢆᐇࡋ
ࡓ⪅ࡼࡾṇ☜グ㘓ࡉࢀ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.

ᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳]
◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊಙ㢗࡛ࡁࡿ⛉Ꮫⓗ࡞ᢏἲཬࡧ㐣⛬ࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚⏕ᡂࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ู⣬ 4

ู⣬ 3
[ู

(Translation)

1.

- 24 -

(Translation)
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᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪨ࡢドᣐ࡞
ࡿࡶࡢࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂
Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡽࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂ࡢグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ
⡙ࢆ⥔ᣢࠊ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ⡙ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡲࡓࠊ

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓࡵࡑ
ࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.6

1.7

1.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵ಀ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢᚑᴗဨࠊᏛ⏕ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫୪ࡧጤクඛཬࡧࡑࢀࡽࡢ௦⾲♫
ဨࢆྵࡴࠋ

࠸࡞ࡿ✀㢮ࡢࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊᙜ࡞⤒῭ⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢࡢᚓࡢㄳồཪࡣせồ
ࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡇࢀࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

1.5

4.

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.3 ゝཬࡉࢀࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁᚑ࠸ࠊୟࡘࡇࢀࡽࢆᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

1.4

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࡛ゝཬࡍࡿ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬࡛ㄢࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᮲௳ྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿ
ࡼ࠺ࡋࠊࡿ⪅ࡀᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㐪ࡋࡓሙྜࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
㈇࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.1 ཬࡧ 1.2 ࡢ㑂Ᏺࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁ㸦2010 ᖺ㉗㈥
ἲࡢ➨ 7㸦2㸧㡯ᚑࡗ࡚Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡓ㐺ษ࡞ᡭ⥆ࡁࠊཬࡧྠἲ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑ࠸Ⓨ⾜ࡉࢀ
ࡓᣦ㔪ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࡛ᐇ⾜ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2
᮲ཪࡣ➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ヱᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ୍ษ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡢ㛵ಀ⪅㸦ࡑࡢ㛵ಀᛶࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲ➨ 8 ᮲ཬࡧᚋ㏙➨ 4 ᮲ᚑ࠸
Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡀࠊᮏู⣬࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ㄢࡏࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆㄢࡋࡓ᭩㠃ࡢዎ⣙᭩ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ࡢࡳ㛵ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࢆྵࡵࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ⮬ࡽࡢάື㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘ㉗㈥ࡢ㜵Ṇⱝࡋࡃ
ࡣ⭉ᩋ㜵Ṇ㸦ཪࡣ୧᪉㸧㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡚ࡢἲᚊࠊไᐃἲཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.1

(Translation)

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.7

4.

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀࡿ
ሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

1.6

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦 ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦 Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦 Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦 Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙
ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయࡽఱ
ࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࡇࢀࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃ
ࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃ
ࡿせㄳཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.5

3.

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

1.4

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆ
ྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸࡚
ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳᛶࠊཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺
ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊ
ᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

㝶ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢᣦ♧ࡢࡳᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳ
ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

1.3

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡢಶேሗ
ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆ࠼ࠊ

1.1

ಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱྲྀᢅ࠸ࡢ┠ⓗࢆỴ
ᐃࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡍࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡀ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧
௦ࢃࡾࠊಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ

㉗㈥⚗Ṇ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

ู⣬ 6

ู⣬ 5

2.

1.

- 26 -

(Translation)

- 25 -
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(Translation)

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡀᮏู⣬㐪ࡋࡓࡇࢆཎᅉࡋ࡚ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐪㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋ
ࡓ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘࡁࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊୟࡘຠᯝⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయ
ࡽఱࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣ
ၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀ
ࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳࠊ୪ࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ
࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊᦆኻ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᐇ⾜ࡢ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳࡿಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸
࡚ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲୗ࡛
᭷ࡍࡿᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆࢹ࣮ࢱయ࠼ࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡞ࡾࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚⮬ࡽ
ࡀྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚௨ୗᥖࡆࡿ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ࡛ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚
ࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸┠ⓗࢆỴᐃࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅௦ࢃࡾಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ
࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡛࠶ࡿཪࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ఱࡽࡢಶேሗࢆඹ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.

ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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య⨩ࠊ⢭⚄ⓗࠊ⫗యⓗࠊᛶⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣゝⴥࡼࡿᚅࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊཪࡣࡇࢀࡽࢆᨭᣢ
ࡏࡎࠊ

⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚ṧ㓞ཪࡣᚅⓗ࡞ᠬ⨩⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

1.7

1.8

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀࡇࢀࡲ࡛⌮ཬࡧேᶒ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪୪ࡧᙜヱ᪉㔪ࡢ㐪ᑐฎࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵࡢ㐺ษ࡞ⱞฎ⌮ᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࡇࠊࡲࡓᚋࡶࡇࢀࡽࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࠾࠸࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2 ᮲
ཪࡣ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢ㐪┦ᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

2.

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

⮬㌟ཪࡣࡑࡢᴗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘያ㞔ไཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿ୍ษࡢἲᚊࠊつ๎ཬࡧ
つไ㸦2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

➨ 2 㒊 – ያ㞔ไ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮ࣥࡢ⟶⌮㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ
⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿ㝿⏝ࡍࡿ≀ရཬࡧࢧ࣮ࣅࢫࡢ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡼࡿ⌮ᇶ‽ࡢ㑂Ᏺ
ཬࡧேᶒࡢᑛ㔜ࢆಁࡍࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ

2.

ᚑᴗဨࡼࡿ⊂❧ࡢປാ⤌ྜࡢຍධᶒཬࡧタ❧ᶒ୪ࡧ⤖♫ࡢ⮬⏤ࢆᑛ㔜ࡍࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

࠸࡞ࡿ⌮⏤㸦ே✀ࠊ᐀ᩍࠊ㞀ᐖཪࡣᛶูࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡼࡗ࡚ࡶᚑᴗဨࢆᕪูࡏࡎࠊ

1.6

1.11

⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚⅏ᐖཪࡣᨾࡀⓎ⏕ࡋࡓሙྜᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚Ύ₩࡞Ỉࠊ㣗ᩱཬࡧᩆ
ᛴ་⒪ࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

1.5

ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᴗࢆ⾜࠺ᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᑵᴗ㛫ཬࡧ㞠⏝ᶒ㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

ᚑᴗဨࡗ࡚ᙜ㠃ࡢ༴㝤ࡢ࡞࠸Ᏻୟࡘᗣⓗ࡞⫋ሙࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᚑ
ᴗဨᐟἩタഛࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱᐟἩタഛࡣࠊᒃఫ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚Ᏻ࡛࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊ

1.4

1.10

ࡑࡢᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑵᴗ㛤ጞ᭩㢮ࡢᥦฟཪࡣಖド㔠ࡢᕪධࢀࢆせồࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞
ࡽࡎࠊ

1.3

ྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ᭱ప㈤㔠ཪࡣᴗ⏺࠾࠸୍࡚⯡ⓗ࡞㢠┦ᙜࡍࡿ㈤
㔠㸦ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㧗࠸᪉㸧ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ⤥
ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ

࠸࡞ࡿែᵝࡢᙉไປാ㸦┘⚗ࠊᖺᏘᙉไປാࠊያ㞔ປാ➼㸧ࡶ⾜ࢃࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.2

1.9

ඣ❺ࡼࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿసᴗࡀᙜヱඣ❺ࡢᡂ㛗ࢆ㌟యⓗཪࡣ⢭⚄ⓗጉࡆࡿࡇࡀྜ⌮
ⓗணࡉࢀࡿ≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊඣ❺ࢆ㞠⏝ࠊ᥇⏝ཪࡣ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.1

(Translation)

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 8 ᐃࡵࡿグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵࡑࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ௨ୗࡢ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[➨
➨ 3 㒊 – ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ≀ရཬࡧ⣲ᮦࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮
ࣥ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡿᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂
ࡢグ㘓ࢆ⥔ᣢࡋ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠊ

ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗせồࡉࢀࡿࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺಀࡿドᣐࢆᥦ౪
ࡋࠊ

7.

8.

ᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㐪ࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࡓሙྜࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨ࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

ୗㄳᴗ⪅ཬࡧ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡢ㛫ࡢዎ⣙ࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶྠ
⛬ᗘࡢያ㞔ཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿつᐃࢆྵࡵࠊ

ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 3 つᐃࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺཬࡧᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ཬࡧࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵྛ⮬ࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ⟇ᐃཬࡧ⥔ᣢࡋࠊ

- 30 -

6.

5.

ἲᚊࡼࡾせồࡉࢀࡿཪࡣ⚗Ṇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᒚ⾜㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

1.

3.
4.

(Translation)

➨ 1 㒊 ேᶒ

ู⣬ 7]
[ู

- 29 -
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Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

Lambert Consortium Agreement A (Final)

ู⣬㸷
ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬

ู⣬ 8

ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢせ⥘

- 32 -

(Translation)
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(Translation)
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Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

The other Parties assign or grant an exclusive licence of their IPR in the Results
to the Lead Exploitation Party who undertakes to commercialise the Results
and to pay the other Parties a share of revenues generated from that
commercialisation or a success payment.

Scenario - One Party (called the Lead Exploitation Party) is best suited to carry
out the commercialisation of the Results.

MODEL
CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT B

(4) [INSERT NAME]

(3) [INSERT NAME]

(2) [INSERT NAME]

(1) [INSERT NAME

Dated _________________________201[]

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address ] (BBB);
[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under number [insert number], whose registered office is at [insert address of
registered office] OR [insert status of the Party, e.g. NHS Trust] of [insert
address of principal office] (XXX); and
[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under number [insert number], whose registered office is at [insert address of
registered office] OR [insert status of the Party, e.g. NHS Trust] of [insert
address of principal office] (ZZZ)

(2)
(3)

(4)

this document, including its Schedules, as
amended from time to time in accordance with
clause 10.8;
any information, data, techniques, Know-how,
inventions, software, discoveries and materials
(regardless of the form or medium in which they
are disclosed or stored) that are provided by one
Party to another Party for use in the Project
(whether belonging to that Party or to a third

this Agreement:

Background:

research [(except [insert any exceptions]),
teaching[, and] education[ and Clinical Patient
Care];

the publication of an abstract, article or paper in
a journal or electronic repository, or its
presentation at a conference or seminar; and in
clauses 6 and 7 to Publish and Publication are
to be construed as meaning such publication or
presentation;

Academic Publication:

Academic and Research
Purposes:

AAA and BBB;

the Academic Parties:

In this Agreement the following expressions have the meaning set opposite:

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

1.1

1.

This agreement governs the parties’ collaboration in relation to that project.

[The Technology Strategy Board has announced its intention to make a grant in respect
of that project, subject to the terms of the offer letter referred to below, and subject to
the parties entering into an agreement governing their collaboration.]

The parties to this agreement wish to collaborate on a research project entitled "[insert
name of project]".

BACKGROUND

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address] (AAA);

(1)

THIS AGREEMENT dated [………………………………………..] 201[] is made BETWEEN:

74

[insert the date on which the Project is to
start/started];

XXX and ZZZ;

each Party's confidential information is: any
Background disclosed by that Party to any of the
other Parties for use in the Project [and identified
as confidential before or at the time of
disclosure]; and any of the Results [in which that
Party owns the Intellectual Property Rights] OR
[in relation to which it has an exclusive licence];
and any other information disclosed by that Party
to any of the other Parties for use in the Project
or under this Agreement[ and identified as
confidential before or at the time of disclosure or
which, by its nature or from the circumstances of
its disclosure, should reasonably be presumed to
be confidential];

the ability to direct the affairs of another person,
whether by virtue of the ownership of shares, by
contract, or in any other way;

the Commencement Date:

the Commercial Parties:

Confidential Information:

Control:

the period of [insert number] years beginning on
the date of this Agreement;

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

the Exclusive Period:

while they remain in force the Data Protection Act
1998, the European Data Protection Directive, the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, the
Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice)
(Interception of Communications) Regulations
2000, the Electronic Communications Data
Protection Directive, the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003,
once it comes into force the European General
Data Protection Regulation and any other laws
and regulations relating to the processing of
personal data and privacy which apply to a Party
and, if applicable, the guidance and codes of
practice issued by the Information Commissioner
or other relevant data protection or supervisory
authority;

any of the following: diagnosing, treating and
managing the health of a person under the care
of a third party medical practitioner who has the
right to use the Intellectual Property Rights in any
of the Results;]

[Clinical Patient Care:

the Data Protection
Legislation:

Monday to Friday (inclusive) except bank or
public holidays in [England];

a Business Day:

party, and whether before or after the date of
this Agreement),, except any Result;

the financial contribution to be made by a Party
to the Project, as set out in the Project Plan;
[insert details of the body which is to provide the
External Funding;]

a Financial Contribution:
[the Funding Body:

in relation to a Party, any undertaking which for
the time being Controls, or is Controlled by, that
Party or which for the time being is Controlled by
a third person which also Controls that Party;

unpatented technical information (including
information relating to inventions, discoveries,
concepts, methodologies, models, research,
development and testing procedures, the results
of experiments, tests and trials, manufacturing
processes, techniques and specifications, quality
control data, analyses, reports and submissions)
which is not in the public domain;

Know-how:
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in the case of AAA: [insert names]; in the case of
BBB, [insert names]; in the case of XXX [insert
names]; and in the case of ZZZ [insert names];

the Key Personnel:

Intellectual Property Rights: patents, rights to inventions, trade marks, service
marks, registered designs, copyrights, database
rights, design rights, rights to use and protect
confidential information, in each case whether
registered or unregistered, including rights to
apply for and be granted and applications for any
of
the
above,
and
any
continuations,
continuations-in-part,
divisional
applications,
renewals or extensions of, and rights to claim
priority from, those rights, and any similar right
recognised from time to time in any jurisdiction,
together with all rights of action in relation to the
infringement of any of the above;

a Group Company:

the Good Data Management
Practices:
the practices and procedures set out in Schedule
4;

the terms [of the Offer Letter issued by the
Technology Strategy Board] OR [on which the
Funding Body provides any External funding],
copies of which are attached to this Agreement as
Schedule 3;]

[the grant provided under the Offer Letter issued
by the Technology Strategy Board] OR [any
funding or assistance provided for the Project or
to any Party for use in the Project by any third
party, including, any state or public body];]

[the External Funding:

[the Funding Conditions:

the strategy agreed by the Parties for the
commercialisation of the Results as set out in
Schedule 8;

the Exploitation Strategy:
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[insert the name of the lead party. This should
be the party which is undertaking the duties of
the Lead Company as set out in the Technology
Strategy Board Offer Letter or other offer of
External Funding. It may be the same as the
Lead Exploitation Party, but it may be a different
party.];

the location(s) at which the Project will be carried
out as set out in the Project Plan;

AAA, BBB, XXX and ZZZ and any person who
becomes a party to this Agreement pursuant to
clause 2.20, and together they are the Parties;

the arrangements under which the Lead
Exploitation Party, in return for its rights to
commercialise the Results, will pay the other
Parties, as set out in Schedule 10;

the project described in the Project Plan;

the individual appointed from time to time by the
Lead Party as the project manager [, and
approved by the Funding Body in accordance with
the Funding Conditions];

the period described in clause 2.1;

the project plan annexed to this Agreement as
Schedule 2, as varied from time to time under
the terms of this Agreement[ and any Funding
Conditions];

[any purpose except commercialisation, i.e.
licensing for value or sale for value] OR [acts
done for experimental purposes [or to obtain
regulatory approval for any generic or innovative
medicinal product (including any clinical trial)];

all information, data, techniques, Know-how,
results, inventions, discoveries, software and
materials (regardless of the form or medium in
which they are disclosed or stored) identified or
first reduced to practice or writing in the course
of the Project,;

the individuals nominated by each of the
Parties[and the Funding Body] in accordance with
clause 2.12 to supervise the carrying out of the
Project;

the Lead Party:

the Location:

a Party:

the Payment Plan:

the Project:

the Project Manager:

the Project Period:

the Project Plan:

Research Purposes:

the Results:

the Steering Committee:
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[insert the name of the party which will take on
responsibility for commercialising the Results. It
may be the same as the Lead Party, but it may
be a different party.];

Lead Exploitation Party:

References in this Agreement to clauses and Schedules are to the clauses and
Schedules of this Agreement and references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of
the relevant Schedule.
Any words in this Agreement following the expression including, include or in
particular, or any similar expression are to be construed as illustrative and do
not limit the sense of the words preceding that expression.
The acts and omissions of its Group Companies are deemed to be within the
control of a Commercial Party, the acts and omissions of its students are deemed
to be within control of an Institution and the acts and omissions of any contractor
are deemed to be within the control of the Party engaging that contractor.

1.7

1.8

1.9

THE PROJECT
The Project [will begin on] OR [began on] the Commencement Date and will
continue until [the earlier of the withdrawal of the External Funding, and] the
completion of the Project, or until any later date agreed in writing between the
Parties. If this Agreement is entered into after the Commencement Date, it will
apply retrospectively to work done in relation to the Project on or after the
Commencement Date. This Agreement will remain in full force and effect for the
duration of the Project, but a Party may withdraw or may be deemed to have
withdrawn from the Project in accordance with clause 8 or 9.

2.
2.1
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If there is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the Funding
Conditions, this Agreement will prevail in relation to the arrangements as
between the Parties, but it will not affect the Parties' respective obligations to the
Funding Body under the Funding Conditions.]

1.11

[1.10 Words and phrases defined in the Funding Conditions and not defined in this
Agreement have the meaning given to them in the Funding Conditions when used
in this Agreement.

A reference in this Agreement to any other agreement or document is a reference
to that other agreement or document as varied or novated (in each case, unless
in breach of this Agreement) from time to time.

1.6

A reference in this Agreement to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to
it as amended, extended or re-enacted from time to time and includes all
subordinate legislation made from time to time under that statute or statutory
provision.

1.4

A reference in this Agreement to writing or written includes email.

References in this Agreement to a person include a natural person, corporate or
unincorporated body (whether or not it has a separate legal personality).

1.3

1.5

The headings in this Agreement are for ease of reference only; they do not affect
its construction or interpretation.

value added tax chargeable under the Value
Added Tax Act 1994, or any tax replacing that tax.

VAT:
1.2

a written agreement signed by or on behalf of the
Parties and any proposed new party to this
Agreement; and

a Variation Agreement:
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Each of the Parties will obtain and maintain all regulatory and ethical licences,
consents and approvals necessary to allow it to carry out the tasks allotted to it in
the Project Plan and will carry out the Project in accordance with all laws and
regulations which apply to its activities under or pursuant to this Agreement.

Each of the Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any) involved
in the Project: observe the conditions attaching to any regulatory and ethical
licences, consents and approvals; keep complete and accurate records of all
research, development and other work carried out in connection with the Project
and of all Results, signed by the people who obtained or made each Result, and
countersigned by an employee of that Party who is not a member of the research
team but who understands the work; and comply with the Good Data
Management Practices.

Each of the Parties will ensure that its staff and students (if any) (including in the
case of each Commercial Party, any staff of any Group Company) involved in the
Project, when working on or visiting the other Party’s premises, comply with the
other Party’s health and safety and security policies and procedures and, when
accessing or using the other Party’s information systems, comply with the other
Party’s information security policies and procedures.

Each of the Parties will comply with the provisions of Schedule 7. [At any time
during the Project Period, [the Lead Exploitation Party] may require changes to
Part [3] of Schedule 7, where those changes are necessary to ensure that the
Project is undertaken in compliance with [the Lead Exploitation Party’s] applicable
policies and procedures.]

Although each of the Parties will use reasonable endeavours to carry out the
Project in accordance with the Project Plan, none of the Parties undertakes that
any research will lead to any particular result, nor does it guarantee a successful
outcome to the Project.

Each of the Parties warrants to the other Parties that it has full power and
authority under its constitution, and has taken all necessary actions and obtained
all authorisations, licences, consents and approvals, to allow it to enter into and
perform this Agreement [and it is not in breach of the Funding Conditions].

If a Party agrees to transfer any [biological or chemical] material to any of the
other Parties in connection with the Project, that transfer will be subject to the
terms of a separate Materials Transfer Agreement entered into between the
Parties in relation to that material.

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9
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2.11.1 if it is a party to the Funding Conditions, comply with its obligations under,
and the conditions of, the Funding Conditions;

[2.11 Each of the Parties will:

[2.10 If the Funding Conditions have not already been accepted by the Parties, this
Agreement is conditional on each of the Parties accepting the Funding Conditions
within [30] days after the date of the Funding Conditions or offer to provide
External Funding.]

Each of the Parties will carry out the tasks allotted to it in the Project Plan, and
will provide the human and other resources, Background, materials, facilities and
equipment which are designated as its responsibility in the Project Plan. The
Project will be carried out under the direction and supervision of [insert details].
The Project will be carried out at the Location.

2.2

The Parties will ensure that the Steering Committee meets at least every [3]
months at venues to be agreed, and in default of agreement at [insert location],
or at any other time at the request of any of the Parties. Meetings of the Steering
Committee will be convened with at least [21] days written notice in advance.
That notice must include an agenda. Minutes of the meetings of the Steering
Committee will be prepared by the chair of the meeting and sent to each of the
Parties within [14] days after each meeting.
Each Party will provide the Project Manager with [monthly][quarterly] OR
[annual] reports summarising the progress of the Project and the Results, and
the Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager keeps all the Parties informed
about the progress of the Project and the Results. A copy of each Party's
[monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] report will be circulated to each member of the
Steering Committee with the written notice for the relevant meeting.
Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly after identifying any
Result which it believes to be patentable, and will supply the Project Manager
with copies of that Result. Each of the Parties will notify other Results to the
Project Manager in the [monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] reports provided under
clause 2.16.
Each Party will, through its representative or his alternate, have one vote in the
Steering Committee. Decisions will be taken by a simple majority except where a
decision necessitates a change to the Project Plan or a change to the allocation of
any funding. In either of those cases, any decision must be unanimous. The
chairman will [not] have a casting vote.
[In addition to his duties under the Funding Conditions,] the Project Manager will:

2.15

2.16

2.17

2.18

2.19
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2.19.1 [be the primary conduit for exchanges of information with the Funding
Body];

[Insert name](if present at a meeting) or, in his absence, any other individual the
members of the Steering Committee may from time to time agree, will chair
meetings of the Steering Committee.

Any member of the Steering Committee may participate in meetings of the
Steering Committee by tele-conference, video-conference or any other technology
that enables everyone participating in the meeting to communicate interactively and
simultaneously with each other. The quorum for a meeting of the Steering
Committee will be [one representative of each of the Parties] OR [one
representative of at least [3] of the Parties], or his alternate, present in person or
by tele-conference, video-conference or other technology mentioned above.

2.13

2.14

There will be a Steering Committee made up of one representative nominated by
each of the Parties. The Project Manager (initially [insert name]) will be the Lead
Party’s representative on the Steering Committee. [The Parties will invite the
Funding Body to appoint a representative to the Steering Committee.] The terms
of reference of the Steering Committee are set out in Schedule 9, and the
Steering Committee will have no authority to amend the terms of this Agreement
except as may be expressly set out in those terms of reference.

2.12

2.11.3 notify the other Parties in accordance with clause 10.1 immediately if it
receives any notice or request from the Funding Body.]

2.11.2 carry out the Project in accordance with the Funding Conditions; and
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for

implementing

decisions

taken

by

the

[Except as set out in the Project Plan,] each Party will own all equipment
purchased or constructed by it, or for it, using any Financial Contribution [or any
External Funding].

The financial arrangements for the Project will be overseen by the Steering
Committee [and will be as set out in the Funding Conditions].

Claims for any External Funding will be made through the Project Manager. Each
of the Parties will provide sufficient information to the Project Manager to allow
the Lead Party to claim the External Funding and to submit reports to the Funding
Body in accordance with the Funding Body’s requirements from time to time.
Each of the Parties will certify its claims for any External Funding in such way as

3.4

3.5

[3.6
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If any Party fails to make any payment due to another Party under this
Agreement, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to that other
Party, that other Party may charge interest (both before and after any
judgement) on the amount outstanding, on a daily basis [at the rate of [four] per
cent per annum above the London 3 month Interbank Offered Rate from time to
time in force] OR [in accordance with the Late Payments of Commercial Debts
(Interest) Act 1998 as amended by the Late Payment of Commercial Debts
Regulations 2013]. That interest will be calculated from the date of last date for
payment to the actual date of payment, both dates inclusive, and will be
compounded quarterly. The Party which is late paying will pay that interest on
demand.

3.3

[The allocation of the External Funding will be as set out in the Project Plan unless
the Parties unanimously agree otherwise in writing.] Each Party will keep
complete and accurate accounts of its expenditure on the Project. Each Party will
pay its Financial Contribution to the Project in accordance with Schedule 1 within
[30][60] OR [90] days after its receipt of a [quarterly] OR [monthly] invoice for
the same. Where any Financial Contribution is being claimed against costs and
expenses incurred by a Party, each invoice must be accompanied by a statement
certified by an authorised officer of that Party.

3.1

Unless any VAT exemption applies, all amounts are exclusive of VAT which the
Party making the Financial Contribution will pay at the rate from time to time
prescribed by law.

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION, [EXTERNAL FUNDING] AND PAYMENT PLAN

3.

3.2

No additional person may become a party to this Agreement without the written
agreement of all of the then existing parties to this Agreement [and the Funding
Body] and unless the additional person and all the then existing Parties to this
Agreement execute a Variation Agreement.

Steering

2.20

2.19.6 monitor the progress of the Project.

2.19.5 prepare progress reports [as required by the Funding Body;] and

2.19.4 be responsible
Committee;

2.19.3 be responsible for the financial administration of the Project [as required
by the Funding Conditions];

2.19.2 be responsible to the Steering Committee for the day-to-day management
of the Project;

The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager prepares and submits an
account of all income and expenditure in connection with the Project [quarterly]
to the Steering Committee.
The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager allows an independent
chartered accountant appointed by any Party, at that Party's expense, to examine
the accounts and records of the Project Manager relating to the Project provided:

3.9

3.10

This Agreement does not affect the ownership of any Intellectual Property Rights
in any Background or in any other technology, design, work, invention, software,
data, technique, know-how, or materials which are not Results. The Intellectual
Property Rights in them will remain the property of the Party which contributed

USE AND EXPLOITATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

3.11.3 the inspecting Party and the accountant will keep confidential any
information that it may acquire in the exercise of its rights under this
clause.

3.11.2 the inspection or examination takes place during the Lead Exploitation
Party’s normal working hours; and

3.11.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the lead
Exploitation Party;

The Lead Exploitation Party will pay each of the other Parties in accordance with
the Payment Plan. Any party to which the Lead Exploitation Party is obliged to
make payments under the Payment Plan may appoint an independent chartered
accountant, at that Party’s expense, to examine the accounts and records of the
Lead Exploitation Party relating to its commercialisation of the Results provided:

3.10.3 the Party appointing the accountant and the accountant will keep
confidential any information which that it may acquire in the exercise of its
rights under this clause 3.10.

3.10.2 the inspection or examination takes place during the Project Manager's
normal working hours; and
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4.1

4.

3.11

Each Party will refund to the Lead Party on demand: any overpayment of any
External Funding received by that Party; and any monies received by that Party
which the Funding Body requires to be repaid in accordance with the Funding
Conditions. Each Party will pay to the Funding Body any payments which are to
be made by that Party in order to comply with the Funding Conditions. Each of
the other Parties will indemnify the Lead Party and keep it indemnified against all
and any refund, repayment or payment which the Lead Party is required to make
under the Funding Conditions to the Funding Body on behalf of that other Party or
as a consequence of that other Party’s act or omission.]

[3.8

3.10.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the Project
Manager;

The Lead Party will, within [30] days after receipt of any of the External Funding,
pay that External Funding (or the appropriate part of it) to the Party to which that
External Funding is due.]

[3.7

may be necessary to allow the Lead Party to give any certificate required by the
Funding Body in relation to those claims.]
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Without prejudice to its obligations under clause 4.3, if the Lead Exploitation
Party does not think it necessary to register or to maintain any protection for the
Intellectual Property Rights in the Results or to take any action against any
infringer of the Intellectual Property Rights in the Results, it will notify the Project
Manager accordingly and in good time before abandoning any application or
before failing to meet any deadline and, without prejudice to any other right
which any Party may have against the Lead Exploitation Party, the Party which
created those Intellectual Property Rights may take such steps as it sees fit to
register and maintain any protection for those Intellectual Property Rights,
including filing and prosecuting patent applications for any Result, and taking any
action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of that Intellectual Property
Rights.

Each of the other Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any)
involved in the creation of the Results gives the Lead Exploitation Party such
assistance (except financial assistance) as the Lead Exploitation Party may
reasonably request in connection with the registration and protection of the
Intellectual Property Rights in the Results, including filing and prosecuting patent
applications for any of the Results, and taking any action in respect of any alleged
or actual infringement of those Intellectual Property Rights.

4.4

4.5
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The Lead Exploitation Party will [own the Intellectual Property Rights in the
Results] OR [have a worldwide exclusive licence to commercialise the Intellectual
Property Rights in the Results] [for the Exclusive Period]], and [will take such
steps, after consultation with the Steering Committee, as may be necessary] OR
[may take such steps as it may decide] from time to time, at the Lead
Exploitation Party’s expense, to register and maintain any protection for those
Intellectual Property Rights, including filing and prosecuting patent applications
for any of the Results, and taking any reasonable action in respect of any alleged
or actual infringement of those Intellectual Property Rights] so as to allow it to
comply with its obligations to commercialise the Results under clause 4.11.

[Each Party grants to each of the other Parties a royalty-free, non-exclusive
licence to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project and[, in
return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan,] each Party
grants to the Lead Exploitation Party a non-exclusive[, fully paid-up, royalty free]
licence (with the right to sub-license) to use the Intellectual Property Rights in its
Background to the extent necessary to allow the Lead Exploitation Party to
comply with its obligations under clause 4.11. The licence granted in this clause
4.2 will automatically terminate on the [withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of the
Lead Exploitation Party from the Project] OR [termination of the licence granted
in clause 4.3.]]

[Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty-free, non-exclusive licence
to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project. None of the
Parties may grant any sub-licence to use any other Party's Background except
that any Commercial Party may allow any of its Group Companies, and any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies, to use any
Party’s Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project.

4.3

OR

4.2

them to the Project (or its licensors). No licence to use any Intellectual Property
Rights is granted or implied by this Agreement except the rights expressly set out
in this Agreement.

[In return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan, to the
extent that any Intellectual Property Rights in the Results are capable of
prospective assignment, each of the Parties (except the Lead Exploitation Party)
now assigns its Intellectual Property Rights in the Results to the Lead Exploitation
Party; and to the extent that any Intellectual Property Rights in the Results
cannot be assigned prospectively, each of the other Parties will assign such of the
Intellectual Property Rights as it owns in the Results to the Lead Exploitation
Party as and when those Intellectual Property Rights are created, at the request
of the Lead Exploitation Party.

4.8

Each of the Commercial Parties will have a royalty-free, non-exclusive, worldwide,
indefinite licence to use any of the Results for Research Purposes (with the right
to sub-license to any of its Group Companies and to any person working for, or on
behalf of, the Commercial Party or any of its Group Companies, but only for the
purpose of carrying out that work for Research Purposes, and otherwise without
the right to sub-license).
The Lead Exploitation Party will use all reasonable endeavours to commercialise
the Results in accordance with the Exploitation Strategy [during the Exclusive
Period]. Each of the other Parties will notify the Lead Exploitation Party of any
opportunity for the commercialisation of the Results of which it becomes aware
and no Party will do anything or omit to do anything that prevents the
commercialisation of the Results in accordance with the Exploitation Strategy.
[On the expiry of the Exclusive Period, the rights of the Lead Exploitation Party
under clause 4.8 will automatically come to an end and each Party will grant each
of the other Parties a non-exclusive, indefinite[, fully paid-up, royalty free] licence
(with the right to sub-license) to use the Intellectual Property Rights in any of the
Results for any purpose.]

4.10

4.11

4.12
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Each Academic Party and each of its employees and students will have the
irrevocable, royalty-free right to use any of the Results [(except the following
types of Result: [insert details]) for Academic and Research Purposes [including]
OR [excluding] research projects which are carried out by the Academic Party
with any third party [in the commercial sector] [and Clinical Patient Care].

4.9

[In return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan, each of the
Parties (except the Lead Exploitation Party) now grants the Lead Exploitation
Party a worldwide exclusive licence [for the duration of the Exclusive Period] to
commercialise the Results in any way the Lead Exploitation Party sees fit,
provided it complies with clause 4.10.]

The Lead Exploitation Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty free, nonexclusive licence to use the Results for the purpose of carrying out the Project
[and Clinical Patient Care]. None of the Parties (except the Lead Exploitation
Party) may grant any sub-licence to use any of the Results except that any
Commercial Party may allow any of its Group Company and any person working
for or on behalf of the Commercial Party or any of its Group Companies to use the
Results for the purpose of carrying out the Project

4.7

OR

Where any third party (such as a student or contractor) is involved in the Project,
the Party engaging that third party will ensure that that third party has assigned
to that Party any Intellectual Property Rights (including making a prospective
assignment where appropriate) which that third party has in the Results in order
to be able to give effect to the provisions of this clause 4.

4.6
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CONFIDENTIALITY

[Without prejudice to any obligations of confidentiality in the Funding Conditions,]
and subject to clause 5, none of the Parties will [, either during the Project Period
or for [3][5][7] OR [10] years after the end of the Project Period,] disclose to any

6.

6.1
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Each of the Parties acknowledge that the Academic Parties are required by their
funders to demonstrate their impact on society and agrees to provide to each
Academic Party any information which that Academic Party reasonably requests in
order to allow it to demonstrate that impact provided that, under or pursuant to
this clause: the Academic Parties will not be entitled to receive or disclose any
other Party’s Confidential Information or any information which identifies or
allows any living individual to be identified and the information requested and
disclosed under or pursuant to this clause will be general in nature.

The Confidentiality Notice must be given within [15] OR [30] days after receipt of
details of the proposed Publication. If a Confidentiality Notice is not received
within that period, the proposed Publication may proceed, [except in relation to
any other Party’s Background which is that Party’s Confidential Information and
which may not be Published unless that Party has given its written consent to that
Publication].

5.2.2 prevent the Publication of any of its Background which is Confidential
Information and which, in each case, cannot be protected by patent or
other Intellectual Property Right registration protection or which can be
protected in that way but which the Lead Exploitation Party or the
contributor of that Background has chosen not to protect in that way.

5.2.1 require that Party to delay the proposed Publication for a maximum of
[insert period] month[s] after receipt of the Confidentiality Notice if, in its
reasonable opinion, that delay is necessary in order to seek patent or other
protection for any of the Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results
or any of its Background which are to be Published; or

Each of the Academic Parties will submit to the Lead Exploitation Party and to any
Party which has contributed any Background to the Project, in writing, details of,
respectively the Results, and of that Background which any employee or student
of that Academic Party intends to Publish, at least [30][60] OR [90] days before
the date of the proposed submission for Publication. The Lead Exploitation Party
or the Party which has contributed the Background (as the case may be) may, by
giving written notice to the Party which has submitted those details (a
Confidentiality Notice):

5.1.2 Publish any Background of any of the Parties or any of the Results.

5.3

5.2

The Project is undertaken by the Academic Parties in pursuance of a primary
charitable purpose; that is the advancement of education through teaching and
research. Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, any
employee or student of an Academic Party (whether or not involved in the
Project) may, provided that Academic Party has not received a Confidentiality
Notice under clause 5.2:

5.1

5.1.1 discuss work undertaken as part of the Project in the Academic Party’s
seminars, tutorials and lectures; and

ACADEMIC PUBLICATION AND IMPACT

5.

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, or any of the Results or other information, confidential or not to
disclose them to any third party, by making them available to any of its Group

6.3.2 making them available to any student of an Academic Party who
needs to know the same in order to exercise the rights granted in
this Agreement, provided they are not used except as expressly
permitted by this Agreement and the student undertakes to keep
that Background, those Results and that information confidential.

6.3.1 [except in relation to another party’s background which is that party’s
confidential information,] Publishing them if that Party has followed the
procedure in clause 5.2 and has received no Confidentiality Notice within
the period stated in that clause; or

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results (whether owned by another Party or to which another Party
has an exclusive licence), or other information, confidential or not to disclose
them to any third party by:

6.2.6 it is approved for release in writing by an authorised representative of the
Party whose information it is.

6.2.5 it is disclosed pursuant to the requirement of any law or regulation
(provided, in the case of a disclosure under the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004, none of the
exceptions to that Act or those Regulations (as the case may be) applies
to the information disclosed) or pursuant to the order of any Court of
competent jurisdiction or the requirement of any competent regulatory
authority and that, in each case where the law permits, and the Party
required to make that disclosure has informed the Party whose information
it is, within a reasonable time after being required to make the disclosure,
of the requirement to make the disclosure and the information required to
be disclosed; or

6.2.4 it has been developed by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies without reference to another Party’s Confidential Information;
or

6.2.3 it has been obtained by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies from a third party in circumstances where the Recipient has no
reason to believe that there has been a breach of an obligation of
confidentiality to another Party;

6.2.2 it is or becomes publicly known without any breach of this Agreement or
any other undertaking to keep it confidential;

6.2.1 if it is received from another Party, it is known to the Recipient or any of
the Recipient’s Group Companies (demonstrable by written records) before
its receipt from another Party, and it is not already subject to any
obligation of confidentiality to another Party;

None of the Parties (the Recipient) will be in breach of any obligation to keep
any Background, Results or other information confidential or not to disclose it to
any third party to the extent that:
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6.4

6.3

6.2

third party nor use for any purpose, except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement, any other Party's Confidential Information.
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If any Party which is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 receives a request under that Act or
those Regulations to disclose any information which, under this Agreement, is the
Confidential Information of another Party, it will notify that other Party and will
consult with it promptly and, before making any disclosure under that Act or
those Regulations, it will take legal advice regarding the availability and
applicability of any exemptions and any other options available, and will notify
that other Party of the intended response to that request. That other Party will
respond to the Party which received the request within [10] days after receiving
the notice if that notice requests that other Party to provide information to assist
the Party which received the request to determine whether or not an exemption
to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004 applies to the information requested under that Act or those
Regulations. That other Party may make representations in relation to that
request and the proposed response and may request amendments to the
proposed response. [At the request of another Party, except in order to comply
with any court order or any decision of the Information Commissioner or the
Information Tribunal, the Party which received the request under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (the
Disclosing Party) will not disclose any information which, under this Agreement,
is that other Party’s Confidential Information in response to a request under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations
2004 provided that:

6.6

[Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Academic Party
may identify the sums received from each of the other Parties in the Academic
Party’s Annual Report and similar publications][, and each Commercial Party may,
in order to comply with any transparency reporting obligations to which it is
subject, publish details of any transfers of value].]

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

6.8

7.
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None of the Parties will use another Party's name or the name of any of the Key
Personnel provided by another Party, or another Party’s logo in any press release
or product advertising, or for any other promotional purpose, without first
obtaining that other Party's written consent.

6.7

6.6.2 that other Party indemnifies the Disclosing Party and its employees and
students (the Indemnified Parties), and keeps them fully and effectively
indemnified, against each and every claim made against any of the
Indemnified Parties as a result of the Disclosing Party not making any
disclosure of the other Party’s Confidential information in response to a
request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004.]

6.6.1 that other Party makes that request in writing within 10 days after
receiving notice from the Disclosing Party under this clause 6.6; and

[No Party will be in breach of any obligation to keep any other Party’s Confidential
Information, confidential or not to disclose it to any third party by disclosing it to
the Funding Body in accordance with the Funding Conditions.]

6.5

Companies or any person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group
Companies, who needs to know the same in order to exercise the rights granted
to it in this Agreement, provided they are not used except as expressly permitted
by this Agreement and the recipient undertakes to keep that Background, those
Results or that information confidential.

Subject to clause 7.7.1, [each of the [Commercial ]Parties] OR [the Lead
Exploitation Party] will indemnify each of the other Parties and their employees
and students (together the Indemnified Parties), and keep them fully and
effectively indemnified, against each and every claim made against any of the
Indemnified Parties as a result of the Lead Exploitation Party’s use of any of the
following: the Results and any materials, works or information received from an
Indemnified Party pursuant to this Agreement, provided that the Indemnified
Party must:

7.3

Subject to clause 7.7.3, each Party will indemnify the other Parties keep them
fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims, demands,

The indemnity in this clause 7.3 will not apply to the extent that the claim arises
as a result of the Indemnified Party's negligence, its deliberate breach of this
Agreement, any breach of clause 6 or its knowing infringement of any third
party’s Intellectual Property Rights or its knowing breach of any third party’s
rights of confidence.

7.3.5 give the Lead Exploitation Party all reasonable assistance (at the Lead
Exploitation Party’s expense) in dealing with the claim.

7.3.4 allow the Lead Exploitation Party to have the conduct of the defence and
settlement of the claim; and

7.3.3 take reasonable steps to mitigate its losses and expenses arising from the
claim;

7.3.2 not make any admission in relation to the claim;
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7.4

Except under [the warranty in clause 7.1 [and in clause 7.10] and] the
indemnities in clause [6.6, ]7.3 and 7.4, and subject to clause 7.8, none of the
Parties accepts any liability or responsibility for any use which may be made by
any other Party of any of the Results, nor for any reliance which may be placed
by any other Party on any of the Results, nor for advice or information given in
connection with any of the Results.

7.2

7.3.1 promptly notify the Lead Exploitation Party of details of the claim;

None of the Parties makes any representation or gives any warranty to any of the
other Parties that any advice or information given by it or any of its employees or
students who work on the Project, or the content or use of any Results,
Background or materials, works or information provided in connection with the
Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party rights.]

[Each of the Parties warrants to each of the other Parties that, to the best of its
knowledge and belief (having made reasonable enquiry of those of its employees
involved in the Project or likely to have relevant knowledge[, and in the case of
each Academic Party any student involved in the Project], but not having made
any search of any public register) any advice or information given by it or any of
its employees or students who work on the Project, and the content or use of any
Results, Background or materials, works or information provided in connection
with the Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party
rights.

7.1

OR

7.1
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[Any assignment of Intellectual Property Rights made under or pursuant to this
Agreement is made or will be made with full title guarantee.] OR [Each of the
Parties warrants to each the other Parties that, in relation to any assignment of
Intellectual Property Rights made by it under or pursuant to this Agreement:

7.10
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The express undertakings and warranties given by the Parties in this Agreement
are in lieu of all other warranties, conditions, terms, undertakings and obligations,
whether express or implied by statute, common law, custom, trade usage, course
of dealing or in any other way. All of these are excluded to the fullest extent
permitted by law.

7.8.3 [any loss or damage caused by a deliberate breach of this Agreement].

7.8.2 any fraud or for any sort of liability which, by law, cannot be limited or
excluded; or

7.8.1 death or personal injury caused by negligence;

Nothing in this Agreement limits or excludes any Party's liability for:

7.7.3 [for all and any breaches of the Funding Conditions will not exceed in total
[the amount of the External Funding].

7.7.2 under the indemnity in clause 7.4 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];
and

7.9

7.8

Subject in each case to clause 7.8, the aggregate liability of each Party to the all
the other Parties:

7.7

7.7.1 under the indemnity in clause 7.3 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8, the aggregate liability of each Party to all of the
other Parties for any or all breaches of this Agreement, any negligence, or arising
in any other way out of the subject matter of this Agreement, the Project and the
Results, will not exceed in total [that Party’s Financial Contribution] [the portion
of the External Funding allocated to that party] OR [£insert amount].

Even, in each case, if the Party bringing the claim has advised the other of the
possibility of those losses, or even if they were within the other Party's
contemplation.

7.5.2 any loss of profits, loss of revenue, loss of data, loss of contracts or
opportunity, whether direct or indirect,

7.5.1 any indirect damages or losses; or

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8, and except under the indemnities in clauses [6.6,]
7.3 and 7.4, the liability of each Party to all of the other Parties for any breach of
this Agreement, any negligence or arising in any other way out of the subject
matter of this Agreement, the Project and the Results, will not extend to:

7.6

7.5

expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection with any
breach by it of Schedule 6.

If a Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, the other
Parties will use reasonable endeavours to reallocate the obligations of that Party
under this Agreement [and under the Funding Conditions] amongst themselves or
to a third party acceptable to the remaining Parties [and the Funding Body],
provided that that third party agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement
[and the Funding Conditions].

9.4
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[Any Commercial Party may withdraw from the Project at any time, provided it
complies with clauses 9.10 and 9.11, by giving not less than [3] months' notice to
all of the other Parties.]

Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly if at any time any of
the Key Personnel appointed by that Party is unable or unwilling to continue to be
involved in the Project. Within [3] OR [6] months after the date of that notice,
the Party which originally appointed that member of the Key Personnel will
nominate a successor. The other Parties will not unreasonably refuse to accept
the nominated successor, but if the successor is not acceptable to the other
Parties on reasonable grounds, the other Parties may treat that Party as having
withdrawn from the Project by giving not less than [3] months' notice.

9.1.2 becomes insolvent, or if an order is made or a resolution is passed for its
winding up (except voluntarily for the purpose of solvent amalgamation or
reconstruction), or if an administrator, administrative receiver or receiver
is appointed over the whole or any part of its assets, or if it makes any
arrangement with its creditors; or
9.1.3 commits any breach of Schedule 5 [or Schedule 7].

9.3

9.2

If they unanimously agree to do so, the other Parties may treat any Party as
having withdrawn from the Project with immediate effect by giving notice to that
Party if that Party:

9.1

9.1.1 is in breach of any provision of this Agreement (including an obligation to
make payment) and (if it is capable of remedy) the breach has not been
remedied within [30][60] OR [90] days after receipt of written notice
specifying the breach and requiring its remedy;

TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWAL

If the performance by any Party of any of its obligations under this Agreement
(except a payment obligation) is delayed or prevented by circumstances beyond
its reasonable control, that Party will not be in breach of this Agreement because
of that delay in performance. However, if the delay in performance lasts for more
than [3] OR [6] months, the other Parties may, if they unanimously agree to do
so, give that Party notice treating it as having withdrawn from the Project and the
provisions of clauses 9.4 - 9.12 (inclusive) will apply.

FORCE MAJEURE

9.

8.

7.10.1 that the Intellectual Property Rights assigned are free from all charges and
encumbrances and rights of any third party (except those of which the
Party making that assignment is unaware or of which could not reasonably
be aware).]

7.10.1 the Party making that assignment has the right to dispose of those
Intellectual Property Rights and that it will, at its own cost, do all that it
reasonably can to give the title which it purports to give; and
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Rights in respect of its Background granted under this Agreement by a Party
which withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and
will be extended to any new party to this Agreement.

Rights in respect of its Results granted under this Agreement by a Party which
withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and will be
extended to any new party to this Agreement.

Subject to clause 9.9, all rights to use any other Party’s Intellectual Property
Rights granted under this Agreement to a Party which withdraws or is treated as
having withdrawn will cease immediately on the expiry of the withdrawal notice
given by or to that Party. If the Lead Exploitation Party withdraws or is treated as
having withdrawn from the Project, it will immediately reassign to each of the
other Parties all Intellectual Property Rights in the Results assigned to it by that
Party.

Any rights to use any Results or Background for Academic and Research Purposes
and
any right to Publish in accordance with clause 5 with survive the
withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of any Party and continue indefinitely.

Subject to clause 9.12, on the termination of this Agreement, the Commercial
Parties will pay the Academic Parties for all work done before termination. If a
Commercial Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, it
will pay the other Parties for all work done before termination [and not covered
by the External Funding] and it will re-imburse the other Parties for all costs and
expenses which they have incurred or agreed to incur and which they are unable
to cancel.

Subject to clause 9.12, following the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of a
Commercial Party, if its Financial Contribution was intended to cover the costs of
employing any Academic Party’s staff involved in the Project, that Commercial
Party will continue to reimburse, in accordance with clause 3, the actual direct
employment costs of staff who were appointed by that Academic Party to work on
the Project before the service of the withdrawal notice, provided that that
Academic Party takes all reasonable steps to minimise those costs.
Reimbursement will continue until the effective date of termination of each staff
contract or the date on which the Project was to have ended (whichever is the
earlier). Those direct employment costs will include a proportion of any
redundancy costs which have been incurred by that Academic Party as a direct
result of the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of that Commercial Party, that
proportion to be calculated by dividing the individual’s involvement in the Project
by the duration of his period of employment by that Academic Party.

A Party which withdraws or which is treated as having withdrawn from the Project
may not recover from any of the other Parties any of its costs incurred in
connection with the Project to the extent that those costs were incurred after the
date of its withdrawal.

GENERAL

9.6

9.7

9.8

9.9

9.10

9.11

9.12

10.
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Clauses 1, 3, 4 (subject to the provisions of this clause 9), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.4, 9.5,
9.6, 9.7, 9. 8, 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, 9.12 and 10 will survive the completion or
termination of the Project, the expiry of this Agreement, or the withdrawal or
deemed withdrawal of any Party for any reason and will continue in force
indefinitely or, in the case of clause 6, in accordance with clause 6.1.

9.5

Entire agreement: This Agreement [and the Funding Conditions] constitute[s]
the entire agreement between the Parties relating to its subject matter. Each
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10.6

No agency etc: Nothing in this Agreement creates, implies or evidences any
partnership or joint venture between the Parties, or the relationship between
them of principal and agent. None of the Parties has any authority to make any
representation or commitment, or incur any liability, on behalf of any other Party.

Waiver of rights: If a Party fails to enforce or delays in enforcing an obligation
of any other Party, or fails to exercise or delays in exercising a right under this
Agreement, that failure or delay will not affect its right to enforce that obligation
or constitute a waiver of that right. Any waiver by a Party of any provision of this
Agreement will not, unless expressly stated to the contrary, constitute a waiver of
that provision on a future occasion.

10.4

10.5

Illegal/unenforceable provisions: If the whole or any part of any provision of
this Agreement is void or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the other provisions of
this Agreement, and the rest of the void or unenforceable provision, will continue
in force in that jurisdiction, and the validity and enforceability of that provision in
any other jurisdiction will not be affected.

10.3

Address:

Address:

Assignment etc: None of the Parties may assign or transfer this Agreement as
a whole, or any of its rights or obligations under it, without first obtaining the
written consent of all of the other Parties[, except that a Commercial Party may
assign this Agreement as a whole to a Group Company without the consent of the
other Parties]. No Party will unreasonably withhold or delay its consent.

Name:

For ZZZ:

For XXX:
Name:

Address:

Name:

Name:
Address:

For BBB:

For AAA:

The Parties' respective representatives for the receipt of notices are, until
changed by notice given in accordance with this clause, as follows:

By recorded delivery post

the second Business Day after
posting
the next Business Day after posting

the day of delivery

By hand or courier
By pre-paid first class post

Deemed day of receipt

Method of service

Notices: Any notice to be given under this Agreement must be in writing, must
be delivered to the other Party or Parties by any of the methods set out in the left
hand column below and will be deemed to be received on the corresponding day
set out in the right hand column.

10.2

10.1
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Amendments: No variation or amendment of this Agreement will be effective
unless it is made in writing and signed by each Party's representative.

Third parties: No one except a Party has any right to prevent the amendment
of this Agreement or its termination, and no one except a Party may enforce any
benefit conferred by this Agreement, unless this Agreement expressly provides
otherwise, except that each Indemnified Party will have the benefit of the
relevant indemnity and Key Personnel will have the benefit of clause 6.7, in each
case under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

10.8

10.9
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10.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts.
Once it has been executed and each Party has executed at least one counterpart,
each counterpart will constitute a duplicate original copy of this Agreement. All
the counterparts together will constitute a single agreement. The transmission of
an executed counterpart of this Agreement (but not just a signature page) by email (such as in PDF or JPEG) will take effect as the delivery of an executed
original counterpart of this Agreement. [If that method of delivery is used, each

10.13 Data Protection: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule
6.

10.12 Anti-Bribery: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule 5.

10.11 Escalation: If the Parties are unable to reach agreement on any issue concerning
this Agreement or the Project within [14] days after one party has notified the
Project Manager of that issue, they will refer the matter to [insert officer] in the
case of AAA, to [insert officer] in the case of BBB, to [insert officer] in the case of
XXX, and to [insert officer] in the case of ZZZ in an attempt to resolve the issue
within [14] days after the referral.
Any Party may bring proceedings in
accordance with clause 10.10 if the matter has not been resolved within that [14]
day period, and any Party may apply to the court for an injunction, whether or
not any issue has been escalated under this clause 10.11.

10.10 Governing law: This Agreement and any dispute or claim (including noncontractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection with it or its subject
matter or formation are governed by, and this Agreement is to be construed in
accordance with, English law. The English Courts will have exclusive jurisdiction
to deal with any dispute (including any non-contractual claim or dispute) which
has arisen or may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement, except that a
Party may bring proceedings to protect its Intellectual Property Rights or
Confidential Information in any jurisdiction.

Formalities: Each Party will take any action and execute any document
reasonably requested by any other Party to give effect to any of its rights under
this Agreement, or to enable their registration in any relevant territory provided
the requesting Party pays the other Party’s reasonable expenses of doing so.

10.7

Party acknowledges that it has not entered into this Agreement on the basis of
any warranty, representation, statement, agreement or undertaking except those
expressly set out in this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. Each Party
waives any claim for breach of this Agreement, or any right to rescind this
Agreement in respect of any representation which is not an express provision of
this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. However, this clause does not
exclude any liability which any Party may have to any other (or any right which
any Party may have to rescind this Agreement) in respect of any fraudulent
misrepresentation or fraudulent concealment prior to the execution of this
Agreement.
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Date: ……………………………………………………………..]

Signature: ……………………………………………………………

[Read and understood by [insert details of the person directing and supervising the
Project, as stated in Clause 2.2]:

Signature

Signature

Name

Name

Position

SIGNED for and on behalf of ZZZ:

SIGNED for and on behalf of XXX:

Position

Signature

Position

Position

Signature

Name

SIGNED for and on behalf of BBB:

Name

SIGNED for and on behalf of AAA:

[10.15 Export Control: each Party will comply with applicable UK export control
legislation and regulations. Each Party will comply with the specific conditions of
any US export control legislation of which another Party has informed it writing
and which are applicable to it.]

Party will provide the other Party with the original of the executed counterpart as
soon as possible.]
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The Project Plan

The Financial Contributions
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Other Terms

[Equipment ownership]

Allocation of External Finding

Key Personnel of each Party

Results Anticipated

Human resources, facilities and equipment each Party is to provide

Timetable

Tasks to be carried out by each Party

Background/Materials to be contributed by each Party

Location

Project Objectives

Project Title

SCHEDULE 2

SCHEDULE 1

85
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Research data must be accurately recorded in accordance with good scientific
practices by the people conducting the research;
Research data must be analysed appropriately, without bias and in accordance
with good scientific practices;
Research data and the Results must be stored securely and be easily retrievable;
Data trails must be kept to allow people to demonstrate easily and to reconstruct
key decisions made during the conduct of the research, presentations made about
the research and conclusions reached in respect of the research; and
Each Party must have the right, on not less than [30] days’ written notice, to visit
the other Party to verify that the other Party is complying with the above
practices and procedures.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
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Research data must be generated using sound scientific techniques and
processes;

Good Data Management Practices

The Funding Conditions]
1.

SCHEDULE 4

[SCHEDULE 3
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provide such evidence of compliance with this Schedule as the other Party
may reasonably request from time to time;

keep accurate and up to date records and books of account showing all
payments made by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project
and the steps taken by it to comply with this Schedule. (Those records and
books of account must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify
compliance with this Schedule.)

on request during normal working hours, and allow the other Parties
access to and to copy those records and accounts and to meet with its
personnel to audit compliance with this Schedule.

1.6

1.7

1.8
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A person associated with a Party includes its employees, its students, its group
companies and subcontractors and their respective employees.

promptly report to the other Party any request or demand for any undue
financial or other advantage of any kind received by it;

1.5

4.

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 1.3
above;

1.4

Each Party will ensure that each person referred to in paragraph 2 above complies
with terms equivalent to the terms imposed by this Schedule, and will be liable to
the other Party for any breach by that person of any of those terms.

have policies and procedures (including adequate procedures as
determined in accordance with section 7(2) of the Bribery Act 2010 and
any guidance issued under section 9 of that Act) to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2;

1.3

3.

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 6
of the Bribery Act 2010 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

1.2

Each Party will ensure that any person associated with it (as determined in
accordance with section 8 of the Bribery Act 2010 and paragraph 4 below) who is
involved in the Project, is involved in the Project only on the basis of a written
contract which imposes on that person terms equivalent to those imposed on that
Party in this Schedule.

1.

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its
activities and which relate to anti-bribery or anti-corruption (or both)
including the Bribery Act 2010;

1.1

notify the Data Controller immediately should it receive any request or
enquiry from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being
Processed for the Data Controller, give the Data Controller such assistance
in dealing with that request or enquiry as the Data Controller may
reasonably request, and not respond to any such request or enquiry
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent;
notify the Data Controller immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

1.5

1.6

All expressions used in paragraph 1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter
(and not defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in
the Data Protection Legislation.

3.
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The Data Processor will allow the Data Controller at all reasonable times to
inspect and review the steps being taken by the Data Processor to comply with
paragraph 1 above, and will give the Data Controller any assistance which the
Data Controller reasonably requires with that inspection and review.

2.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent.

give the Data Controller such information and assistance as the Data
Controller reasonably requires in order to enable the Data Controller to
meet its obligations to Data Subjects, in particular, complying with Data
Subjects’ requests for access to, information about, and the rectification of
their Personal Data;

1.4

1.7

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

Process that Personal Data only in accordance with the Data Controller’s
instructions from time to time and only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

1.2

1.3

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection
Legislation, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they
would have were their Personal Data being Processed by the Data
Controller;

1.1

The Party which carries out the Processing will be the Data Processor and the
Party which determines the purpose of the Processing will be the Data Controller
in relation to that Personal Data, and the Data Processor will:

Where a Party (the Data Processor) Processes any Personal Data on behalf of any
other Party (the Data Controller), the provisions of this Schedule will apply.

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

Data Protection

Anti-Bribery

2.

1.

SCHEDULE 6

SCHEDULE 5
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Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as the Data Processor Processes any Personal Data on behalf of the
Data Controller, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the
completion of the Project.

The Data Processor will indemnify the Data Controller and keep the Data
Controller fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims,
demands, expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection
with any breach by the Data Processor of this Schedule.

5.

6.

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection Act
1998, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they have
under the Data Protection Act;

Process that Personal Data only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

give the other Party such information and assistance as it reasonably
requires in order to enable the other Party it to meet its obligations to Data
Subjects, in particular, complying with Data Subjects’ requests for access
to, information about, and the rectification of their Personal Data;

notify the other Party immediately should it receive any request or enquiry
from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being Processed for
the purpose of the Project, give the other Party such assistance in dealing
with that request or enquiry as it may reasonably request;

notify the other Party immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Each of the Parties will be a Data Controller in relation to those Personal Data and
it will comply with the following in relation to any Personal Data which it
Processes in connection with the Project. It will:
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1.

Where both Parties determine the purpose of the Processing in respect of any Personal
Data which is Processed in the course of or for the purpose of the Project, the provisions
of this Schedule will apply.

OR

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.

4.

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.
Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as a Party is a Data Controller or shares any Personal Data with the
other Party, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the completion
of the Project.

4.

5.
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All expressions in paragraph1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter (and not
defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in the
Data Protection Legislation.

Each Party will allow the other Party at all reasonable times to inspect and review
the steps being taken by it to comply with paragraph 1 above, and will give the
other Party any assistance which it reasonably requires with that inspection and
review.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the other Party’s written consent.

3.

2.

1.7
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not engage in or support the use of corporal punishment, mental, physical,
sexual or verbal abuse;

not use cruel or abusive disciplinary practices in the workplace;

pay each employee at least the minimum wage, or a fair representation of
the prevailing industry wage, (whichever is the higher) and provide each
employee with all legally mandated benefits;

comply with the laws on working hours and employment rights in the
countries in which it operates; and

respect its employees’ right to join and form independent trade unions and
freedom of association.

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11
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Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

Part 2 – Anti-Slavery

Each Party will ensure that it has, and will comply with, ethical and human rights
policies and an appropriate complaints procedure to deal with any breaches of
those policies.

not discriminate against any employee on any ground (including race,
religion, disability or gender);

1.6

3.

provide access to clean water, food, and emergency healthcare to its
employees in the event of accidents or incidents in the workplace;

1.5

Each Party agrees that it is responsible for controlling its own supply chain and
that it will encourage compliance with ethical standards and human rights by any
subsequent supplier of goods and services that are used by it when performing its
obligations under this Agreement.

not require its employees to lodge papers or deposits on starting work;

provide a safe and healthy workplace, presenting no immediate hazards to
its employees, and if any accommodation is provided by that Party to its
employees, that accommodation will be safe for habitation;

1.3

not use forced labour in any form (prison, indentured, bonded or
otherwise);

1.2

1.4

not employ, engage or use any child labour in circumstances such that the
tasks performed by any child could reasonably be foreseen to cause either
physical or emotional impairment to the development of the child;

1.1

Unless otherwise required or prohibited by law, each Party will, in relation to the
performance of this Agreement:

2.

1.

Part 1 - Human Rights

[SCHEDULE 7]

provide such evidence of compliance with this section of this Schedule as any of
the other Parties may reasonably request from time to time;
keep accurate and up to date records to trace the supply chain of all goods and
materials supplied by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project and the
steps taken by it to comply with this section of this Schedule. (Those records
must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify compliance with this section
of this Schedule.); and
on request during normal working hours, allow each of the other Parties access to
and to copy the records referred to in paragraph 8 above and to meet with its
personnel to verify compliance with this section of this Schedule.

7.
8.

9.

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

[Insert details]]

Each Party will comply with the following:

[Part 3 – the Lead Exploitation Party’s Policies and Procedures

promptly report to the other Parties any breach of this section of this Schedule of
which it becomes aware;

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 3 above;

4.

6.

have and maintain its own policies and procedures to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1 and 2 above;

3.

include in its contracts with its subcontractors and suppliers anti-slavery and
human trafficking provisions which are at least as onerous as those set out in this
section of this Schedule;

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 4 Modern
Slavery Act 2015 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

2.

5.

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its activities
and which relate to anti-slavery and human trafficking, including the Modern
Slavery Act 2015;

1.
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Terms of Reference of the Steering Committee

The Exploitation Strategy
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SCHEDULE 9

SCHEDULE 8
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The Payment Plan

SCHEDULE 10
]

(Translation)
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㓘ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡇࢆ⣙ࡍࡿࠋ

ᯝࡢၟᴗࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱၟᴗࡼࡗ࡚⏕ࡳฟࡉࢀࡓ┈ࡢศ㓄㔠ཪࡣᡂຌሗ

ᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒಀࡿ⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂ

ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿྛ⮬ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡋࠊཪࡣ

ࡇࡀ᭱ࡶᮃࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ

ࢩࢼࣜ࢜㸫୍ᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡀࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࢆᐇࡍࡿ

㞮ᙧ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ B

(4) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(3) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(2) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(1) [ྡ
ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

᪥_________________________20[

-1-
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ᶵ㛵ㄅⱝࡋࡃࡣ㟁Ꮚ࣏ࣜࢪࢺࣜࡢ୰࡛ࡢࣈࢫࢺࣛࢡ
ࢺࠊグⱝࡋࡃࡣㄽᩥࡢබ⾲ࠊཪࡣ㆟ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢭ࣑
ࢼ࣮࡛ࡢࡑࢀࡽࡢⓎ⾲ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋࡲࡓࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ཬࡧ➨ 7
᮲࠾ࡅࡿࠕබ⾲ࡍࡿࠖཬࡧࠕබ⾲ࠖࡣࠊࡿබ⾲
ཪࡣⓎ⾲ࢆᣦࡍࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

◊✲[㸦[㝖እࡉࢀࡿෆᐜࢆグ㍕ࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠊᣦ
ᑟ[ࠊཬࡧ] ᩍ⫱[୪ࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ู⣬ࢆྵࡴᮏ᭩㠃࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࡢᚋ➨ 10.8 㡯ᚑ࠸㝶
ಟṇࡉࢀࡓࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊⓎ᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘
ࠊⓎぢཬࡧ㈨ᩱ㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹య
ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛⏝ࡍࡿ

ࠕᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲ࠖ

ࠕᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠖ

ࠕࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠖ
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AAA ཬࡧ BBB ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ௨ୗࡢ⾲⌧ࡣࠊྑḍグ㍕ࡢពࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.1

ࠕᏛ
Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

ᐃ⩏ཬࡧゎ㔘

1.

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᙜヱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㛫ࡢ༠ຊࡘ࠸࡚つᐃࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

[ᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡣࠊᙜヱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ௨ୗグ㍕ࡢ࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ࡢ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅ࡀඹྠ◊✲ࡘ࠸࡚つᐃࡍࡿዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊຓᡂ㔠ࢆᥦ౪
ࡍࡿពྥࢆ⾲᫂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ]

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࠕ[ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡࢆᤄධ] ࡍࡿࠋࠖ㖭ᡴࡗࡓ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡘ
࠸࡚┦༠ຊࡍࡿࡇࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

⫼ᬒ

ࡢ㛫࡛⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡓࠋ

࠺ࠋ㸧

ู⣬ 8 グ㍕ࡢࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࡘ࠸࡚ᙜ⪅㛫
࡛ྜពࡉࢀࡓᡓ␎ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
[ᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡼࡗ࡚Ⓨ⾜ࡉࢀࡿ࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ᇶ
࡙ࡃຓᡂ㔠] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾࠸࡚࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⏝㈨ࡍ
ࡿࡓࡵ➨୕⪅ࡼࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿ㈨㔠ຓཪࡣᨭࢆ࠸
࠸ࠊࡿ➨୕⪅ࡣᅜᐙᶵ㛵ཪࡣබඹᅋయࢆྵࡴࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳ά
ά⏝ᡓ␎ࠖ

[ࠕ
ࠕእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࠖ
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ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪥ࡽ[ᖺᩘࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] ᖺ㛫ࡢᮇ㛫ࢆ
࠸࠺ࠋ
ࠕ⊂༨⏝ᮇ㛫ࠖ

ᰴᘧࡢಖ᭷ࠊዎ⣙ࡑࡢࡼࡾࠊ⪅ࡢᴗົࡘࡁᣦ
♧ࢆ⾜࠺⬟ຊࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᨭ
ᨭ㓄ࠖ

⌧ᅾຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ 1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲࠊEU ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2000 ᖺㄪᰝᶒ㝈つไἲࠊ2000 ᖺ㟁Ẽ㏻ಙ
㸦ṇᙜ࡞ࣅࢪࢿࢫ័⾜㸧㸦㏻ಙഐཷ㸧つไἲࠊEU 㟁Ẽ
㏻ಙሗಖㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2003 ᖺࣉࣛࣂࢩ࣮ཬࡧ㟁Ẽ㏻
ಙ㸦EC ᣦ௧㸧つ๎ࠊᚋ⾜ணᐃࡢḢᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤつ๎ࠊᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿಶேሗࡢฎ⌮ཬࡧࣉࣛ
ࣂࢩ࣮㛵㐃ࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢἲᚊཬࡧつไࠊ୪ࡧ
㸦㐺⏝࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㸧ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣࡑࡢ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶⌮ᶵ㛵ࡢ࢞ࢲࣥࢫཬࡧ
⾜ືつ⠊ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦࡢሗࠊ༶ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛
⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ཪࡣ㛤♧⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀ]
ࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ[ᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅ࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ]
ࡇࢁࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾ࡅࡿ
⏝ࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅ࡽࡢ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㛤♧
⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀࡓཪࡣࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖⱝࡋࡃࡣ㛤♧
ࡢ≧ἣ㚷ࡳ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗ⛎ᐦ㡯࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞
ࡉࢀ] ࡿࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕ⛎ᐦሗࠖ

ࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ࠖ㻌㻌

[XXX] ཬࡧ[ZZZ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀ[㛤ጞࡍࡿ㸭㛤ጞࡉࢀࡓ] ᪥ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࠖ

ࠊ

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[ᙜ
⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ ZZZ ࠸

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ
➨୕⪅ࡢ་ᖌࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢデ᩿ࠊ⒪ཬࡧᗣ
⟶⌮ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ]

[ࠕ
ࠕ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮ࠖ

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ࡓࡿႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[ᙜ
⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ XXX ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧

(3)

(4)

[ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࡢ㖟⾜ఇᴗ᪥ཪࡣ⚃᪥ࢆ㝖ࡃ᭶᭙᪥
ࡽ㔠᭙᪥ࡲ࡛ࢆ㸦୧᪥ࡶྵࡵ࡚㸧࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕႠᴗ᪥ࠖ

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕBBBࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

(2)

(Translation)

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕAAAࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

-3-

(1)

(Translation)
ࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㸦ୖグ
ࡀᙜヱᙜ⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠊ➨୕⪅ᖐᒓ
ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃࡎࠊࡲࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢ๓ᚋࢆ
ၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊەᖺە᭶ە᪥ࡅ࡛ࠊ

-2-
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[ [ᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡀⓎ⾜ࡋࡓ࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ࡢ᮲௳] ᡈ
࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡀእ㒊⤒῭ⓗᨭࢆ⾜࠺㝿ࡢ
᮲௳] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢࡋࢆู⣬ 3 ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ
⣙ῧࡍࡿࠋ]

ู⣬ 4 ᐃࡵࡽࢀࡓ⾜Ⅽཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵㐃࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࢆ⌧Ⅼ
࠾࠸࡚ᨭ㓄ࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿᴗయࠊཪࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ࢆᨭ㓄ࡍࡿ➨୕⪅ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀࡿᴗయࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

≉チᶒࠊⓎ᫂ᶒࠊၟᶆࠊᙺົᶆ❶ࠊⓏ㘓ពࠊⴭస
ᶒࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ࣮࣋ࢫᶒࠊពᶒࠊ⛎ᐦሗࢆ⏝ཬࡧಖ
ㆤࡍࡿᶒ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶࠊᙜヱᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࡢ᭷↓
ࢆၥࢃࡎࠊࡇࢀࡽಀࡿ⏦ㄳࡢᐇཬࡧཷ⌮ࠊ⥅⥆ࠊ
୍㒊⥅⥆ࠊศฟ㢪ࠊ᭦᪂ཪࡣᘏ㛗ಀࡿᶒࠊ୪ࡧ
ୖグಀࡿඃඛᶒࢆㄳồࡍࡿᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠊ୪ࡧ
࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚㝶ㄆ㆑ࡉࢀࡿྠᵝࡢᶒ
ࢆ࠸࠸ࠊࡇࢀ๓㏙ࡢᶒࡢᐖ㛵㐃ࡋࡓッᶒࡢ
࡚ࢆྵࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

AAA ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặ
ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ ࡿ ࠋ ] ࠊ XXX ࡢ ሙ ྜ ࡣ [ Ặ ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ
ࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

≉チࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ᢏ⾡ሗ㸦Ⓨ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊᵓࠊᢏ
ἲࠊࣔࢹࣝࠊ◊✲ཬࡧ㛤Ⓨཬࡧ᳨ᰝࡢᡭ⥆ࡁࠊᐇ㦂ཬ
ࡧ᳨ᰝཬࡧヨ㦂ࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ〇㐀ಀࡿᕤ⛬ཬࡧᢏᕦཬࡧ
ᵝࠊရ㉁⟶⌮ࢹ࣮ࢱࠊศᯒࠊሗ࿌᭩୪ࡧᥦฟ≀
㛵㐃ࡍࡿሗࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊබ▱࡞ࡗ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

[ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࡘࡁ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ࢆᤄ

[ࠕ
ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺ
ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࠖ

ࠕࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠖ

ࠕ▱
▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࠖ

ࠕࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠖ

ࠕᮏ
ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࠖ

࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢእ㒊ⓗᨭࡢ⏦ࡋฟグ㍕ࡢ
ᑟ♫ࡢ㈐ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿᙜ⪅࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
ᮏ௳ᑟ⏝ᙜ⪅ྠ୍ࡢᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡀ࠶ࡿ
ࡀࠊ␗࡞ࡿᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ]

[ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡢ࢜ࣇ

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ࠕᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࠖ

[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿయࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ]

[ࠕ
ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࠖ

ධࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ྠ୍ࡢᙜ
⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡀ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ␗࡞ࡿᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡶ࠶
ࡿࠋ]

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᐃࡵࡿᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ⤒῭ⓗ࡞㈉⊩ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠖ
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[ၟᴗ௨እࡢ┠ⓗࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ
ཪࡣ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢ㈍] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᐇ㦂┠ⓗ[ཪࡣࢪ࢙ࢿࣜࢵ
ࢡ་⸆ရⱝࡋࡃࡣ㠉᪂ⓗ᪂⸆㸦⮫ᗋヨ㦂ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧
ಀࡿつไୖࡢᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡍࡿ┠ⓗ] ࡛⾜ࢃࢀࡿ⾜Ⅽ] ࢆ
࠸࠺ࠋ]
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛≉ᐃࡉࢀࠊཪࡣึࡵ࡚ᐇ㊶
ࡉࢀⱝࡋࡃࡣ᭩㠃ࡲࡵࡽࢀࡓሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭ
ἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊᡂᯝࠊⓎ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ཬࡧ
㈨ᩱࡢ࡚ࢆ࠸࠺㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹య
ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠋ

ࠕᮏ
ᮏ௳◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠖ

1994 ᖺຍ౯್⛯ἲᇶ࡙ࡁ㈿ㄢࡉࢀࡿຍ౯್⛯
ཪࡣࡇࢀ௦ࢃࡿ⛯㔠ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

⪅ࡢゝཬࡣࠊ⮬↛ேࠊἲேཪࡣே᱁ࡢ࡞࠸♫ᅋ㸦ಶูࡢἲே᱁
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿ⪅
ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡀྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢぢฟࡋࡣࠊཧ↷ୖࡢ౽ᐅ㈨ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ㝈ࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᵓᡂཪࡣゎ
㔘ࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࠋ

ࠕຍ౯್⛯ࠖ

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

1.3

1.2

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 2 ࡋ࡚ῧࡉࢀࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛ
ࣥࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᮲௳
ᚑࡗ࡚㝶ኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࠖ

ᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ᙜ⪅ࡢೃ⿵⪅ࡼࡾཪࡣᙜ
ヱ⪅ࡢࡓࡵ⨫ྡࡉࢀࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿዎ⣙ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

➨ 2.1 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࠖ

ࠕኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࠖ

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㝶ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪࣕ
࣮㑅௵ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳
⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡗ࡚ᢎㄆࡉࢀ] ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕ ᮏ ௳ ࣉࣟ ࢪ ࢙ࢡ ࢺ ࣐ࢿ ࣮ ࢪ ࣕ
࣮ࠖ

➨ 2.12 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁྛᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ]
ࡼࡗ࡚ᣦྡࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᐇࢆ┘╩ࡍ
ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࠖ

ู⣬ 10 ᐃࡵࡿࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ
ၟᴗࡍࡿᶒᘬࡁ࠼ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ
࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ྲྀỴࡵࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

AAAࠊBBBࠊXXX ཬࡧ ZZZ ୪ࡧ➨ 2.20 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅࡞ࡿ⪅ࢆࠊಶูཪࡣ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚࠸
࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢᐃࡵᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࡀᐇࡉࢀࡿሙᡤࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ࠖ

ࠕᙜ⪅ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ᐇᆅࠖ
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93

᭩㠃ࡼࡿࠖཪࡣࠕ᭩
᭩㠃ࡢࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ࡣࠊ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡀྵࡲࢀࡿ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕ᭩
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ᭦᪂㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ
ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࢆྵࡵࡓᙜヱࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿ
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡋࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬࡣࠊ㛵㐃ࡍࡿู⣬ࡢࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕྵࡲࢀࡿࠖࠊࠕྵࡴࠖⱝࡋࡃࡣࠕࡾࢃࡅࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ཪࡣ㢮ఝࡢ⾲
⌧ࢆకࡗ࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⏝ㄒࡣࠊ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࢆ♧ࡍࡿࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱ⾲⌧
ඛ❧ࡘ⏝ㄒࡢෆᐜࢆไ㝈ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡼࡿ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡢᏛ⏕ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ᶵ㛵ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗㄳᴗ⪅ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱୗㄳᴗ⪅ᴗົࢆጤ
クࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡅ࡛[㛤ጞࡋ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㛤ጞࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾ] ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ
ࡢ᧔ᅇ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ[ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪉ࡢ᪥] ࠊཪࡣᙜ⪅㛫࡛᭩㠃
ࡼࡾ┦ྜពࡉࢀࡿࡑࢀࡼࡾᚋࡢ᪥ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡼ
ࡾᚋ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥௨㝆࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ
ᐇ῭ࡳࡢసᴗ㐳ཬⓗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᮇ㛫
࠾࠸࡚᭷ຠᏑ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ཪࡣ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࡀ᫂グࡉࢀࡓேᮦཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ㈨
※ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ㈨ᩱࠊタഛཬࡧ⨨ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊ[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ] ࡢᣦ♧ཬࡧ┘╩ࡢୗ࡛ᐇࡉࢀࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳ᐇᆅ࠾࠸࡚ᐇ
ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᐃ
ࡵࡿཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗࡓᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᴗົ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢἲ௧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ࠊ୍ษࡢつไୖཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥ
ࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧ㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧Ꮫ⏕ࡀࠊつไୖ
ࡢཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆక࠺᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

2.

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢつᐃࡢ㛫㱈㱒ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྲྀỴࡵࡘ
࠸࡚ࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀඃඛࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢሙྜࡶᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳⤒῭
ⓗᨭయᑐࡍࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

1.11

[1.10 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡣᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸⏝ㄒཬࡧ⾲⌧
ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࡓពࢆ᭷ࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢᨵṇࠊᘏ㛗ཪࡣไᐃࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡋࠊࡉࡽࠊᙜヱἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡘ࠸࡚㝶ไᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢୗ❧ἲࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

1.4
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ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ◊✲ࡀ≉ᐃࡢ⤖ᯝࡘ࡞ࡀࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡣ
࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᡂຌࡢᐇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡶ࡞࠸ࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ⮬ࡽࡀࡑࡢつ⛬ᚑ࠸࡞ᶒ㝈ཬࡧᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ
ࡲࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⥾⤖ཬࡧᒚ⾜ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵ࡚ࡢᚲせ࡞⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠸ࠊୟࡘ࡚ࡢ
ᶒ㝈ࠊࣛࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓࡇ[୪ࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳㐪ࡋ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡇ] ࢆಖドࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ୍࡚ᙜ⪅ࡀ[⏕≀⏤᮶ཪࡣᏛ] ≀㉁ࢆࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱㆡΏࡣࠊᙜヱ≀㉁㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᙜ⪅㛫ู࡛㏵⥾⤖ࡉࢀ
ࡿ≀㉁⛣ືྜព᭩ࡢ᮲௳ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

2.7

2.8

2.9

ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨࡣࠊ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ཪࡣࡑࡢ㆟ࡢฟᖍ⪅ဨࡀ┦
ୟࡘྠពᛮ㏻ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿᢏ⾡ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ฟᖍࡍ
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢᐃ㊊ᩘࡣࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ⱝ

2.13

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᣦྡࡉࢀࡓ௦⾲⪅ 1 ྡࡎࡘࡽᡂࡿᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸦ᙜึᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸸[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࡣࠊᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࡍࡿࠋ[ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋࠊ
ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨฟᖍࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࢆಁࡍࠋ] ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢせ⥘ࡣࠊᮏ௳
ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 9 グ㍕ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡣࠊᙜヱせ⥘᫂♧ⓗ࡞つᐃࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳ࢆኚ᭦ࡍࡿᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.12

2.11.3 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽ㏻▱ཪࡣせồࢆཷ㡿ࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊ➨ 10.1 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚┤ࡕ
ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋ]

2.11.2 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡋࠊ

2.11.1 ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົ
ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

[2.11 ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

[2.10 ᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡀཷㅙࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲
௳ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ⏦ฟࡢ᪥ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆྛᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆཷㅙ
ࡍࡿࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 7 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫࠾࠸࡚㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ[ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅] ࡢ㛵㐃᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆
ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᐇࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗู࡚⣬ 7 ࡢ➨[3] 㒊ࡢኚ᭦ࡀᚲせ࡞ሙྜࠊࡑࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵ
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧㸦ၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᩜᆅ࠾࠸࡚ົࡍࡿ
ཪࡣᙜヱᩜᆅࢆゼၥࡍࡿ㝿ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᗣࠊᏳཬࡧࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪
ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢡࢭࢫࡍࡿཪࡣࡇࢀࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿ㝿ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍ
ࡿࠋ

2.6

2.5

(Translation)
㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ◊✲ࠊ㛤Ⓨཬࡧࡑࡢࡢసᴗ୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ୟࡘṇ☜࡞グ㘓࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊྛᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆྲྀᚓཪࡣసᡂࡋࡓ⪅ࡢ⨫ྡཬࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗ
ဨࡢ࠺ࡕᙜヱ◊✲ࢳ࣮࣒ᒓࡉࡎୟࡘᙜヱసᴗࢆ⌮ゎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡢ㐃⨫ࢆࡋࡓࡶࡢࢆಖᣢ
ࡍࡿࡇࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ
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94

(Translation)

ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡀࠊྜពࡉࢀࡓሙᡤཪࡣ≉ᐃࡢྜពࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ[ሙᡤࢆ
ᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶ 1 ᅇ௨ୖࡢ㢖ᗘ࡛ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀㄳồࡍࡿࡑࡢ
ࡢᮇ㛤ദࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡣࠊ[21] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ
๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᣍ㞟ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜヱ㏻▱ࡣ㆟㢟ࢆグ㍕ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㘓ࡣࠊ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࡼࡗ࡚సᡂࡉࢀࠊྛ㆟ࡢ㛤ദࡽ[14] ᪥௨ෆ
ྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࢆせ⣙ࡋࡓ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟࡋࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡽ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡀ⥅⥆
ⓗ㐃⤡ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡢ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࡢࡋࡣࠊ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿ㆟ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚≉チྲྀᚓྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊ㏿ࡸᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࡢࡋࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 2.16 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ཪࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩
࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡑࡢࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕሗ࿌ࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢ௦⾲⪅ཪࡣ௦⌮ேࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀ 1 ㆟Ỵᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋỴ㆟ࡣࠊ༢⣧ከᩘỴࡼࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ㈨㔠ࡢᙜࡢኚ᭦ࢆせࡍࡿỴ㆟ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࡇࡢሙྜ
࠾࠸࡚ࠊỴ㆟ࡣ‶ሙ୍⮴ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㆟㛗ࡣỴ㆟ཧຍࡍࡿ[ࡋ࡞࠸] ࠋ

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ㈐ົࡢᒚ⾜ຍ࠼ࠊ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡣࠊ

2.15

2.16

2.17

2.18

2.19

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ཬࡧᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬

[ᙜ⪅ဨࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿูẁࡢྜពࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᙜࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ
ᨭฟࡘࡁୟࡘṇ☜࡞ィ⟬᭩ࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙

3.

3.1

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࡢ࡞࠸
ࡂࡾࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ᪂
ࡓ࡞⪅ࢆᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.20

2.19.6 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖࢆ┘どࡍࡿࠋ

2.19.5 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡾㄳồࡉࢀࡿ] 㐍ᤖ≧ἣ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌᭩ࢆసᡂࡋࠊ] ࡲࡓࠊ

2.19.4 ᮏ௳㐠ႠጤဨࡼࡿỴ㆟ࡢᒚ⾜ࡘࡁ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡼࡗ࡚せồࡉࢀࡿ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㈈ົ⟶⌮ࡘࡁ㈐௵
ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.2 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ᪥ᖖⓗ࡞⟶⌮ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.1 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢሗ࠾ࡅࡿࡓࡿ௰⪅࡞ࡾࠊ]

[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦㆟ฟᖍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ㸧ཪࡣᙜヱ⪅ࡀḞᖍࡢሙྜࡣᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ
ࡢጤဨ㛫࡛㝶ྜពࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢಶேࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࢆົࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ

2.14

ࡋࡃࡣୖグࡢࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ᙜヱ㆟ฟᖍࡍࡿ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ
[ [3] ௨ୖࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ཪࡣࡑࡢ௦⌮ேࢆࡶࡗ࡚ᙧᡂࡉࢀࡿࠋ
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ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓ
⊂❧ࡢබㄆィኈࢆࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᮏ
௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.10

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

3.10.1 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜
࠸ࠊ

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࡚ࡢ┈ཬࡧᨭฟ㛵ࡍࡿィ⟬᭩ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡼࡗ࡚[ᅄ༙ᮇࡈ] సᡂࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚ᥦฟ
ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀཷ㡿ࡋࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㐣ᡶ㢠ཬࡧཷ㡿㢠࡛ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑ
ࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ㏉㔠ࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ㔠㖹ࢆࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚㏉㔠ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵせồ
ࡉࢀࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ
⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡓࡵࠊཪࡣᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⾜Ⅽⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣసⅭࡢ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡇࢆせồࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ㑏ࠊ
㏉㔠ཬࡧᨭᡶ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡍࡿཪࡣ⥅⥆ⓗච㈐ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

[3.8

3.9

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆࠊᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐺ษ࡞୍㒊㸧ࡘࡁᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆㄳồࡋࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㝶ᮏ
௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮
ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚༑ศ࡞ሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒
῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽせồࡉࢀࡿᙜヱㄳồ㛵ࡍࡿド᫂᭩ࢆⓎ⾜
࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊᚲせᛂࡌ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㛵ࡍࡿㄳồᶒࢆド᫂ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[3.6

[3.7

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺಀࡿ㈨㔠ㄪ㐩ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡀࡇࢀࢆ┘どࡍࡿࡶࡢ[ࡋࠊࡑࡢ᮲௳
ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢ] ࡍࡿࠋ

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩[ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ
⤒῭ᨭ] ࢆ⏝࠸࡚⮬㌟ࡀཪࡣ⮬㌟ࡢࡓࡵ㉎ධཪࡣస〇ࡋࡓ⨨ࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ᡤ᭷ᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.4

3.5

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓࡑࡢࡢᶒཪࡣᩆ῭ᡭẁࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮍᡶ࠸ࡢ㔠
㢠ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ[㝶㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ 3 ࣨ᭶ࣟࣥࢻࣥ㖟⾜㛫ྲྀᘬ㔠ᖺ⋡[4] 㸣ࢆୖࡏࡋࡓᩱ⋡
ࡼࡾ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[1998 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏ㸦ᜥ㸧ἲ㸦2013 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏつ๎ࡼ
ࡾᨵṇ῭㸧ᇶ࡙ࡁ] ᪥ḟ࡛Ⓨ⏕ࡍࡿࠊ㸦ఱࡽࡢุ᩿ࡀୗࡉࢀࡿ๓ཬࡧᚋ࠾ࡅࡿ㸧ᜥ
ࢆㄳồࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᙜヱᜥࡣࠊ┤㏆ࡢᨭᡶᮇ᪥ࡽᐇ㝿ᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓ᪥㸦ඹ
ྠ᪥ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡲ࡛ࡢᮇ㛫ࡘ࠸࡚ィ⟬ࡉࢀࠊᅄ༙ᮇࡈ」ィ⟬ࡉࢀࡿࠋᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ㐜
ᘏࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊせㄳࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᙜヱᜥࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ຍ౯್⛯ࡢච㝖ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࡚ࡢ㔠㢠ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀ
㝶ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿᩱ⋡࡛ᨭᡶ࠺ຍ౯್⛯ࢆ᥍㝖ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࡍࡿࠋ

3.3

3.2

(Translation)
ࢡࢺᑐࡍࡿᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊู⣬ 1 ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ಀࡿ[ᅄ༙
ᮇࡈࡢ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[᭶ḟࡢ] ㄳồ᭩ࢆཷ㡿ᚋ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀㄳồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ
ྛㄳồ᭩ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈐௵⪅ࡼࡿド᫂᭩ࢆࡉ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
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[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡍࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ࠶ࡿၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ
౪ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ
ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡓሙྜࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ⏝ಀࡿࢧࣈࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

4.2

ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 4.11 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗಀࡿ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡓࡵ
ࠊ [ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ᭷ࡍࡿ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [⊂༨⏝ᮇ㛫࠾࠸࡚] ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆၟᴗࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢୡ⏺ඹ㏻ࡢ⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ]
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ࡋࠊಖㆤࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᡭẁ㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳ
ཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ッゴࡢᥦ

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡋࠊ[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ
ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀ➨ 4.11 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ᚲせ࡞⠊ᅖෆ࡛ᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ㠀⊂༨ⓗ[ࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ୟࡘ
ࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࡢ] ࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ⾜࠺ᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆࡍࡿࠋᮏ
➨ 4.2 㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡿᙜヱࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࠊ[ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿⅬ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[➨ 4.3 㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡿࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫࡢ⤊ྠ] ⮬ືⓗ⤊ࡍࡿࠋ]

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

4.3

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝヱᙜࡋ࡞࠸ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࠊពࠊⴭస≀ࠊⓎ
᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㈨ᩱࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᖐᒓᙳ
㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡑࢀࡽ㛵ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀ
ࡽࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢࣛࢭࣥࢧ࣮㸧ࡢ㈈⏘࡛࠶ࡾ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙
࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗつᐃࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣛࣥࢭ
ࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢࢆᬯ♧ⓗពࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.1

ᡈ࠸ࡣ

▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ⏝ཬࡧ⏝

3.11.3 ᳨ᰝࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿ
ሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.11.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୟ
ࡘࠊ

3.11.1 ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ

ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᚑࡗ࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࠋᮏ௳
ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶമົࢆ㈇࠺ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗ㛵
㐃ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ⮬ᕫࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ
ࡼࡾ⊂❧ࡢබㄆィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.10.3 ィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ➨ 3.10 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.

3.11

(Translation)

3.10.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ
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(Translation)

ࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢฟ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧ࡀࠊᮏ௳
ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ཬ
ࡧಖㆤ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿᨭ㸦⤒῭ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦
ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖ㛵ࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵ
ࡴࠋ㸧ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㸦Ꮫ⏕ࡸୗㄳᴗ⪅࠸ࡗࡓ㸧➨୕⪅ࡀ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅ࢆ
᥇⏝ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡢຠຊࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝᑐࡋ࡚᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᙜヱᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ㸦㐺ษ࡞ሙྜࡣࠊᑗ᮶
࠾ࡅࡿㆡΏࡢㄋ⣙ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠋ
ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆᐇ
ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥ
ࢫࢆࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㸦ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ
⏝ಀࡿࢧࣈࣛࣥࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ
♫ࠊཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡗ࡚ᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ
௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼ࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆண⣙ࡍࡿ
ࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞⠊ᅖ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࡇࡇࠊᮏ௳ᑟ
ⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ
㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆண⣙ࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞⠊ᅖ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡀ
ฟࡉࢀࡓⅬ࡛ࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢせồᛂࡌ࡚ࠊྛ⮬ࡀᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾࠸࡚᭷ࡍࡿ
ᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡍࡿࠋ

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳◊✲┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࠊ
㠀⊂༨ⓗࠊୡ⏺ඹ㏻ୟࡘ↓ᮇ㝈ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ

4.10

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢྛᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ[ၟᴗࢭࢡࢱ࣮࠾ࡅࡿ] ➨
୕⪅ᐇࡍࡿ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ[ྵࡴ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㝖ࡃ] Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ
࡛ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㸦[ [ヲ⣽ࢆ㏣ຍࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ] 㸧ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢྲྀᾘ⬟ୟࡘࣟࣖࣝࢸ
ࣇ࣮ࣜࡢᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᶒࡣࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ᐃࡵࡿᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲㛵
ࡍࡿつᐃᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ

4.9

[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼ࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ[⊂༨⏝ᮇ㛫ࢃࡓࡗ࡚ࠊ] ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀ㐺ษ
⪃࠼ࡿ᪉ἲࡼࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆၟᴗࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢୡ⏺ඹ㏻ࡢ⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀ➨ 4.10 㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ]

ᡈ࠸ࡣ

➨ 4.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈
⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ⱝࡋࡃࡣಖㆤࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖ⪅ᑐࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࡀ
ᚲせ࡛࡞࠸ุ᩿ࡍࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⏦ㄳࡢྲྀୗࡆཪࡣᮇ㝈ࡢ㑂Ᏺࡀ⏕
ࡌࡿ๓㐺ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿࢪ࣮ࣕࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᑟ
ⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚᭷ࡍࡿࡢᶒࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฟࡋࡓᙜ⪅
ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢ
ᐖ㛵ࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳➼ࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ཬࡧಖㆤࡍࡿୖ࡛㐺ษ⪃࠼ࡿᡭẁࢆㅮࡌࡿ
ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

4.4

㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ㝶ࠊ[ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ༠㆟ࡢୖࠊࡿᚲせ࡞ᡭẁࢆ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ
[⮬ᕫࡀỴᐃࡍࡿᡭẁࢆ] ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ㅮࡌࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]
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96

(Translation)

Ꮫ⾡ⓗබ⾲ཬࡧࡑࡢᙳ㡪

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊබ┈┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊᣦᑟཬࡧ◊✲ࢆ㏻ࡌࡓᩍ⫱ࡢⓎᒎ
ࢆ┠ⓗࡋ࡚ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢ
つᐃࢃࡽࡎࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥ
ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ➨ 5.2 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜ
㝈ࡾࠊ

5.

5.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈨㔠ᥦ౪⪅ࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ♫࠼ࡿᙳ㡪
ࡘ࠸࡚බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡋࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࡢᙳ㡪ࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ

⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡣࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࡢヲ⣽ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ[15] ཪࡣ[30] ᪥௨ෆࡇࢀࢆ㏦
ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡀᙜヱᮇ㛫ෆཷ㡿ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆᐇ
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ[ణࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࡛ࠊ
ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢබ⾲ࡘࡁ᭩㠃ࡼࡾྠពࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ] ࠋ

5.2.2 ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ≉チⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࡼ
ࡿಖㆤࡼࡗ࡚ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣୖグࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡛࠶
ࡿࡀᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢᥦ౪⪅ࡀୖグࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡿ
ಖㆤࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡞ࡗࡓሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢබ⾲ࢆ୰Ṇࡉࡏࡿࡇࠋ

5.2.1 බ⾲ணᐃࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡘࡁ≉チཪࡣࡑࡢࡢಖ
ㆤࢆồࡵࡿࡓࡵᙜヱබ⾲ࡢᘏᮇࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿྜ⌮ⓗุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊᥦࡉ
ࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ᚋ᭱[łࣨ᭶㛫] ࢃࡓࡗ࡚ᘏᮇࡍࡿࡼ࠺ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚せồࡍࡿࡇࠊཪࡣ

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᥦ౪
ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕ࡀබ⾲ࡋࡼ࠺ࡍࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧᙜ
ヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢヲ⣽ࢆࠊᙜヱබ⾲ࡢணᐃ᪥ࡢ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛᭩㠃
࡚ᥦฟࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛࣥࢻࢆᥦ౪ࡋࡓᙜ⪅㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧
⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࠖ
ࡣࠊᙜヱヲ⣽ࢆᥦฟࡋࡓᙜ⪅᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾ㸦௨ୗࠕ⛎
࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ௨ୗࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

5.1.2 ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

5.3

5.2

[⊂༨⏝ᮇ㛫ࡢ‶࠾࠸࡚ࠊ➨ 4.8 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢᶒࡣࠊᙜ↛
⤊ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ㠀⊂༨ⓗࠊ↓ᮇ㝈[ࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ࠊࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࡢ]
ࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ⾜࠺ᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆࡍࡿࠋ]

4.12

5.1.1 Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࠊࢳ࣮ࣗࢺࣜࣝཬࡧㅮ⩏࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
୍⎔ࡋ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡓసᴗࡘ࠸࡚㆟ㄽࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ[⊂༨⏝ᮇ㛫࠾࠸࡚ࠊ] ᮏ௳ά⏝ᡓ␎ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆၟᴗ
ࡍࡿࡓࡵ୍ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊྛ⮬ࡀㄆ㆑ࡋࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࡢᶵࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅
࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᡓ␎ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࢆጉࡆࡿࡼ࠺࡞⾜ⅭཪࡣసⅭࡀ࠶ࡗ
࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

4.11

౪ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿᶒࢆྵࡴࡀࠊᙜヱࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࠊᮏ௳◊
✲┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵࡢసᴗࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࡢࡳࢆ┠ⓗࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࢀ௨እࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢧ
ࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿᶒࡣྵࡲࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘
࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕཷ
ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ
㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.2

6.3.2 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊࡇࢀࡽࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡢ࠶ࡿᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡢᏛ⏕ᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ

6.3.1 [ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㛵㐃ࡍࡿሙྜࢆ
㝖ࡁࠊ] ➨ 5.2 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᡭ⥆ࢆᒚ⾜ࡋࠊྠ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ෆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ
㡿ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㸦
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀಖ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࣥࢭࣥࢫࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢆၥࢃ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋ
ࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.2.6 ᙜヱሗࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࡀ᭩㠃
ࡼࡾᙜヱሗࡢ㛤♧ࢆᢎㄆࡋࡓሙྜࠋ

6.2.5 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊἲ௧ᐃࡵࡿせồ㸦ణࡋࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲⱝࡋࡃࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃ
ሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࡢሙྜࠊྠἲⱝࡋࡃࡣྠつ๎㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡢእつᐃࡣࠊ
㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ཪࡣ⟶㎄ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿุᡤࡢ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶
㎄ࡢつไᶵ㛵ࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶἲᚊㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿሙྜ㸧࡛ࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀࡓᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐ
ࡋࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚ࡽྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᮇ㛫ෆࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࡢせồཬࡧ㛤♧ࢆせồ
ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሗࡘ࠸࡚㏻▱ࡋࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

6.2.4 ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ౫ᣐࡍࡿࡇ
࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆ㛤Ⓨࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.3 ูࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ⛎ᐦಖᣢ⩏ົࡢ㐪ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡀุ᩿ࡍࡿ᰿ᣐࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡞࠸≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀ➨୕⪅ࡽᙜ
ヱሗࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.2 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿㄋ⣙ࡢ㐪ࡼࡿࡇ࡞ࡃබ▱
࡛࠶ࡾཪࡣබ▱࡞ࡿሙྜࠊ
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6.3

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿᏲ⛎⩏ົࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡲࡓ] ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳
ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶ[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺᮇ㛫୰ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ᚋ[3] [5] [7] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[10] ᖺ㛫࠾࠸࡚] ࡢᙜ
⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆࡑࡢ┠ⓗࢆၥ
ࢃࡎ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.1

6.2.1 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝ
ࣉ♫ࡀูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᙜヱሗࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿࡢඛ❧ࡗ࡚ᙜヱሗࢆ㸦ᩥ᭩ࡼࡿ
グ㘓ࡼࡾᐇドྍ⬟࡞ᙧ࡛㸧▱ࡿࡇ࡞ࡾࠊୟࡘᮍࡔࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⛎ᐦಖ
ᣢ⩏ົࢆ㈇ࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

⛎ᐦಖᣢ

6.

ణࡋࠊᮏ㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗཪࡣ⏕Ꮡࡍࡿ
ಶேࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ≉ᐃࡘ࡞ࡀࡿሗࢆཷ㡿ཪࡣ㛤♧ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡏࡎࠊᮏ㡯
ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ㄳồཬࡧ㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣࠊࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖ୍⯡ⓗ࡞ሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ
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97

(Translation)

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜ
ࡣࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ]

2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎᭹ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡀࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡓሗࡢ㛤♧ࡢㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱ
ㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࢆ⾜࠺๓ࠊ㏿ࡸᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡋࠊ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡢྍྰཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ⏝ྍ⬟
࡞㑅ᢥ⫥ࡘ࠸࡚ἲⓗຓゝࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᙜヱㄳồࡘࡁணᐃࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷࡅ࡚
ࡽ[10] ᪥௨ෆᅇ⟅ࡍࡿ㸦ᙜヱ㏻▱ࡀࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲ
ཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ࡢ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡀྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁㄳồࡉࢀࡓሗ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ
ࡿྰࢆุ᩿ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱሗࡢᥦ౪ࢆồࡵࡿࡶ
ࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜ㸧ࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồཬࡧᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡘ࠸࡚⾲᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ[ࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࡢㄳồࡼࡾࠊุᡤࡢ
௧ཪࡣሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗุᡤࡢỴᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ2000 ᖺ
㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
ሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕ㛤
࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࡢᅇ⟅ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡿሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊ௨ୗ
ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.5

6.6

[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢつᐃ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᖺḟሗ࿌᭩ཬࡧ㢮
ఝࡢබ⾲≀࠾࠸࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ] ࠊ[ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ㏱᫂ᛶ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌⩏ົࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ᭷౯ࡢㆡΏࡢヲ⣽ࢆබ⾲
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

㝈ᐃ㈐௵

6.8

7.

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡢẶྡཪࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣟࢦࢆࠊࣉࣞࢫ
࣮ࣜࣜࢫⱝࡋࡃࡣၟရᗈ࿌ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ㈍ಁ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.7

⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
6.6.2 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㛤♧ᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠕ⿕
࠺ࠋ㸧ࢆࠊ㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳ
ồᑐᛂࡍࡿᙧ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡞ࡗࡓࡇࡼࡗ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘࡁච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿሙ
ྜࠋ]

6.6.1 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᮏ➨ 6.6 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡽ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ 10 ᪥௨
ෆ᭩㠃ࡼࡾㄳồࡍࡿሙྜࠊ୪ࡧ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࡓࡵⱝࡋࡃࡣ
ࡑࢀࡽ௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅࡛ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿୖ࡛ࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ
㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖ
ᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱࣂࢵ
ࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ
ሙྜ௨እ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊཷ㡿⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.4

ࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡇࢀࡽࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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[➨ 7.1 㡯[ཬࡧ➨ 7.10 㡯] ᐃࡵࡿಖド] ୪ࡧ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ౫ᣐࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸࡞ࡿ⩏ົཪࡣ㈐௵ࡶ㈇ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.2

7.5.1 㛫᥋ⓗ࡞ᦆᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆኻཪࡣ

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ୟࡘ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] ➨ 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢែᵝࡼࡾᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࡣࠊ
௨ୗᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

➨ 7.7.3 ྕᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồࡢ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ⮬㌟ࡢู⣬ 6 ࡢ㐪
⏤᮶ཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࠶ࡽࡺࡿᛶ㉁ࡢ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồᶒࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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7.5

7.4

ᮏ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࡀ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡢ㐣ኻࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢពᅗⓗ࡞㐪ࠊ
➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ཪࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᨾពࡢᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿᶒࡢ
ᨾពࡢᐖ㉳ᅉࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.3.5 ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱㄳồᑐฎࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ୍࡚ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᨭ
ࢆ㸦ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚㸧ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.3.4 ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱㄳồಀࡿ㜵ᚚཬࡧゎࡢᡭ⥆ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊୟ
ࡘ

7.3.3 ᙜヱㄳồ㉳ᅉࡍࡿᦆᐖཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᡭẁࢆㅮࡌࠊ

7.3.2 ᙜヱㄳồ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡿㄆྰࡶ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

7.3.1 ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸᙜヱㄳồࡢヲ⣽ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊ

7.3 ➨ 7.7.1 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛ[ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅] ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢྛᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠊ
⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ཪࡣሗࢆ
⥲⛠ࡋ࡚ࠕ⿕
⏝ࡋࡓࡇ㉳ᅉࡋ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘ࠸࡚ࠊྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࢆච㈐ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ
⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕
ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ
ࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ┦⾲᫂ཪࡣಖドࢆ
⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢ▱ࡿ㝈ࡾ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ᚑᴗဨ[ཬࡧᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ
⏕] ࡼࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ㄪᰝࢆ⾜ࡗࡓୖ࡛㸦ణࡋࠊබⓗグ㘓ࡢㄪᰝࡣ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧㸧ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊ
୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస
≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖
ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࢆ┦ಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

7.1

7.1
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98

(Translation)

ྍᢠຊ

7.10.1 ㆡΏࡉࢀࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊ࠸࡞ࡿᢸಖᶒཬࡧ㈇ᢸ୪ࡧ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ㸦ㆡΏࢆ
⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀㄆ㆑ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ཪࡣྜ⌮ⓗㄆ㆑ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡗࡓࡶࡢࢆ㝖
ࡃࠋ㸧ࡶࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࠋ]

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

8.

[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࡣࠊ࡞ࡿᶒཎࡢಖ
ドࡀక࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚⾜
࠺▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚௨ୗࢆಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.10

7.10.1 ㆡΏࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฎศࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡍࡿࡇࢆពᅗࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᶒཎࡢ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚⮬㌟ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ⾜࠺ࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿ࡚ࡢ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ᫂♧ⓗ࡞ㄋ⣙ཬࡧಖドࡣࠊἲ௧ࠊࢥ࣮ࣔࣥࣟࠊ័⩦ἲࠊၟ័⾜ࠊྲྀ
ᘬ㐣⛬ࡑࡢᇶ࡙ࡃࡑࡢ࡚ࡢಖドࠊ᮲௳ࠊㄋ⣙ཬࡧ⩏ົ㸦᫂♧ཪࡣ㯲♧ࡢูࢆၥࢃ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧௦ࢃࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡣ࡚ࠊἲᚊ࠾࠸࡚ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿ᭱ࡢ⠊ᅖෆ࡛㝖እࡉ
ࢀࡿࠋ

7.8.3 [ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᨾពࡢ㐪ࡼࡗ࡚⏕ࡌࡓᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆᐖ]

7.8.2 ブḭࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣἲᚊࡼࡗ࡚ไ㝈ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡇࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸✀㢮ࡢ
㈐௵ࠊཪࡣ

7.8.1 ὀពࡼࡾ⏕ࡌࡓṚஸⱝࡋࡃࡣே㌟യᐖࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸࡞ࡿつᐃࡶࠊᙜ⪅ࡢ௨ୗᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆไ㝈ཪࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.7.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࡢሙྜࡣࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ࡢྜィ㢠ࢆ㉸࠼࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

7.7.2 ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

7.9

7.8

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲
㢠ࡣࠊ

7.7

7.7.1 ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢ
ࡢែᵝࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ
ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲㢠ࡣࠊྜィ࡛[ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩] [ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻ] ࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.6

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊㄳồࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᦆኻࡢྍ⬟ᛶࢆᣦ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜཪࡣᙜヱᦆኻࡀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᐃෆ࡛࠶ࡗࡓሙྜ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊୖグࡢ㝖እࡣ㐺
⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.5.2 㐓ኻ┈ࠊ㐓ኻ┈ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ႙ኻࠊዎ⣙ⱝࡋࡃࡣᶵࡢ႙ኻ㸦┤᥋࡛࠶ࡿ㛫᥋
࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧
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(Translation)

ࡢᙜ⪅ဨࡀྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊ௨ୗヱᙜࡍࡿᙜ⪅㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࢆ┤ࡕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡋ࡚ᢅ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.1

[➨ 9.10 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 9.11 㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣ㝶ࠊࡢᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ]
࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠸ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᇶ࡙ࡃ
⩏ົࢆࠊᙜ⪅㛫ཪࡣṧࡾࡢᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡀᐜㄆࡍࡿ➨୕⪅㸦ణࡋࠊᙜ
ヱ➨୕⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᣊ᮰ࡉࢀࡿࡇྠពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
㝈ࡿࠋ㸧ᗘࡾᙜ࡚ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.3

9.4

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ
㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

9.6

9.5 ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ࠊ➨ 4 ᮲㸦ᮏ➨ 9 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࠊ➨ 7 ᮲ࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ࠊ
➨ 9.4 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.5 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.6 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.7 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.8 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.9 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.10 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.11 㡯ࠊ
➨ 9.12 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 10 ᮲ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢⱝࡋࡃࡣ⤊ᚋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ‶ᚋཪ
ࡣᙜ⪅ࡀᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡋࡓⱝࡋࡃࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ㸦ࡑࡢ⌮⏤ࢆၥࢃ
࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ᚋࡶ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࡣࠊ➨ 6.1 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁ㛵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣࡇࢀᾘᴟⓗ࡞ሙྜࡣ㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ
㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࢆᙜึ㑅௵ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ㏻▱᪥
ࡽ[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶௨ෆࠊࡑࡢᚋ௵⪅ࢆᣦྡࡍࡿࠋࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᚋ௵ೃ⿵⪅ࢆ
ᙜᣄྰࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡛ᙜヱᚋ௵⪅ࢆᐜㄆࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳
⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.2

9.1.3 ู⣬ 5[ⱝࡋࡃࡣู⣬ 7] 㐪ࡋࡓሙྜ

9.1.2 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᨭᡶ⬟࡞ࡗࡓሙྜࠊΎ⟬㸦ᨭᡶ⬟ຊࡢ࠶ࡿ♫ࡢྜేⱝࡋࡃࡣ
⦅ࢆ┠ⓗࡋࡓ௵ពࡢࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣỴ㆟ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊࡑࡢ㈨⏘
ࡢ㒊ⱝࡋࡃࡣ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚⟶㈈ேࠊ㈨⏘⟶㈈ேⱝࡋࡃࡣΎ⟬ேࡀ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣമᶒ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ྲྀỴࡵࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

9.1.1 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃ㸦ᨭᡶമົࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧㐪ࡋࠊ㸦ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀṇ
⬟ຊࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࢃࡽࡎ㸧ᙜヱ㐪ࡀ㐪ࡢෆᐜṇࡢせồࡀグ㍕ࡉࢀ
ࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆṇࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

⤊ཬࡧ㞳⬺

9.

ᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗไᚚ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸≧ἣࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
㸦ᨭᡶമົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ㐜ᘏࡋཪࡣጉࡆࡽࢀࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
ࡢ㐜ᘏࢆ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᒚ⾜ࡢ㐜ᘏࡀ
[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶㉸ࢃࡓࡗ࡚⥅⥆ࡍࡿሙྜ࡛ࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྠពࡋࡓࡁࡣࠊᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍ᪨ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ➨
9.4 㡯࡞࠸ࡋ➨ 9.12 㡯㸦ྠ㡯ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ
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ᢞภᚋࡢ⩣Ⴀᴗ᪥

㏻▱: ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚㏦ࡽࢀࡿ㏻▱ࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡶ᭩㠃ࡼࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗグᕥḍᐃࡵࡿ
࠸ࡎࢀࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡾ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓྑḍᐃࡵࡿヱᙜ᪥ཷ
㡿ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

10.1

㓄㐩ド᫂㒑౽

୍⯡᮲㡯

10.

ᢞภᚋࡢ➨ 2 Ⴀᴗ᪥┠

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࠊ⮬
㌟ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚㈇ᢸࡋࡓ⤒㈝࡛ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿ᪥௨㝆⏕
ࡌࡓࡶࡢࢆᅇࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

9.12

ᩱ㔠๓⣡ࡼࡿ➨୍✀㒑౽

➨ 9.12 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺
ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓᚋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆ᥇⏝ࡍࡿ
⤒㈝ࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀពᅗࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊ
ᘬࡁ⥆ࡁࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢ㏦㐩ࡢ๓ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᚑࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢ┤᥋㞠⏝ಀࡿᐇ㈝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⤒㈝ࢆ᭱ᑠ㝈ᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᥐ⨨ࢆㅮࡌࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᘚ῭
ࡣࠊྛࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢዎ⣙ࡢ⤊᪥ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ⤊᪥㸦ࡢ࠺ࡕ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪥㸧
ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ┤᥋㞠⏝㈝⏝ࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪ
ࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓࡇ┤᥋ⓗ㉳ᅉࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓ㏥⫋ᡭᙜࠊ
ᙜヱಶேࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢆᙜヱ⪅ࡢᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ㞠⏝ᮇ㛫࡛㝖ࡋ࡚
⟬ฟࡉࢀࡓ㔠㢠ࡶྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.11

ᙜ᪥

➨ 9.12 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊㝿ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋࠊ⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ[㸦እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟࡞ࡽ࡞࠸㸧] ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ
࠺ࡶࡢࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓཪࡣ㈇ᢸࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࠊ
ୟࡘྲྀࡾᾘࡍࡇࡢ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸୍ษࡢ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.10

ᡭΏࡋཪࡣᛴ㏦౽

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛⏝ࡍࡿᶒ୪ࡧ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ
ᚋࡶᏑ⥆ࡋࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.9

ࡳ࡞ࡋཷ㡿᪥

➨ 9.9 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺
ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡉࢀࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษ
ࡢᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢኻຠࢆࡶࡗ࡚ࠊ┤ࡕṆ
ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢ
ࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ┤ࡕᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡽㆡΏࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾
ࡅࡿ࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆࡢྛᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.8

㏦㐩᪉ἲ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

9.7
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(Translation)

ఫᡤ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

ᡭ⥆ࡁ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ᭷ຠࡋཪࡣヱᙜࡍࡿᆅᇦ࠾
࠸࡚ᙜヱᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿ⾜ືࢆᐇ⾜ࡋ
ୟࡘ᭩㢮ࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊࡿㄳồࢆࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡑࢀ
せࡍࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㈝⏝ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.7
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ྜព㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡣࠊࡑࡢ㢟㛵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྜព
ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᫂♧ⓗᐃࡵࡿ
௨እࡢಖドࠊ⾲᫂ࠊኌ᫂ࠊྜពཪࡣㄋ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞᮲㡯࡛࡞࠸⾲᫂ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡢᙇཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ◚ᲠࡍࡿᶒࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ᮲㡯ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙⥾⤖๓ࡢブḭⓗᐇ࿌▱ཪࡣᝏពࡢ㯲⛎ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅
㈇࠺㈐௵㸦ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡓࡵ᭷ࡍࡿࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿᶒ㸧
ࢆ㝖ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

௦⌮㛵ಀ➼ࡢྰᐃ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅㛫ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉⱝࡋࡃࡣྜᘚᴗཪࡣᙜ
⪅㛫ࡢᮏேᑐ௦⌮ேࡢ㛵ಀࢆฟࡋࠊᬯ♧ࡋཪࡣࡅࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅௦ࢃࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ௦⾲ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣࡇࢀࡢࡓࡵ☜⣙ࡋࠊཪࡣࡇࢀᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.5

10.6

ᶒࡢᨺᲠ㸸 ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿࡇࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣᒚ⾜ࡉࡏࡿࡇࢆ㐜ࡋཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࡢ⾜ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣ⾜ࡍࡿ
ࡇࢆ㐜ࡋࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊࡿ᠔ᛰཪࡣ㐜ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿᶒࡣᙳ㡪
ࢆཬࡰࡉࡎࠊୟࡘᙜヱᶒࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ࠋูẁࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞⾲♧ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࡣࠊᑗ᮶࠾ࡅࡿᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

10.4

㐪ἲ࡞㸭ἲᐃᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸᮲㡯㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ᮲㡯ࡢ࡚ཪࡣ୍㒊ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ
ࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡑࡢࡢ᮲㡯
ཬࡧ↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓ᮲㡯ࡢṧࡾࡢ㒊ศࡣࠊᙜヱἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡶᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢ᭷ຠᛶཬࡧἲⓗᙉไຊ
ࡀᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

Ặྡ㸸

Ặྡ㸸

10.3

ZZZ㸸
㸸

XXX㸸
㸸

ㆡΏ➼㸸࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ๓ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙యཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒⱝࡋࡃࡣ⩏ົࢆㆡΏཪࡣ⛣㌿ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ[ణ
ࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢయࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ] ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡞ࡃᙜヱྠពࢆ␃ಖཪࡣ㐜ᘏࡉ
ࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ఫᡤ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

10.2

Ặྡ㸸

BBB㸸
㸸

Ặྡ㸸

AAA㸸
㸸

ᮏ᮲ᚑ࠸㏻▱ࡼࡾኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࡲ࡛ࡢ㛫ࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀୗグ
ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ
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➨୕⪅㸸ྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀ㛵㐃ࡍࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢ┈ࢆாཷࡍࡿཬࡧᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀ➨
6.7 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ┈ࢆாཷࡍࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ 1999 ᖺዎ⣙㸦➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ㸧ἲࢆ㑂
Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㸧ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙᫂♧ⓗ࡞ᐃࡵࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙ࡢಟṇཪࡣࡑࡢ⤊ࢆጉࡆࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡉࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡼ
ࡾாཷࡍࡿࡇࢁࡢ┈ࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

10.9

Ặྡ

Ặྡ

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

BBB ࡢࡓࡵࠊBBB ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

AAA ࡢࡓࡵࠊAAA ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

[10.15 ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ㐺⏝࠶ࡿⱥᅜࡢ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ᭩㠃ࡼࡾ㏻▱ࡋࠊୟࡘᙜヱᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⡿ᅜࡢ㍺ฟ
⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࡢ≉ᐃࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.14 ᮏ㸸ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ」ᩘࡢᮏࡼࡾࡇࢀࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࠊ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡀ 1 ௨ୖࡢᮏ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡋࡓᚋࠊྛᮏࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢṇᩥ࡞ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
࡚ࡢᮏࡣࠊࡑࡢ࡚ࡀ༢୍ࡢዎ⣙ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡼࡿ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᮏ㸦ణࡋࠊࢧ࣮ࣥ࣌ࢪࡔࡅ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ㸦PDF ཪࡣ
JPEG ࡢᙧᘧ࡛ࡢ㸧㏦ಙࡣࠊ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᮏࡢཎᮏࡢࡋ࡚᭷ຠ࡛
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[ࡿ᪉ἲࢆ⏝࠸ࡿሙྜࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊྍཬⓗ㏿ࡸ
⨫ྡᤫ༳ࢆࡋࡓᮏࡢཎᮏࢆᥦฟࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.13 ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 6 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.12 ㉗㈥⚗Ṇ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 5 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.11 ୖ⏦㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡿၥ㢟ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊࡑࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ྜ
ព㐩ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࡿࢆࠊAAA ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨ
ࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊXXX ࡘ࠸
࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 
クࡋࠊᙜヱクࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎỴࡍࡿࡼ࠺ヨࡳࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ
ࡿ[14] ᪥௨ෆᙜヱࡀゎỴࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ➨ 10.10 㡯ᚑ࠸ᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ⏦ࡋ❧࡚
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ➨ 10.11 㡯ᚑ࠸ၥ㢟ࡀୖ⏦ࡉࢀࡓྰ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊุᡤᕪ
Ṇ௧ࢆ⏦ㄳࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

10.10 ‽ᣐἲ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊࡑࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࡢᡂ❧㉳ᅉཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚
㸦ዎ⣙ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻἲࢆ‽ᣐἲࡋࠊྠἲᚑ
࠸ゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜ⪅ࡀ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒཪࡣ⛎ᐦሗࡢಖㆤࢆ┠ⓗ
ࡋ࡚ッゴࢆᥦ㉳ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㉳ᅉࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍ
ࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡾࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡿ⣮த㸦ዎ⣙
ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻࡢุᡤࡀᑓᒓⓗ⟶㎄ᶒ
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ಟṇ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣಟṇࡣࠊ᭩㠃࡛సᡂࡉࢀୟࡘྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲ࡼࡿ⨫ྡࡀࡉࢀ
ࡓࡶࡢࡼࡽ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊࡇࢀࢆ↓ຠࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

10.8
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᪥㸸

⨫ྡ㸸

[➨ 2.2 㡯つᐃࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᣦ♧ࡋࠊ┘╩ࡍࡿ⪅ࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆㄞ
ࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⌮ゎࡋࡓࠋ]

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

ᙺ⫋

⨫ྡ

Ặྡ

ZZZ ࡢ ࡓࡵࠊZZZ ࢆ ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

XXX ࡢࡓࡵࠊXXX ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

(Translation)

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

- 21 -
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ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ࡑࡢࡢ᮲௳

[⨨ࡢᖐᒓ]

እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㓄ศ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥ

ணࡉࢀࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿேᮦࠊタཬࡧ⨨

ࢱ࣒ࢸ࣮ࣈࣝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ⫋ົ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㸭㈨ᩱ

ᐇᆅ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ

ู⣬ 2

ู⣬ 1

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡ

- 23 -
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◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊ㐺ษࠊබᖹࠊୟࡘၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸
ศᯒࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡣࠊᏳಖ⟶ࡉࢀࡲࡓࠊᐜ᫆ྲྀࡾฟࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྡ≧ែ
࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
◊✲ࡢᐇ୰࡞ࡉࢀࡓせ࡞Ỵᐃࠊࡿ◊✲㛵ࡍࡿⓎ⾲ཬࡧࡿ◊✲㛵ࡋ࡚ᑟࡁ
ฟࡉࢀࡓ⤖ㄽࢆᐜ᫆ㄽドࡋᵓ⠏ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱド㊧ࢆಖᏑࡋ࡚࠾࡞ࡅ
ࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀୖグάືཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ᳨ドࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊᑡ
࡞ࡃࡶ[30] ᪥๓᭩㠃࡛㏻▱ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࢆどᐹࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

3.

4.

5.

6.

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸ࠊࡿ◊✲ࢆᐇࡋ
ࡓ⪅ࡼࡾṇ☜グ㘓ࡉࢀ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.

ᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳]
◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊಙ㢗࡛ࡁࡿ⛉Ꮫⓗ࡞ᢏἲཬࡧ㐣⛬ࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚⏕ᡂࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ู⣬ 4

ู⣬ 3
[ู

(Translation)

1.

- 25 -

(Translation)
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103

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪨ࡢドᣐ࡞
ࡿࡶࡢࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂
Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡽࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂ࡢグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ
⡙ࢆ⥔ᣢࠊ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ⡙ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡲࡓࠊ

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓࡵࡑ
ࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.6

1.7

1.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵ಀ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢᚑᴗဨࠊᏛ⏕ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫୪ࡧጤクඛཬࡧࡑࢀࡽࡢ௦⾲♫
ဨࢆྵࡴࠋ

࠸࡞ࡿ✀㢮ࡢࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊᙜ࡞⤒῭ⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢࡢᚓࡢㄳồཪࡣせồ
ࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡇࢀࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

1.5

4.

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.3 ゝཬࡉࢀࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁᚑ࠸ࠊୟࡘࡇࢀࡽࢆᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

1.4

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࡛ゝཬࡍࡿ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬࡛ㄢࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᮲௳ྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿ
ࡼ࠺ࡋࠊࡿ⪅ࡀᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㐪ࡋࡓሙྜࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
㈇࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.1 ཬࡧ 1.2 ࡢ㑂Ᏺࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁ㸦2010 ᖺ㉗㈥
ἲࡢ➨ 7㸦2㸧㡯ᚑࡗ࡚Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡓ㐺ษ࡞ᡭ⥆ࡁࠊཬࡧྠἲ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑ࠸Ⓨ⾜ࡉࢀ
ࡓᣦ㔪ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࡛ᐇ⾜ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2
᮲ཪࡣ➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ヱᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ୍ษ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡢ㛵ಀ⪅㸦ࡑࡢ㛵ಀᛶࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲ➨ 8 ᮲ཬࡧᚋ㏙➨ 4 ᮲ᚑ࠸
Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡀࠊᮏู⣬࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ㄢࡏࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆㄢࡋࡓ᭩㠃ࡢዎ⣙᭩ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ࡢࡳ㛵ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࢆྵࡵࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ⮬ࡽࡢάື㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘ㉗㈥ࡢ㜵Ṇⱝࡋࡃ
ࡣ⭉ᩋ㜵Ṇ㸦ཪࡣ୧᪉㸧㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡚ࡢἲᚊࠊไᐃἲཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.1

(Translation)

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.7

4.

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀࡿ
ሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

1.6

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦 ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦 Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦 Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦 Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙
ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయࡽఱ
ࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࡇࢀࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃ
ࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃ
ࡿせㄳཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.5

3.

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

1.4

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆ
ྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸࡚
ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳᛶࠊཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺
ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊ
ᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

㝶ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢᣦ♧ࡢࡳᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳ
ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

1.3

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡢಶேሗ
ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆ࠼ࠊ

1.1

ಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱྲྀᢅ࠸ࡢ┠ⓗࢆỴ
ᐃࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡍࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡀ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧
௦ࢃࡾࠊಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ

㉗㈥⚗Ṇ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

ู⣬ 6

ู⣬ 5

2.

1.
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(Translation)

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡀᮏู⣬㐪ࡋࡓࡇࢆཎᅉࡋ࡚ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐪㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋ
ࡓ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘࡁࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊୟࡘຠᯝⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయ
ࡽఱࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣ
ၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀ
ࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳࠊ୪ࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ
࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊᦆኻ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᐇ⾜ࡢ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳࡿಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸
࡚ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲୗ࡛
᭷ࡍࡿᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆࢹ࣮ࢱయ࠼ࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡞ࡾࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚⮬ࡽ
ࡀྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚௨ୗᥖࡆࡿ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ࡛ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚
ࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸┠ⓗࢆỴᐃࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅௦ࢃࡾಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ
࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡛࠶ࡿཪࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ఱࡽࡢಶேሗࢆඹ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

Lambert Consortium Agreement B (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.

ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚⅏ᐖཪࡣᨾࡀⓎ⏕ࡋࡓሙྜᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚Ύ₩࡞Ỉࠊ㣗ᩱཬࡧᩆ
ᛴ་⒪ࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

࠸࡞ࡿ⌮⏤㸦ே✀ࠊ᐀ᩍࠊ㞀ᐖཪࡣᛶูࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡼࡗ࡚ࡶᚑᴗဨࢆᕪูࡏࡎࠊ

య⨩ࠊ⢭⚄ⓗࠊ⫗యⓗࠊᛶⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣゝⴥࡼࡿᚅࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊཪࡣࡇࢀࡽࢆᨭᣢ
ࡏࡎࠊ

⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚ṧ㓞ཪࡣᚅⓗ࡞ᠬ⨩⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

ྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ᭱ప㈤㔠ཪࡣᴗ⏺࠾࠸୍࡚⯡ⓗ࡞㢠┦ᙜࡍࡿ㈤
㔠㸦ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㧗࠸᪉㸧ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ⤥
ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ

ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᴗࢆ⾜࠺ᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᑵᴗ㛫ཬࡧ㞠⏝ᶒ㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

ᚑᴗဨࡼࡿ⊂❧ࡢປാ⤌ྜࡢຍධᶒཬࡧタ❧ᶒ୪ࡧ⤖♫ࡢ⮬⏤ࢆᑛ㔜ࡍࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࠾࠸࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2 ᮲
ཪࡣ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢ㐪┦ᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

2.
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⮬㌟ཪࡣࡑࡢᴗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘያ㞔ไཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿ୍ษࡢἲᚊࠊつ๎ཬࡧ
つไ㸦2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

➨ 2 㒊 – ያ㞔ไ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀࡇࢀࡲ࡛⌮ཬࡧேᶒ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪୪ࡧᙜヱ᪉㔪ࡢ㐪ᑐฎࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵࡢ㐺ษ࡞ⱞฎ⌮ᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࡇࠊࡲࡓᚋࡶࡇࢀࡽࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᚑᴗဨࡗ࡚ᙜ㠃ࡢ༴㝤ࡢ࡞࠸Ᏻୟࡘᗣⓗ࡞⫋ሙࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᚑ
ᴗဨᐟἩタഛࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱᐟἩタഛࡣࠊᒃఫ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚Ᏻ࡛࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊ

1.4

3.

ࡑࡢᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑵᴗ㛤ጞ᭩㢮ࡢᥦฟཪࡣಖド㔠ࡢᕪධࢀࢆせồࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞
ࡽࡎࠊ

1.3

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮ࣥࡢ⟶⌮㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ
⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿ㝿⏝ࡍࡿ≀ရཬࡧࢧ࣮ࣅࢫࡢ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡼࡿ⌮ᇶ‽ࡢ㑂Ᏺ
ཬࡧேᶒࡢᑛ㔜ࢆಁࡍࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ

࠸࡞ࡿែᵝࡢᙉไປാ㸦┘⚗ࠊᖺᏘᙉไປാࠊያ㞔ປാ➼㸧ࡶ⾜ࢃࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.2

2.

ඣ❺ࡼࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿసᴗࡀᙜヱඣ❺ࡢᡂ㛗ࢆ㌟యⓗཪࡣ⢭⚄ⓗጉࡆࡿࡇࡀྜ⌮
ⓗணࡉࢀࡿ≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊඣ❺ࢆ㞠⏝ࠊ᥇⏝ཪࡣ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.1

(Translation)

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 8 ᐃࡵࡿグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵࡑࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.
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[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ௨ୗࡢ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[➨
➨ 3 㒊 – ᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ≀ရཬࡧ⣲ᮦࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮
ࣥ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡿᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂
ࡢグ㘓ࢆ⥔ᣢࡋ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠊ

ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗせồࡉࢀࡿࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺಀࡿドᣐࢆᥦ౪
ࡋࠊ

7.

8.

ᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㐪ࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࡓሙྜࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨ࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

ୗㄳᴗ⪅ཬࡧ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡢ㛫ࡢዎ⣙ࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶྠ
⛬ᗘࡢያ㞔ཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿつᐃࢆྵࡵࠊ

ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 3 つᐃࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺཬࡧᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ཬࡧࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵྛ⮬ࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ⟇ᐃཬࡧ⥔ᣢࡋࠊ

- 31 -

6.

5.

ἲᚊࡼࡾせồࡉࢀࡿཪࡣ⚗Ṇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᒚ⾜㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

1.

3.
4.

(Translation)

➨ 1 㒊 ேᶒ

ู⣬ 7]
[ู

- 30 -
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ู⣬㸷

ู⣬ 8
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(Translation)

- 32 -

(Translation)
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ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬

ู⣬ 10

- 34 -

(Translation)
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Each of those two Parties takes an assignment of certain of the Results and
undertakes to commercialise those Results and to pay the other Parties a share
of the revenues generated from that commercialisation or a success payment.

Scenario - Two of the four Parties are best placed to commercialise different
Results - they may have different core businesses or interests and be interested
in different Results.

MODEL
CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT C

(4) [INSERT NAME]

(3) [INSERT NAME]

(2) [INSERT NAME]

(1) [INSERT NAME ]

Dated _________________________201[]

108

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address] (BBB);

[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under number [insert number], whose registered office is at [insert address of
registered office] OR [insert status of the Party, e.g. NHS Trust] of [insert
address of principal office] (XXX); and

[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under
number
[………………],
whose
registered
office
is
at
[………………………………………………………………] OR [insert status of the Party, e.g. NHS
Trust] of [insert address of principal office] (ZZZ)

(2)

(3)

(4)

the publication of an abstract, article or paper in
a journal or electronic repository, or its
presentation at a conference or seminar; and in
clauses 5 and 6 to Publish and Publication are
to be construed as meaning such publication or
presentation;

Academic Publication:

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

research [(except [insert any exceptions]),
teaching[, and] education[ and Clinical Patient
Care];

AAA and BBB;

the Academic Parties:

Academic and Research
Purposes:

[all the Results which are not XXX’s Results] OR
[the Results to the extent that they are directly
related to the composition, characteristics,
manufacture, development, enhancement or use
of AAA’s Materials or AAA’s Confidential
Information] OR [insert description of the specific
kind of result which is to belong to AAA];

In this Agreement the following expressions have the meaning set opposite:

1.1

the AAA Results:

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.

This agreement governs the parties’ collaboration in relation to that project.

[The Technology Strategy Board has announced its intention to make a grant in respect
of that project, subject to the terms of the offer letter referred to below, and subject to
the parties entering into an agreement governing their collaboration.]

The parties to this agreement wish to collaborate on a research project entitled "[insert
name of project]".

BACKGROUND

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address] (AAA);

(1)

THIS AGREEMENT dated [………………………………….] 201[] is made BETWEEN:

Monday to Friday (inclusive) except bank or
public holidays in [England];
any of the following: diagnosing, treating and
managing the health of a person under the care
of a third party medical practitioner who has the
right to use the Intellectual Property Rights in any
of the Results;]
[insert the date on which the Project is to
start/started];
XXX and ZZZ;
a Party's confidential information is: any
Background disclosed by that Party to any of the
other Parties for use in the Project [and identified
as confidential before or at the time of
disclosure]; any of the Results in which that Party
owns the Intellectual Property Rights; and any
other information disclosed by that Party to any
of the other Parties for use in the Project or under
this Agreement [ and identified as confidential
before or at the time of disclosure or which, by its
nature or from the circumstances of its disclosure,
should
reasonably
be
presumed
to
be
confidential;
the ability to direct the affairs of another person,
whether by virtue of the ownership of shares, by
contract, or in any other way;

a Business Day:
[Clinical Patient Care:

the Commencement Date:
the Commercial Parties:
Confidential Information:

Control:

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

while they remain in force the Data Protection Act
1998, the European Data Protection Directive, the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, the
Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice)
(Interception of Communications) Regulations
2000, the Electronic Communications Data
Protection Directive, the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003,
once it comes into force the European General
Data Protection Regulation and any other laws
and regulations relating to the processing of
personal data and privacy which apply to a Party

any information, data techniques, Know-how,
inventions, software, discoveries and materials
(regardless of the form or medium in which they
are disclosed or stored) which are provided by
one Party (whether belonging to that Party or to
a third party) to another Party for use in the
Project and whether before or after the date of
this Agreement), except any Result;

Background:

the Data Protection
Legislation:

this document, including its Schedules, as
amended from time to time in accordance with
clause 10.8;

this Agreement:

109

[the grant provided under the Offer Letter issued
by the Technology Strategy Board] OR [any
funding or assistance provided for the Project or
to any Party for use in the Project by any third
party, including any state or public body];]

the financial contribution to be made by a Party
to the Project, as set out in the Project Plan;

[insert details of the body which is to provide the
External Funding];]

the terms [of the Offer Letter issued by the
Technology Strategy Board] OR [on which the
Funding Body provides any External funding],
copies of which are attached to this Agreement as
Schedule 3];]

[the External Funding:

a Financial Contribution:

[the Funding Body:

[the Funding Conditions:

in relation to a Party, any undertaking which for
the time being Controls, or is Controlled by, that
Party or which for the time being is Controlled by
a third person which also Controls that Party;

in the case of AAA: [insert names]; in the case of
BBB, [insert names?]; in the case of XXX [insert
names]; and in the case of ZZZ [insert names];

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

the Key Personnel:

Intellectual Property Rights: patents, rights to inventions, trade marks, service
marks, registered designs, copyrights and related
rights, database rights, design rights, rights to
use and protect confidential information, in each
case
whether
registered
or
unregistered,
including rights to apply for and be granted and
applications for any of the above, and any
continuations, continuations-in-part, divisional
applications, renewals or extensions of, and
rights to claim priority from, those rights, and
any similar right recognised from time to time in
any jurisdiction, together with all rights of action
in relation to the infringement of any of the
above;

a Group Company:

the Good Data Management
Practices:
the practices and procedures set out in Schedule
4;

the strategy agreed by the Parties for the
commercialisation of the Results as set out in
Schedule 8;

the Exploitation Strategy:

and, if applicable, the guidance and codes of
practice issued by the Information Commissioner
or other relevant data protection or supervisory
authority;

[any purpose except commercialisation, i.e.
licensing for value or sale for value] OR [acts
done for experimental purposes [or to obtain
regulatory approval for any generic or innovative
medicinal product (including any clinical trial)];
all information, data, techniques, Know-how,
results, inventions, discoveries, software and
materials(regardless of the form or medium in
which they are disclosed or stored) identified or
first reduced to practice or writing in the course
of the Project, and any Intellectual Property
Rights arising from any of the above;
the individuals nominated by each of the Parties
[and the Funding Body] in accordance with clause

Research Purposes:

the Results:

the Steering Committee:

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

the project plan annexed to this Agreement as
Schedule 2, as varied from time to time under
the terms of this Agreement[ and any Funding
Conditions];

the project described in the Project Plan;

the Project:

the Project Plan:

the arrangements under which AAA and XXX
respectively, in return for its rights to
commercialise the Results, will pay the other
Parties, as set out in Schedule 10;

the Payment Plan:

the period described in clause 2.1;

AAA, BBB, XXX and ZZZ and any person who
becomes a party to this Agreement pursuant to
clause 2.20, and together they are the Parties;

a Party:

the Project Period:

the location(s) at which the Project will be carried
out as set out in the Project Plan;

the Location:

the individual appointed from time to time by the
Lead Party as the project manager [, and
approved by the Funding Body in accordance with
the Funding Conditions];

[insert the name of the lead party. (This should
be the party which is undertaking the duties of
the Lead Company as set out in the Offer Letter
or other offer of External Funding)];

the Lead Party:

the Project Manager:

unpatented technical information (including
information relating to inventions, discoveries,
concepts, methodologies, models, research,
development and testing procedures, the results
of experiments, tests and trials, manufacturing
processes, techniques and specifications, quality
control data, analyses, reports and submissions)
which is not in the public domain;

Know-how:

110

A reference in this Agreement to any other agreement or document is a reference
to that other agreement or document as varied or novated (in each case, unless
in breach of this Agreement) from time to time.

References in this Agreement to clauses and Schedules are to the clauses and
Schedules of this Agreement and references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of
the relevant Schedule.

Any words in this Agreement following the expression including, include or in
particular, or any similar expression, are to be construed as illustrative and do
not limit the sense of the words preceding that expression.

The acts and omissions of its Group Companies are deemed to be within the
control of a Commercial Party, the acts and omissions of its students are deemed
to be within control of an Institution and the acts and omissions of any contractor
are deemed to be within the control of the Party engaging that contractor.

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

THE PROJECT

2.

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

If there is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the Funding
Conditions, this Agreement will prevail in relation to the arrangements as
between the Parties, but it will not affect the Parties' respective obligations to the
Funding Body under the Funding Conditions.]

1.11

[1.10 Words and phrases defined in the Funding Conditions and not defined in this
Agreement have the meaning given to them in the Funding Conditions when used
in this Agreement.

A reference in this Agreement to writing or written includes email.

A reference in this Agreement to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to
it as amended, extended or re-enacted from time to time and includes all
subordinate legislation made from time to time under that statute or statutory
provision.

1.4

1.5

References in this Agreement to a person include a natural person, corporate or
unincorporated body (whether or not it has a separate legal personality).

1.3

value added tax chargeable under the Value
Added Tax Act 1994, or any tax replacing that tax.

VAT:

The headings in this Agreement are for ease of reference only; they do not affect
its construction or interpretation.

a written agreement signed by or on behalf of the
Parties and any proposed new party to this
Agreement; and

a Variation Agreement:

1.2

[the Results to the extent that they are directly
related to the composition, characteristics,
manufacture, development, enhancement or use
of XXX’s Materials or XXX’s Confidential
Information] OR [insert description of the specific
kind of Result which is to belong to XXX];

the XXX Results:

2.12 to supervise the carrying out of the Project;
and

Although each of the Parties will use reasonable endeavours to carry out the
Project in accordance with the Project Plan, none of the Parties undertakes that
any research will lead to any particular result, nor does it guarantee a successful
outcome to the Project.
Each of the Parties warrants to the other Parties that it has full power and
authority under its constitution, and has taken all necessary actions and obtained
all authorisations, licences, consents and approvals, to allow it to enter into and
perform this Agreement [and it is not in breach of the Funding Conditions].

2.7

2.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

If a Party agrees to transfer any [biological or chemical] material to any of the
other Parties in connection with the Project, that transfer will be subject to the
terms of a separate Materials Transfer Agreement entered into between the
Parties in relation to that material.

Each of the Parties will comply with the provisions of Schedule 7. [At any time
during the Project Period, [XXX] may require changes to Part [3] of Schedule 7,
where those changes are necessary to ensure that the Project is undertaken in
compliance with [XXX]’s applicable policies and procedures.]

2.6

2.9

Each of the Parties will ensure that its staff and students (if any) (including in the
case of each Commercial Party, any staff of any Group Company) involved in the
Project, when working on or visiting the other Party’s premises, comply with the
other Party’s health and safety and security policies and procedures and, when
accessing or using the other Party’s information systems, comply with the other
Party’s information security policies and procedures.

2.5

Each of the Parties will obtain and maintain all regulatory and ethical licences,
consents and approvals necessary to allow it to carry out the tasks allotted to it in
the Project Plan and will carry out the Project in accordance with all laws and
regulations which apply to its activities under or pursuant to this Agreement.

2.3

Each of the Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any) involved
in the Project: observe the conditions attaching to any regulatory and ethical
licences, consents and approvals; keep complete and accurate records of all
research, development and other work carried out in connection with the Project
and of all Results, signed by the people who obtained or made each Result, and
countersigned by an employee of that Party who is not a member of the research
team but who understands the work; and comply with the Good Data
Management Practices.

Each of the Parties will carry out the tasks allotted to it in the Project Plan, and
will provide the human and other resources, Background, materials, facilities and
equipment which are designated as its responsibility in the Project Plan. The
Project will be carried out under the direction and supervision of [insert details].
The Project will be carried out at the Location.

2.2

2.4

The Project [will begin on] OR [began on] the Commencement Date and will
continue until [the earlier of the withdrawal of the External Funding and] the
completion of the Project, or any later date agreed in writing between the Parties.
If this Agreement is entered into after the Commencement Date, it will apply
retrospectively to work done in relation to the Project on or after the
Commencement Date. This Agreement will remain in full force and effect for the
duration of the Project, but a Party may withdraw or may be deemed to have
withdrawn from the Project in accordance with clause 8 or 9.

2.1

111

Any member of the Steering Committee may participate in meetings of the
Steering Committee by tele-conference, video-conference or any other technology
that enables everyone participating in the meeting to communicate interactively and
simultaneously with each other. The quorum for a meeting of the Steering
Committee will be [one representative of each of the Parties] OR [one
representative of at least [3] of the Parties], or his alternate, present in person or
by tele-conference, video-conference or other technology mentioned above.

[Insert name] (if present at a meeting) or, in his absence, any other individual
the members of the Steering Committee may from time to time agree, will chair
meetings of the Steering Committee.

The Parties will ensure that the Steering Committee meets at least every [3]
months at venues to be agreed, and in default of agreement at [insert location],
or at any other time at the request of any of the Parties. Meetings of the
Steering Committee will be convened with at least [21] days written notice in
advance. That notice must include an agenda. Minutes of the meetings of the
Steering Committee will be prepared by the chair of the meeting and sent to each
of the Parties within [14] days after each meeting.

Each Party will provide the Project Manager with [monthly][quarterly] OR
[annual] reports summarising the progress of the Project and the Results, and the
Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager keeps all the Parties informed
about the progress of the Project and the Results. A copy of each Party's
[monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] report will be circulated to each member of the
Steering Committee with the written notice for the relevant meeting.

Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly after identifying any
Result which it believes to be patentable, and will supply the Project Manager
with copies of that Result. Each of the Parties will notify other Results to the
Project Manager in the [monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] reports provided under
clause 2.16.

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17
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There will be a Steering Committee made up of one representative nominated by
each of the Parties. The Project Manager (initially [insert name]) will be the Lead
Party’s representative on the Steering Committee. [The Parties will invite the
Funding Body to appoint a representative to the Steering Committee.] The terms
of reference of the Steering Committee are set out in Schedule 9, and the
Steering Committee will have no authority to amend the terms of this Agreement
except as may be expressly set out in those terms of reference.

2.12

2.11.3 notify the other Parties in accordance with clause 10.1 immediately if it
receives any notice or request from the Funding Body.]

2.11.2 carry out the Project in accordance with the Funding Conditions; and

2.11.1 if it is a party to the Funding Conditions, comply with its obligations under,
and the conditions of, the Funding Conditions;

[2.11 Each of the Parties will:

[2.10 If the Funding Conditions have not already been accepted by the Parties, this
Agreement is conditional on each of the Parties accepting the Funding Conditions
within [30] days after the date of the Funding Conditions or offer to provide
External Funding.]
[In addition to his duties under the Funding Conditions,] the Project Manager will:

2.19

for

implementing

decisions

taken

by

the

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION, [EXTERNAL FUNDING] AND PAYMENT PLAN
[The allocation of the External Funding will be as set out in the Project Plan unless
the Parties unanimously agree otherwise in writing.] Each Party will keep
complete and accurate accounts of its expenditure on the Project. Each Party will
pay its Financial Contribution to the Project in accordance with Schedule 1 within
[30][60] OR [90] days after its receipt of a [quarterly] OR [monthly] invoice for
the same. Where any Financial Contribution is being claimed against costs and
expenses incurred by a Party, each invoice must be accompanied by a statement
certified by an authorised officer of that Party.
Unless any VAT exemption applies, all amounts are exclusive of VAT which the
Party making the Financial Contribution will pay at the rate from time to time
prescribed by law.
If a Party fails to make any payment due to another Party under this Agreement,
without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to that other Party, that
other Party may charge interest (both before and after any judgement) on the
amount outstanding, on a daily basis [at the rate of [four] per cent per annum
above the London 3 month Interbank Offered Rate from time to time in force] OR
[in accordance with the Late Payments of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
as amended by the Late Payment of Commercial Debts Regulations 2013]. That
interest will be calculated from the date of last date for payment to the actual
date of payment, both dates inclusive, and will be compounded quarterly. The
Party which is late paying will pay that interest on demand.

3.
3.1

3.2

3.3
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No additional person may become a party to this Agreement without the written
agreement of all of the then existing parties to this Agreement [and the Funding
Body] and unless the additional person and all the then existing Parties to this
Agreement execute a Variation Agreement.

Steering

2.20

2.19.6 monitor the progress of the Project.

2.19.5 prepare progress reports[ as required by the Funding Body]; and

2.19.4 be responsible
Committee;

2.19.3 be responsible for the financial administration of the Project[ as required
by the Funding Conditions];

2.19.2 be responsible to the Steering Committee for the day-to-day management
of the Project;

2.19.1 [be the primary conduit for exchanges of information with the Funding
Body];

Each Party will, through its representative or his alternate, have one vote in the
Steering Committee. Decisions will be taken by a simple majority except where a
decision necessitates a change to the Project Plan or a change to the allocation of
any funding. In either of those cases, any decision must be unanimous. The
chairman will [not] have a casting vote.

2.18
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[Claims for any External Funding will be made through the Project Manager. Each
of the Parties will provide sufficient information to the Project Manager to allow
the Lead Party to claim the External Funding and to submit reports to the Funding
Body in accordance with the Funding Body’s requirements from time to time.
Each of the Parties will certify its claims for any External Funding in such way as
may be necessary to allow the Lead Party to give any certificate required by the
Funding Body in relation to those claims.]

[The Lead Party will, within [30] days after receipt of any of the External Funding,
pay that External Funding (or the appropriate part of it) to the Party to which that
External Funding is due.]

[Each Party will refund to the Lead Party on demand: any overpayment of any
External Funding received by that Party; and any monies received by that Party
which the Funding Body requires to be repaid in accordance with the Funding
Conditions. Each Party will pay to the Funding Body any payments which are to
be made by that Party in order to comply with the Funding Conditions. Each of
the other Parties will indemnify the Lead Party and keep it indemnified against all
and any refund, repayment or payment which the Lead Party is required to make
under the Funding Conditions to the Funding Body on behalf of that other Party or
as a consequence of that other Party’s act or omission.]

The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager prepares and submits an
account of all income and expenditure in connection with the Project [quarterly]
to the Steering Committee.

The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager allows an independent
chartered accountant appointed by any Party, at that Party's expense, to examine
the accounts and records of the Project Manager relating to the Project provided:

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to AAA or XXX (as the
case may be);

AAA and XXX will each pay of the other Parties in accordance with the Payment
Plan. Any Party to which either AAA or XXX is obliged to make payments under
the Payment Plan may appoint an independent chartered accountant, at that
Party’s expense, to examine the accounts and records of AAA or XXX (as the
case may be) relating to its commercialisation of, respectively, the AAA and the
XXX Results provided:

3.10.3 the Party appointing the accountant and the accountant will keep
confidential any information which it may acquire in the exercise of its
rights under this clause 3.10.

3.10.2 the inspection or examination takes place during the Project Manager's
normal working hours; and
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3.11

The financial arrangements for the Project will be overseen by the Steering
Committee [and will be as set out in the Funding Conditions].

3.5

3.10.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the Project
Manager;

[Except as set out in the Project Plan,] each Party will own all equipment
purchased or constructed by it, or for it, using any Financial Contribution[ or any
External Funding].

3.4

[Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty-free, non-exclusive licence
to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project. None of the
Parties may grant any sub-licence to use any other Party's Background except
that any Commercial Party may allow any of its Group Companies, and any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies to use any
Party’s Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project.

4.2

Without prejudice to its obligations under clause 4.3, if AAA or XXX does not
think it necessary to register or maintain any protection for the Intellectual
Property Rights in, respectively, the AAA Results or the XXX Results or to take
any action against any infringer of the Intellectual Property Rights in those
Results, it will notify the Project Manager accordingly and in good time before
abandoning any application or before failing to meet any deadline and, without
prejudice to any other right that a Party may have against either AAA or XXX,
the Party which created those Intellectual Property Rights may take such steps as
it sees fit to register and maintain any protection for those Intellectual Property
Rights, including filing and prosecuting patent applications for any Result, and
taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of any
Intellectual Property Rights in its Results.

4.4
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AAA Institution will own the Intellectual Property Rights in the AAA Results; and
XXX will own the Intellectual Property Rights in the XXX Results, and each [will
take, after consultation with the Steering Committee, such steps as may be
necessary] OR [may take such steps as it may decide] from time to time, at its
expense, to register and maintain any protection for the Intellectual Property
Rights in its Results, including filing and prosecuting patent applications for those
Results, and taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of
those Intellectual Property Rights so as to comply with its obligations to
commercialise the Results under clause 4.11.

4.3

[Each Party grants to each of the other Parties a royalty-free, non-exclusive
licence to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project and[, in
return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan,] each Party
grants to AAA and to XXX a non-exclusive[, fully paid-up, royalty free] licence
(with the right to sub-license) to use the Intellectual Property Rights in its
Background to the extent necessary to allow AAA and XXX to comply with their
respective obligations under clause 4.11. The licence granted in this clause 4.2
will automatically terminate on the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of AAA or
XXX (as the case may be) from the Project [or the expiry of the assignment to
that Party in accordance with clause 4.12 (whichever is the earlier)]

This Agreement does not affect the ownership of any Intellectual Property Rights
in any Background or in any other technology, design, work, invention, software,
data, technique, Know-how, or materials which are not Results. The Intellectual
Property Rights in them will remain the property of the Party which contributed
them to the Project (or its licensors). No licence to use any Intellectual Property
Rights is granted or implied by this Agreement except the rights expressly set out
in this Agreement.

4.1

OR

USE AND EXPLOITATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

4.

3.11.3 the Party appointing the accountant and the accountant will keep
confidential any information that it may acquire in the exercise of its rights
under this clause 3.11.

3.11.2 the inspection or examination takes place during AAA’s or XXX’s normal
working hours; and
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Where any third party (such as a student or contractor) is involved in the Project,
the Party engaging that third party will ensure that that third party has assigned
to that Party any Intellectual Property Rights (including making a prospective
assignment where appropriate) which that third party has in the Results in order
to be able to give effect to the provisions of this clause 4.

AAA and XXX grants each of the other Parties a royalty free, non-exclusive licence
to use, respectively, the AAA Results and the XXXX Results for the purpose of
carrying out the Project [and for Clinical Patient Care]. None of the Parties
(except AAA and XXX) may grant any sub-licence to use any of the Results except
that any Commercial Party may allow any of its Group Companies, and any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies, to use any of
the Results for the purpose of carrying out the Project.

In return for the payments to be made to it under the Payment Plan, to the
extent that any Intellectual Property Rights in the AAA Results are capable of
prospective assignment, each of the Parties (except AAA) now assigns its
Intellectual Property Rights in the AAA Results to AAA; and to the extent that any
Intellectual Property Rights in the AAA Results cannot be assigned prospectively,
each of the other Parties will assign such of the Intellectual Property Rights in the
AAA Results as it owns to AAA as and when those Intellectual Property Rights are
created, at the request of AAA. In return for the payments to be made to it under
the Payment Plan, to the extent that any Intellectual Property Rights in the XXX
Results are capable of prospective assignment, each of the Parties (except XXX)
now assigns the Intellectual Property Rights in the XXX Results to XXX; and to the
extent that any Intellectual Property Rights in the XXX Results cannot be assigned
prospectively, each of the other Parties will assign such of those Intellectual
Property Rights in the XXX Results as it owns to XXX as and when those
Intellectual Property Rights are created, at the request of XXX.

Each Academic Party and each of its employees and students will have the
irrevocable, royalty-free right to use any of the Results [(except the following
types of Result: [insert details]) for Academic and Research Purposes [including]
OR [excluding] research projects which are carried out by the Academic Party
with any third party [in the commercial sector] [and Clinical Patient Care].

Each of the Commercial Parties will have a royalty-free, non-exclusive, worldwide,
indefinite licence to use any of the Results for Research Purposes (with the right
to sub-license to any Group Company and to any person working for, or on behalf
of, the Commercial Party or any of its Group Companies, but only for the purpose
of carrying out that work for Research Purposes, and otherwise without the right
to sub-license).

AAA and XXX will use all reasonable endeavours to commercialise, respectively,
the AAA Results and the XXX Results in accordance with the Exploitation Strategy.
Each of the other Parties will notify AAA
of any opportunity for the
commercialisation of the AAA Results of which it becomes aware and will notify
XXX of any opportunity for the commercialisation of the XXX Results of which it

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11
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Each of the other Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any)
involved in the creation of the Results of another Party gives that other Party such
assistance (except financial assistance) as that other Party reasonably request in
connection with the registration and protection of its Intellectual Property Rights
in the Results, including filing and prosecuting patent applications for any of its
Results, and taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of
those Intellectual Property Rights.

4.5

The Project is undertaken by the Academic Parties in pursuance of a primary
charitable purpose; that is the advancement of education through teaching and
research. Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, any
employee or student of an Academic Party (whether or not involved in the
Project) may, provided that Academic Party has not received a Confidentiality
Notice under clause 5.2:

5.1

The Confidentiality Notice must be given within [15] OR [30] days after receipt of
details of the proposed Publication. If a Confidentiality Notice is not received
within that period, the proposed Publication may proceed, [except in relation to
any other Party’s Background which is that Party’s Confidential Information and

5.2.2 prevent the Publication of any of its Background which is Confidential
Information and which, in each case, cannot be protected by patent or
other Intellectual Property Right registration or which can be protected in
that way but which AAA or XXX or the contributor of that Background has
chosen not to protect in that way.

5.2.1 require that Party to delay the proposed Publication for a maximum of
[insert period] month[s] after receipt of the Confidentiality Notice if, in its
reasonable opinion, that delay is necessary in order to seek patent or other
protection for any of the Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results
or any of its Background which are to be Published; or

Each of the Academic Parties will submit to AAA and XXX respectively and to any
Party which has contributed any Background to the Project, in writing, details of
the AAA Results, the XXX Results and of that Background which any employee or
student of that Academic Party intends to Publish, at least [30][60] OR [90] days
before the date of the proposed submission for Publication. AAA or XXX or the
Party which has contributed the Background (as the case may be) may, by giving
written notice to the Party which has submitted those details (a Confidentiality
Notice):

5.1.2 Publish any Background of any of the Parties or any of the Results.
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5.2

ACADEMIC PUBLICATION AND IMPACT

5.

5.1.1 discuss work undertaken as part of the Project in the Academic Party’s
seminars, tutorials and lectures; and

[If AAA or BBB becomes insolvent; or if an order is made or a resolution is passed
for its winding up (except voluntarily for the purpose of solvent amalgamation or
reconstruction); of if an administrator, administrative receiver or receiver is
appointed over the whole or any part of its assets; or if it makes any
arrangement with its creditors, it will reassign to the each of the other Parties the
Intellectual Property Rights assigned to it by that other Party under this
Agreement.] OR [The assignment to AAA and XXX in this Agreement will be
limited in duration until the day before the earliest of the following occurs: the AA
or XXX respectively becoming insolvent; an order being made or a resolution
being passed for its winding up (except voluntarily for the purpose of solvent
amalgamation or reconstruction); an administrator, administrative receiver or
receiver being appointed over the whole or any part of its assets; or it making
any arrangement with its creditors.]

4.12

becomes aware, and no Party will do anything or omit to do anything that
prevents the commercialisation of the Results in accordance with the Exploitation
Strategy.
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6.2.1 if it is received from another Party, it is known to the Recipient or any of
the Recipient’s Group Companies (demonstrable by written records) before
its receipt from another Party, and it is not already subject to any
obligation of confidentiality to another Party;

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results or other information, confidential or not to disclose them to
any third party by:

6.2.6 it is approved for release in writing by an authorised representative of the
Party whose information it is.

6.2.5 it is disclosed pursuant to the requirement of any law or regulation
(provided, in the case of a disclosure under the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004, none of the
exceptions to that Act or those Regulations (as the case may be) applies
to the information disclosed) or pursuant to the order of any Court of
competent jurisdiction or the requirement of any competent regulatory
authority and that, in each case where the law permits, the Party required
to make that disclosure has informed the Party whose information it is,
within a reasonable time after being required to make the disclosure, of
the requirement to make the disclosure and the information required to be
disclosed; or

6.2.4 it has been developed by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies without reference to another Party’s Confidential Information;
or

6.2.3 it has been obtained by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies from a third party in circumstances where the Recipient has no
reason to believe that there has been a breach of an obligation of
confidentiality to another Party;
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6.3

If any Party which is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 receives a request under that Act or
those Regulations to disclose any information which, under this Agreement, is the
Confidential Information of another Party, it will notify that other Party and will
consult with it promptly and, before making any disclosure under that Act or
those Regulations, it will take legal advice regarding the availability and
applicability of any exemptions and any other options available, and will notify
that other Party of the intended response to that request. That other Party will
respond to the Party which received the request within [10] days after receiving
the notice if that notice requests that other Party to provide information to assist
the Party which received the request to determine whether or not an exemption
to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004 applies to the information requested under that Act or those
Regulations. That other Party may make representations in relation to that
request and the proposed response and may request amendments to the
proposed response. [At the request of another Party, except in order to comply
with any court order or any decision of the Information Commissioner or the
Information Tribunal, the Party which received the request under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (the
Disclosing Party) will not disclose any information which, under this Agreement,
is that other Party’s Confidential Information in response to a request under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations
2004 provided that:

6.6

None of the Parties (the Recipient) will be in breach of any obligation to keep
any Background, Results or other information confidential or not to disclose it to
any third party to the extent that:

6.2

6.2.2 it is or becomes publicly known without any breach of this Agreement or
any other undertaking to keep it confidential;

[No Party will be in breach of any obligation to keep any other Party’s Confidential
Information, confidential or not to disclose it to any third party by disclosing it to
the Funding Body in accordance with the Funding Conditions.]

6.5

[Without prejudice to any obligations of confidentiality in the Funding Conditions,]
and subject to clause 5, none of the Parties will [, either during the Project Period
or for [3][5][7] OR [10] years after the end of the Project Period,] disclose to any
third party nor use for any purpose, except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement, any other Party's Confidential Information.

6.1

6.4

CONFIDENTIALITY

6.
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6.6.2 that other Party indemnifies the Disclosing Party and its employees and
students (the Indemnified Parties), and keeps them fully and effectively
indemnified, against each and every claim made against any of the
Indemnified Parties as a result of the Disclosing Party not making any
disclosure of the other Party’s Confidential information in response to a

6.6.1 that other Party makes that request in writing within 10 days after
receiving notice from the Disclosing Party under this clause 6.6; and

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results or other information, confidential or not to disclose them to
any third party, by making them available to any of its Group Companies or any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies, who needs to
know the same in order to exercise the rights granted in clause 4.2 or 4.7,
provided they are not used except as expressly permitted by this Agreement and
the recipient undertakes to keep that Background, those Results or that
information confidential.

6.3.2 making them available to any student of that Academic Party who needs to
know the same in order to exercise the rights granted in this Agreement,
provided they are not used except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement and the student undertakes to keep that Background, those
Results and that information confidential.

Each of the Parties acknowledge that the Academic Parties are required by their
funders to demonstrate their impact on society and agrees to provide to each
Academic Party any information which that Academic Party reasonably requests in
order to allow it to demonstrate that impact provided that, under or pursuant to
this clause: the Academic Parties will not be entitled to receive or disclose any
other Party’s Confidential Information or any information which identifies or
allows any living individual to be identified and the information requested and
disclosed under or pursuant to this clause will be general in nature.

6.3.1 [except in relation to another Party’s Background which is that Party’s
Confidential Information,] Publishing them if that Party has followed the
procedure in clause 5.2 and has received no Confidentiality Notice within
the period stated in that clause; or

5.3

which may not be Published unless that Party has given its written consent to that
Publication].
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[Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Academic Party
may identify the sums received from each of the other Parties in the Academic
Party’s Annual Report and similar publications][, and each Commercial Party may,
in order to comply with any transparency reporting obligations to which it is
subject, publish details of any transfers of value].]

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

[Each of the Parties warrants to each of the other Parties that, to the best of its
knowledge and belief (having made reasonable enquiry of those of its employees
involved in the Project or likely to have relevant knowledge[, and in the case of
each Academic Party any student involved in the Project], but not having made
any search of any public register) any advice or information given by it or any of
its employees or students who work on the Project, and the content or use of any
Results, Background or materials, works or information provided in connection
with the Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party
rights.

6.8

7.

7.1

Except under [the warranty in clause 7.1 [and in clause 7.10] and] the
indemnities in clause [6.6, ]7.3 and 7.4, and subject to clause 7.8, none of the
Parties accepts any liability or responsibility for any use which may be made by
any other Party of any of the Results, nor for any reliance which may be placed
by any other Party on any of the Results, nor for advice or information given in
connection with any of the Results.

Subject to clause 7.7.1, each of AAA and XXX (the Indemnifying Party) will
indemnify each of the other Parties and their employees and students (together
the Indemnified Parties), and keep them fully and effectively indemnified,
against each and every claim made against any of the Indemnified Parties as a
result of that Indemnifying Party’s use of any of the following: the Results and
any materials, works or information received from an Indemnified Party pursuant
to this Agreement, provided that the Indemnified Party must:

7.2

7.3
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7.3.3 take reasonable steps to mitigate its losses and expenses arising from the
claim;

7.3.2 not make any admission in relation to the claim;

7.3.1 promptly notify the Indemnifying Party of details of the claim;

None of the Parties makes any representation or gives any warranty to any of the
other Parties that any advice or information given by it or any of its employees
[or students] who work on the Project, or the content or use of any Results,
Background or materials, works or information provided in connection with the
Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party rights.]

7.1

OR

None of the Parties will use another Party's name or the name of any of the Key
Personnel provided by another Party, or another Party’s logo in any press release
or product advertising, or for any other promotional purpose, without first
obtaining that other Party's written consent.

6.7

request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004.]

7.8.3 [any loss or damage caused by a deliberate breach of this Agreement].

7.8.2 any fraud or for any sort of liability which, by law, cannot be limited or
excluded;

7.8.1 death or personal injury caused by negligence;

Nothing in this Agreement limits or excludes any Party's liability for:

7.7.4 [for all and any breaches of the Funding Conditions will not exceed in total
[the amount of the External Funding].

7.7.2 under the indemnity in clause 7.4 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];
and
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7.8

Subject in each case to clause 7.8, the aggregate liability of each Party to the all
the other Parties:

7.7

7.7.1 under the indemnity in clause 7.3 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8, the aggregate liability of each Party to all of the
other Parties for any or all breaches of this Agreement, any negligence, or arising
in any other way out of the subject matter of this Agreement, the Project and the
Results, will not exceed in total [that Party’s Financial Contribution][the portion of
the External Funding allocated to that Party] OR [£insert figure].

Even, in each case, if the Party bringing the claim has advised the other of the
possibility of those losses, or even if they were within the other Party's
contemplation.

7.5.2 any loss of profits, loss of revenue, loss of data, loss of contracts or
opportunity, whether direct or indirect,

7.5.1 any indirect damages or losses; or

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8, and except under the indemnities in clauses [6.6,]
7.3 and 7.4, the liability of each Party to all of the other Parties for any breach of
this Agreement, any negligence or arising in any other way out of the subject
matter of this Agreement, the Project and the Results, will not extend to:

Subject to clause 7.7.3, each Party will indemnify the other Parties keep them
fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims, demands,
expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection with any
breach by it of Schedule 6.

7.6

7.5

7.4

The indemnity in this clause 7.3 will not apply to the extent that the claim arises
as a result of the Indemnified Party's negligence, its deliberate breach of this
Agreement, its breach of clause 6 or its knowing infringement any third party’s
Intellectual Property Rights or its knowing breach of any third party’s rights of
confidence.

7.3.5 give the Indemnifying Party all reasonable assistance (at the Indemnifying
Party’s expense) in dealing with the claim.

7.3.4 allow the Indemnifying Party to have the conduct of the defence and
settlement of the claim; and
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Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly if at any time any of
the Key Personnel appointed by that Party is unable or unwilling to continue to be
involved in the Project. Within [3] OR [6] months after the date of that notice,
the Party who originally appointed that member of the Key Personnel will
nominate a successor. The other Parties will not unreasonably refuse to accept
the nominated successor, but if the successor is not acceptable to the other
Parties on reasonable grounds, the other Parties may treat that Party as having
withdrawn from the Project by giving not less than [3] months' notice.]

9.1.3 commits any breach of Schedule 5 [or Schedule 7].

9.1.2 becomes insolvent, or if an order is made or a resolution is passed for its
winding up (except voluntarily for the purpose of solvent amalgamation or
reconstruction), or if an administrator, administrative receiver or receiver
is appointed over the whole or any part of its assets, or if it makes any
arrangement with its creditors; or
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9.2

If they unanimously agree to do so, the other Parties may treat any Party as
having withdrawn from the Project with immediate effect by giving notice to that
Party if that Party:

9.1

9.1.1 is in breach of any provision of this Agreement (including an obligation to
make payment) and (if it is capable of remedy) the breach has not been
remedied within [30][60] OR [90] days after receipt of written notice
specifying the breach and requiring its remedy;

TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWAL

If the performance by any Party of any of its obligations under this Agreement
(except a payment obligation) is delayed or prevented by circumstances beyond
its reasonable control, that Party will not be in breach of this Agreement because
of that delay in performance. However, if the delay in performance lasts for more
than [3] OR [6] months, the other Parties may, if they unanimously agree to do
so, give that Party notice treating it as having withdrawn from the Project and the
provisions of clauses 9.4 - 9.12 (inclusive) will apply.

FORCE MAJEURE

7.10.1 that the Intellectual Property Rights assigned are free from all charges and
encumbrances and rights of any third party (except those of which the
Party making that assignment is unaware or of which could not reasonably
be aware).]

9.

8.

[Any assignment of Intellectual Property Rights made under or pursuant to this
Agreement is made or will be made with full title guarantee.] OR [Each of the
Parties warrants to each the other Parties that, in relation to any assignment of
Intellectual Property Rights made by it under or pursuant to this Agreement:

7.10

7.10.1 the Party making that assignment has the right to dispose of those
Intellectual Property Rights and that it will, at its own cost, do all that it
reasonably can to give the title which it purports to give; and

The express undertakings and warranties given by the Parties in this Agreement
are in lieu of all other warranties, conditions, terms, undertakings and obligations,
whether express or implied by statute, common law, custom, trade usage, course
of dealing or in any other way. All of these are excluded to the fullest extent
permitted by law.

7.9

Rights in respect of its Background granted under this Agreement by a Party
which withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and
will be extended to any new party to this Agreement.
Rights in respect of its Results granted under this Agreement by a Party which
withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and will be
extended to any new party to this Agreement.
Subject to clause 9.9, all rights to use any other Party’s Intellectual Property
Rights granted under this Agreement to a Party which withdraws or is treated as
having withdrawn will cease immediately on the expiry of the withdrawal notice
given by or to that Party. If the Lead Exploitation Party withdraws or is treated as
having withdrawn from the Project, it will immediately reassign to each of the
other Parties all Intellectual Property Rights in the Results assigned to it by that
Party.
Any rights to use any Results or Background for Academic and Research Purposes
and
any right to Publish in accordance with clause 5 with survive the
withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of any Party and continue indefinitely.
Subject to clause 9.12, on the termination of this Agreement, the Commercial
Parties will pay the Academic Parties for all work done before termination. If a
Commercial Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, it
will pay the other Parties for all work done before termination [and not covered
by the External Funding] and it will re-imburse the other Parties for all costs and
expenses which they have incurred or agreed to incur and which they are unable
to cancel.
Subject to clause 9.12, following the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of a
Commercial Party, if its Financial Contribution was intended to cover the costs of
employing any Academic Party’s staff involved in the Project, that Commercial
Party will continue to reimburse, in accordance with clause 3, the actual direct
employment costs of staff who were appointed by that Academic Party to work on
the Project before the service of the withdrawal notice, provided that that
Academic Party takes all reasonable steps to minimise those costs.
Reimbursement will continue until the effective date of termination of each staff
contract or the date on which the Project was to have ended (whichever is the
earlier). Those direct employment costs will include a proportion of any
redundancy costs which have been incurred by that Academic Party as a direct

9.6

9.7

9.8

9.9

9.10

9.11
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Clauses 1, 3, 4 (subject to the provisions of this clause 9), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.4, 9.5,
9.6, 9.7, 9. 8, 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, 9.12 and 10 will survive the completion or
termination of the Project, the expiry of this Agreement, or the withdrawal or
deemed withdrawal of any Party for any reason and will continue in force
indefinitely or, in the case of clause 6, in accordance with clause 6.1.

If a Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, the other
Parties will use reasonable endeavours to reallocate the obligations of that Party
under this Agreement [and under the Funding Conditions] amongst themselves or
to a third party acceptable to the remaining Parties [and the Funding Body],
provided that that third party agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement
[and the Funding Conditions].

9.4

9.5

[Any Commercial Party may withdraw from the Project at any time provided it
complies with clauses 9.10 and 9.11, by giving not less than [3] months' notice to
all of the other Parties.]

9.3
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the next Business Day after posting
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Waiver of rights: If a Party fails to enforce or delays in enforcing an obligation
of any other Party, or fails to exercise or delays in exercising a right under this
Agreement, that failure or delay will not affect its right to enforce that obligation
or constitute a waiver of that right. Any waiver by a Party of any provision of this

Address:

Address:

10.4

Name:

Name:

Illegal/unenforceable provisions: If the whole or any part of any provision of
this Agreement is void or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the other provisions of
this Agreement, and the rest of the void or unenforceable provision, will continue
in force in that jurisdiction, and the validity and enforceability of that provision in
any other jurisdiction will not be affected.

For ZZZ:

For XXX:

10.3

Address:

Address:

Assignment etc: None of the Parties may assign or transfer this Agreement as
a whole, or any of its rights or obligations under it, without first obtaining the
written consent of all of the other Parties[, except that a Commercial Party may
assign this Agreement as a whole to a Group Company without the consent of the
other Parties]. No Party will unreasonably withhold or delay its consent.

Name:

Name:

10.2

For BBB:

For AAA:

The Parties' respective representatives for the receipt of notices are, until
changed by notice given in accordance with this clause, as follows:

after

By recorded delivery post

Day

the second
posting

By pre-paid first class post

Business

the day of delivery

By hand or courier

Notices: Any notice to be given under this Agreement must be in writing, must
be delivered to the other Party or Parties by any of the methods set out in the left
hand column below and will be deemed to be received on the corresponding day
set out in the right hand column.

10.1

Deemed day of receipt

GENERAL

10.

Method of service

A Party which withdraws or which is treated as having withdrawn from the Project
may not recover from any of the other Parties any of its costs incurred in
connection with the Project to the extent that those costs were incurred after the
date of its withdrawal.

9.12

result of the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of that Commercial Party, that
proportion to be calculated by dividing the individual’s involvement in the Project
by the duration of his period of employment by that Academic Party.

Formalities: Each Party will take any action and execute any document
reasonably requested by any other Party to give effect to any of its rights under
this Agreement, or to enable their registration in any relevant territory provided
the requesting party pays the other Party’s reasonable expenses of doing so.

10.7

Third parties: No one except a Party has any right to prevent the amendment
of this Agreement or its termination, and no one except a Party may enforce any
benefit conferred by this Agreement, unless this Agreement expressly provides
otherwise, except that each Indemnified Party will have the benefit of the
relevant indemnity and Key Personnel will have the benefit of and enforce clause
6.7, in each case under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.
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10.12 Anti-Bribery: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule 5.

10.11 Escalation: If the Parties are unable to reach agreement on any issue concerning
this Agreement or the Project within [14] days after one Party has notified the
Project Manager of that issue, they will refer the matter to [insert officer] in the
case of AAA, to [insert officer] in the case of BBB, to [insert officer] in the case of
XXX, and to [insert officer] in the case of ZZZ in an attempt to resolve the issue
within [14] days after the referral.
Any Party may bring proceedings in
accordance with clause 10.10 if the matter has not been resolved within that [14]
day period, and any Party may apply to the court for an injunction, whether or
not any issue has been escalated under this clause 10.11.

10.10 Governing law: This Agreement and any dispute or claim (including noncontractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection with it or its subject
matter or formation are governed by, and this Agreement is to be construed in
accordance with, English law. The English Courts will have exclusive jurisdiction
to deal with any dispute (including any non-contractual claim or dispute) which
has arisen or may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement, except that a
Party may bring proceedings to protect its Intellectual Property Rights or
Confidential Information in any jurisdiction..

10.9

Amendments: No variation or amendment of this Agreement will be effective
unless it is made in writing and signed by each Party's representative.

Entire agreement: This Agreement [and the Funding Conditions] constitute[s]
the entire agreement between the Parties relating to its subject matter. Each
Party acknowledges that it has not entered into this Agreement on the basis of
any warranty, representation, statement, agreement or undertaking except those
expressly set out in this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. Each Party
waives any claim for breach of this Agreement, or any right to rescind this
Agreement in respect of any representation which is not an express provision of
this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. However, this clause 10.6 does not
exclude any liability which any Party may have to any other (or any right which
any Party may have to rescind this Agreement) in respect of any fraudulent
misrepresentation or fraudulent concealment prior to the execution of this
Agreement.

10.6

10.8

No agency etc: Nothing in this Agreement creates, implies or evidences any
partnership or joint venture between the Parties, or the relationship between
them of principal and agent. None of the Parties has any authority to make any
representation or commitment, or incur any liability, on behalf of any other Party.

10.5

Agreement will not, unless expressly stated to the contrary, constitute a waiver of
that provision on a future occasion.
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Name

Position

Signature

Name

Position

Signature
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Date: …………………………………………………………….]

Signature:…………………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………….

[Read and understood by [insert details of the person directing and supervising the
Project, as stated in Clause 2.2]:

SIGNED for and on behalf of ZZZ:

SIGNED for and on behalf of XXX:

Position

Position

Signature

Name

Name

Signature

SIGNED for and on behalf of BBB :

SIGNED for and on behalf of AAA :

[10.15 Export Control: each Party will comply with applicable UK export control
legislation and regulations. Each Party will comply with the specific conditions of
any US export control legislation of which another Party has informed it writing
and which are applicable to it.]

10.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts.
Once it has been executed and each Party has executed at least one counterpart,
each counterpart will constitute a duplicate original copy of this Agreement. All
the counterparts together will constitute a single agreement. The transmission of
an executed counterpart of this Agreement (but not just a signature page) by email (such as in PDF or JPEG) will take effect as the delivery of an executed
original counterpart of this Agreement. [If that method of delivery is used, each
Party will provide the other Party with the original of the executed counterpart as
soon as possible.]

10.13 Data Protection: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule
6.
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The Financial Contributions

SCHEDULE 1
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Other Terms

[Equipment ownership]

Allocation of External Finding

Key Personnel of each Party

Results Anticipated

Human resources, facilities and equipment each Party is to provide

Timetable

Tasks to be carried out by each Party
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The Funding Conditions]

The Project Plan

Background/Materials to be contributed by each Party

Location

Project Objectives

Project Title

[SCHEDULE 3

SCHEDULE 2
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Research data must be accurately recorded in accordance with good scientific
practices by the people conducting the research;

Research data must be analysed appropriately, without bias and in accordance
with good scientific practices;

Research data and the Results must be stored securely and be easily retrievable;

Data trails must be kept to allow people to demonstrate easily and to reconstruct
key decisions made during the conduct of the research, presentations made about
the research and conclusions reached in respect of the research; and

Each Party will have the right, on not less than [30] days’ written notice, to visit
the other Party to verify that the other Party is complying with the above
practices and procedures.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Research data must be generated using sound scientific techniques and
processes;

Each Party will ensure that each person referred to in paragraph 2 above complies
with terms equivalent to the terms imposed by this Schedule, and will be liable to
the other Party for any breach by that person of any of those terms.
A person associated with a Party includes its employees, its students, its group
companies and subcontractors and their respective employees.

3.

4.
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Each Party will ensure that any person associated with it (as determined in
accordance with section 8 of the Bribery Act 2010 and paragraph 4 below) who is
involved in the Project, is involved in the Project only on the basis of a written
contract which imposes on that person terms equivalent to those imposed on that
Party in this Schedule.

on request during normal working hours, and allow the other Parties
access to and to copy those records and accounts and to meet with its
personnel to audit compliance with this Schedule.

provide such evidence of compliance with this Schedule as the other Party
may reasonably request from time to time;

1.6

1.8

promptly report to the other Party any request or demand for any undue
financial or other advantage of any kind received by it;

1.5

keep accurate and up to date records and books of account showing all
payments made by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project
and the steps taken by it to comply with this Schedule. (Those records and
books of account must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify
compliance with this Schedule.)

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 1.3
above;

1.4

1.7

have policies and procedures (including adequate procedures as
determined in accordance with section 7(2) of the Bribery Act 2010 and
any guidance issued under section 9 of that Act) to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2;

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 6
of the Bribery Act 2010 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its
activities and which relate to anti-bribery or anti-corruption (or both)
including the Bribery Act 2010;

1.3

1.2

1.1

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

2.

1.

Anti-Bribery

Good Data Management Practices

1.

SCHEDULE 5

SCHEDULE 4
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All expressions used in paragraph 1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter
(and not defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in
the Data Protection Legislation.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent.

1.7

3.

notify the Data Controller immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

1.6

The Data Processor will allow the Data Controller at all reasonable times to
inspect and review the steps being taken by the Data Processor to comply with
paragraph 1 above, and will give the Data Controller any assistance which the
Data Controller reasonably requires with that inspection and review.

notify the Data Controller immediately should it receive any request or
enquiry from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being
Processed for the Data Controller, give the Data Controller such assistance
in dealing with that request or enquiry as the Data Controller may
reasonably request, and not respond to any such request or enquiry
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent;

1.5

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

1.3

give the Data Controller such information and assistance as the Data
Controller reasonably requires in order to enable the Data Controller to
meet its obligations to Data Subjects, in particular, complying with Data
Subjects’ requests for access to, information about, and the rectification of
their Personal Data;

Process that Personal Data only in accordance with the Data Controller’s
instructions from time to time and only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

1.2

1.4

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection
Legislation, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they
would have were their Personal Data being Processed by the Data
Controller;

1.1

The Party which carries out the Processing will be the Data Processor and the
Party which determines the purpose of the Processing will be the Data Controller
in relation to that Personal Data, and the Data Processor will:

2.

1.

Where a Party (the Data Processor) Processes any Personal Data on behalf of any
other Party (the Data Controller), the provisions of this Schedule will apply.

Data Protection

SCHEDULE 6

Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as the Data Processor Processes any Personal Data on behalf of the
Data Controller, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the
completion of the Project.
The Data Processor will indemnify the Data Controller and keep the Data
Controller fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims,
demands, expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection
with any breach by the Data Processor of this Schedule.

5.

6.

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;
give the other Party such information and assistance as it reasonably
requires in order to enable the other Party it to meet its obligations to Data
Subjects, in particular, complying with Data Subjects’ requests for access
to, information about, and the rectification of their Personal Data;

1.3

1.4

1.6

notify the other Party immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

notify the other Party immediately should it receive any request or enquiry
from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being Processed for
the purpose of the Project, give the other Party such assistance in dealing
with that request or enquiry as it may reasonably request;

Process that Personal Data only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

1.2

1.5

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection Act
1998, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they have
under the Data Protection Act;

1.1

Each of the Parties will be a Data Controller in relation to those Personal Data and
it will comply with the following in relation to any Personal Data which it
Processes in connection with the Project. It will:
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1.

Where both Parties determine the purpose of the Processing in respect of any Personal
Data which is Processed in the course of or for the purpose of the Project, the provisions
of this Schedule will apply.

OR

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.

4.

122

All expressions in paragraph1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter (and not
defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in the
Data Protection Legislation.

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.

Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as a Party is a Data Controller or shares any Personal Data with the
other Party, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the completion
of the Project.

3.

4.

5.
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Each Party will allow the other Party at all reasonable times to inspect and review
the steps being taken by it to comply with paragraph 1 above, and will give the
other Party any assistance which it reasonably requires with that inspection and
review.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the other Party’s written consent.

2.

1.7

pay each employee at least the minimum wage, or a fair representation of
the prevailing industry wage, (whichever is the higher) and provide each
employee with all legally mandated benefits;
comply with the laws on working hours and employment rights in the
countries in which it operates; and
respect its employees’ right to join and form independent trade unions and
freedom of association.

1.9

1.10
1.11

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its activities
and which relate to anti-slavery and human trafficking, including the Modern
Slavery Act 2015;
Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

1.

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

Part 2 – Anti-Slavery

Each Party will ensure that it has, and will comply with, ethical and human rights
policies and an appropriate complaints procedure to deal with any breaches of
those policies.

not use cruel or abusive disciplinary practices in the workplace;

1.8

3.

not engage in or support the use of corporal punishment, mental, physical,
sexual or verbal abuse;

1.7

Each Party agrees that it is responsible for controlling its own supply chain and
that it will encourage compliance with ethical standards and human rights by any
subsequent supplier of goods and services that are used by it when performing its
obligations under this Agreement.

not discriminate against any employee on any ground (including race,
religion, disability or gender);

provide access to clean water, food, and emergency healthcare to its
employees in the event of accidents or incidents in the workplace;

1.5
1.6

not require its employees to lodge papers or deposits on starting work;
provide a safe and healthy workplace, presenting no immediate hazards to
its employees, and if any accommodation is provided by that Party to its
employees, that accommodation will be safe for habitation;

1.3

not use forced labour in any form (prison, indentured, bonded or
otherwise);

1.2

1.4

not employ, engage or use any child labour in circumstances such that the
tasks performed by any child could reasonably be foreseen to cause either
physical or emotional impairment to the development of the child;

1.1

Unless otherwise required or prohibited by law, each Party will, in relation to the
performance of this Agreement:

2.

1.

Part 1 - Human Rights

SCHEDULE 7
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have and maintain its own policies and procedures to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1 and 2 above;

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 3 above;

include in its contracts with its subcontractors and suppliers anti-slavery and
human trafficking provisions which are at least as onerous as those set out in this
section of this Schedule;

promptly report to the other Parties any breach of this section of this Schedule of
which it becomes aware;

provide such evidence of compliance with this section of this Schedule as any of
the other Parties may reasonably request from time to time;

keep accurate and up to date records to trace the supply chain of all goods and
materials supplied by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project and the
steps taken by it to comply with this section of this Schedule. (Those records
must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify compliance with this section
of this Schedule.); and

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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[Insert details]]

Each Party will comply with the following:

[Part 3 – Policies and Procedures

on request during normal working hours, allow each of the other Parties access to and to
copy the records referred to in paragraph 8 above and to meet with its personnel to
verify compliance with this section of this Schedule.

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 4 Modern
Slavery Act 2015 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

2.
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The Exploitation Strategy

SCHEDULE 8
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Terms of Reference of the Steering Committee

SCHEDULE 9
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The Payment Plan

SCHEDULE 10
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]

(Translation)
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⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱၟᴗࡼࡗ࡚ฟࡉࢀࡓ┈ࡢศ㓄㔠ཪࡣᡂຌሗ㓘ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡇࢆ⣙ࡍࡿࠋ

ᙜヱ 2 ྡࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀ≉ᐃࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢㆡΏࢆཷࡅࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࡢᙜ

ᐖࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

ࡋ࠸ࠋᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀ␗࡞ࡿ୰᰾ᴗཪࡣᐖࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ␗࡞ࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝᑐࡋ࡚

ࢩࢼࣜ࢜㸫4 ྡࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ 2 ྡࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࠊ␗࡞ࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࡀ᭱ࡶᮃࡲ

㞮ᙧ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ C

(4) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(3) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(2) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(1) [ྡ
ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

᪥_________________________20[

-1-

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ࡓࡿႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[ᙜ
⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ XXX ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧

(3)

[ᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸୍ษࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[AAA
ࡢ㈨ᩱཪࡣ AAA ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࡢᵓᡂࠊᛶ㉁ࠊ〇㐀ࠊ㛤
Ⓨࠊᙉཪࡣ⏝┤᥋ⓗ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝ] ᡈ࠸
ࡣ[AAA ᖐᒓࡍࡿ≉ᐃࡢ✀㢮ࡢᡂᯝࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍ
ࡿࠋ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
AAA ཬࡧ BBB ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
ᶵ㛵ㄅⱝࡋࡃࡣ㟁Ꮚ࣏ࣜࢪࢺࣜࡢ୰࡛ࡢࣈࢫࢺࣛࢡ
ࢺࠊグⱝࡋࡃࡣㄽᩥࡢබ⾲ࠊཪࡣ㆟ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢭ࣑
ࢼ࣮࡛ࡢࡑࢀࡽࡢⓎ⾲ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋࡲࡓࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ཬࡧ➨ 6
᮲࠾ࡅࡿࠕබ⾲ࡍࡿࠖཬࡧࠕබ⾲ࠖࡣࠊࡿබ⾲
ཪࡣⓎ⾲ࢆᣦࡍࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋ
◊✲[㸦[㝖እࡉࢀࡿෆᐜࢆグ㍕ࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠊᣦ
ᑟ[ࠊཬࡧ] ᩍ⫱[୪ࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ
ᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝࠖ

ࠕᏛ
Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ
ࠕᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲ࠖ

ࠕᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ௨ୗࡢ⾲⌧ࡣࠊྑḍグ㍕ࡢពࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᐃ⩏ཬࡧゎ㔘

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᙜヱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㛫ࡢ༠ຊࡘ࠸࡚つᐃࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

[ᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡣࠊᙜヱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ௨ୗグ㍕ࡢ࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ࡢ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅ࡀඹྠ◊✲ࡘ࠸࡚つᐃࡍࡿዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊຓᡂ㔠ࢆᥦ౪
ࡍࡿពྥࢆ⾲᫂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ]

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࠕ[ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡࢆᤄධ] ࡍࡿࠋࠖ㖭ᡴࡗࡓ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡘ
࠸࡚┦༠ຊࡍࡿࡇࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ

⫼ᬒ

ࡢ㛫࡛⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡓࠋ

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[   ] 㸧ࠊ[ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗ
ᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴᘧ♫] ཪࡣ
[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [   ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[ᙜ⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛
࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ ZZZ ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

1.1

1.

(4)

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕBBBࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

(2)

ࠊ

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕAAAࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

(Translation)

(1)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊەᖺە᭶ە᪥ࡅ࡛ࠊ
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ሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊⓎ᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘
ࠊⓎぢཬࡧ㈨ᩱ㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹య
ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛⏝ࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅㸦ୖグࡀᙜヱᙜ⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ
࡛࠶ࡿࠊ➨୕⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢ๓
ᚋࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠋ

[ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࡢ㖟⾜ఇᴗ᪥ཪࡣ⚃᪥ࢆ㝖ࡃ᭶᭙᪥
ࡽ㔠᭙᪥ࡲ࡛ࢆ㸦୧᪥ࡶྵࡵ࡚㸧࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ
➨୕⪅ࡢ་ᖌࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢデ᩿ࠊ⒪ཬࡧᗣ
⟶⌮ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ]

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀ[㛤ጞࡍࡿ㸭㛤ጞࡉࢀࡓ] ᪥ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ]

[XXX] ཬࡧ[ZZZ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦࡢሗࠊ༶ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛⏝
ࡍࡿࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡉ
ࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ཪࡣ㛤♧⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀ] ࡓ
ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅ࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ᭷
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢁࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ
࠾ࡅࡿ⏝ࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅
ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ⱝࡋࡃ
ࡣ㛤♧⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀࡓཪࡣࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖⱝࡋ
ࡃࡣ㛤♧ࡢ≧ἣ㚷ࡳ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗ⛎ᐦ㡯࡛࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ] ࡿࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᰴᘧࡢಖ᭷ࠊዎ⣙ࡑࡢࡼࡾࠊ⪅ࡢᴗົࡘࡁᣦ
♧ࢆ⾜࠺⬟ຊࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

⌧ᅾຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ 1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲࠊEU ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2000 ᖺㄪᰝᶒ㝈つไἲࠊ2000 ᖺ㟁Ẽ㏻ಙ
㸦ṇᙜ࡞ࣅࢪࢿࢫ័⾜㸧㸦㏻ಙഐཷ㸧つไἲࠊEU 㟁Ẽ
㏻ಙሗಖㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2003 ᖺࣉࣛࣂࢩ࣮ཬࡧ㟁Ẽ㏻
ಙ㸦EC ᣦ௧㸧つ๎ࠊᚋ⾜ணᐃࡢḢᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤつ๎ࠊᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿಶேሗࡢฎ⌮ཬࡧࣉࣛ
ࣂࢩ࣮㛵㐃ࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢἲᚊཬࡧつไࠊ୪ࡧ
㸦㐺⏝࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㸧ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣࡑࡢ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶⌮ᶵ㛵ࡢ࢞ࢲࣥࢫཬࡧ
⾜ືつ⠊ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ู⣬ 8 グ㍕ࡢࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࡘ࠸࡚ᙜ⪅㛫
࡛ྜពࡉࢀࡓᡓ␎ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

[ᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡼࡗ࡚Ⓨ⾜ࡉࢀࡿ࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ᇶ
࡙ࡃຓᡂ㔠] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾࠸࡚࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⏝㈨ࡍ

ࠕࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠖ

ࠕႠᴗ᪥ࠖ

[ࠕ
ࠕ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࠖ

ࠕၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

ࠕ⛎ᐦሗࠖ

ࠕᨭ㓄ࠖ
ࠖ

ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ࠖ
ࠖ㻌

ࠕᮏ௳⏝ᡓ␎ࠖ

[ࠕ
ࠕእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࠖ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ู⣬ࢆྵࡴᮏ᭩㠃࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࡢᚋ➨ 10.8 㡯ᚑ࠸㝶
ಟṇࡉࢀࡓࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠖ
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(Translation)

[ [ᢏ⾡ᡓ␎㆟ࡀⓎ⾜ࡋࡓ࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ࡢ᮲௳] ᡈ
࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡀእ㒊⤒῭ⓗᨭࢆ⾜࠺㝿ࡢ
᮲௳] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢࡋࢆู⣬ 3 ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ
⣙ῧࡍࡿࠋ]
ู⣬ 4 ᐃࡵࡽࢀࡓ⾜Ⅽཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

[ࠕ
ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺ
ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࠖ

AAA ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặ
ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ ࡿ ࠋ ] ࠊ XXX ࡢ ሙ ྜ ࡣ [ Ặ ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ
ࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
≉チࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ᢏ⾡ሗ㸦Ⓨ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊᵓࠊᢏ
ἲࠊࣔࢹࣝࠊ◊✲ཬࡧ㛤Ⓨཬࡧ᳨ᰝࡢᡭ⥆ࡁࠊᐇ㦂ཬ
ࡧ᳨ᰝཬࡧヨ㦂ࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ〇㐀ಀࡿᕤ⛬ཬࡧᢏᕦཬࡧ
ᵝࠊရ㉁⟶⌮ࢹ࣮ࢱࠊศᯒࠊሗ࿌᭩୪ࡧᥦฟ≀
㛵㐃ࡍࡿሗࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊබ▱࡞ࡗ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
[ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿ㸦࢜ࣇ࣮ࣞࢱ࣮ཪࡣࡑ

ࠕᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࠖ

ࠕࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࠖ

AAAࠊBBBࠊXXX ཬࡧ ZZZ ୪ࡧ➨ 2.20 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅࡞ࡿ⪅ࢆࠊಶูཪࡣ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚࠸
࠺ࠋ
ࠕᙜ⪅ࠖ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢᐃࡵᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࡀᐇࡉࢀࡿሙᡤࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ᐇᆅࠖ

ࡢࡢእ㒊ⓗᨭࡢ⏦ࡋฟグ㍕ࡢᑟ♫ࡢ㈐ົࢆ
ᒚ⾜ࡍࡿᙜ⪅࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧]

≉チᶒࠊⓎ᫂ᶒࠊၟᶆࠊᙺົᶆ❶ࠊⓏ㘓ពࠊⴭసᶒ
ཬࡧ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᶒࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ࣮࣋ࢫᶒࠊពᶒࠊ⛎ᐦ
ሗࢆ⏝ཬࡧಖㆤࡍࡿᶒ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶࠊᙜヱᶒ
ࡢⓏ㘓ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃࡎࠊࡇࢀࡽಀࡿ⏦ㄳࡢᐇཬ
ࡧཷ⌮ࠊ⥅⥆ࠊ୍㒊⥅⥆ࠊศฟ㢪ࠊ᭦᪂ཪࡣᘏ㛗
ಀࡿᶒࠊ୪ࡧୖグಀࡿඃඛᶒࢆㄳồࡍࡿᶒࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠊ୪ࡧ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚㝶ㄆ㆑ࡉ
ࢀࡿྠᵝࡢᶒࢆ࠸࠸ࠊࡇࢀ๓㏙ࡢᶒࡢᐖ㛵
㐃ࡋࡓッᶒࡢ࡚ࢆྵࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࠕ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࠖ

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵㐃࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࢆ⌧Ⅼ
࠾࠸࡚ᨭ㓄ࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿᴗయࠊཪࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ࢆᨭ㓄ࡍࡿ➨୕⪅ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀࡿᴗయࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿయࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ]

[ࠕ
ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࠖ

ࠕࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠖ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᐃࡵࡿᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ⤒῭ⓗ࡞㈉⊩ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠖ

ࡿࡓࡵ➨୕⪅ࡼࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿ㈨㔠ຓཪࡣᨭࢆ࠸
࠸ࠊࡿ➨୕⪅ࡣᅜᐙᶵ㛵ཪࡣබඹᅋయࢆྵࡴࠋ]
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2.2

[XXX ࡢ㈨ᩱཪࡣ XXX ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࡢᵓᡂࠊᛶ㉁ࠊ〇
㐀ࠊ㛤Ⓨࠊᙉཪࡣ⏝┤᥋ⓗ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝ]
ᡈ࠸ࡣ[XXX ᖐᒓࡍࡿ≉ᐃࡢ✀㢮ࡢᡂᯝࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ᙜ⪅ࡢೃ⿵⪅ࡼࡾཪࡣᙜ
ヱ⪅ࡢࡓࡵ⨫ྡࡉࢀࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿዎ⣙ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

1994 ᖺຍ౯್⛯ἲᇶ࡙ࡁ㈿ㄢࡉࢀࡿຍ౯್⛯
ཪࡣࡇࢀ௦ࢃࡿ⛯㔠ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝࠖ

ࠕኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࠖ

ࠕຍ౯್⛯ࠖ
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⪅ࡢゝཬࡣࠊ⮬↛ேࠊἲேཪࡣே᱁ࡢ࡞࠸♫ᅋ㸦ಶูࡢἲே᱁
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿ⪅
ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡀྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࡀ᫂グࡉࢀࡓேᮦཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ㈨
※ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ㈨ᩱࠊタഛཬࡧ⨨ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊ[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ] ࡢᣦ♧ཬࡧ┘╩ࡢୗ࡛ᐇࡉࢀࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳ᐇᆅ࠾࠸࡚ᐇ
ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

2.1

➨ 2.12 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁྛᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ]
ࡼࡗ࡚ᣦྡࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᐇࢆ┘╩ࡍ
ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࠖ

1.3

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡅ࡛[㛤ጞࡋ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㛤ጞࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾ] ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ
ࡢ᧔ᅇ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ[ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪉ࡢ᪥] ࠊཪࡣᙜ⪅㛫࡛᭩㠃
ࡼࡾ┦ྜពࡉࢀࡿࡑࢀࡼࡾᚋࡢ᪥ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡼ
ࡾᚋ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥௨㝆࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ
ᐇ῭ࡳࡢసᴗ㐳ཬⓗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᮇ㛫
࠾࠸࡚᭷ຠᏑ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ཪࡣ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

2.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛≉ᐃࡉࢀࠊཪࡣึࡵ࡚ᐇ㊶
ࡉࢀⱝࡋࡃࡣ᭩㠃ࡲࡵࡽࢀࡓሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭ
ἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊᡂᯝࠊⓎ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ཬࡧ
㈨ᩱࡢ࡚㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹యࢆၥࢃ
࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠊ୪ࡧୖグࡽ⏕ࡌࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠖ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢぢฟࡋࡣࠊཧ↷ୖࡢ౽ᐅ㈨ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ㝈ࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᵓᡂཪࡣゎ
㔘ࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

1.11

[ၟᴗ௨እࡢ┠ⓗࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ
ཪࡣ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢ㈍] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᐇ㦂┠ⓗ[ཪࡣࢪ࢙ࢿࣜࢵ
ࢡ་⸆ရⱝࡋࡃࡣ⏬ᮇⓗ᪂⸆㸦⮫ᗋヨ㦂ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧
ಀࡿつไୖࡢᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡍࡿ┠ⓗ] ࡛⾜ࢃࢀࡿ⾜Ⅽ] ࢆ
࠸࠺ࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

1.2

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢつᐃࡢ㛫㱈㱒ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྲྀỴࡵࡘ
࠸࡚ࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀඃඛࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢሙྜࡶᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳⤒῭
ⓗᨭయᑐࡍࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

1.8

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 2 ࡋ࡚ῧࡉࢀࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛ
ࣥࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᮲௳
ᚑࡗ࡚㝶ኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࠖ

ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡼࡿ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡢᏛ⏕ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ᶵ㛵ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗㄳᴗ⪅ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱୗㄳᴗ⪅ᴗົࢆጤ
クࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕྵࡲࢀࡿࠖࠊࠕྵࡴࠖⱝࡋࡃࡣࠕࡾࢃࡅࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ཪࡣ㢮ఝࡢ⾲
⌧ࢆకࡗ࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⏝ㄒࡣࠊ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࢆ♧ࡍࡿࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱ⾲⌧
ඛ❧ࡘ⏝ㄒࡢෆᐜࢆไ㝈ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧ㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧Ꮫ⏕ࡀࠊつไୖ
ࡢཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆక࠺᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

2.4

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᐃ
ࡵࡿཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗࡓᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᴗົ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢἲ௧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ࠊ୍ษࡢつไୖཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥ
ࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࠋ

2.3

[1.10 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡣᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸⏝ㄒཬࡧ⾲⌧
ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࡓពࢆ᭷ࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.9

1.7

➨ 2.1 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࠖ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡋࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬࡣࠊ㛵㐃ࡍࡿู⣬ࡢࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ᭦᪂㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ
ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࢆྵࡵࡓᙜヱࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿ
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.6

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㝶ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪࣕ
࣮㑅௵ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳
⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡗ࡚ᢎㄆࡉࢀ] ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕ ᮏ ௳ ࣉࣟ ࢪ ࢙ࢡ ࢺ ࣐ࢿ ࣮ ࢪ ࣕ
࣮ࠖ

᭩㠃ࡼࡿࠖཪࡣࠕ᭩
᭩㠃ࡢࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ࡣࠊ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡀྵࡲࢀࡿ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕ᭩
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.5

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠖ

(Translation)
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢᨵṇࠊᘏ㛗ཪࡣไᐃࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡋࠊࡉࡽࠊᙜヱἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡘ࠸࡚㝶ไᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢୗ❧ἲࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

-61.4

ู⣬ 10 ᐃࡵࡿࠊAAA  XXX ࡀࡑࢀࡒࢀᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ
ၟᴗࡍࡿᶒᘬࡁ࠼ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ
࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ྲྀỴࡵࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ࠖ

-5-

128

(Translation)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 7 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[XXX] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫࠾࠸
࡚㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ[XXX] ࡢ㛵㐃᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᐇࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚
ู⣬ 7 ࡢ➨[3] 㒊ࡢኚ᭦ࡀᚲせ࡞ሙྜࠊࡑࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ◊✲ࡀ≉ᐃࡢ⤖ᯝࡘ࡞ࡀࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡣ
࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᡂຌࡢᐇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡶ࡞࠸ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ⮬ࡽࡀࡑࡢつ⛬ᚑ࠸࡞ᶒ㝈ཬࡧᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ
ࡲࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⥾⤖ཬࡧᒚ⾜ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵ࡚ࡢᚲせ࡞⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠸ࠊୟࡘ࡚ࡢ
ᶒ㝈ࠊࣛࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓࡇ[୪ࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳㐪ࡋ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡇ] ࢆಖドࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ୍࡚ᙜ⪅ࡀ[⏕≀⏤᮶ཪࡣᏛ] ≀㉁ࢆࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱㆡΏࡣࠊᙜヱ≀㉁㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᙜ⪅㛫ู࡛㏵⥾⤖ࡉࢀ
ࡿ≀㉁⛣ືྜព᭩ࡢ᮲௳ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨࡣࠊ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ཪࡣࡑࡢ㆟ࡢฟᖍ⪅ဨࡀ┦
ୟࡘྠពᛮ㏻ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿᢏ⾡ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ฟᖍࡍ
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢᐃ㊊ᩘࡣࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ⱝ

2.13

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᣦྡࡉࢀࡓ௦⾲⪅ 1 ྡࡎࡘࡽᡂࡿᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸦ᙜึᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸸[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࡣࠊᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࡍࡿࠋ[ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋࠊ
ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨฟᖍࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࢆಁࡍࠋ] ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢせ⥘ࡣࠊᮏ௳
ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 9 グ㍕ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡣࠊᙜヱせ⥘᫂♧ⓗ࡞つᐃࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳ࢆኚ᭦ࡍࡿᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.12

2.11.3 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽ㏻▱ཪࡣせồࢆཷ㡿ࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊ➨ 10.1 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚┤ࡕ
ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋ]

2.11.2 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡋࠊ

2.11.1 ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົ
ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

[2.11 ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

[2.10 ᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡀཷㅙࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲
௳ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ⏦ฟࡢ᪥ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆྛᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆཷㅙ
ࡍࡿࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧㸦ၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᩜᆅ࠾࠸࡚ົࡍࡿ
ཪࡣᙜヱᩜᆅࢆゼၥࡍࡿ㝿ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᗣࠊᏳཬࡧࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪
ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢡࢭࢫࡍࡿཪࡣࡇࢀࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿ㝿ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍ
ࡿࠋ

2.5

㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ◊✲ࠊ㛤Ⓨཬࡧࡑࡢࡢసᴗ୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ୟࡘṇ☜࡞グ㘓࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊྛᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆྲྀᚓཪࡣసᡂࡋࡓ⪅ࡢ⨫ྡཬࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗ
ဨࡢ࠺ࡕᙜヱ◊✲ࢳ࣮࣒ᒓࡉࡎୟࡘᙜヱసᴗࢆ⌮ゎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡢ㐃⨫ࢆࡋࡓࡶࡢࢆಖᣢ
ࡍࡿࡇࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࢆせ⣙ࡋࡓ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟࡋࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡽ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡀ⥅⥆
ⓗ㐃⤡ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡢ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࡢࡋࡣࠊ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿ㆟ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚≉チྲྀᚓྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊ㏿ࡸᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࡢࡋࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 2.16 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ཪࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩
࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡑࡢࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕሗ࿌ࡍࡿࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢ௦⾲⪅ཪࡣ௦⌮ேࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀ 1 ㆟Ỵᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋỴ㆟ࡣࠊ༢⣧ከᩘỴࡼࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ㈨㔠ࡢᙜࡢኚ᭦ࢆせࡍࡿỴ㆟ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࡇࡢሙྜ
࠾࠸࡚ࠊỴ㆟ࡣ‶ሙ୍⮴ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㆟㛗ࡣỴ㆟ཧຍࡍࡿ[ࡋ࡞࠸] ࠋ

2.16

2.17

2.18

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

[ᙜ⪅ဨࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿูẁࡢྜពࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᙜࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ
ᨭฟࡘࡁୟࡘṇ☜࡞ィ⟬᭩ࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ཬࡧᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬

3.
3.1

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࡢ࡞࠸
ࡂࡾࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ᪂
ࡓ࡞⪅ࢆᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.20

2.19.6 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖࢆ┘どࡍࡿࠋ

2.19.5 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡾㄳồࡉࢀࡿ] 㐍ᤖ≧ἣ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌᭩ࢆసᡂࡋࠊ] ࡲࡓࠊ

2.19.4 ᮏ௳㐠ႠጤဨࡼࡿỴ㆟ࡢᒚ⾜ࡘࡁ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡼࡗ࡚せồࡉࢀࡿ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㈈ົ⟶⌮ࡘࡁ㈐௵
ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.2 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ᪥ᖖⓗ࡞⟶⌮ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.1 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢሗ࠾ࡅࡿࡓࡿ௰⪅࡞ࡾࠊ]

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ㈐ົࡢᒚ⾜ຍ࠼ࠊ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡣࠊ

ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡀࠊྜពࡉࢀࡓሙᡤཪࡣ≉ᐃࡢྜពࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ[ሙᡤࢆ
ᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶ 1 ᅇ௨ୖࡢ㢖ᗘ࡛ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀㄳồࡍࡿࡑࡢ
ࡢᮇ㛤ദࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡣࠊ[21] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ
๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᣍ㞟ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜヱ㏻▱ࡣ㆟㢟ࢆグ㍕ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㘓ࡣࠊ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࡼࡗ࡚సᡂࡉࢀࠊྛ㆟ࡢ㛤ദࡽ[14] ᪥௨ෆ
ྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

2.15

2.19

[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦㆟ฟᖍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ㸧ཪࡣᙜヱ⪅ࡀḞᖍࡢሙྜࡣᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ
ࡢጤဨ㛫࡛㝶ྜពࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢಶேࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࢆົࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ

2.14

ࡋࡃࡣୖグࡢࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ᙜヱ㆟ฟᖍࡍࡿ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ
[ [3] ௨ୖࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ཪࡣࡑࡢ௦⌮ேࢆࡶࡗ࡚ᙧᡂࡉࢀࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓࡑࡢࡢᶒཪࡣᩆ῭ᡭẁࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮍᡶ࠸ࡢ㔠
㢠ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ[㝶㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ 3 ࣨ᭶ࣟࣥࢻࣥ㖟⾜㛫ྲྀᘬ㔠ᖺ⋡[4] 㸣ࢆୖࡏࡋࡓᩱ⋡
ࡼࡾ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[1998 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏ㸦ᜥ㸧ἲ㸦2013 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏつ๎ࡼ
ࡾᨵṇ῭㸧ᇶ࡙ࡁ] ᪥ḟ࡛Ⓨ⏕ࡍࡿࠊ㸦ఱࡽࡢุ᩿ࡀୗࡉࢀࡿ๓ཬࡧᚋ࠾ࡅࡿ㸧ᜥ
ࢆㄳồࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᙜヱᜥࡣࠊ┤㏆ࡢᨭᡶᮇ᪥ࡽᐇ㝿ᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓ᪥㸦ඹ
ྠ᪥ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡲ࡛ࡢᮇ㛫ࡘ࠸࡚ィ⟬ࡉࢀࠊᅄ༙ᮇࡈ」ィ⟬ࡉࢀࡿࠋᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ㐜
ᘏࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊせㄳࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᙜヱᜥࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩[ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ
⤒῭ᨭ] ࢆ⏝࠸࡚⮬㌟ࡀཪࡣ⮬㌟ࡢࡓࡵ㉎ධཪࡣస〇ࡋࡓ⨨ࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ᡤ᭷ᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺಀࡿ㈨㔠ㄪ㐩ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡀࡇࢀࢆ┘どࡍࡿࡶࡢ[ࡋࠊࡑࡢ᮲௳
ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢ] ࡍࡿࠋ

[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆㄳồࡋࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㝶ᮏ
௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮
ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚༑ศ࡞ሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒
῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽせồࡉࢀࡿᙜヱㄳồ㛵ࡍࡿド᫂᭩ࢆⓎ⾜
࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊᚲせᛂࡌ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㛵ࡍࡿㄳồᶒࢆド᫂ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆࠊᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐺ษ࡞୍㒊㸧ࡘࡁᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜
࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀཷ㡿ࡋࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㐣ᡶ㢠ཬࡧཷ㡿㢠࡛ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑ
ࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ㏉㔠ࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ㔠㖹ࢆࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚㏉㔠ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵせồ
ࡉࢀࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ
⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡓࡵࠊཪࡣᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⾜Ⅽⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣసⅭࡢ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡇࢆせồࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ㑏ࠊ
㏉㔠ཬࡧᨭᡶ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡍࡿཪࡣ⥅⥆ⓗච㈐ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࡚ࡢ┈ཬࡧᨭฟ㛵ࡍࡿィ⟬᭩ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡼࡗ࡚[ᅄ༙ᮇࡈ] సᡂࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚ᥦฟ
ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓ
⊂❧ࡢබㄆィኈࢆࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᮏ
௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

3.10.1 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜
࠸ࠊ

ຍ౯್⛯ࡢච㝖ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࡚ࡢ㔠㢠ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀ
㝶ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿᩱ⋡࡛ᨭᡶ࠺ຍ౯್⛯ࢆ᥍㝖ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࡍࡿࠋ

3.2

ࢡࢺᑐࡍࡿᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊู⣬ 1 ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ಀࡿ[ᅄ༙
ᮇࡈࡢ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[᭶ḟࡢ] ㄳồ᭩ࢆཷ㡿ᚋ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀㄳồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ
ྛㄳồ᭩ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈐௵⪅ࡼࡿド᫂᭩ࢆࡉ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
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[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡍࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ࠶ࡿၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ
౪ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ
ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡓሙྜࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ⏝ಀࡿࢧࣈࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

4.2

AAA ◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡣࠊᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊXXX ࡣࠊᮏ௳ XXX
ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 4.11 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮏ௳
ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗಀࡿ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ࡋࠊಖㆤࡍ
ࡿࡓࡵࡢᡭẁ㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸
ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖࡘ࠸࡚ࡢッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ㝶ࠊ[ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ༠㆟ࡢ

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡋࠊ[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊAAA ཬࡧ XXX ᑐࡋࠊAAA
ཬࡧ XXX ࡀ➨ 4.11 㡯ᐃࡵࡿྛ⮬ࡢ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ᚲせ࡞⠊ᅖෆ࡛ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ㠀⊂༨ⓗ[ࠊ୍ᣓᡶ࠸ୟࡘࣟࣖ
ࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࡢ] ࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ⾜࠺ᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆࡍࡿࠋᮏ➨ 4.2
㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡿᙜヱࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࠊAAA ཪࡣ XXX㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿⅬ[ཪࡣ➨ 4.12 㡯ᚑࡗࡓᙜヱᙜ⪅ᑐ
ࡍࡿㆡΏࡢኻຠࡢⅬ㸦ࡢ࠺ࡕ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪉࠾࠸࡚㸧] ⮬ືⓗ⤊ࡍࡿࠋ]

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

4.3

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝヱᙜࡋ࡞࠸ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࠊពࠊⴭస≀ࠊⓎ
᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㈨ᩱࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᖐᒓᙳ
㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡑࢀࡽ㛵ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀ
ࡽࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢࣛࢭࣥࢧ࣮㸧ࡢ㈈⏘࡛࠶ࡾ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙
࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗつᐃࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣛࣥࢭ
ࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢࢆᬯ♧ⓗពࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.1

ᡈ࠸ࡣ

▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ⏝ཬࡧ⏝

3.11.3 ィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ➨ 3.11 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.11.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊAAA ཪࡣ XXX ࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ

3.11.1 AAA ཪࡣ XXX㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ
⾜࠸ࠊ

AAA ཬࡧ XXX ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᚑࡗ࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࠋAAA ཪࡣ
XXX ࡀᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶമົࢆ㈇࠺ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝཬࡧᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝࡢ
ၟᴗ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ AAA ཪࡣ XXX㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸
࡚ࠊ⮬ᕫࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸࡼࡾ⊂❧ࡢබㄆィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.10.3 ィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ➨ 3.10 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.

3.11

(Translation)
3.10.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ
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➨ 4.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊAAA ཪࡣ XXX ࡀᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳
XXX ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ⱝࡋࡃࡣಖㆤࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖ
⪅ᑐࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࡀᚲせ࡛࡞࠸ุ᩿ࡍࡿሙྜࠊAAA ཪࡣ XXX ࡣࠊ⏦ㄳࡢྲྀୗࡆཪࡣ
ᮇ㝈ࡢ㑂Ᏺࡀ⏕ࡌࡿ๓㐺ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿࢪ࣮ࣕࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊ
ᙜ⪅ࡀ AAA ཪࡣ XXX ᑐࡋ࡚᭷ࡍࡿࡢᶒࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฟ
ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈
⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖ㛵ࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳➼ࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ཬࡧಖㆤࡍࡿୖ
࡛㐺ษ⪃࠼ࡿᡭẁࢆㅮࡌࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

AAA ཬࡧ XXX ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆᐇࡍࡿ
┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝཬࡧᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀
⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㸦AAA ཬࡧ XXX ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ಀࡿࢧࣈࣛࣥࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑ
ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡗ࡚ᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ
࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼ࠊᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆண⣙
ࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞⠊ᅖ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦AAA ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࡇࡇࠊAAA ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳
AAA ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆ
ண⣙ࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿ⠊ᅖ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡀฟࡉࢀࡓ
Ⅼ࡛ࠊAAA ࡢせồᛂࡌ࡚ࠊྛ⮬ࡀᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝ࠾࠸࡚᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ AAA ㆡ
Ώࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶ࠸ᘬࡁ࠼ࠊᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆண⣙
ࡍࡿࡇࡀΏྍ⬟࡞⠊ᅖ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦XXX ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࡇࡇࠊXXX ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳
XXX ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࢆ
ண⣙ࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞⠊ᅖ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡀฟࡉࢀࡓⅬ
࡛ࠊXXX ࡢせồᛂࡌ࡚ࠊྛ⮬ࡀᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝ࠾࠸࡚᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ XXX ㆡΏࡍ
ࡿࠋ

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢྛᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ[ၟᴗࢭࢡࢱ࣮࠾ࡅࡿ] ➨
୕⪅ᐇࡍࡿ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ[ྵࡴ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㝖ࡃ] Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ
࡛ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㸦[ [ヲ⣽ࢆ㏣ຍࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ] 㸧ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢྲྀᾘ⬟ୟࡘࣟࣖࣝࢸ
ࣇ࣮ࣜࡢᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᶒࡣࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ᐃࡵࡿᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲㛵
ࡍࡿつᐃᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ

ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳◊✲┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࠊ
㠀⊂༨ⓗࠊୡ⏺ඹ㏻ୟࡘ↓ᮇ㝈ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ
౪ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿᶒࢆྵࡴࡀࠊᙜヱࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࠊᮏ௳◊

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㸦Ꮫ⏕ࡸୗㄳᴗ⪅࠸ࡗࡓ㸧➨୕⪅ࡀ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅ࢆ
᥇⏝ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡢຠຊࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝᑐࡋ࡚᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᙜヱᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ㸦㐺ษ࡞ሙྜࡣࠊᑗ᮶
࠾ࡅࡿㆡΏࡢㄋ⣙ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠋ

4.6

4.5 ࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢฟ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧
ࡀࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ཬࡧ
ಖㆤ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿᨭ㸦⤒῭ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳ
ཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖ㛵ࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧
ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

4.4

(Translation)

ୖࠊࡿᚲせ࡞ᡭẁࢆ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[⮬ᕫࡀỴᐃࡍࡿᡭẁࢆ] ⮬㌟ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ㅮࡌࡿࡇ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

Ꮫ⾡ⓗබ⾲ཬࡧࡑࡢᙳ㡪
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊබ┈┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊᣦᑟཬࡧ◊✲ࢆ㏻ࡌࡓᩍ⫱ࡢⓎᒎ
ࢆ┠ⓗࡋ࡚ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢ
つᐃࢃࡽࡎࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥ
ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ➨ 5.2 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜ
㝈ࡾࠊ

5.
5.1

⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡣࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࡢヲ⣽ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ[15] ཪࡣ[30] ᪥௨ෆࡇࢀࢆ㏦
ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡀᙜヱᮇ㛫ෆཷ㡿ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆᐇ
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ[ణࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࡛ࠊ

5.2.2 ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ≉チⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࡼ
ࡗ࡚ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣୖグࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࡀ AAA ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣ XXX ཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢᥦ౪⪅ࡀୖグࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡿಖㆤࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡞ࡗ
ࡓሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢබ⾲ࢆ୰Ṇࡉࡏࡿࡇࠋ

5.2.1 බ⾲ணᐃࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡘࡁ≉チཪࡣࡑࡢࡢಖ
ㆤࢆồࡵࡿࡓࡵᙜヱබ⾲ࡢᘏᮇࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿྜ⌮ⓗุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊᥦࡉ
ࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ᚋ᭱[łࣨ᭶㛫] ࢃࡓࡗ࡚ᘏᮇࡍࡿࡼ࠺ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚せồࡍࡿࡇࠊཪࡣ

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊAAA ཬࡧ XXX ୪ࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᥦ౪ࡋࡓ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕ࡀබ⾲ࡋࡼ࠺ࡍࡿᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝࠊᮏ
௳ XXX ᡂᯝཬࡧᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢヲ⣽ࢆࠊᙜヱබ⾲ࡢணᐃ᪥ࡢ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ
[90] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛᭩㠃࡚ᥦฟࡍࡿࠋAAA ⱝࡋࡃࡣ XXX ཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛࣥࢻࢆᥦ౪ࡋࡓᙜ
⪅㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡣࠊᙜヱヲ⣽ࢆᥦฟࡋࡓᙜ⪅᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾ㸦௨
⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ௨ୗࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
ୗࠕ⛎

5.1.2 ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
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5.2

[AAA ཪࡣ BBB ࡀᨭᡶ⬟࡞ࡗࡓሙྜࠊΎ⟬㸦ᨭᡶ⬟ຊࡢ࠶ࡿ♫ࡢྜేⱝࡋࡃࡣ⦅
ࢆ┠ⓗࡋࡓ௵ពࡢࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣỴ㆟ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊࡑࡢ㈨⏘ࡢ㒊ⱝࡋࡃ
ࡣ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚⟶㈈ேࠊ㈨⏘⟶㈈ேⱝࡋࡃࡣΎ⟬ேࡀ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣമᶒ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛
ྲྀỴࡵࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓሙྜࠊAAA ཪࡣ BBB ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁࡢᙜ⪅ࡽ AAA ཪࡣ
BBB ㆡΏࡉࢀࡓ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆࡢྛᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡋࠊ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾ࡅࡿ AAA
ཬࡧ XXX ࡢㆡΏࡣࠊAAA ཪࡣ XXX ࡀᨭᡶ⬟࡞ࡿ᪥ࠊΎ⟬㸦ᨭᡶ⬟ຊࡢ࠶ࡿ♫ࡢ
ྜేⱝࡋࡃࡣ⦅ࢆ┠ⓗࡋࡓ௵ពࡢࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣỴ㆟ࡉࢀࡓ᪥ࠊࡑࡢ㈨
⏘ࡢ㒊ⱝࡋࡃࡣ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚⟶㈈ேࠊ㈨⏘⟶㈈ேⱝࡋࡃࡣΎ⟬ேࡀ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓ᪥ࠊཪࡣമ
ᶒ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ྲྀỴࡵࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓ᪥ࡢ࠺ࡕ᭱ࡶ᪩ࡃ฿᮶ࡍࡿ᪥ࡢ๓᪥ࡲ࡛ࡢᮇ㛫㝈ࡽࢀࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

4.12

5.1.1 Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࠊࢳ࣮ࣗࢺࣜࣝཬࡧㅮ⩏࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
୍⎔ࡋ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡓసᴗࡘ࠸࡚㆟ㄽࡋࠊ

AAA ཬࡧ XXX ࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀᮏ௳⏝ᡓ␎ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝཬࡧᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝࢆၟᴗ
ࡍࡿࡓࡵ୍ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊAAA ᑐࡋ࡚ྛ⮬ࡀ
ㄆ㆑ࡋࡓᮏ௳ AAA ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࡢᶵࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊXXX ᑐࡋ࡚ྛ⮬ࡀㄆ㆑ࡋࡓ
ᮏ௳ XXX ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࡢᶵࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊᮏ௳⏝
ᡓ␎ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢၟᴗࢆጉࡆࡿࡼ࠺࡞⾜ⅭཪࡣసⅭࡀ࠶ࡗ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

4.11

✲┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵࡢసᴗࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࡢࡳࢆ┠ⓗࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࢀ௨እࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢧ
ࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿᶒࡣྵࡲࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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131

(Translation)

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿᏲ⛎⩏ົࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡲࡓ] ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳
ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶ[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺᮇ㛫୰ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ᚋ[3] [5] [7] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[10] ᖺ㛫࠾࠸࡚] ࡢᙜ
⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆࡑࡢ┠ⓗࢆၥ
ࢃࡎ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘
࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕཷ
ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ
㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.1

6.2

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣ
ࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.2.6 ᙜヱሗࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࡀ᭩㠃
ࡼࡾᙜヱሗࡢ㛤♧ࢆᢎㄆࡋࡓሙྜࠋ

6.2.5 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊἲ௧ᐃࡵࡿせồ㸦ణࡋࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲⱝࡋࡃࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃ
ሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࡢሙྜࠊྠἲⱝࡋࡃࡣྠつ๎㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡢእつᐃࡣࠊ
㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ཪࡣ⟶㎄ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿุᡤࡢ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶
㎄ࡢつไᶵ㛵ࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶἲᚊㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿሙྜ㸧࡛ࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀࡓᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐ
ࡋࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚ࡽྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᮇ㛫ෆࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࡢせồཬࡧ㛤♧ࢆせồ
ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሗࡘ࠸࡚㏻▱ࡋࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

6.2.4 ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ౫ᣐࡍࡿࡇ
࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆ㛤Ⓨࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.3 ูࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ⛎ᐦಖᣢ⩏ົࡢ㐪ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡀุ᩿ࡍࡿ᰿ᣐࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡞࠸≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀ➨୕⪅ࡽᙜ
ヱሗࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.2 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿㄋ⣙ࡢ㐪ࡼࡿࡇ࡞ࡃබ▱
࡛࠶ࡾཪࡣබ▱࡞ࡿሙྜࠊ
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6.3

⛎ᐦಖᣢ

6.

6.2.1 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝ
ࣉ♫ࡀูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᙜヱሗࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿࡢඛ❧ࡗ࡚ᙜヱሗࢆ㸦ᩥ᭩ࡼࡿ
グ㘓ࡼࡾᐇドྍ⬟࡞ᙧ࡛㸧▱ࡿࡇ࡞ࡾࠊୟࡘᮍࡔࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⛎ᐦಖ
ᣢ⩏ົࢆ㈇ࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈨㔠ᥦ౪⪅ࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ♫࠼ࡿᙳ㡪
ࡘ࠸࡚බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡋࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࡢᙳ㡪ࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ
ణࡋࠊᮏ㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗཪࡣ⏕Ꮡࡍࡿ
ಶேࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ≉ᐃࡘ࡞ࡀࡿሗࢆཷ㡿ཪࡣ㛤♧ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡏࡎࠊᮏ㡯
ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ㄳồཬࡧ㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣࠊࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖ୍⯡ⓗ࡞ሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

5.3

ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢබ⾲ࡘࡁ᭩㠃ࡼࡾྠពࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ] ࠋ
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(Translation)

2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎᭹ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡀࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡓሗࡢ㛤♧ࡢㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱ
ㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࢆ⾜࠺๓ࠊ㏿ࡸᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡋࠊ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡢྍྰཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ⏝ྍ⬟
࡞㑅ᢥ⫥ࡘ࠸࡚ἲⓗຓゝࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᙜヱㄳồࡘࡁணᐃࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷࡅ࡚
ࡽ[10] ᪥௨ෆᅇ⟅ࡍࡿ㸦ᙜヱ㏻▱ࡀࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲ
ཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ࡢ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡀྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁㄳồࡉࢀࡓሗ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ
ࡿྰࢆุ᩿ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱሗࡢᥦ౪ࢆồࡵࡿࡶ
ࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜ㸧ࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồཬࡧᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡘ࠸࡚⾲᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ[ࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࡢㄳồࡼࡾࠊุᡤࡢ
௧ཪࡣሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗุᡤࡢỴᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ2000 ᖺ
㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
ሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕ㛤
࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࡢᅇ⟅ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡿሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊ௨ୗ
ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.6

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡢẶྡཪࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣟࢦࢆࠊࣉࣞࢫ
࣮ࣜࣜࢫⱝࡋࡃࡣၟရᗈ࿌ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ㈍ಁ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
6.6.2 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㛤♧ᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠕ⿕
࠺ࠋ㸧ࢆࠊ㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳ
ồᑐᛂࡍࡿᙧ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡞ࡗࡓࡇࡼࡗ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘࡁච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿሙ
ྜࠋ]

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

6.7

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜ
ࡣࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ]

6.5

6.6.1 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᮏ➨ 6.6 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡽ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ 10 ᪥௨
ෆ᭩㠃ࡼࡾㄳồࡍࡿሙྜࠊ୪ࡧ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࡓࡵⱝࡋࡃࡣ
ࡑࢀࡽ௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅࡛ࠊ➨ 4.2 㡯ཪࡣ➨ 4.7 㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜
ࡍࡿୖ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ
ሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణ
ࡋࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗ
ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓሙྜ௨እ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊཷ㡿⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.4

6.3.2 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊࡇࢀࡽࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡢ࠶ࡿᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡢᏛ⏕ᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡇࢀࡽࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.3.1 [ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㛵㐃ࡍࡿሙྜࢆ
㝖ࡁࠊ] ➨ 5.2 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᡭ⥆ࢆᒚ⾜ࡋࠊྠ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ෆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ
㡿ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣ
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㝈ᐃ㈐௵

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢ▱ࡿ㝈ࡾ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ᚑᴗဨ[ཬࡧᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ
⏕] ࡼࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ㄪᰝࢆ⾜ࡗࡓୖ࡛㸦ణࡋࠊබⓗグ㘓ࡢㄪᰝࡣ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧㸧ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊ
୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస
≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖
ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࢆ┦ಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.

7.1

ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ
➨ 7.7.1 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊAAA ཬࡧ XXX㸦௨ୗࠕච
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢྛᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠊ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚
⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ཪࡣሗࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇ
ࠕ⿕
㉳ᅉࡋ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘ࠸࡚ࠊྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐
ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ

7.3

➨ 7.7.3 ྕᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồࡢ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ⮬㌟ࡢู⣬ 6 ࡢ㐪
⏤᮶ཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࠶ࡽࡺࡿᛶ㉁ࡢ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồᶒࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࡀ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡢ㐣ኻࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢពᅗⓗ࡞㐪ࠊ
➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ཪࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᨾពࡢᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿᶒࡢ
ᨾពࡢᐖ㉳ᅉࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.3.5 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱㄳồᑐฎࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ୍࡚ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㸦ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚㸧ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.3.4 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱㄳồಀࡿ㜵ᚚཬࡧゎࡢᡭ⥆ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊୟࡘ

7.3.3 ᙜヱㄳồ㉳ᅉࡍࡿᦆᐖཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᡭẁࢆㅮࡌࠊ

7.3.2 ᙜヱㄳồ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡿㄆྰࡶ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

7.4

[➨ 7.1 㡯[ཬࡧ➨ 7.10 㡯] ᐃࡵࡿಖド] ୪ࡧ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ౫ᣐࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸࡞ࡿ⩏ົཪࡣ㈐௵ࡶ㈇ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.2

7.3.1 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸᙜヱㄳồࡢヲ⣽ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕
ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ
ࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ┦⾲᫂ཪࡣಖドࢆ
⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.1

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢつᐃ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᖺḟሗ࿌᭩ཬࡧ㢮
ఝࡢබ⾲≀࠾࠸࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ] ࠊ[ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ㏱᫂ᛶ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌⩏ົࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ᭷౯ࡢㆡΏࡢヲ⣽ࢆබ⾲
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

(Translation)

6.8
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[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࡣࠊ࡞ࡿᶒཎࡢಖ
ドࡀక࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚⾜
࠺▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚௨ୗࢆಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.10

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

7.10.1 ㆡΏࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฎศࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡍࡿࡇࢆពᅗࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᶒཎࡢ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚⮬㌟ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ⾜࠺ࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿ࡚ࡢ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ᫂♧ⓗ࡞ㄋ⣙ཬࡧಖドࡣࠊἲ௧ࠊࢥ࣮ࣔࣥࣟࠊ័⩦ἲࠊၟ័⾜ࠊྲྀ
ᘬ㐣⛬ࡑࡢᇶ࡙ࡃࡑࡢ࡚ࡢಖドࠊ᮲௳ࠊㄋ⣙ཬࡧ⩏ົ㸦᫂♧ཪࡣ㯲♧ࡢูࢆၥࢃ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧௦ࢃࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡣ࡚ࠊἲᚊ࠾࠸࡚ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿ᭱ࡢ⠊ᅖෆ࡛㝖እࡉ
ࢀࡿࠋ

7.8.3 [ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᨾពࡢ㐪ࡼࡗ࡚⏕ࡌࡓᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆᐖ]

7.8.2 ブḭࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣἲᚊࡼࡗ࡚ไ㝈ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡇࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸✀㢮ࡢ
㈐௵ࠊཪࡣ

7.8.1 ὀពࡼࡾ⏕ࡌࡓṚஸⱝࡋࡃࡣே㌟യᐖࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸࡞ࡿつᐃࡶࠊᙜ⪅ࡢ௨ୗᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆไ㝈ཪࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.7.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࡢሙྜࡣࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ࡢྜィ㢠ࢆ㉸࠼࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

7.7.2 ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

7.9

7.8

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲
㢠ࡣࠊ

7.7

7.7.1 ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢ
ࡢែᵝࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ
ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲㢠ࡣࠊྜィ࡛[ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩] [ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻ] ࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊㄳồࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᦆኻࡢྍ⬟ᛶࢆᣦ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜཪࡣᙜヱᦆኻࡀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᐃෆ࡛࠶ࡗࡓሙྜ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊୖグࡢ㝖እࡣ㐺
⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.5.2 㐓ኻ┈ࠊ㐓ኻ┈ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ႙ኻࠊዎ⣙ⱝࡋࡃࡣᶵࡢ႙ኻ㸦┤᥋࡛࠶ࡿ㛫᥋
࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧

7.5.1 㛫᥋ⓗ࡞ᦆᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆኻཪࡣ

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ୟࡘ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] ➨ 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢែᵝࡼࡾᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࡣࠊ
௨ୗᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

(Translation)

7.6

7.5
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[➨ 9.10 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 9.11 㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣ㝶ࠊࡢᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ]

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠸ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᇶ࡙ࡃ
⩏ົࢆࠊᙜ⪅㛫ཪࡣṧࡾࡢᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡀᐜㄆࡍࡿ➨୕⪅㸦ణࡋࠊᙜ
ヱ➨୕⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᣊ᮰ࡉࢀࡿࡇྠពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
㝈ࡿࠋ㸧ᗘࡾᙜ࡚ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.3

9.4

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

9.5 ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ࠊ➨ 4 ᮲㸦ᮏ➨ 9 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࠊ➨ 7 ᮲ࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ࠊ
➨ 9.4 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.5 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.6 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.7 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.8 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.9 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.10 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.11 㡯ࠊ
➨ 9.12 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 10 ᮲ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢⱝࡋࡃࡣ⤊ᚋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ‶ᚋཪ
ࡣᙜ⪅ࡀᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡋࡓⱝࡋࡃࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ㸦ࡑࡢ⌮⏤ࢆၥࢃ
࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ᚋࡶ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࡣࠊ➨ 6.1 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁ㛵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣࡇࢀᾘᴟⓗ࡞ሙྜࡣ㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ
㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࢆᙜึ㑅௵ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ㏻▱᪥
ࡽ[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶௨ෆࠊࡑࡢᚋ௵⪅ࢆᣦྡࡍࡿࠋࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᚋ௵ೃ⿵⪅ࢆ
ᙜᣄྰࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡛ᙜヱᚋ௵⪅ࢆᐜㄆࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳
⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.2

9.1.3 ู⣬ 5[ⱝࡋࡃࡣู⣬ 7] 㐪ࡋࡓሙྜ

ᢞภᚋࡢ➨ 2 Ⴀᴗ᪥┠
ᩱ㔠๓⣡ࡼࡿ➨୍✀㒑౽

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ᙜ᪥

㏻▱: ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚㏦ࡽࢀࡿ㏻▱ࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡶ᭩㠃ࡼࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗグᕥḍᐃࡵࡿ
࠸ࡎࢀࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡾ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓྑḍᐃࡵࡿヱᙜ᪥ཷ
㡿ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

10.1

ᡭΏࡋཪࡣᛴ㏦౽

୍⯡᮲㡯

10.

ࡳ࡞ࡋཷ㡿᪥

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࠊ⮬
㌟ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚㈇ᢸࡋࡓ⤒㈝࡛ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿ᪥௨㝆⏕
ࡌࡓࡶࡢࢆᅇࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

9.12

㏦㐩᪉ἲ

➨ 9.12 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺
ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓᚋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆ᥇⏝ࡍࡿ
⤒㈝ࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀពᅗࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊ
ᘬࡁ⥆ࡁࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢ㏦㐩ࡢ๓ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᚑࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢ┤᥋㞠⏝ಀࡿᐇ㈝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⤒㈝ࢆ᭱ᑠ㝈ᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᥐ⨨ࢆㅮࡌࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᘚ῭
ࡣࠊྛࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢዎ⣙ࡢ⤊᪥ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ⤊᪥㸦ࡢ࠺ࡕ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪥㸧
ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ┤᥋㞠⏝㈝⏝ࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪ
ࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓࡇ┤᥋ⓗ㉳ᅉࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓ㏥⫋ᡭᙜࠊ
ᙜヱಶேࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢆᙜヱ⪅ࡢᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ㞠⏝ᮇ㛫࡛㝖ࡋ࡚
⟬ฟࡉࢀࡓ㔠㢠ࡶྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.11

➨ 9.12 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊㝿ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋࠊ⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ[㸦እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟࡞ࡽ࡞࠸㸧] ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ
࠺ࡶࡢࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓཪࡣ㈇ᢸࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࠊ
ୟࡘྲྀࡾᾘࡍࡇࡢ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸୍ษࡢ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.10

9.1.1 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃ㸦ᨭᡶമົࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧㐪ࡋࠊ㸦ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀṇ
⬟ຊࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࢃࡽࡎ㸧ᙜヱ㐪ࡀ㐪ࡢෆᐜṇࡢせồࡀグ㍕ࡉࢀ
ࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆṇࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

9.1.2 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᨭᡶ⬟࡞ࡗࡓሙྜࠊΎ⟬㸦ᨭᡶ⬟ຊࡢ࠶ࡿ♫ࡢྜేⱝࡋࡃࡣ
⦅ࢆ┠ⓗࡋࡓ௵ពࡢࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣỴ㆟ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊࡑࡢ㈨⏘
ࡢ㒊ⱝࡋࡃࡣ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚⟶㈈ேࠊ㈨⏘⟶㈈ேⱝࡋࡃࡣΎ⟬ேࡀ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣമᶒ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ྲྀỴࡵࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛⏝ࡍࡿᶒ୪ࡧ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ
ᚋࡶᏑ⥆ࡋࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.9

ࡢᙜ⪅ဨࡀྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊ௨ୗヱᙜࡍࡿᙜ⪅㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࢆ┤ࡕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡋ࡚ᢅ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

➨ 9.9 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺
ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡉࢀࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษ
ࡢᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢኻຠࢆࡶࡗ࡚ࠊ┤ࡕṆ
ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋAAA ཬࡧ XXX ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉ
ࢀࡿሙྜࠊAAA ཬࡧ XXX ࡣࠊ┤ࡕᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡽㆡΏࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ࡚ࡢ▱
ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆࡢྛᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.8

9.1

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.7

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ
㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

⤊ཬࡧ㞳⬺

ᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗไᚚ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸≧ἣࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
㸦ᨭᡶമົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ㐜ᘏࡋཪࡣጉࡆࡽࢀࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
ࡢ㐜ᘏࢆ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᒚ⾜ࡢ㐜ᘏࡀ
[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶㉸ࢃࡓࡗ࡚⥅⥆ࡍࡿሙྜ࡛ࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྠពࡋࡓࡁࡣࠊᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍ᪨ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ➨
9.4 㡯࡞࠸ࡋ➨ 9.12 㡯㸦ྠ㡯ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྍᢠຊ

9.6
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9.

8.

(Translation)

7.10.1 ㆡΏࡉࢀࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊ࠸࡞ࡿᢸಖᶒཬࡧ㈇ᢸ୪ࡧ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ㸦ㆡΏࢆ
⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀㄆ㆑ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ཪࡣྜ⌮ⓗㄆ㆑ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡗࡓࡶࡢࢆ㝖
ࡃࠋ㸧ࡶࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࠋ]

- 17 -

134

ᢞภᚋࡢ⩣Ⴀᴗ᪥

(Translation)

௦⌮㛵ಀ➼ࡢྰᐃ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅㛫ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉⱝࡋࡃࡣྜᘚᴗཪࡣᙜ
⪅㛫ࡢᮏேᑐ௦⌮ேࡢ㛵ಀࢆฟࡋࠊᬯ♧ࡋཪࡣࡅࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅௦ࢃࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ௦⾲ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣࡇࢀࡢࡓࡵ☜⣙ࡋࠊཪࡣࡇࢀᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ྜព㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡣࠊࡑࡢ㢟㛵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྜព
ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᫂♧ⓗᐃࡵࡿ
௨እࡢಖドࠊ⾲᫂ࠊኌ᫂ࠊྜពཪࡣㄋ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞᮲㡯࡛࡞࠸⾲᫂ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡢᙇཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ◚ᲠࡍࡿᶒࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ➨ 10.6
㡯ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙⥾⤖๓ࡢブḭⓗᐇ࿌▱ཪࡣᝏពࡢ㯲⛎ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢ
ᙜ⪅㈇࠺㈐௵㸦ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡓࡵ᭷ࡍࡿࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿ
ᶒ㸧ࢆ㝖ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᡭ⥆ࡁ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ᭷ຠࡋཪࡣヱᙜࡍࡿᆅᇦ࠾
࠸࡚ᙜヱᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿ⾜ືࢆᐇ⾜ࡋ

10.5

10.6

10.7

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ᶒࡢᨺᲠ㸸 ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿࡇࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣᒚ⾜ࡉࡏࡿࡇࢆ㐜ࡋཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࡢ⾜ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣ⾜ࡍࡿ
ࡇࢆ㐜ࡋࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊࡿ᠔ᛰཪࡣ㐜ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿᶒࡣᙳ㡪
ࢆཬࡰࡉࡎࠊୟࡘᙜヱᶒࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ࠋูẁࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞⾲♧ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࡣࠊᑗ᮶࠾ࡅࡿᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

ఫᡤ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

10.4

Ặྡ㸸

Ặྡ㸸

㐪ἲ࡞㸭ἲᐃᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸᮲㡯㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ᮲㡯ࡢ࡚ཪࡣ୍㒊ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ
ࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡑࡢࡢ᮲㡯
ཬࡧ↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓ᮲㡯ࡢṧࡾࡢ㒊ศࡣࠊᙜヱἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡶᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢ᭷ຠᛶཬࡧἲⓗᙉไຊ
ࡀᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ZZZ㸸
㸸

XXX㸸
㸸

10.3

ఫᡤ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

ㆡΏ➼㸸࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ๓ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙యཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒⱝࡋࡃࡣ⩏ົࢆㆡΏཪࡣ⛣㌿ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ[ణ
ࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢయࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ] ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡞ࡃᙜヱྠពࢆ␃ಖཪࡣ㐜ᘏࡉ
ࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

Ặྡ㸸

Ặྡ㸸

10.2

BBB㸸
㸸

AAA㸸
㸸

ᮏ᮲ᚑ࠸㏻▱ࡼࡾኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࡲ࡛ࡢ㛫ࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀୗグ
ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ

㓄㐩ド᫂㒑౽
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(Translation)

➨୕⪅㸸ྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀ㛵㐃ࡍࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢ┈ࢆாཷࡍࡿཬࡧᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀ➨
6.7 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ┈ࢆாཷࡋྠ㡯ࢆᇳ⾜ࡍࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ 1999 ᖺዎ⣙㸦➨୕⪅ࡢ
ᶒ㸧ἲࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㸧ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙᫂♧ⓗ࡞ᐃࡵࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊᙜ⪅௨
እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢಟṇཪࡣࡑࡢ⤊ࢆጉࡆࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡉࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡼࡾாཷࡍࡿࡇࢁࡢ┈ࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

10.9

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

Ặྡ

AAA ࡢࡓࡵࠊAAA ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

BBB ࡢࡓࡵࠊBBB ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

[10.15 ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ㐺⏝࠶ࡿⱥᅜࡢ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ᭩㠃ࡼࡾ㏻▱ࡋࠊୟࡘᙜヱᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⡿ᅜࡢ㍺ฟ
⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࡢ≉ᐃࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.14 ᮏ㸸ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ」ᩘࡢᮏࡼࡾࡇࢀࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࠊ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡀ 1 ௨ୖࡢᮏ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡋࡓᚋࠊྛᮏࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢṇᩥ࡞ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
࡚ࡢᮏࡣࠊࡑࡢ࡚ࡀ༢୍ࡢዎ⣙ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡼࡿ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᮏ㸦ణࡋࠊࢧ࣮ࣥ࣌ࢪࡔࡅ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ㸦PDF ཪࡣ
JPEG ࡢᙧᘧ࡛ࡢ㸧㏦ಙࡣࠊ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᮏࡢཎᮏࡢࡋ࡚᭷ຠ࡛
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[ࡿ᪉ἲࢆ⏝࠸ࡿሙྜࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊྍཬⓗ㏿ࡸ
⨫ྡᤫ༳ࢆࡋࡓᮏࡢཎᮏࢆᥦฟࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.13 ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 6 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.12 ㉗㈥⚗Ṇ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 5 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.11 ୖ⏦㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡿၥ㢟ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊࡑࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ྜ
ព㐩ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࡿࢆࠊAAA ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨ
ࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊXXX ࡘ࠸
࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 
クࡋࠊᙜヱクࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎỴࡍࡿࡼ࠺ヨࡳࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ
ࡿ[14] ᪥௨ෆᙜヱࡀゎỴࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ➨ 10.10 㡯ᚑ࠸ᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ⏦ࡋ❧࡚
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ➨ 10.11 㡯ᚑ࠸ၥ㢟ࡀୖ⏦ࡉࢀࡓྰ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊุᡤᕪ
Ṇ௧ࢆ⏦ㄳࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

10.10 ‽ᣐἲ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊࡑࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࡢᡂ❧㉳ᅉཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚
㸦ዎ⣙ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻἲࢆ‽ᣐἲࡋࠊྠἲᚑ
࠸ゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜ⪅ࡀ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒཪࡣ⛎ᐦሗࡢಖㆤࢆ┠ⓗ
ࡋ࡚ッゴࢆᥦ㉳ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㉳ᅉࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍ
ࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡾࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡿ⣮த㸦ዎ⣙
ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻࡢุᡤࡀᑓᒓⓗ⟶㎄ᶒ
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ಟṇ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣಟṇࡣࠊ᭩㠃࡛సᡂࡉࢀୟࡘྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲ࡼࡿ⨫ྡࡀࡉࢀ
ࡓࡶࡢࡼࡽ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊࡇࢀࢆ↓ຠࡍࡿࠋ

10.8

ୟࡘ᭩㢮ࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊࡿㄳồࢆࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡑࢀ
せࡍࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㈝⏝ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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⨫ྡ

ZZZ ࡢ ࡓࡵࠊZZZ ࢆ ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

ᙺ⫋

⨫ྡ

⨫ྡ

XXX ࡢࡓࡵࠊXXX ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

ᙺ⫋

⨫ྡ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

᪥㸸

⨫ྡ㸸

[➨ 2.2 㡯つᐃࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᣦ♧ࡋࠊ┘╩ࡍࡿ⪅ࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆㄞ
ࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⌮ゎࡋࡓࠋ]

ᙺ⫋

(Translation)

ᙺ⫋

- 21 -
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ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩

ู⣬ 1

- 22 -

(Translation)

136

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳]

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ࡑࡢࡢ᮲௳

[⨨ࡢᖐᒓ]

እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㓄ศ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥ

ணࡉࢀࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿேᮦࠊタཬࡧ⨨

ࢱ࣒ࢸ࣮ࣈࣝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ⫋ົ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ู⣬ 3
[ู

ู⣬ 2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㸭㈨ᩱ

ᐇᆅ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡ

- 24 -

(Translation)
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(Translation)

137

1.

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊ㐺ษࠊබᖹࠊୟࡘၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸
ศᯒࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡣࠊᏳಖ⟶ࡉࢀࡲࡓࠊᐜ᫆ྲྀࡾฟࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྡ≧ែ
࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

◊✲ࡢᐇ୰࡞ࡉࢀࡓせ࡞Ỵᐃࠊࡿ◊✲㛵ࡍࡿⓎ⾲ཬࡧࡿ◊✲㛵ࡋ࡚ᑟࡁ
ฟࡉࢀࡓ⤖ㄽࢆᐜ᫆ㄽドࡋᵓ⠏ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱド㊧ࢆಖᏑࡋ࡚࠾࡞ࡅ
ࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀୖグάືཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ᳨ドࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊᑡ
࡞ࡃࡶ[30] ᪥๓᭩㠃࡛㏻▱ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࢆどᐹࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

3.

4.

5.

6.

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸ࠊࡿ◊✲ࢆᐇࡋ
ࡓ⪅ࡼࡾṇ☜グ㘓ࡉࢀ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.

ᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵ಀ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢᚑᴗဨࠊᏛ⏕ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫୪ࡧጤクඛཬࡧࡑࢀࡽࡢ௦⾲♫
ဨࢆྵࡴࠋ

4.

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࡛ゝཬࡍࡿ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬࡛ㄢࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᮲௳ྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿ
ࡼ࠺ࡋࠊࡿ⪅ࡀᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㐪ࡋࡓሙྜࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
㈇࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓࡵࡑ
ࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.8

3.

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂
Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡽࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂ࡢグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ
⡙ࢆ⥔ᣢࠊ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ⡙ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡲࡓࠊ

1.7

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡢ㛵ಀ⪅㸦ࡑࡢ㛵ಀᛶࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲ➨ 8 ᮲ཬࡧᚋ㏙➨ 4 ᮲ᚑ࠸
Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡀࠊᮏู⣬࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ㄢࡏࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆㄢࡋࡓ᭩㠃ࡢዎ⣙᭩ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ࡢࡳ㛵ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪨ࡢドᣐ࡞
ࡿࡶࡢࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

1.6

2.

࠸࡞ࡿ✀㢮ࡢࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊᙜ࡞⤒῭ⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢࡢᚓࡢㄳồཪࡣせồ
ࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡇࢀࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

1.5

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.1 ཬࡧ 1.2 ࡢ㑂Ᏺࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁ㸦2010 ᖺ㉗㈥
ἲࡢ➨ 7㸦2㸧㡯ᚑࡗ࡚Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡓ㐺ษ࡞ᡭ⥆ࡁࠊཬࡧྠἲ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑ࠸Ⓨ⾜ࡉࢀ
ࡓᣦ㔪ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡋࠊ

1.3

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.3 ゝཬࡉࢀࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁᚑ࠸ࠊୟࡘࡇࢀࡽࢆᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࡛ᐇ⾜ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2
᮲ཪࡣ➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ヱᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ୍ษ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

1.2

1.4

2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࢆྵࡵࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ⮬ࡽࡢάື㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘ㉗㈥ࡢ㜵Ṇⱝࡋࡃ
ࡣ⭉ᩋ㜵Ṇ㸦ཪࡣ୧᪉㸧㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡚ࡢἲᚊࠊไᐃἲཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

(Translation)

1.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

㉗㈥⚗Ṇ

ᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫ

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊಙ㢗࡛ࡁࡿ⛉Ꮫⓗ࡞ᢏἲཬࡧ㐣⛬ࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚⏕ᡂࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ู⣬ 5

ู⣬ 4

1.
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(Translation)
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138

(Translation)

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀࡿ
ሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.6

1.7

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయࡽఱ
ࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࡇࢀࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃ
ࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃ
ࡿせㄳཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.5

4.

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

1.4

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦 ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦 Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦 Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦 Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙
ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳᛶࠊཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺
ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊ
ᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

㝶ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢᣦ♧ࡢࡳᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳ
ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆ
ྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸࡚
ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡢಶேሗ
ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆ࠼ࠊ

1.1

ಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱྲྀᢅ࠸ࡢ┠ⓗࢆỴ
ᐃࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡍࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡀ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧
௦ࢃࡾࠊಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ

ู⣬ 6
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(Translation)

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡀᮏู⣬㐪ࡋࡓࡇࢆཎᅉࡋ࡚ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐪㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋ
ࡓ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘࡁࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊୟࡘຠᯝⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᐇ⾜ࡢ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳࡿಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ
ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳࠊ୪ࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ
࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊᦆኻ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ
᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡋࠊ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయ
ࡽఱࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣ
ၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ
ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀ
ࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ
᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.2
1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸
࡚ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲୗ࡛
᭷ࡍࡿᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆࢹ࣮ࢱయ࠼ࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡞ࡾࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚⮬ࡽ
ࡀྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚௨ୗᥖࡆࡿ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

3.

2.

1.

୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ࡛ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚
ࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸┠ⓗࢆỴᐃࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅௦ࢃࡾಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ
࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡛࠶ࡿཪࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ఱࡽࡢಶேሗࢆඹ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.

ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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ᚑᴗဨࡗ࡚ᙜ㠃ࡢ༴㝤ࡢ࡞࠸Ᏻୟࡘᗣⓗ࡞⫋ሙࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᚑ
ᴗဨᐟἩタഛࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱᐟἩタഛࡣࠊᒃఫ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚Ᏻ࡛࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊ
⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚⅏ᐖཪࡣᨾࡀⓎ⏕ࡋࡓሙྜᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚Ύ₩࡞Ỉࠊ㣗ᩱཬࡧᩆ
ᛴ་⒪ࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ
࠸࡞ࡿ⌮⏤㸦ே✀ࠊ᐀ᩍࠊ㞀ᐖཪࡣᛶูࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡼࡗ࡚ࡶᚑᴗဨࢆᕪูࡏࡎࠊ
య⨩ࠊ⢭⚄ⓗࠊ⫗యⓗࠊᛶⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣゝⴥࡼࡿᚅࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊཪࡣࡇࢀࡽࢆᨭᣢ
ࡏࡎࠊ
⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚ṧ㓞ཪࡣᚅⓗ࡞ᠬ⨩⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ
ྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ᭱ప㈤㔠ཪࡣᴗ⏺࠾࠸୍࡚⯡ⓗ࡞㢠┦ᙜࡍࡿ㈤
㔠㸦ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㧗࠸᪉㸧ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ⤥
ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ
ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᴗࢆ⾜࠺ᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᑵᴗ㛫ཬࡧ㞠⏝ᶒ㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ
ᚑᴗဨࡼࡿ⊂❧ࡢປാ⤌ྜࡢຍධᶒཬࡧタ❧ᶒ୪ࡧ⤖♫ࡢ⮬⏤ࢆᑛ㔜ࡍࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

1.4

1.5

1.6
1.7

1.8
1.9

1.10
1.11

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࠾࠸࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2 ᮲
ཪࡣ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢ㐪┦ᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

2.

Lambert Consortium Agreement C (Final)

⮬㌟ཪࡣࡑࡢᴗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘያ㞔ไཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿ୍ษࡢἲᚊࠊつ๎ཬࡧ
つไ㸦2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

➨ 2 㒊 – ያ㞔ไ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀࡇࢀࡲ࡛⌮ཬࡧேᶒ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪୪ࡧᙜヱ᪉㔪ࡢ㐪ᑐฎࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵࡢ㐺ษ࡞ⱞฎ⌮ᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࡇࠊࡲࡓᚋࡶࡇࢀࡽࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࡑࡢᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑵᴗ㛤ጞ᭩㢮ࡢᥦฟཪࡣಖド㔠ࡢᕪධࢀࢆせồࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞
ࡽࡎࠊ

1.3

3.

࠸࡞ࡿែᵝࡢᙉไປാ㸦┘⚗ࠊᖺᏘᙉไປാࠊያ㞔ປാ➼㸧ࡶ⾜ࢃࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮ࣥࡢ⟶⌮㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ
⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿ㝿⏝ࡍࡿ≀ရཬࡧࢧ࣮ࣅࢫࡢ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡼࡿ⌮ᇶ‽ࡢ㑂Ᏺ
ཬࡧேᶒࡢᑛ㔜ࢆಁࡍࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ

ඣ❺ࡼࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿసᴗࡀᙜヱඣ❺ࡢᡂ㛗ࢆ㌟యⓗཪࡣ⢭⚄ⓗጉࡆࡿࡇࡀྜ⌮
ⓗணࡉࢀࡿ≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊඣ❺ࢆ㞠⏝ࠊ᥇⏝ཪࡣ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.1

ἲᚊࡼࡾせồࡉࢀࡿཪࡣ⚗Ṇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᒚ⾜㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

(Translation)

2.

1.

➨ 1 㒊 ேᶒ

ู⣬ 7]
[ู
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ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 3 つᐃࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺཬࡧᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

ୗㄳᴗ⪅ཬࡧ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡢ㛫ࡢዎ⣙ࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶྠ
⛬ᗘࡢያ㞔ཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿつᐃࢆྵࡵࠊ

ᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㐪ࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࡓሙྜࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨ࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗせồࡉࢀࡿࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺಀࡿドᣐࢆᥦ౪
ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ≀ရཬࡧ⣲ᮦࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮
ࣥ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡿᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂
ࡢグ㘓ࢆ⥔ᣢࡋ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠊ
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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The parties do not have an agreed strategy for the exploitation of the results.
If a party wishes to exploit the IPR in the Results or the IPR in the Background
of another party, it will have to negotiate a licence to allow it to exploit that
IPR or an assignment of that IPR.

Scenario - Each party owns the IPR in the results which it creates and grants
each of the other parties a non-exclusive licence to use those results for the
purposes of the Project.

MODEL
CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT D

(4) [INSERT NAME]

(3) [INSERT NAME]

(2) [INSERT NAME]

(1) [INSERT NAME]

Dated _________________________201[]

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address] (BBB);
[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under number [insert number], whose registered office is at [insert address of
registered office] OR [insert status of the Collaborator, e.g. NHS Trust] of [insert
address of principal office] (XXX); and
[INSERT NAME] [LIMITED] OR [PLC], [a company registered in [England]
under number [insert number], whose registered office is at [insert address of
registered office] OR [insert status of the Collaborator, e.g. NHS Trust] of [insert
address of principal office] (ZZZ)

(2)
(3)

(4)

any information, data, techniques, Know-how,
inventions, software, discoveries and materials
(regardless of the form or medium in which they
are disclosed or stored) which are provided by
one Party (whether belonging to that Party or to
a third party) to another Party for use in the
Project, and whether before or after the date of
this Agreement, except any Result;
Monday to Friday (inclusive) except bank or
public holidays in [England];
any of the following: diagnosing, treating and
managing the health of a person under the care

Background:

a Business Day:
[Clinical Patient Care:
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this document, including its Schedules, as
amended from time to time in accordance with
clause 10.8;

research [(except [insert any exceptions]),
teaching[, and] education[ and Clinical Patient
Care];

the publication of an abstract, article or paper in
a journal or electronic repository, or its
presentation at a conference or seminar; and in
clauses 5 and 6 to Publish and Publication are
to be construed as meaning such publication;

this Agreement:

Academic and Research
Purposes:

Academic Publication:

AAA and BBB;

In this Agreement the following expressions have the meaning set opposite:

1.1
the Academic Parties

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.

The parties to this agreement wish to collaborate on a research project entitled "[insert
name of project]". This agreement governs the parties’ collaboration in relation to that
project.

BACKGROUND

[INSERT NAME], whose administrative offices are at [insert address ] (AAA);

(1)

THIS AGREEMENT dated […………………………………………] 201[] is made BETWEEN:
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a Party's confidential information is: any
Background disclosed by that Party to any of the
other Parties for use in the Project [and identified
as confidential before or at the time of disclosure]
any of the Results in which that Party owns the
Intellectual Property Rights; and any other
information disclosed by that Party to any of the
other Parties for use in the Project or under this
Agreement[ and identified as confidential before
or at the time of disclosure or which, by its
nature or from the circumstances of its disclosure,
should
reasonably
be
presumed
to
be
confidential];

the ability to direct the affairs of another person,
whether by virtue of the ownership of shares, by
contract, or in any other way;

Confidential Information:

Control:

the financial contribution to be made by a Party
to the Project, as set out in the Project Plan;

[insert details of body which is to provide the
External Funding;]

a Financial Contribution:

[the Funding Body:
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[any funding or assistance provided for the
Project or to any Party for use in the Project by
any third party, including any state or public
body;]

[the External Funding:

while they remain in force the Data Protection Act
1998, the European Data Protection Directive, the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, the
Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice)
(Interception of Communications) Regulations
2000, the Electronic Communications Data
Protection Directive, the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003,
once it comes into force the European General
Data Protection Regulation and any other laws
and regulations relating to the processing of
personal data and privacy which apply to a Party
and, if applicable, the guidance and codes of
practice issued by the Information Commissioner
or other relevant data protection or supervisory
authority;

XXX and ZZZ;

the Commercial Parties:

the Data Protection
Legislation:

[insert the date on which the Project is to
start/started];

the Commencement Date:

of a third party medical practitioner who has the
right to use the Intellectual Property Rights in any
of the Results;]

the terms on which the Funding Body provides
any External Funding, copies of which are
attached to this Agreement as Schedule 3;]

in relation to a Party, any undertaking which for
the time being Controls, or is Controlled by, that
Party or which for the time being is Controlled by
a third person which also Controls that Party;

AAA, BBB, XXX and ZZZ and any person who
becomes a party to this Agreement pursuant to
clause 2.20, and together they are the Parties;

a Party:
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the project described in the Project Plan;

the location(s) at which the Project will be carried
out as set out in the Project Plan;

the Location:

the Project:

[insert the name of the lead party. (This should
be consistent with the offer of External
Funding)];

the Lead Party:

the arrangements under which each Party, in
return for its rights to exploit the Results, will pay
the other Parties, as set out in Schedule 10;

unpatented technical information (including
information relating to inventions, discoveries,
concepts, methodologies, models, research,
development and testing procedures, the results
of experiments, tests and trials, manufacturing
processes, techniques and specifications, quality
control data, analyses, reports and submissions)
which is not in the public domain;

Know-how:

the Payment Plan:

in the case of AAA: [insert names]; in the case of
BBB, [insert names]; in the case of XXX [insert
names]; and in the case of ZZZ [insert names];

the Key Personnel:

Intellectual Property Rights: patents, rights to inventions, trade marks, service
marks, registered designs, copyrights and related
rights, database rights, design rights, rights to
use and protect confidential information, in each
case
whether
registered
or
unregistered,
including rights to apply for and be granted and
applications for any of the above, and any
continuations, continuations-in-part, divisional
applications, renewals or extensions of, and
rights to claim priority from, those rights, and
any similar right recognised from time to time in
any jurisdiction, together with all rights of action
in relation to the infringement of any of the
above;

a Group Company:

the Good Data Management
Practices:
the practices and procedures set out in Schedule
4;

[the Funding Conditions:
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A reference in this Agreement to any other agreement or document is a reference
to that other agreement or document as varied or novated (in each case, unless
in breach of this Agreement) from time to time.

References in this Agreement to clauses and Schedules are to the clauses and
Schedules of this Agreement and references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of
the relevant Schedule.

1.6

1.7
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A reference in this Agreement to writing or written includes email.

value added tax chargeable under the Value
Added Tax Act 1994, or any tax replacing that tax.

VAT:

1.5

a written agreement signed by or on behalf of the
Parties and any proposed new party to this
Agreement; and

a Variation Agreement:

A reference in this Agreement to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to
it as amended, extended or re-enacted from time to time and includes all
subordinate legislation made from time to time under that statute or statutory
provision.

the individuals nominated by each of the Parties
[and the Funding Body] in accordance with clause
2.12 to supervise the carrying out of the Project;

the Steering Committee:

1.4

all information, data, techniques, Know-how,
results, inventions, discoveries, software and
materials (regardless of the form or medium in
which they are disclosed or stored) identified or
first reduced to practice or writing in the course
of the Project, and any Intellectual Property
Rights arising from any of the above;

the Results:

References in this Agreement to a person include a natural person, corporate or
unincorporated body (whether or not it has a separate legal personality).

[any purpose except commercialisation, i.e.
licensing for value or sale for value] OR [acts
done for experimental purposes [or to obtain
regulatory approval for any generic or innovative
medicinal product (including any clinical trial)];

Research Purposes:

1.3

the project plan annexed to this Agreement as
Schedule 2, as varied from time to time under
the terms of this Agreement[ and any Funding
Conditions];

the Project Plan:

The headings in this Agreement are for ease of reference only; they do not affect
its construction or interpretation.

the period described in clause 2.1;

the Project Period:

1.2

the individual appointed from time to time by the
Lead Party as the project manager [, and
approved by the Funding Body in accordance with
the Funding Conditions];

the Project Manager:

The acts and omissions of its Group Companies are deemed to be within the
control of a Commercial Party, the acts and omissions of its students are deemed
to be within control of an Institution and the acts and omissions of any contractor
are deemed to be within the control of the Party engaging that contractor.

1.9

Each of the Parties will obtain and maintain all regulatory and ethical licences,
consents and approvals necessary to allow it to carry out the tasks allotted to it in
the Project Plan and will carry out the Project in accordance with all laws and
regulations which apply to its activities under or pursuant to this Agreement.

2.3
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Each of the Parties will ensure that its staff and students (if any) (including in the
case of each Commercial Party, any staff of any Group Company) involved in the
Project, when working on or visiting the other Party’s premises, comply with the
other Party’s health and safety and security policies and procedures and, when
accessing or using the other Party’s information systems, comply with the other
Party’s information security policies and procedures.

Each of the Parties will carry out the tasks allotted to it in the Project Plan, and
will provide the human and other resources, Background, materials, facilities and
equipment which are designated as its responsibility in the Project Plan. The
Project will be carried out under the direction and supervision of [insert details].
The Project will be carried out at the Location.

2.2

2.5

The Project [will begin on] OR [began on] the Commencement Date and will
continue until [the earlier of the withdrawal of the External Funding and] the
completion of the Project, or any later date agreed in writing between the Parties.
If this Agreement is entered into after the Commencement Date, it will apply
retrospectively to work done in relation to the Project on or after the
Commencement Date. This Agreement will remain in full force and effect for the
duration of the Project, but a Party may withdraw or may be deemed to have
withdrawn from the Project in accordance with clause 8 or 9.

2.1

Each of the Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any) involved
in the Project: observe the conditions attaching to any regulatory and ethical
licences, consents and approvals; keep complete and accurate records of all
research, development and other work carried out in connection with the Project
and of all Results, signed by the people who obtained or made each Result, and
countersigned by an employee of that Party who is not a member of the research
team but who understands the work; and comply with the Good Data
Management Practices.

THE PROJECT

2.

2.4

If there is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the Funding
Conditions, this Agreement will prevail in relation to the arrangements as
between the Parties, but it will not affect the Parties' respective obligations to the
Funding Body under the Funding Conditions.]

1.11

[1.10 Words and phrases defined in the Funding Conditions and not defined in this
Agreement have the meaning given to them in the Funding Conditions when used
in this Agreement.

Any words in this Agreement following the expression including, include or in
particular, or any similar expression, are to be construed as illustrative and do
not limit the sense of the words preceding that expression.

1.8
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Although each of the Parties will use reasonable endeavours to carry out the
Project in accordance with the Project Plan, none of the Parties undertakes that
any research will lead to any particular result, nor does it guarantee a successful
outcome to the Project.

Each of the Parties warrants to the other Parties that it has full power and
authority under its constitution, and has taken all necessary actions and obtained
all authorisations, licences, consents and approvals, to allow it to enter into this
Agreement [and it is not in breach of the Funding Conditions].

If a Party agrees to transfer any [biological or chemical] material to any of the
other Parties in connection with the Project, that transfer will be subject to the
terms of a separate Materials Transfer Agreement entered into between the
Parties in relation to that material.

2.7

2.8

2.9

[In addition to his duties under the Funding Conditions,] the Project Manager will:

2.19

Any member of the Steering Committee may participate in meetings of the
Steering Committee by tele-conference, video-conference or any other technology
that enables everyone participating in the meeting to communicate interactively and
simultaneously with each other. The quorum for a meeting of the Steering
Committee will be [one representative of each of the Parties] OR [one
representative of at least [3] of the Parties], or his alternate, present in person or
by tele-conference, video-conference or other technology mentioned above.

[Insert name] (if present at a meeting) or, in his absence, any other individual
the members of the Steering Committee may from time to time agree, will chair
meetings of the Steering Committee.

The Parties will ensure that the Steering Committee meets at least every [3]
months at venues to be agreed, and in default of agreement at [insert location],

2.13

2.14

2.15
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There will be a Steering Committee made up of one representative nominated by
each of the Parties. The Project Manager (initially [insert name]) will be the Lead
Party’s representative on the Steering Committee. [The Parties will invite the
Funding Body to appoint a representative to the Steering Committee.] The terms
of reference of the Steering Committee are set out in Schedule 9, and the
Steering Committee will have no authority to amend the terms of this Agreement
except as may be expressly set out in those terms of reference.

2.12

2.11.3 notify the other Parties in accordance with clause 10.1 immediately if it
receives any notice or request from the Funding Body.]

for

implementing

decisions

taken

by

the

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION AND [EXTERNAL FUNDING][AND PAYMENT
PLAN]
[The allocation of the External Funding will be as set out in the Project Plan unless
the Parties unanimously agree otherwise in writing.] Each Party will keep
complete and accurate accounts of its expenditure on the Project. Each Party will
pay its Financial Contribution to the Project in accordance with Schedule 1 within
[30][60] OR [90] days after its receipt of a [quarterly] OR [monthly] invoice for
the same. Where any Financial Contribution is being claimed against costs and

3.
3.1
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No additional person may become a party to this Agreement without the written
agreement of all of the then existing parties to this Agreement [and the Funding
Body] and unless the additional person and all the then existing Parties to this
Agreement execute a Variation Agreement.

Steering

2.20

2.19.6 monitor the progress of the Project.

2.19.5 prepare progress reports[ as required by the Funding Body]; and

2.18.4 be responsible
Committee;

2.19.3 be responsible for the financial administration of the Project [as required
by the Funding Conditions];

be responsible to the Steering Committee for the day-to-day
management of the Project;

2.19.2

Each Party will, through its representative or his alternate, have one vote in the
Steering Committee. Decisions will be taken by a simple majority except where a
decision necessitates a change to the Project Plan or a change to the allocation of
any funding. In either of those cases, any decision must be unanimous. The
chairman will [not] have a casting vote.

2.18

2.11.2 carry out the Project in accordance with the Funding Conditions; and

Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly after identifying any
Result which it believes to be patentable, and will supply the Project Manager
with copies of that Result. Each of the Parties will notify other Results to the
Project Manager in the [monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] reports provided under
clause 2.16.

2.17

2.19.1 [be the primary conduit for exchanges of information with the Funding
Body;]

Each Party will provide the Project Manager with [monthly][quarterly] OR
[annual] reports summarising the progress of the Project and the Results, and
the Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager keeps all the Parties informed
about the progress of the Project and the Results.
A copy of each Party's
[monthly][quarterly] OR [annual] report will be circulated to each member of the
Steering Committee with the written notice for the relevant meeting.

2.16

or at any other time at the request of any of the Parties. Meetings of the
Steering Committee will be convened with at least [21] days written notice in
advance. That notice must include an agenda. Minutes of the meetings of the
Steering Committee will be prepared by the chair of the meeting and sent to each
of the Parties within [14] days after each meeting.

2.11.1 if it is a party to the Funding Conditions, comply with its obligations under,
and the conditions of, the Funding Conditions;

[2.11 Each of the Parties will:

[2.10 If the Funding Conditions have not already been accepted by the Parties, this
Agreement is conditional on each of the Parties accepting the Funding Conditions
within [30] days after the date of the Funding Conditions or offer to provide
External Funding.]

Each of the Parties will comply with the provisions of Schedule 7. [At any time
during the Project Period, [XXX] may require changes to Part [3] of Schedule 7,
where those changes are necessary to ensure that the Project is undertaken in
compliance with [XXX]’s applicable policies and procedures.]

2.6
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If a Party fails to make any payment due to another Party under this Agreement,
without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to that other Party, that
other Party may charge interest (both before and after any judgement) on the
amount outstanding, on a daily basis [at the rate of [four] per cent per annum
above the London 3 month Interbank Offered Rate from time to time in force] OR
[in accordance with the Late Payments of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
as amended by the Late Payment of Commercial Debts Regulations 2013]. That
interest will be calculated from the date of last date for payment to the actual
date of payment, both dates inclusive, and will be compounded quarterly. The
Party which is late paying will pay that interest on demand.

[Except as set out in the Project Plan,] each Party will own all equipment
purchased or constructed by it, or for it, using any Financial Contribution[ or any
External Funding].

The financial arrangements for the Project will be overseen by the Steering
Committee [and will be as set out in the Funding Conditions].

[Claims for any External Funding will be made through the Project Manager. Each
of the Parties will provide sufficient information to the Project Manager to allow
the Lead Party to claim the External Funding and to submit reports to the Funding
Body in accordance with the Funding Body’s requirements from time to time.
Each of the Parties will certify its claims for any External Funding in such way as
may be necessary to allow the Lead Party to give any certificate required by the
Funding Body in relation to those claims.]

[The Lead Party will, within [30] days after receipt of any of the External Funding,
pay that External Funding (or the appropriate part of it) to the Party to which that
External Funding is due.]

[Each Party will refund to the Lead Party on demand: any overpayment of any
External Funding received by that Party; and any monies received by that Party
which the Funding Body requires to be repaid in accordance with the Funding
Conditions. Each Party will pay to the Funding Body any payments which are to
be made by that Party in order to comply with the Funding Conditions. Each of
the other Parties will indemnify the Lead Party and keep it indemnified against all
and any refund, repayment or payment which the Lead Party is required to make
under the Funding Conditions to the Funding Body on behalf of that other Party or
as a consequence of that other Party’s act or omission.]

The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager prepares and submits an
account of all income and expenditure in connection with the Project [quarterly]
to the Steering Committee.

The Lead Party will ensure that the Project Manager allows an independent
chartered accountant appointed by any party, at that party's expense, to examine
the accounts and records of the Project Manager relating to the Project provided:

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10
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3.10.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the Project
Manager;

Unless any VAT exemption applies, all amounts are exclusive of VAT which the
Party making the Financial Contribution will pay at the rate from time to time
prescribed by law.

3.2

expenses incurred by a Party, each invoice must be accompanied by a statement
certified by an authorised officer of that Party.

This Agreement does not affect the ownership of any Intellectual Property Rights
in any Background or in any other technology, design, work, invention, software,
data, technique, Know-how, or materials which are not Results. The Intellectual
Property Rights in them will remain the property of the Party which that
contributes them to the Project (or its licensors).
No licence to use any
Intellectual Property Rights is granted or implied by this Agreement except the
rights expressly set out in this Agreement.
Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty-free, non-exclusive licence
to use its Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project. None of the
Parties may grant any sub-licence to use any other Party's Background except
that any Commercial Party may allow any of its Group Companies, and any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies, to use any
Party’s Background for the purpose of carrying out the Project, and except as
permitted by any licence granted pursuant to clause 4.9.
The Party which creates or generates any Result will own the Intellectual Property
Rights in that Result and, subject to its obligations under clause 4.9.4, [will take,
after consultation with the Steering Committee, such steps as may be necessary]
OR [may take such steps as it may decide] from time to time, at its expense, to
register and maintain any protection for those Intellectual Property Rights,
including filing and prosecuting patent applications for those Results, and taking
any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of those Intellectual
Property Rights.
Where any Result is created or generated by two or more Parties jointly and it is
impossible to distinguish each Party's intellectual contribution to the creation of
the Intellectual Property Rights in that Result, the Intellectual Property Rights in
that Result will be co-owned by those Parties as tenants in common in equal
shares. The co-owners may take such steps as they may decide from time to time,
at their joint and equal expense, to register and maintain any protection for those
Intellectual Property Rights, including filing and prosecuting patent applications,

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4
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USE AND EXPLOITATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

3.11.3 the inspecting party and the accountant will keep confidential any
information that it may acquire in the exercise of its rights under this
clause.

3.11.2 the inspection or examination takes place during that Party’s normal
working hours; and

3.11.1 at least [14] days written notice is given in advance to the Party whose
accounts and records are to be inspected;

Each Party will pay each of the other Parties in accordance with the Payment Plan.
Any Party to which another Party is obliged to make payments under the Payment
Plan may appoint an independent chartered accountant, at its own expense, to
examine the accounts and records of the Party which is obliged to make
payments to it relating to its exploitation of the Results provided:

4.

3.11

3.10.3 the Party appointing the accountant and the accountant will keep
confidential any information which it may acquire in the exercise of its
rights under this Clause 3.10.

3.10.2 the inspection or examination takes place during the Project Manager's
normal working hours; and
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Each of the Parties will ensure that its employees and students (if any) involved in
the creation of the Results gives each of the other Parties such assistance (except
financial assistance) as that other Party may reasonably request in connection
with the registration and protection of the Intellectual Property Rights in its
Results, including filing and prosecuting patent applications for any of its Results,
and taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of those
Intellectual Property Rights.

Where any third party (such as a student or contractor) is involved in the Project,
the Party engaging that third party will ensure that that third party has assigned
to that Party (including making a prospective assignment where appropriate) all
rights which that third party has in the Results in order to be able to give effect to
the provisions of this clause 4.

Each Party grants each of the other Parties a royalty free, non-exclusive licence
to use the Results for the purpose of carrying out the Project. Any Commercial
Party may allow its Group Companies, and any person working for or on behalf of
it or any of its Group Companies to use any of the Results for the purpose of
carrying out the Project.

4.6

4.7

4.8
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4.9.3 The Potential Grantor will not, during the Option Period or the Negotiation Period,
negotiate with any other person with a view to granting a licence to use its
Results or Background or assigning the Intellectual Property Rights in its Results
or Background. nor grant a licence to use the Potential Grantor’s Results or assign
the Intellectual Property Rights in the Potential Grantor’s Results to any other

4.9.2 Following the Potential Grantor’s receipt of an Option Notice, the Potential Grantor
and the Party Wishing to Exploit will negotiate in good faith, for a period of up to
[90 days] OR [6 months] after the date of receipt of the Option Notice (the
Negotiation Period) the terms of an assignment or licence. If the Potential
Grantor and the Party Wishing to Exploit are unable to agree the terms of an
assignment or licence within the Negotiation Period, the rights of the Party
Wishing to Exploit under clauses 4.9.1, 4.9.3 and 4.9.4 (but not the licence in
clause 4.8) will lapse.

4.9.1 Each Party (the Potential Grantor) will, if another Party (the Party Wishing to
Exploit) gives it written notice (an Option Notice) at any time during the
Project Period plus a further [6] OR [12] months (together called the Option
Period), negotiate the terms on which the Potential Grantor will grant the Party
Wishing to Exploit [an exclusive] OR [a non-exclusive] licence (with the right to
sub-license) to use the Intellectual Property Rights in certain of the Potential
Grantor’s Results [and its Background].

Any co-owner of any of the Intellectual Property Rights in any Result may deal
with and exploit those Intellectual Property Rights as though it were the sole
owner, [without being required to account to any other co-owner for any share in
the revenues generated by that dealing or exploitation] OR [subject to payment
to the other co-owner(s) in accordance with the Payment Plan], provided that no
co-owner may grant any third party any rights which detract from any other coowner’s right to deal with any co-owned Intellectual Property Rights as it sees fit.

4.5

and taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual infringement of those
Intellectual Property Rights. If one or more of the co-owners does not wish to
take any such step or action, the other co-owner(s) may do so at their expense,
and the co-owner(s) not wishing to take such steps or action will provide, at the
expense of the co-owner making the request, any assistance that is reasonably
requested of it.

Each of the Academic Parties will submit to any other Party which owns the
Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results and to any Party which has
contributed any Background to the Project, in writing, details of those Results,
and of that Background which any employee or student of that Academic Party
intends to Publish, at least [30][60] OR [90]days before the date of the proposed
submission for Publication. Any other Party may, by giving written notice to the
Party which has submitted those details (a Confidentiality Notice):

5.1.2 Publish any Background of any of the Parties or any of the Results.
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5.2

The Project is undertaken by the Academic Parties in pursuance of a primary
charitable purpose; that is the advancement of education through teaching and
research. Therefore, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, any
employee or student of an Academic Party (whether or not involved in the
Project) may, provided that Academic Party has not received a Confidentiality
Notice under clause 5.2:

5.1

5.1.1 discuss work undertaken as part of the Project in the Academic Party’s
seminars, tutorials and lectures; and

ACADEMIC PUBLICATION AND IMPACT

Each of the Commercial Parties will have a royalty-free, non-exclusive, worldwide,
indefinite licence to use any of the Results for Research Purposes only (with the
right to sub-license to any Group Company and to any person working for, or on
behalf of, the Commercial Party or any of its Group Companies, but only for the
purpose of carrying out that work for Research Purposes, and otherwise without
the right to sub-license).

Each Academic Party and each of its employees and students will have the
irrevocable, royalty-free right to use any of the Results [(except the following
types of Result: [insert details]) for Academic and Research Purposes [including]
OR [excluding] research projects which are carried out by the Academic Party
with any third party [in the commercial sector] [and Clinical Patient Care].

5.

4.11

4.10

4.9.4 Until the end of the Option Period and, if the Party Wishing to Exploit gives the
Option Notice, until the earlier of the end of the Negotiation Period and the date
of the assignment or grant of a licence pursuant to this clause 4.9, the Potential
Grantor will consult with the Party Wishing to Exploit about making patent or
other applications in respect of the Potential Grantor’s Results. If, during the
Negotiation Period, the Party Wishing to Exploit wishes the Potential Grantor to
apply for any patent or any other protection in relation to any of those Results,
the Party Wishing to Exploit will reimburse to the Potential Grantor the reasonable
costs and expenses incurred by the Potential Grantor since the date of this
Agreement in relation to the filing and prosecution of that patent or other
application, including patent agents' fees, as a result of the Party Wishing to
Exploit’s request to apply for, or to maintain, any patent or other protection. If
the Potential Grantor later licenses or assigns to another person any of the
Results or the Background for which the Party Wishing to Exploit has paid any
such costs and expenses, the Potential Grantor will reimburse those costs and
expenses to the Party Wishing to Exploit.

person. During the [3][6] OR [12] months following the end of the Negotiation
Period, the Potential Grantor will not grant a licence of any of its Results or assign
any of the Intellectual Property Rights in its Results or its Background to any
person on any terms more favourable than those offered to the Party Wishing to
Exploit pursuant to this clause 4.9.
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CONFIDENTIALITY

[Without prejudice to any obligations of confidentiality in the Funding Conditions,]
and subject to clause 5, none of the Parties will [, either during the Project Period
or for [3][5][7] OR [10] years after the end of the Project Period,] disclose to any
third party nor use for any purpose, except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement, any other Party's Confidential Information.

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep any Background,
Results or other information confidential or not to disclose it to any third party to
the extent that:

6.

6.1

6.2
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6.2.3 it has been obtained by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies from a third party in circumstances where the Recipient has no
reason to believe that there has been a breach of an obligation of
confidentiality to another Party;

6.2.2 it is or becomes publicly known without any breach of this Agreement or
any other undertaking to keep it confidential;

6.2.1 if it is received from another Party, it is known to the Recipient or any of
the Recipient’s Group Companies (demonstrable by written records) before
its receipt from another Party, and it is not already subject to any
obligation of confidentiality to another Party;

Each of the Parties acknowledge that the Academic Parties are required by their
funders to demonstrate their impact on society and agrees to provide to each
Academic Party any information which that Academic Party reasonably requests in
order to allow it to demonstrate that impact provided that, under or pursuant to
this clause: the Academic Parties will not be entitled to receive or disclose any
other Party’s Confidential Information or any information which identifies or
allows any living individual to be identified and the information requested and
disclosed under or pursuant to this clause will be general in nature.

5.3

The Confidentiality Notice must be given within [15] OR [30] days after receipt of
details of the proposed Publication. If a Confidentiality Notice is not received
within that period, the proposed Publication may proceed, [except in relation to
any other Party’s Background which is that Party’s Confidential Information and
which may not be Published unless that Party has given its written consent to that
Publication].

5.2.2 prevent the Publication or any of its Background which is Confidential
Information and which, in each case, cannot be protected by patent or
other Intellectual Property Right registration or which can be protected in
that way but which the owner of that Result or the contributor of that
Background has chosen not to protect in that way.

5.2.1 require that Party to delay the proposed Publication for a maximum of
[insert period] month[s] after receipt of the Confidentiality Notice if, in its
reasonable opinion, that delay is necessary in order to seek patent or other
protection for any of the Intellectual Property Rights in any of the Results
Publication of any of its Background or any of its Background which are to
be Published; or

[No Party will be in breach of any obligation to keep any other Party’s Confidential
Information, confidential or not to disclose it to any third party by disclosing it to
the Funding Body in accordance with the Funding Conditions.]
If any Party which is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 receives a request under that Act or
those Regulations to disclose any information which, under this Agreement, is the
Confidential Information of another Party, it will notify that other Party and will
consult with it promptly and, before making any disclosure under that Act or
those Regulations, it will take legal advice regarding the availability and
applicability of any exemptions and any other options available, and will notify
that other Party of the intended response to that request. That other Party will
respond to the Party which received the request within [10] days after receiving
the notice if that notice requests that other Party to provide information to assist

6.5

6.6
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None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results or other information, confidential or not to disclose them to
any third party, by making them available to any of its Group Companies or any
person working for or on behalf of it or any of its Group Companies, who needs to
know the same in order to exercise the rights granted in clause 4.2 or 4.8
provided they are not used except as expressly permitted by this Agreement and
the recipient undertakes to keep that Background, those Results or that
information confidential.

6.3.2 making them available to any student of that Academic Party who needs to
know the same in order to exercise the rights granted in this Agreement,
provided they are not used except as expressly permitted by this
Agreement and the student undertakes to keep that Background, those
Results and that information confidential.

6.3.1 [except in relation to another Party’s Background which is that Party’s
Confidential Information,] Publishing them if that Party has followed the
procedure in clause 5.2 and has received no Confidentiality Notice within
the period stated in that clause; or

None of the Parties will be in breach of any obligation to keep another Party’s
Background, Results or other information, confidential or not to disclose them to
any third party by:

6.4

6.3

6.2.6 it is approved for release in writing by an authorised representative of the
Party whose information it is.

6.2.5 is disclosed pursuant to the requirement of any law or regulation (provided,
in the case of a disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or
the Environmental Information Regulations 2004, none of the exceptions
to that Act or those Regulations (as the case may be) applies to the
information disclosed) or pursuant to the order of any Court of competent
jurisdiction or the requirement of any competent regulatory authority and
that, in each case where the law permits, the Party required to make that
disclosure has informed the Party whose information it is, within a
reasonable time after being required to make the disclosure, of the
requirement to make the disclosure and the information required to be
disclosed; or

6.2.4 it has been developed by the Recipient or any of the Recipient’s Group
Companies without reference to another Party’s Confidential Information;
or
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LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

[Each of the Parties warrants to each of the other Parties that, to the best of its
knowledge and belief (having made reasonable enquiry of those of its employees
involved in the Project or likely to have relevant knowledge[, and in the case of
each Academic Party any student involved in the Project], but not having made
any search of any public register) any advice or information given by it or any of
its employees or students who work on the Project, and the content or use of any
Results, Background or materials, works or information provided in connection
with the Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party
rights.

7.

7.1
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7.1

None of the Parties makes any representation or gives any warranty to any of the
other Parties that any advice or information given by it or any of its employees or
students who work on the Project, or the content or use of any Results,
Background or materials, works or information provided in connection with the
Project, will not constitute or result in any infringement of third party rights.]

[Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, each Academic Party
may identify the sums received from each of the other Parties in the Academic
Party’s Annual Report and similar publications][, and each Commercial Party may,
in order to comply with any transparency reporting obligations to which it is
subject, publish details of any transfers of value].]

6.8

OR

None of the Parties will use another Party's name or the name of any of the Key
Personnel provided by another Party, or another Party’s logo, in any press release
or product advertising, or for any other promotional purpose, without first
obtaining that other Party's written consent..

6.7

6.6.2 that other Party indemnifies the Disclosing Party and its employees and
students (the Indemnified Parties), and keeps them fully and effectively
indemnified, against each and every claim made against any of the
Indemnified Parties as a result of the Disclosing Party not making any
disclosure of the other Party’s Confidential information in response to a
request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004.]

6.6.1 that other Party makes that request in writing within 10 days after
receiving notice from the Disclosing Party under this clause 6.6; and

the Party which received the request to determine whether or not an exemption
to the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004 applies to the information requested under that Act or those
Regulations. That other Party may make representations in relation to that
request and the proposed response and may request amendments to the
proposed response. [At the request of another Party, except in order to comply
with any court order or any decision of the Information Commissioner or the
Information Tribunal, the Party which received the request under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (the
Disclosing Party) will not disclose any information which, under this Agreement,
is that other Party’s Confidential Information in response to a request under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 or the Environmental Information Regulations
2004 provided that:

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.9, the aggregate liability of each Party to all of the
other Parties for any or all breaches of this Agreement, any negligence, or arising
in any other way out of the subject matter of this Agreement, the Project and the

Even, in each case, if the Party bringing the claim has advised the other of the
possibility of those losses, or even if they were within the other Party's
contemplation.

7.5.2 any loss of profits, loss of revenue, loss of data, loss of contracts or
opportunity, whether direct or indirect,

7.5.1 any indirect damages or losses; or

Subject to clauses 7.7 and 7.8, and except under the indemnities in clauses [6.6,]
7.3 and 7.4, the liability of each Party to all of the other Parties for any breach of
this Agreement, any negligence or arising in any other way out of the subject
matter of this Agreement, the Project and the Results, will not extend to:

Subject to clause 7.7.3, each Party will indemnify the other Parties keep them
fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims, demands,
expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection with any
breach by it of Schedule 6.

The indemnity in this clause 7.3 will not apply to the extent that the claim arises
as a result of the Indemnified Party's negligence, its deliberate breach of this
Agreement, its breach of clause 6 or its knowing infringement any third party’s
Intellectual Property Rights or its knowing breach of any third party’s rights of
confidence.

7.3.5 give the Indemnifying Party all reasonable assistance (at the Indemnifying
Party’s expense) in dealing with the claim.

7.3.4 allow the Indemnifying Party to have the conduct of the defence and
settlement of the claim; and

7.3.3 take reasonable steps to mitigate its losses and expenses arising from the
claim;

7.3.2 not make any admission in relation to the claim;
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7.6

7.5

7.4

Subject to clause 7.7.1, each [Commercial] Party (the Indemnifying Party) will
indemnify each of the other Parties and their employees and students (together
the Indemnified Parties), and keep them fully and effectively indemnified,
against each and every claim made against any of the Indemnified Parties as a
result of that Indemnifying Party’s use of any of the following: the Results and
any materials, works or information received from an Indemnified Party pursuant
to this Agreement, provided that the Indemnified Party must:

7.3

7.3.1 promptly notify the Indemnifying Party of details of the claim;

Except under [the warranty in clause [7.1 [and clause 7.10] and the indemnities
in clauses [6.6,] 7.3 and 7.4, and subject to clause 7.8, none of the Parties
accepts any liability or responsibility for any use which may be made by any other
Party of any of the Results, nor for any reliance which may be placed by any
other party on any of the Results, nor for advice or information given in
connection with any of the Results.

7.2
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If they unanimously agree to do so, the other Parties may treat any Party as
having withdrawn from the Project with immediate effect by giving notice to that
Party if that Party:

9.1
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TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWAL

If the performance by any Party of any of its obligations under this Agreement
(except a payment obligation) is delayed or prevented by circumstances beyond
its reasonable control, that Party will not be in breach of this Agreement because
of that delay in performance. However, if the delay in performance lasts for more
than [3] OR [6] months, the other Parties may, if they unanimously agree to do
so, give that Party notice treating it as having withdrawn from the Project and the
provisions of clauses 9.4 - 9.12 (inclusive) will apply.

FORCE MAJEURE

7.11.1 that the Intellectual Property Rights assigned are free from all charges and
encumbrances and rights of any third party (except those of which the
Party making that assignment is unaware or of which could not reasonably
be aware).]

7.11.1 the Party making that assignment has the right to dispose of those
Intellectual Property Rights and that it will, at its own cost, do all that it
reasonably can to give the title which it purports to give; and

[Any assignment of Intellectual Property Rights made under or pursuant to this
Agreement is made or will be made with full title guarantee.] OR [Each of the
Parties warrants to each the other Parties that, in relation to any assignment of
Intellectual Property Rights made by it under or pursuant to this Agreement:

The express undertakings and warranties given by the Parties in this Agreement
are in lieu of all other warranties, conditions, terms, undertakings and obligations,
whether express or implied by statute, common law, custom, trade usage, course
of dealing or in any other way. All of these are excluded to the fullest extent
permitted by law.

7.8.3 [any loss or damage caused by a deliberate breach of this Agreement].

7.8.2 any fraud or for any sort of liability which, by law, cannot be limited or
excluded; or

7.8.1 death or personal injury caused by negligence;

Nothing in this Agreement limits or excludes any Party's liability for:

[7.7.3 for all and any breaches of the Funding Conditions will not exceed in total
[the amount of the External Funding].

7.7.2 under the indemnity in clause 7.4 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];

7.87.1 under the indemnity in clause 7.3 will not exceed in total £[insert figure];

Subject in each case to clause 7.8, the aggregate liability of each Party to the all
the other Parties:

9.

8.

7.10

7.9

7.8

7.7

Results, will not exceed in total [that Party’s Financial Contribution][the portion of
the External Funding allocated to that Party] OR [£insert figure].

Rights in respect of its Background granted under this Agreement by a Party
which withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and
will be extended to any new party to this Agreement.
Rights in respect of its Results granted under this Agreement by a Party which
withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn will continue indefinitely and will be
extended to any new party to this Agreement.
Subject to clause 9.9, all rights to use any other Party’s Intellectual Property
Rights granted under this Agreement to a Party which withdraws or is treated as
having withdrawn will cease immediately on the expiry of the withdrawal notice
given by or to that Party. If the Lead Exploitation Party withdraws or is treated as
having withdrawn from the Project, it will immediately reassign to each of the
other Parties all Intellectual Property Rights in the Results assigned to it by that
Party.

9.6

9.7

9.8
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Clauses 1, 3, 4 (subject to the provisions of this clause 9), 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.4, 9.5,
9.6, 9.7, 9. 8, 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, 9.12 and 10 will survive the completion or
termination of the Project, the expiry of this Agreement, or the withdrawal or
deemed withdrawal of any Party for any reason and will continue in force
indefinitely or, in the case of clause 6, in accordance with clause 6.1.

If a Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, the other
Parties will use reasonable endeavours to reallocate the obligations of that Party
under this Agreement [and under the Funding Conditions] amongst themselves or
to a third party acceptable to the remaining Parties [and the Funding Body],
provided that that third party agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement
[and the Funding Conditions].

9.4

9.5

[Any Commercial Party may withdraw from the Project at any time, provided it
complies with clauses 9.10 and 9.11, by giving not less than [3] months' notice to
all of the other Parties.]

Each of the Parties will notify the Project Manager promptly if at any time any of
the Key Personnel appointed by that Party is unable or unwilling to continue to be
involved in the Project. Within [3] OR [6] months after the date of that notice,
the Party who originally appointed that member of the Key Personnel will
nominate a successor. The other Parties will not unreasonably refuse to accept
the nominated successor, but if the successor is not acceptable to the other
Parties on reasonable grounds, the other parties may treat that Party as having
withdrawn from the Project by giving not less than [3] months' notice.

9.1.3 commits any breach of Schedule 5 [or Schedule 7].

9.3

9.2

9.1.2 becomes insolvent, or if an order is made or a resolution is passed for its
winding up (except voluntarily for the purpose of solvent amalgamation or
reconstruction), or if an administrator, administrative receiver or receiver
is appointed over the whole or any part of its assets, or if it makes any
arrangement with its creditors; or

9.1.1 is in breach of any provision of this Agreement (including an obligation to
make payment) and (if it is capable of remedy) the breach has not been
remedied within [30][60] OR [90] days after receipt of written notice
specifying the breach and requiring its remedy;
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the day of delivery

the second Business Day after
posting
the next Business Day after posting

By hand or courier

By pre-paid first class post

Name:

Name:
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For BBB:

For AAA:

The Parties' respective representatives for the receipt of notices are, until
changed by notice given in accordance with this clause, as follows:

By recorded delivery post

Deemed day of receipt

Notices : Any notice to be given under this Agreement must be in writing, must
be delivered to the other Party or Parties by any of the methods set out in the left
hand column below and will be deemed to be received on the corresponding day
set out in the right hand column.

10.1

Method of service

GENERAL

10.

Subject to clause 9.12, following the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of a
Commercial Party, if its Financial Contribution was intended to cover the costs of
employing any Academic Party’s staff involved in the Project, that Commercial
Party will continue to reimburse, in accordance with clause 3, the actual direct
employment costs of staff who were appointed by that Academic Party to work on
the Project before the service of the withdrawal notice, provided that that
Academic Party takes all reasonable steps to minimise those costs.
Reimbursement will continue until the effective date of termination of each staff
contract or the date on which the Project was to have ended (whichever is the
earlier). Those direct employment costs will include a proportion of any
redundancy costs which have been incurred by that Academic Party as a direct
result of the withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of that Commercial Party, that
proportion to be calculated by dividing the individual’s involvement in the Project
by the duration of his period of employment by that Academic Party.

9.11

A Party which withdraws or which is treated as having withdrawn from the Project
may not recover from any of the other Parties any of its costs incurred in
connection with the Project to the extent that those costs were incurred after the
date of its withdrawal.

Subject to clause 9.12, on the termination of this Agreement, the Commercial
Parties will pay the Academic Parties for all work done before termination. If a
Commercial Party withdraws or is treated as having withdrawn from the Project, it
will pay the other Parties for all work done before termination [and not covered
by the External Funding] and it will re-imburse the other Parties for all costs and
expenses which they have incurred or agreed to incur and which they are unable
to cancel.

9.10

9.12

Any rights to use any Results or Background for Academic and Research Purposes
and
any right to Publish in accordance with clause 5 with survive the
withdrawal or deemed withdrawal of any Party and continue indefinitely.

9.9

Third parties: No one except a Party has any right to prevent the amendment
of this Agreement or its termination, and no one except a Party may enforce any
benefit conferred by this Agreement, except that each Indemnified Party will have

10.9
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Amendments: No variation or amendment of this Agreement will be effective
unless it is made in writing and signed by each Party's representative.

Formalities: Each Party will take any action and execute any document
reasonably requested by any other Party to give effect to any of its rights under
this Agreement, or to enable their registration in any relevant territory provided
the requesting Party pays the other Party’s reasonable expenses of doing so.

10.7

10.8

Entire agreement: This Agreement [and the Funding Conditions] constitute[s]
the entire agreement between the Parties relating to its subject matter. Each
Party acknowledges that it has not entered into this Agreement on the basis of
any warranty, representation, statement, agreement or undertaking except those
expressly set out in this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. Each Party
waives any claim for breach of this Agreement, or any right to rescind this
Agreement in respect of any representation which is not an express provision of
this Agreement [or the Funding Conditions]. However, this clause 10.6 does not
exclude any liability which any Party may have to any other (or any right which
any Party may have to rescind this Agreement) in respect of any fraudulent
misrepresentation or fraudulent concealment prior to the execution of this
Agreement.

10.6

No agency etc: Nothing in this Agreement creates, implies or evidences any
partnership or joint venture between the Parties, or the relationship between
them of principal and agent. None of the Parties has any authority to make any
representation or commitment, or incur any liability, on behalf of any other.

Waiver of rights: If a Party fails to enforce or delays in enforcing an obligation
of any other Party, or fails to exercise or delays in exercising a right under this
Agreement, that failure or delay will not affect its right to enforce that obligation
or constitute a waiver of that right. Any waiver by a Party of any provision of this
Agreement will not, unless expressly stated to the contrary, constitute a waiver of
that provision on a future occasion.

10.4

10.5

Illegal/unenforceable provisions: If the whole or any part of any provision of
this Agreement is void or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the other provisions of
this Agreement, and the rest of the void or unenforceable provision, will continue
in force in that jurisdiction, and the validity and enforceability of that provision in
any other jurisdiction will not be affected.

Address:

Address:

10.3

Name:

Name:

Assignment etc: None of the Parties may assign or transfer this Agreement as
a whole, or any of its rights or obligations under it, without first obtaining the
written consent of all of the other Parties[, except that a Commercial Party may
assign this Agreement as a whole to a Group Company without the consent of the
other Parties]. No Party will unreasonably withhold or delay its consent.

For ZZZ:

For XXX:

10.2

Address:

Address:
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Name

Position

Signature

Name

Position

Signature
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SIGNED for and on behalf of BBB:

SIGNED for and on behalf of AAA:

[10.15 Export Control: each Party will comply with applicable UK export control
legislation and regulations. Each Party will comply with the specific conditions of
any US export control legislation of which another Party has informed it writing
and which are applicable to it.]

10.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts.
Once it has been executed and each Party has executed at least one counterpart,
each counterpart will constitute a duplicate original copy of this Agreement. All
the counterparts together will constitute a single agreement. The transmission of
an executed counterpart of this Agreement (but not just a signature page) by email (such as in PDF or JPEG) will take effect as the delivery of an executed
original counterpart of this Agreement. [If that method of delivery is used, each
Party will provide the other Party with the original of the executed counterpart as
soon as possible.]

10.13 Data Protection: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule
6.

10.12 Anti-Bribery: Each Party will comply with the provisions set out in Schedule 5.

10.11 Escalation:
If the Parties are unable to reach agreement on any issue
concerning this Agreement or the Project within [14] days after one Party has
notified the Project Manager of that issue, they will refer the matter to [insert
officer] in the case of AAA, to [insert officer] in the case of BBB, to [insert officer]
in the case of XXX, and to [insert officer] in the case of ZZZ in an attempt to
resolve the issue within [14] days after the referral. Any Party may bring
proceedings in accordance with clause 10.10 if the matter has not been resolved
within that [14] day period, and any Party may apply to the court for an
injunction, whether or not any issue has been escalated under this clause 10.11.

10.10 Governing law: This Agreement and any dispute or claim (including noncontractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection with it or its subject
matter or formation are governed by, and this Agreement is to be construed in
accordance with, English law. The English Courts will have exclusive jurisdiction
to deal with any dispute (including any non-contractual claim or dispute) which
has arisen or may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement, except that a
Party may bring proceedings to protect its Intellectual Property Rights or
Confidential Information in any jurisdiction.

the benefit of the relevant indemnity and Key Personnel will have the benefit of
and enforce clause 6.7, in each case under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties)
Act 1999.
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Date: …………………………………………………………….]

Signature:…………………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………………….

[Read and understood by [insert details of the person directing and supervising the
Project, as stated in Clause 2.2]:

Signature

Position

Position

Signature

Name

SIGNED for and on behalf of ZZZ:

Name

SIGNED for and on behalf of XXX:
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The Project Plan

The Financial Contributions
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Other Terms

[Equipment ownership]

Allocation of External Finding

Key Personnel of each Party

Results Anticipated

Human resources, facilities and equipment each Party is to provide

Timetable

Tasks to be carried out by each Party

Background/Materials to be contributed by each Party

Location

Project Objectives

Project Title

SCHEDULE 2

SCHEDULE 1
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Research data must be accurately recorded in accordance with good scientific
practices by the people conducting the research;
Research data must be analysed appropriately, without bias and in accordance
with good scientific practices;
Research data and the Results must be stored securely and be easily retrievable;
Data trails must be kept to allow people to demonstrate easily and to reconstruct
key decisions made during the conduct of the research, presentations made about
the research and conclusions reached in respect of the research; and
Each Party must have the right, on not less than [30] days written notice, to visit
any other Party to verify that the other Party is complying with the above
practices and procedures.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
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Research data must be generated using sound scientific techniques and
processes;

Good Data Management Practices

The Funding Conditions]
1.

SCHEDULE 4

[SCHEDULE 3
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provide such evidence of compliance with this Schedule as the other Party
may reasonably request from time to time;

keep accurate and up to date records and books of account showing all
payments made by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project
and the steps taken by it to comply with this Schedule. (Those records and
books of account must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify
compliance with this Schedule.)

on request during normal working hours, and allow the other Parties
access to and to copy those records and accounts and to meet with its
personnel to audit compliance with this Schedule.

1.6

1.7

1.8
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A person associated with a Party includes its employees, its students, its group
companies and subcontractors and their respective employees.

promptly report to the other Party any request or demand for any undue
financial or other advantage of any kind received by it;

1.5

4.

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 1.3
above;

1.4

Each Party will ensure that each person referred to in paragraph 2 above complies
with terms equivalent to the terms imposed by this Schedule, and will be liable to
the other Party for any breach by that person of any of those terms.

have policies and procedures (including adequate procedures as
determined in accordance with section 7(2) of the Bribery Act 2010 and
any guidance issued under section 9 of that Act) to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2;

1.3

3.

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 6
of the Bribery Act 2010 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

1.2

Each Party will ensure that any person associated with it (as determined in
accordance with section 8 of the Bribery Act 2010 and paragraph 4 below) who is
involved in the Project, is involved in the Project only on the basis of a written
contract which imposes on that person terms equivalent to those imposed on that
Party in this Schedule.

1.

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its
activities and which relate to anti-bribery or anti-corruption (or both)
including the Bribery Act 2010;

1.1

notify the Data Controller immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

1.6

All expressions used in paragraph 1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter
(and not defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in
the Data Protection Legislation.

3.
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The Data Processor will allow the Data Controller at all reasonable times to
inspect and review the steps being taken by the Data Processor to comply with
paragraph 1 above, and will give the Data Controller any assistance which the
Data Controller reasonably requires with that inspection and review.

2.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent.

notify the Data Controller immediately should it receive any request or
enquiry from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being
Processed for the Data Controller, give the Data Controller such assistance
in dealing with that request or enquiry as the Data Controller may
reasonably request, and not respond to any such request or enquiry
without first obtaining the Data Controller’s written consent;

1.5

1.7

give the Data Controller such information and assistance as the Data
Controller reasonably requires in order to enable the Data Controller to
meet its obligations to Data Subjects, in particular, complying with Data
Subjects’ requests for access to, information about, and the rectification of
their Personal Data;

1.4

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

Process that Personal Data only in accordance with the Data Controller’s
instructions from time to time and only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

1.2

1.3

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection
Legislation, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they
would have were their Personal Data being Processed by the Data
Controller;

1.1

The Party which carries out the Processing will be the Data Processor and the
Party which determines the purpose of the Processing will be the Data Controller
in relation to that Personal Data, and the Data Processor will:

Where a Party (the Data Processor) Processes any Personal Data on behalf of any
other Party (the Data Controller), the provisions of this Schedule will apply.

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

Data Protection

Anti-Bribery

2.

1.

SCHEDULE 6

SCHEDULE 5
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Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as the Data Processor Processes any Personal Data on behalf of the
Data Controller, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the
completion of the Project.

The Data Processor will indemnify the Data Controller and keep the Data
Controller fully and effectively indemnified on demand against all costs, claims,
demands, expenses and liabilities of any nature arising out of or in connection
with any breach by the Data Processor of this Schedule.

5.

6.

Process that Personal Data in accordance with the Data Protection Act
1998, affording to Data Subjects such rights and protections as they have
under the Data Protection Act;

Process that Personal Data only for the purpose of carrying out the
Project;

take such technical and organisational measures as may be appropriate to
ensure the security of that Personal Data and the reliability of its
employees, staff, officers and agents who may have access to, or be
involved in, the Processing of that Personal Data. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing, it will keep that Personal Data secure from any
unauthorised or accidental use, access, disclosure, damage, loss or
destruction;

give the other Party such information and assistance as it reasonably
requires in order to enable the other Party it to meet its obligations to Data
Subjects, in particular, complying with Data Subjects’ requests for access
to, information about, and the rectification of their Personal Data;

notify the other Party immediately should it receive any request or enquiry
from any Data Subject in relation to the Personal Data being Processed for
the purpose of the Project, give the other Party such assistance in dealing
with that request or enquiry as it may reasonably request;

notify the other Party immediately of any actual or suspected breach of
security which involves that Personal Data or breach of this paragraph 1;
and

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Each of the Parties will be a Data Controller in relation to those Personal Data and
it will comply with the following in relation to any Personal Data which it
Processes in connection with the Project. It will:
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1.

Where both Parties determine the purpose of the Processing in respect of any Personal
Data which is Processed in the course of or for the purpose of the Project, the provisions
of this Schedule will apply.

OR

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.

4.

The Parties will agree to any reasonable amendment to this Schedule to bring it
into line with any amendment to or re-enactment of any Data Protection
Legislation and, in particular, to reflect the European General Data Protection
Regulation, which comes into force after the date of this Agreement, or to allow
each of the Parties to comply with any requirement or recommendation of the
Information Commissioner or any other data protection or supervisory authority
in relation to the Processing of Personal Data.
Paragraphs 1 – 4 (both paragraphs inclusive) will continue in full force and effect
for so long as a Party is a Data Controller or shares any Personal Data with the
other Party, notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement or the completion
of the Project.

4.

5.
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All expressions in paragraph1, 2, 4, 5 or 6 beginning with a capital letter (and not
defined elsewhere in this Agreement) have the meaning given to them in the
Data Protection Legislation.

Each Party will allow the other Party at all reasonable times to inspect and review
the steps being taken by it to comply with paragraph 1 above, and will give the
other Party any assistance which it reasonably requires with that inspection and
review.

not transfer that Personal Data outside the European Economic Area [to a
territory which does not protect the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects]
without first obtaining the other Party’s written consent.

3.

2.

1.7
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pay each employee at least the minimum wage, or a fair representation of
the prevailing industry wage, (whichever is the higher) and provide each
employee with all legally mandated benefits;

comply with the laws on working hours and employment rights in the
countries in which it operates; and

respect its employees’ right to join and form independent trade unions and
freedom of association.

1.9

1.10

1.11

comply with all laws, statutes and regulations which apply to it or its activities
and which relate to anti-slavery and human trafficking, including the Modern
Slavery Act 2015;
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1.

Each Party will, in connection with the Project:

Part 2 – Anti-Slavery

Each Party will ensure that it has, and will comply with, ethical and human rights
policies and an appropriate complaints procedure to deal with any breaches of
those policies.

not use cruel or abusive disciplinary practices in the workplace;

1.8

3.

not engage in or support the use of corporal punishment, mental, physical,
sexual or verbal abuse;

1.7

Each Party agrees that it is responsible for controlling its own supply chain and
that it will encourage compliance with ethical standards and human rights by any
subsequent supplier of goods and services that are used by it when performing its
obligations under this Agreement.

not discriminate against any employee on any ground (including race,
religion, disability or gender);

1.6
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[Insert details]]

Each Party will comply with the following:

[Part 3 –Policies and Procedures

on request during normal working hours, allow each of the other Parties access to
and to copy the records referred to in paragraph 8 above and to meet with its
personnel to verify compliance with this section of this Schedule.

provide access to clean water, food, and emergency healthcare to its
employees in the event of accidents or incidents in the workplace;

1.5

9.

provide a safe and healthy workplace, presenting no immediate hazards to
its employees, and if any accommodation is provided by that Party to its
employees, that accommodation will be safe for habitation;

1.4

keep accurate and up to date records to trace the supply chain of all goods and
materials supplied by it in connection with this Agreement and the Project and the
steps taken by it to comply with this section of this Schedule. (Those records
must be sufficient to allow the other Parties to verify compliance with this section
of this Schedule.); and

not require its employees to lodge papers or deposits on starting work;

1.3

8.

promptly report to the other Parties any breach of this section of this Schedule of
which it becomes aware;

6.

not use forced labour in any form (prison, indentured, bonded or
otherwise);

1.2

provide such evidence of compliance with this section of this Schedule as any of
the other Parties may reasonably request from time to time;

include in its contracts with its subcontractors and suppliers anti-slavery and
human trafficking provisions which are at least as onerous as those set out in this
section of this Schedule;

5.

7.

follow and enforce the policies and procedures referred to in paragraph 3 above;

4.

not employ, engage or use any child labour in circumstances such that the
tasks performed by any child could reasonably be foreseen to cause either
physical or emotional impairment to the development of the child;

1.1

have and maintain its own policies and procedures to ensure compliance with
paragraphs 1 and 2 above;

not do anything which would constitute an offence under section 1, 2 or 4 Modern
Slavery Act 2015 if it had been carried out in the United Kingdom;

3.

2.

Unless otherwise required or prohibited by law, each Party will, in relation to the
performance of this Agreement:

2.

1.

Part 1 - Human Rights

[SCHEDULE 7]
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Terms of Reference of the Steering Committee

The Exploitation Strategy
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SCHEDULE 9

SCHEDULE 8
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The Payment Plan

SCHEDULE 10
]

(Translation)
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㞮ᙧ
ࢥࣥࢯ࣮ࢩ࣒ዎ⣙ D

(4) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(3) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(2) [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

(1) [ྡ
ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ]

᪥_________________________20[
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[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕBBBࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ࡓࡿႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[༠ຊ
⪅࠙ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ XXX ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧
ࠊ

[ [ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࠾࠸࡚Ⓩグࡉࢀࡓ♫࡛࠶ࡾ㸦♫␒ྕ㸸[␒ྕࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࠊ[Ⓩ
グୖࡢႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ⓏグୖࡢႠᴗᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] [ᰴ
ᘧ♫] ཪࡣ[᭷㝈♫] ࠊᡈ࠸ࡣ[ [ࡓࡿႠᴗᡤࡢᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ᡤᅾࡍࡿ[༠ຊ
⪅ࡢᆅ㸦NHS ಙク➼㸧ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡛࠶ࡿ] [ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦௨ୗ ZZZ ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧

(2)

(3)

(4)

ᶵ㛵ㄅⱝࡋࡃࡣ㟁Ꮚ࣏ࣜࢪࢺࣜࡢ୰࡛ࡢࣈࢫࢺࣛࢡ
ࢺࠊグⱝࡋࡃࡣㄽᩥࡢබ⾲ࠊཪࡣ㆟ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢭ࣑
ࢼ࣮࡛ࡢࡑࢀࡽࡢⓎ⾲ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋࡲࡓࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ཬࡧ➨ 6
᮲࠾ࡅࡿࠕබ⾲ࡍࡿࠖཬࡧࠕබ⾲ࠖࡣࠊࡿබ⾲
ࢆᣦࡍࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

◊✲[㸦[㝖እࡉࢀࡿෆᐜࢆグ㍕ࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠊᣦ
ᑟ[ࠊཬࡧ] ᩍ⫱[୪ࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ู⣬ࢆྵࡴᮏ᭩㠃࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࡢᚋ➨ 10.8 㡯ᚑ࠸㝶
ಟṇࡉࢀࡓࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊⓎ᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘
ࠊⓎぢཬࡧ㈨ᩱ㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹య
ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛⏝ࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅㸦ୖグࡀᙜヱᙜ⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ
࡛࠶ࡿࠊ➨୕⪅ᖐᒓࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢ๓
ᚋࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࠋ

ࠕᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲ࠖ

ࠕᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠖ

ࠕࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠖ
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AAA ཬࡧ BBB ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ௨ୗࡢ⾲⌧ࡣࠊྑḍグ㍕ࡢពࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.1

ࠕᏛ
Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

ᐃ⩏ཬࡧゎ㔘

1.

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࠕ[ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡࢆᤄධ] ࡍࡿࠋࠖ㖭ᡴࡗࡓ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡘ
࠸࡚┦༠ຊࡍࡿࡇࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᙜヱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᙜ⪅
㛫ࡢ༠ຊࡘ࠸࡚つᐃࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ

⫼ᬒ

ࡢ㛫࡛⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡓࠋ

[ᡤᅾᆅࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ົᒁົᡤࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ[ྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ ] 㸦௨ୗࠕAAAࠖ࠸
࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ

(Translation)

(1)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊەᖺە᭶ە᪥ࡅ࡛ࠊ

-2-

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࠾࠸
࡚࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⏝㈨ࡍࡿࡓࡵ➨୕⪅ࡼ
ࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿ㈨㔠ຓཪࡣᨭࢆ࠸࠸ࠊࡿ➨୕⪅
ࡣᅜᐙᶵ㛵ཪࡣබඹᅋయࢆྵࡴࠋ]
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᐃࡵࡿᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ⤒῭ⓗ࡞㈉⊩ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ
[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡿయࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄ
ධࡍࡿࠋ]
[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡀእ㒊⤒῭ⓗᨭࢆ⾜࠺㝿ࡢ᮲௳
ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢࡋࢆู⣬ 3 ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ῧ
ࡍࡿࠋ]
ู⣬ 4 ᐃࡵࡽࢀࡓ⾜Ⅽཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

[ࠕ
ࠕእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺ
ࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࠖ
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⌧ᅾຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ 1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲࠊEU ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2000 ᖺㄪᰝᶒ㝈つไἲࠊ2000 ᖺ㟁Ẽ㏻ಙ
㸦ṇᙜ࡞ࣅࢪࢿࢫ័⾜㸧㸦㏻ಙഐཷ㸧つไἲࠊEU 㟁Ẽ
㏻ಙሗಖㆤᣦ௧ࠊ2003 ᖺࣉࣛࣂࢩ࣮ཬࡧ㟁Ẽ㏻
ಙ㸦EC ᣦ௧㸧つ๎ࠊᚋ⾜ணᐃࡢḢᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖ
ㆤつ๎ࠊᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿಶேሗࡢฎ⌮ཬࡧࣉࣛ
ࣂࢩ࣮㛵㐃ࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢἲᚊཬࡧつไࠊ୪ࡧ
㸦㐺⏝࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㸧ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣࡑࡢ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶⌮ᶵ㛵ࡢ࢞ࢲࣥࢫཬࡧ
⾜ືつ⠊ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦࡢሗࠊ༶ࡕࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛
⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ཪࡣ㛤♧⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀ]
ࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᙜヱ୍ᙜ⪅ࡀ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢁࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ
࠾ࡅࡿ⏝ࡢࡓࡵཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱ୍ᙜ
⪅ࡽࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘ㛤♧๓ⱝࡋ
ࡃࡣ㛤♧⛎ᐦ㡯≉ᐃࡉࢀࡓཪࡣࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣ㛤♧ࡢ≧ἣ㚷ࡳ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗ⛎ᐦ㡯࡛࠶ࡿ
ࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ] ࡿࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕ⛎ᐦሗࠖ

ࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ࠖ㻌㻌

[XXX] ཬࡧ[ZZZ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࠖ

ᰴᘧࡢಖ᭷ࠊዎ⣙ࡑࡢࡼࡾࠊ⪅ࡢᴗົࡘࡁᣦ
♧ࢆ⾜࠺⬟ຊࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀ[㛤ጞࡍࡿ㸭㛤ጞࡉࢀࡓ] ᪥ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ]

ࠕᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࠖ

ࠕᨭ
ᨭ㓄ࠖ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ
➨୕⪅ࡢ་ᖌࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿ⪅ࡢデ᩿ࠊ⒪ཬࡧᗣ
⟶⌮ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ]

[ࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻ] ࡢ㖟⾜ఇᴗ᪥ཪࡣ⚃᪥ࢆ㝖ࡃ᭶᭙᪥
ࡽ㔠᭙᪥ࡲ࡛ࢆ㸦୧᪥ࡶྵࡵ࡚㸧࠸࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

[ࠕ
ࠕ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮ࠖ

ࠕႠᴗ᪥ࠖ

-3-
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᭩㠃ࡼࡿࠖཪࡣࠕ᭩
᭩㠃ࡢࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ࡣࠊ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡀྵࡲࢀࡿ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕ᭩
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ᭦᪂㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ
ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࢆྵࡵࡓᙜヱࡢዎ⣙ཪࡣᩥ᭩ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿ
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ཬࡧู⣬ࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡋࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬࡣࠊ㛵㐃ࡍࡿู⣬ࡢࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇࡢゝཬ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

[ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿ㸦ᮏ௳እ㒊ⓗᨭࡢ⏦ฟ
ྜ⮴ࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡃ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠋ]

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢᐃࡵᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࡀᐇࡉࢀࡿሙᡤࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

AAAࠊBBBࠊXXX ཬࡧ ZZZ ୪ࡧ➨ 2.20 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅࡞ࡿ⪅ࢆࠊಶูཪࡣ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚࠸
࠺ࠋ

ู⣬ 10 ᐃࡵࡿࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿᶒ
ᘬࡁ࠼ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ྲྀỴࡵ
ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㝶ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪࣕ
࣮㑅௵ࡉࢀ[ࠊୟࡘᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳
⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡗ࡚ᢎㄆࡉࢀ] ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

➨ 2.1 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 2 ࡋ࡚ῧࡉࢀࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛ
ࣥࢆ࠸࠺㸦ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᮲௳

ࠕᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ᐇᆅࠖ

ࠕᙜ⪅ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠖ

ࠕ ᮏ ௳ ࣉࣟ ࢪ ࢙ࢡ ࢺ ࣐ࢿ ࣮ ࢪ ࣕ
࣮ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࠖ

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡢゝཬࡣࠊࡑࡢ㝶ࡢᨵṇࠊᘏ㛗ཪࡣไᐃࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡋࠊࡉࡽࠊᙜヱἲᚊཪࡣἲᚊࡢつᐃࡘ࠸࡚㝶ไᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢୗ❧ἲࢆྵ
ࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.3

≉チࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ᢏ⾡ሗ㸦Ⓨ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊᵓࠊᢏ
ἲࠊࣔࢹࣝࠊ◊✲ཬࡧ㛤Ⓨཬࡧ᳨ᰝࡢᡭ⥆ࡁࠊᐇ㦂ཬ
ࡧ᳨ᰝཬࡧヨ㦂ࡢ⤖ᯝࠊ〇㐀ಀࡿᕤ⛬ཬࡧᢏᕦཬࡧ
ᵝࠊရ㉁⟶⌮ࢹ࣮ࢱࠊศᯒࠊሗ࿌᭩୪ࡧᥦฟ≀
㛵㐃ࡍࡿሗࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊබ▱࡞ࡗ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠖ
1.2

AAA ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặ
ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ ࡿ ࠋ ] ࠊ XXX ࡢ ሙ ྜ ࡣ [ Ặ ྡ ࢆ ᤄ ධ ࡍ
ࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡢሙྜࡣ[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࠖ

➨ 2.12 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁྛᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ]
ࡼࡗ࡚ᣦྡࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᐇࢆ┘╩ࡍ
ࡿಶேࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࠖ

1994 ᖺຍ౯್⛯ἲᇶ࡙ࡁ㈿ㄢࡉࢀࡿຍ౯್⛯
ཪࡣࡇࢀ௦ࢃࡿ⛯㔠ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕຍ౯್⛯ࠖ

ၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡼࡿ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳◊✲ᶵ㛵ࡢᏛ⏕ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ᶵ㛵ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ
࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗㄳᴗ⪅ࡢ⾜ⅭཬࡧసⅭࡣࠊᙜヱୗㄳᴗ⪅ᴗົࢆጤ
クࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡢ⟶⌮ୗ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

1.9

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊࠕྵࡲࢀࡿࠖࠊࠕྵࡴࠖⱝࡋࡃࡣࠕࡾࢃࡅࠖ࠸࠺⾲⌧ཪࡣ㢮ఝࡢ⾲
⌧ࢆకࡗ࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⏝ㄒࡣࠊ࠶ࡿࡶࡢࢆ♧ࡍࡿࡶࡢゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱ⾲⌧
ඛ❧ࡘ⏝ㄒࡢෆᐜࢆไ㝈ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

1.8

⪅ࡢゝཬࡣࠊ⮬↛ேࠊἲேཪࡣே᱁ࡢ࡞࠸♫ᅋ㸦ಶูࡢἲே᱁
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿ⪅
ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡀྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢぢฟࡋࡣࠊཧ↷ୖࡢ౽ᐅ㈨ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ㝈ࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᵓᡂཪࡣゎ
㔘ࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ᙜ⪅ࡢೃ⿵⪅ࡼࡾཪࡣᙜ
ヱ⪅ࡢࡓࡵ⨫ྡࡉࢀࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿዎ⣙ࢆ࠸࠺ࠋ

ࠕኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࠖ

ࠕᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠖ

≉チᶒࠊⓎ᫂ᶒࠊၟᶆࠊᙺົᶆ❶ࠊⓏ㘓ពࠊⴭసᶒ
ཬࡧ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᶒࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ࣮࣋ࢫᶒࠊពᶒࠊ⛎ᐦ
ሗࢆ⏝ཬࡧಖㆤࡍࡿᶒ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶࠊᙜヱᶒ
ࡢⓏ㘓ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥࢃࡎࠊࡇࢀࡽಀࡿ⏦ㄳࡢᐇཬ
ࡧཷ⌮ࠊ⥅⥆ࠊ୍㒊⥅⥆ࠊศฟ㢪ࠊ᭦᪂ཪࡣᘏ㛗
ಀࡿᶒࠊ୪ࡧୖグಀࡿඃඛᶒࢆㄳồࡍࡿᶒࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠊ୪ࡧ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚㝶ㄆ㆑ࡉ
ࢀࡿྠᵝࡢᶒࢆ࠸࠸ࠊࡇࢀ๓㏙ࡢᶒࡢᐖ㛵
㐃ࡋࡓッᶒࡢ࡚ࢆྵࡴࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࠕ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࠖ
ࠖ

[ၟᴗ௨እࡢ┠ⓗࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢ
ཪࡣ᭷ൾ࡛ࡢ㈍] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᐇ㦂┠ⓗ[ཪࡣࢪ࢙ࢿࣜࢵ
ࢡ་⸆ရⱝࡋࡃࡣ⏬ᮇⓗ᪂⸆㸦⮫ᗋヨ㦂ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧
ಀࡿつไୖࡢᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡍࡿ┠ⓗ] ࡛⾜ࢃࢀࡿ⾜Ⅽ] ࢆ
࠸࠺ࠋ]
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛≉ᐃࡉࢀࠊཪࡣึࡵ࡚ᐇ㊶
ࡉࢀⱝࡋࡃࡣ᭩㠃ࡲࡵࡽࢀࡓሗࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭ
ἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ࠊᡂᯝࠊⓎ᫂ࠊⓎぢࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ཬࡧ
㈨ᩱཬࡧୖグࡢ୍ษࡽ⏕ࡌࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ࡚ࢆ࠸
࠺㸦㛤♧ཪࡣಖᏑࡉࢀࡿᙧែཪࡣ፹యࢆၥࢃ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕᮏ
ᮏ௳◊✲┠ⓗࠖ

ᚑࡗ࡚㝶ኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧ࠋ

-5-

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵㐃࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࢆ⌧Ⅼ
࠾࠸࡚ᨭ㓄ࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿᴗయࠊཪࡣ⌧Ⅼ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ࢆᨭ㓄ࡍࡿ➨୕⪅ࡼࡾᨭ㓄ࡉࢀࡿᴗయࢆ࠸
࠺ࠋ

(Translation)

ࠕࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠖ

-4-
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(Translation)

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡅ࡛[㛤ጞࡋ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㛤ጞࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾ] ࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ
ࡢ᧔ᅇ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ[ࡢ࠺ࡕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪉ࡢ᪥] ࠊཪࡣᙜ⪅㛫࡛᭩㠃
ࡼࡾ┦ྜពࡉࢀࡿࡑࢀࡼࡾᚋࡢ᪥ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥ࡼ
ࡾᚋ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳㛤ጞ᪥௨㝆࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ
ᐇ῭ࡳࡢసᴗ㐳ཬⓗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᮇ㛫
࠾࠸࡚᭷ຠᏑ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ཪࡣ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࡀ᫂グࡉࢀࡓேᮦཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ㈨
※ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ㈨ᩱࠊタഛཬࡧ⨨ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊ[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධ
ࡍࡿࠋ] ࡢᣦ♧ཬࡧ┘╩ࡢୗ࡛ᐇࡉࢀࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊᮏ௳ᐇᆅ࠾࠸࡚ᐇ
ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓసᴗࢆᐇࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᐃ
ࡵࡿཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗࡓᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᴗົ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢἲ௧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ࠊ୍ษࡢつไୖཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥ
ࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧ㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧Ꮫ⏕ࡀࠊつไୖ
ࡢཬࡧ⌮ୖࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆక࠺᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ
㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ◊✲ࠊ㛤Ⓨཬࡧࡑࡢࡢసᴗ୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ୟࡘṇ☜࡞グ㘓࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊྛᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆྲྀᚓཪࡣసᡂࡋࡓ⪅ࡢ⨫ྡཬࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗ
ဨࡢ࠺ࡕᙜヱ◊✲ࢳ࣮࣒ᒓࡉࡎୟࡘᙜヱసᴗࢆ⌮ゎࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡢ㐃⨫ࢆࡋࡓࡶࡢࢆಖᣢ
ࡍࡿࡇࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧㸦ၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᩜᆅ࠾࠸࡚ົࡍࡿ
ཪࡣᙜヱᩜᆅࢆゼၥࡍࡿ㝿ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᗣࠊᏳཬࡧࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪
ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢡࢭࢫࡍࡿཪࡣࡇࢀࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿ㝿ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢሗࢭ࢟ࣗࣜࢸ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍ
ࡿࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 7 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ[ [XXX] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫࠾
࠸࡚㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ[XXX] ࡢ㛵㐃᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࡓୖ࡛ᐇࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ
ู࡚⣬ 7 ࡢ➨[3] 㒊ࡢኚ᭦ࡀᚲせ࡞ሙྜࠊࡑࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ◊✲ࡀ≉ᐃࡢ⤖ᯝࡘ࡞ࡀࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡣ
࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᡂຌࡢᐇࢆಖドࡍࡿࡇࡶ࡞࠸ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ⮬ࡽࡀࡑࡢつ⛬ᚑ࠸࡞ᶒ㝈ཬࡧᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ
ࡲࡓᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⥾⤖ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵ࡚ࡢᚲせ࡞⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠸ࠊୟࡘ࡚ࡢᶒ㝈ࠊࣛ

2.

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢつᐃࡢ㛫㱈㱒ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྲྀỴࡵࡘ
࠸࡚ࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡀඃඛࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢሙྜࡶᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡃᮏ௳⤒῭
ⓗᨭయᑐࡍࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡣᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

1.11

[1.10 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡣᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸⏝ㄒཬࡧ⾲⌧
ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳࠾࠸࡚ᐃ⩏ࡉࢀࡓពࢆ᭷ࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ୍࡚ᙜ⪅ࡀ[⏕≀⏤᮶ཪࡣᏛ] ≀㉁ࢆࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱㆡΏࡣࠊᙜヱ≀㉁㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᙜ⪅㛫ู࡛㏵⥾⤖ࡉࢀ
ࡿ≀㉁⛣ືྜព᭩ࡢ᮲௳ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨࡣࠊ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ཪࡣࡑࡢ㆟ࡢฟᖍ⪅ဨࡀ┦
ୟࡘྠពᛮ㏻ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿᢏ⾡ࢆ⏝࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ฟᖍࡍ
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢᐃ㊊ᩘࡣࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ㟁ヰ㆟ࠊࢸࣞࣅ㟁ヰ㆟ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣୖグࡢࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ᙜヱ㆟ฟᖍࡍࡿ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ
[ [3] ௨ୖࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ྛ 1 ྡ] ཪࡣࡑࡢ௦⌮ேࢆࡶࡗ࡚ᙧᡂࡉࢀࡿࠋ
[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸦㆟ฟᖍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ㸧ཪࡣᙜヱ⪅ࡀḞᖍࡢሙྜࡣᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ
ࡢጤဨ㛫࡛㝶ྜពࡍࡿࡑࡢࡢಶேࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࢆົࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ
ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡀࠊྜពࡉࢀࡓሙᡤཪࡣ≉ᐃࡢྜពࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ[ሙᡤࢆ
ᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶ 1 ᅇ௨ୖࡢ㢖ᗘ࡛ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀㄳồࡍࡿࡑࡢ
ࡢᮇ㛤ദࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡣࠊ[21] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ
๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᣍ㞟ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜヱ㏻▱ࡣ㆟㢟ࢆグ㍕ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢ㆟ࡢ㆟㘓ࡣࠊ㆟ࡢ㆟㛗ࡼࡗ࡚సᡂࡉࢀࠊྛ㆟ࡢ㛤ദࡽ[14] ᪥௨ෆ
ྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏦ࡉࢀࡿࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
ࢆせ⣙ࡋࡓ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟࡋࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡽ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡀ⥅⥆
ⓗ㐃⤡ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡢ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩ࡢࡋࡣࠊ㛵
㐃ࡍࡿ㆟ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢጤဨᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚≉チྲྀᚓྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊ㏿ࡸᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᣦྡࡉࢀࡓ௦⾲⪅ 1 ྡࡎࡘࡽᡂࡿᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࢆタ❧ࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸦ᙜึᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ㸸[Ặྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 㸧ࡣࠊᮏ௳
㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࡍࡿࠋ[ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋࠊ
ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨฟᖍࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࢆಁࡍࠋ] ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢせ⥘ࡣࠊᮏ௳
ዎ⣙ࡢู⣬ 9 グ㍕ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡣࠊᙜヱせ⥘᫂♧ⓗ࡞つᐃࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳ࢆኚ᭦ࡍࡿᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡋ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.12

2.11.3 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽ㏻▱ཪࡣせồࢆཷ㡿ࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊ➨ 10.1 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚┤ࡕ
ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋ]

2.11.2 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡋࠊ

2.11.1 ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢᙜ⪅࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ⩏ົ
ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

[2.11 ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

[2.10 ᙜ⪅ࡼࡾᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡀཷㅙࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲
௳ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ⏦ฟࡢ᪥ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆྛᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆཷㅙ
ࡍࡿࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ]

2.9

(Translation)
ࢭࣥࢫࠊྠពཬࡧᢎㄆࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓࡇ[୪ࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳㐪ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇ]
ࢆಖドࡍࡿࠋ
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163

(Translation)

[ᙜ⪅ဨࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿูẁࡢྜពࡢ࠶ࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᙜࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿ
ᨭฟࡘࡁୟࡘṇ☜࡞ィ⟬᭩ࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺᑐࡍࡿᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊู⣬ 1 ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ಀࡿ[ᅄ༙
ᮇࡈࡢ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[᭶ḟࡢ] ㄳồ᭩ࢆཷ㡿ᚋ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀㄳồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊ
ྛㄳồ᭩ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈐௵⪅ࡼࡿド᫂᭩ࢆࡉ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ຍ౯್⛯ࡢච㝖ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࡚ࡢ㔠㢠ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀ
㝶ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿᩱ⋡࡛ᨭᡶ࠺ຍ౯್⛯ࢆ᥍㝖ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࡍࡿࠋ

࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓࡑࡢࡢᶒཪࡣᩆ῭ᡭẁࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮍᡶ࠸ࡢ㔠
㢠ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ[㝶㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ 3 ࣨ᭶ࣟࣥࢻࣥ㖟⾜㛫ྲྀᘬ㔠ᖺ⋡[4] 㸣ࢆୖࡏࡋࡓᩱ⋡
ࡼࡾ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[1998 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏ㸦ᜥ㸧ἲ㸦2013 ᖺၟമົᨭᡶ㐜ᘏつ๎ࡼ
ࡾᨵṇ῭㸧ᇶ࡙ࡁ] ᪥ḟ࡛Ⓨ⏕ࡍࡿࠊ㸦ఱࡽࡢุ᩿ࡀୗࡉࢀࡿ๓ཬࡧᚋ࠾ࡅࡿ㸧ᜥ
ࢆㄳồࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᙜヱᜥࡣࠊ┤㏆ࡢᨭᡶᮇ᪥ࡽᐇ㝿ᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓ᪥㸦ඹ
ྠ᪥ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡲ࡛ࡢᮇ㛫ࡘ࠸࡚ィ⟬ࡉࢀࠊᅄ༙ᮇࡈ」ィ⟬ࡉࢀࡿࠋᨭᡶ࠸ࡀ㐜
ᘏࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊせㄳࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᙜヱᜥࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥグ㍕ࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ] ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩[ཪࡣእ㒊ⓗ
⤒῭ᨭ] ࢆ⏝࠸࡚⮬㌟ࡀཪࡣ⮬㌟ࡢࡓࡵ㉎ධཪࡣస〇ࡋࡓ⨨ࡢ࡚ࡘ࠸࡚ᡤ᭷ᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࠊཬࡧ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] [ཬࡧᨭᡶィ⏬]

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࡢ࡞࠸
ࡂࡾࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱⅬ࠾ࡅࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ኚ᭦ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ᪂
ࡓ࡞⪅ࢆᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.19.6 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐍ᤖࢆ┘どࡍࡿࠋ

2.19.5 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡼࡾㄳồࡉࢀࡿ] 㐍ᤖ≧ἣ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌᭩ࢆసᡂࡋࠊ] ࡲࡓࠊ

2.19.4 ᮏ௳㐠ႠጤဨࡼࡿỴ㆟ࡢᒚ⾜ࡘࡁ㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.3 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡼࡗ࡚せồࡉࢀࡿ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㈈ົ⟶⌮ࡘࡁ㈐௵
ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

2.19.2 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ᪥ᖖⓗ࡞⟶⌮ࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠸ࠊ

3.

2.20

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿ㈐ົࡢᒚ⾜ຍ࠼ࠊ] ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡣࠊ

2.19

2.19.1 [ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢሗ࠾ࡅࡿࡓࡿ௰⪅࡞ࡾࠊ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢ௦⾲⪅ཪࡣ௦⌮ேࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀ 1 ㆟Ỵᶒࢆ
᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋỴ㆟ࡣࠊ༢⣧ከᩘỴࡼࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙
ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣ㈨㔠ࡢᙜࡢኚ᭦ࢆせࡍࡿỴ㆟ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࡇࡢሙྜ
࠾࠸࡚ࠊỴ㆟ࡣ‶ሙ୍⮴ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㆟㛗ࡣỴ㆟ཧຍࡍࡿ[ࡋ࡞࠸] ࠋ

2.18

ࡢࡋࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 2.16 㡯ᐃࡵࡿ[᭶ḟ] [ᅄ༙ᮇ] ཪࡣ[ᖺḟ] ሗ࿌᭩
࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡑࡢࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕሗ࿌ࡍࡿࠋ
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ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓ
⊂❧ࡢබㄆィኈࢆࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿᮏ
௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.10

▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢ⏝ཬࡧ⏝

3.11.3 ┘ᰝᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎
ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.11.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ

3.11.1 ィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࡢ᳨ᰝࢆཷࡅࡿᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻
▱ࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬ᚑࡗ࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ࠋ୍ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ᨭ
ᡶィ⏬ᇶ࡙ࡃᨭᡶമົࢆ㈇࠺ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᙜヱᨭᡶമົࢆ㈇
࠺ᙜ⪅ࡢィ⟬᭩ཬࡧグ㘓ࢆ┘ᰝࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ⮬ᕫࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸࡼࡾ⊂❧ࡢබㄆィ
ኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋణࡋࠊ

3.10.3 ィኈࢆ㑅௵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ཬࡧィኈࡣࠊᮏ➨ 3.10 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡿሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

3.10.2 ᳨ᰝཪࡣ┘ᰝࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡢ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊୟࡘࠊ

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

4.

3.11

ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࡚ࡢ┈ཬࡧᨭฟ㛵ࡍࡿィ⟬᭩ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡼࡗ࡚[ᅄ༙ᮇࡈ] సᡂࡉࢀࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨᑐࡋ࡚ᥦฟ
ࡉࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

3.9

3.10.1 ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚[14] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ๓ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜
࠸ࠊ

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀཷ㡿ࡋࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㐣ᡶ㢠ཬࡧཷ㡿㢠࡛ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑ
ࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ㏉㔠ࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ㔠㖹ࢆࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚㏉㔠ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵせồ
ࡉࢀࡿᨭᡶ࠸ࢆᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ
⪅ࡀᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᇶ࡙ࡁᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡓࡵࠊཪࡣᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⾜Ⅽⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣసⅭࡢ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚⾜࠺ࡇࢆせồࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ㑏ࠊ
㏉㔠ཬࡧᨭᡶ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡍࡿཪࡣ⥅⥆ⓗච㈐ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

[ᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡣࠊእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] ᪥௨ෆࠊᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐺ษ࡞୍㒊㸧ࡘࡁᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜
࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ⾜࠺ࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࢆㄳồࡋࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㝶ᮏ
௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయᑐࡋ࡚ሗ࿌᭩ࢆᥦฟ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮
ࢪ࣮ࣕᑐࡋ࡚༑ศ࡞ሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᑟᙜ⪅ࡀእ㒊ⓗ⤒
῭ᨭಀࡿㄳồࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡽせồࡉࢀࡿᙜヱㄳồ㛵ࡍࡿド᫂᭩ࢆⓎ⾜
࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊᚲせᛂࡌ࡚ᙜヱእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ㛵ࡍࡿㄳồᶒࢆド᫂ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺಀࡿ㈨㔠ㄪ㐩ࡣࠊᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡀࡇࢀࢆ┘どࡍࡿࡶࡢ[ࡋࠊࡑࡢ᮲௳
ࡣࠊᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢ] ࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

3.8

3.7

3.6

3.5
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[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣜࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࠊ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍ
ࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ࠶ࡿၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋ
ࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ౪
ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡓሙྜཬࡧᮏ➨ 4.9 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ࡉࢀࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࡼࡗ࡚チࡉࢀࡿ
ሙྜࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ⏝ಀࡿࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ
࡞࠸ࠋ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆฟཪࡣ㛤Ⓨࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢಖ᭷ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ
ࡶࡢࡋࠊᮏ➨ 4.9.4 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ
Ⓩ㘓ࡋࠊಖㆤࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᡭẁ㸦ᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘
ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖࡘ࠸࡚ࡢッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ㝶ࠊ[ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀ
ጤဨ༠㆟ࡢୖࠊࡿᚲせ࡞ᡭẁࢆ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[⮬ᕫࡀỴᐃࡍࡿᡭẁࢆ] ⮬㌟ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ
࠾࠸࡚ㅮࡌࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡀ 2 ྡ௨ୖࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ඹྠ࡛ฟཪࡣ㛤Ⓨࡉࢀࡿሙྜ࡛ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾
ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢฟᑐࡍࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ࡞㠀⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࢆ༊ูࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸
ࡁࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊඹྠಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜヱ」ᩘࡢᙜ⪅ᖹ➼ᖐᒓࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆⓏ㘓ࡋࠊಖㆤࡍࡿࡓࡵ
㝶Ỵᐃࡍࡿᡭẁ㸦▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪ཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ
࠸ཪࡣᐖࡘ࠸࡚ࡢッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆඹྠୟࡘᖹ➼࡞㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ㅮࡌࡿࡇ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ୍ཪࡣ」ᩘࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀᙜヱᡭẁࡢᐇཪࡣッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
ࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ᕫࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࡛ࡇࢀࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊᙜヱᡭẁཪࡣッゴࢆᕼᮃࡋ࡞࠸
ඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡉࢀࡓᨭࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᨭࡢ㈝⏝ࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồ
ࢆ⾜ࡗࡓඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ༢⊂࡛ಖ᭷ࡍࡿሙྜྠᵝᙜ
ヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฎศཬࡧ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ[ࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ᑐࡋࠊᙜヱฎศཪࡣ⏝
ࡼࡗ࡚ฟࡉࢀࡓ┈ᑐࡍࡿᣢศࡘ࠸࡚ㄝ᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆせࡋ࡞࠸] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ
⏬ᚑࡗ࡚ࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᨭᡶ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺⩏ົࢆ㈇࠺ࠋ] ࠋణࡋࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢඹྠಖ᭷
⪅ࡶࠊ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋࠊඹྠ࡛ಖ᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡘࡁࡢඹྠಖ᭷⪅ࡀ㐺ษุ᩿ࡍࡿሙ
ྜࡇࢀࢆฎศࡍࡿᶒࢆᦆ࡞ࢃࡏࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᶒࢆࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢฟ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦ࡶࡋ࠸ࢀࡤ㸧ࡀࠊ
ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ཬࡧಖㆤ
㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿᨭ㸦⤒῭ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᨭ
ࡣࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᐖࡢ࠸ཪࡣᐇ㝿ࡢᐖ㛵ࡍࡿッゴࡢᥦ㉳ࡀྵࡲࢀࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㸦Ꮫ⏕ࡸୗㄳᴗ⪅࠸ࡗࡓ㸧➨୕⪅ࡀ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅ࢆ
᥇⏝ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡢຠຊࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࠊᙜヱ➨୕⪅⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝᑐࡋ࡚᭷ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆᙜヱᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ㸦㐺ษ࡞ሙྜࡣࠊᑗ᮶
࠾ࡅࡿㆡΏࡢㄋ⣙ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࠋ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜୟࡘ㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋၟᴗⓗ

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝヱᙜࡋ࡞࠸ࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢᢏ⾡ࠊពࠊⴭస≀ࠊⓎ
᫂ࠊࢯࣇࢺ࢙࢘ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࠊᡭἲࠊࣀ࢘ࣁ࢘ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㈨ᩱࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᖐᒓᙳ
㡪ࢆཬࡰࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡑࢀࡽ㛵ࡍࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀ
ࡽࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㸦ཪࡣࡑࡢࣛࢭࣥࢧ࣮㸧ࡢ㈈⏘࡛࠶ࡾ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ዎ⣙
࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗつᐃࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣛࣥࢭ
ࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࡢࢆᬯ♧ⓗពࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

4.1
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(Translation)

ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳◊✲┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣟࣖࣝࢸࣇ࣮ࣜࠊ
㠀⊂༨ⓗࠊୡ⏺ඹ㏻ୟࡘ↓ᮇ㝈ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫ㸦ࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ
౪ࡍࡿ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿᶒࢆྵࡴࡀࠊᙜヱࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࡣࠊᮏ௳◊

4.11

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢྛᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ[ၟᴗࢭࢡࢱ࣮࠾ࡅࡿ] ➨
୕⪅ᐇࡍࡿ◊✲ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ[ཬࡧ⮫ᗋᝈ⪅⟶⌮] ࢆ[ྵࡴ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㝖ࡃ] Ꮫ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ
࡛ᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㸦[ [ヲ⣽ࢆ㏣ຍࡍࡿࠋ] ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ] 㸧ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢྲྀᾘ⬟ୟࡘࣟࣖࣝࢸ
ࣇ࣮ࣜࡢᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᶒࡣࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ᐃࡵࡿᏛ⾡ⓗබ⾲㛵
ࡍࡿつᐃᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡍࡿࠋ

4.10

4.9.4 ᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ࡲ࡛ࠊཬࡧᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡀ࢜ࣉࢩࣙ
ࣥ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ሙྜࡣࠊ΅ᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊᪥ᮏ➨ 4.9 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ㆡΏཪࡣࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆ
ࡍࡿ᪥ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢ᪩࠸᪉ࡲ࡛ࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
㛵ࡍࡿ≉チཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ⏦ㄳࡘ࠸࡚༠㆟ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡀࠊ΅
ᮇ㛫୰ࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࠊᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ≉チཪࡣࡑࡢࡢಖㆤࢆồࡵࡿ
ሙྜࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡀ⏦ㄳཪࡣ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆせㄳࡋࡓ⤖ᯝᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡀ
㈇ᢸࡋࡓࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᪥ࡽࡢᙜヱ≉チฟ㢪⏦ㄳཬࡧ㐙⾜ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ⏦ㄳ㛵㐃ࡋࡓྜ
⌮ⓗ࡞⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝㸦ᘚ⌮ኈ㈝⏝ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡣᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ൾ㑏ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡀᚋ᪥ࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡀ
ࡿ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᨭᡶࡗࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡘ࠸࡚ᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅
௨እࡢ⪅ࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣㆡΏࡍࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆൾ㑏ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.9.3 ᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥᮇ㛫ཪࡣ΅ᮇ㛫୰ࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝⱝࡋࡃࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ
⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝⱝࡋࡃࡣཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊᮏ௳ά
⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅΅ࡏࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗ
チㅙᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋཪࡣᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ
࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ΅ᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ࡽ[3] [6] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[12] ࣨ᭶㛫ࠊ
ᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ➨ 4.9 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ♧ࡋࡓ᮲௳ࡼࡾࡶ᭷
࡞᮲௳࡛ࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ࠊࡑࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡘ࠸࡚ࡢࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡋ
ࡓࡾࠊᙜヱᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆㆡΏࡋࡓࡾࡋ࡞࠸ࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

4.9.2 ᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡀ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋࡓᚋࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ά⏝
΅ᮇ㛫ࠖ࠸
ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ᚋ[90 ᪥] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6 ࣨ᭶] 㸦௨ୗࠕ
࠺ࠋ㸧ࡢ㛫ࠊㆡΏཪࡣࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿ᮲௳ࡘ࠸࡚ㄔᐇ΅ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ
௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡀࠊㆡΏཪࡣࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿ᮲௳ࡘ࠸
࡚΅ᮇ㛫୰ྜព࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ➨ 4.9.1 㡯, 4.9.3 㡯ཬࡧ
4.9.4 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒ㸦➨ 4.8 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࡣ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡣኻຠࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕᮏ
ᮏ
4.9.1 ྛᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕᮏ
௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡽࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࡽࡑࡢ⤊ᚋ[6] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[12]
ࣨ᭶ࡢᮇ㛫㸦௨ୗ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚ࠕ࢜
࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥᮇ㛫ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧୰᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱㸦௨ୗࠕ࢜
࢜ࣉ
ࢩࣙࣥ㏻▱ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝ[ཬࡧࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘
ࣥࢻ] ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ [⊂༨ⓗ࡞] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[㠀⊂༨ⓗ࡞] 㸦ࢧࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫᶒࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࣛ
ࢭࣥࢫࢆࠊᙜヱᮏ௳₯ᅾⓗチㅙᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᮏ௳ά⏝ᕼᮃᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࡍࡿ᮲௳ࡘ
࠸࡚΅ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཬࡧᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ᑐࡋ࡚ཪࡣᙜ
ヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫௦ࢃࡗ࡚ᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ
ᐇࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆ⏝ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
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165

(Translation)

⛎ᐦಖᣢ

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᐃࡵࡿᏲ⛎⩏ົࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡲࡓ] ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳
ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶ[ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺᮇ㛫୰ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᮇ㛫ࡢ⤊ᚋ[3] [5] [7] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[10] ᖺ㛫ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᮇ㛫
࠾࠸࡚] ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦ
ሗࢆࡑࡢ┠ⓗࢆၥࢃࡎ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.

6.1

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈨㔠ᥦ౪⪅ࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ♫࠼ࡿᙳ㡪
ࡘ࠸࡚බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡋࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࡢᙳ㡪ࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿሗࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ
ణࡋࠊᮏ㡯ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗཪࡣ⏕Ꮡࡍࡿ
ಶேࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ≉ᐃࡘ࡞ࡀࡿሗࢆཷ㡿ཪࡣ㛤♧ࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡏࡎࠊᮏ㡯
ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ㡯ᚑࡗ࡚ㄳồཬࡧ㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣࠊࡑࡢᛶ㉁ୖ୍⯡ⓗ࡞ሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡣࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࡢヲ⣽ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ[15] ཪࡣ[30] ᪥௨ෆࡇࢀࢆ㏦
ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡀᙜヱᮇ㛫ෆཷ㡿ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆᐇ
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ[ణࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࡛ࠊ
ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡑࡢබ⾲ࡘࡁ᭩㠃ࡼࡾྠពࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ] ࠋ

5.2.2 ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ≉チⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࡼ
ࡗ࡚ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣୖグࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ಖㆤࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࡀᙜヱᮏ
௳ᡂᯝࡢಖ᭷⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢᥦ౪⪅ࡀୖグࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡿಖㆤࢆ㑅ᢥ
ࡋ࡞ࡗࡓሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢබ⾲ࢆ୰Ṇࡉࡏࡿࡇࠋ

5.2.1 බ⾲ணᐃࡢᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡘࡁ≉チཪࡣࡑࡢࡢಖ
ㆤࢆồࡵࡿࡓࡵᙜヱබ⾲ࡢᘏᮇࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿྜ⌮ⓗุ᩿ࡋࡓሙྜࠊᥦࡉ
ࢀࡓබ⾲ࢆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ᚋ᭱[łࣨ᭶㛫] ࢃࡓࡗ࡚ᘏᮇࡍࡿࡼ࠺ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚せồࡍࡿࡇࠊཪࡣ

ྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆಖ᭷ࡍࡿࡢᙜ⪅ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᥦ౪ࡋࡓࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕ࡀ
බ⾲ࡋࡼ࠺ࡍࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࡢヲ⣽ࢆࠊᙜヱබ⾲ࡢணᐃ᪥ࡢ[30]
[60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥๓ࡲ࡛᭩㠃࡚ᥦฟࡍࡿࠋࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱヲ⣽ࢆᥦฟࡋࡓᙜ⪅
᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾ㸦௨ୗࠕ⛎
⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࠊ௨ୗࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ
࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

5.1.2 ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

5.3

5.2

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣࠊබ┈┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊᣦᑟཬࡧ◊✲ࢆ㏻ࡌࡓᩍ⫱ࡢⓎᒎ
ࢆ┠ⓗࡋ࡚ࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢ
つᐃࢃࡽࡎࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᚑᴗဨཪࡣᏛ⏕㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࡢ᭷↓ࢆၥ
ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ➨ 5.2 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜ
㝈ࡾࠊ

5.1

5.1.1 Ꮫ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࠊࢳ࣮ࣗࢺࣜࣝཬࡧㅮ⩏࠾࠸࡚ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ
୍⎔ࡋ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡓసᴗࡘ࠸࡚㆟ㄽࡋࠊ

Ꮫ⾡ⓗබ⾲ཬࡧࡑࡢᙳ㡪

5.

✲┠ⓗࡢࡓࡵࡢసᴗࢆᐇࡍࡿࡇࡢࡳࢆ┠ⓗࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࢀ௨እࡢሙྜࡣࠊࢧ
ࣈࣛࢭࣥࢫࢆࡍࡿᶒࡣྵࡲࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࠊཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ⱝࡋࡃࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡢࡓࡵⱝࡋࡃࡣ
ࡑࢀࡽ௦ࢃࡾᙺົࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿ⪅࡛ࠊᮏ➨ 4.2 㡯ཪࡣ 4.8 㡯࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜
ࡍࡿୖ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ
ሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణ
ࡋࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵ
ࡽࢀࡓሙྜ௨እ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊཷ㡿⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂ
ᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.3.2 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡉࢀࡓᶒࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊࡇࢀࡽࢆ▱ࡿᚲせࡢ࠶ࡿᏛ⾡ⓗ
ᙜ⪅ࡢᏛ⏕ᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࠋణࡋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚᫂♧ⓗㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
ࢆ㝖࠸࡚ࡇࢀࡽࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⏕ࡣࠊᙜヱࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡇࢆㄋ⣙ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.3.1 [ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ࡛࠶ࡿᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㛵㐃ࡍࡿሙྜࢆ
㝖ࡁࠊ] ➨ 5.2 㡯ᐃࡵࡿᡭ⥆ࢆᒚ⾜ࡋࠊྠ㡯ᐃࡵࡿᮇ㛫ෆ⛎ᐦಖᣢ㏻▱ࢆཷ
㡿ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆබ⾲ࡍࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣ
ࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.2.6 ᙜヱሗࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡢᶒ㝈ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿ௦⾲⪅ࡀ᭩㠃
ࡼࡾᙜヱሗࡢ㛤♧ࢆᢎㄆࡋࡓሙྜࠋ

6.2.5 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊἲ௧ᐃࡵࡿせồ㸦ణࡋࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲⱝࡋࡃࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃ
ሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࡢሙྜࠊྠἲⱝࡋࡃࡣྠつ๎㸦ሙྜࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࡢእつᐃࡣࠊ
㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሗࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ཪࡣ⟶㎄ᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿุᡤࡢ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣ⟶
㎄ࡢつไᶵ㛵ࡢせồᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ࡉࢀࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶἲᚊㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿሙྜ㸧࡛ࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀࡓᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᙜヱሗࡢಖ᭷⪅࡛࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ᑐ
ࡋࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࢆせồࡉࢀ࡚ࡽྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᮇ㛫ෆࠊᙜヱ㛤♧ࡢせồཬࡧ㛤♧ࢆせồ
ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሗࡘ࠸࡚㏻▱ࡋࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

6.2.4 ཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗ౫ᣐࡍࡿࡇ
࡞ࡃᙜヱሗࢆ㛤Ⓨࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.3 ูࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ⛎ᐦಖᣢ⩏ົࡢ㐪ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡀุ᩿ࡍࡿ᰿ᣐࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡞࠸≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫ࡀ➨୕⪅ࡽᙜ
ヱሗࢆྲྀᚓࡋࡓሙྜࠊ

6.2.2 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿㄋ⣙ࡢ㐪ࡼࡿࡇ࡞ࡃබ▱
࡛࠶ࡾཪࡣබ▱࡞ࡿሙྜࠊ

6.2.1 ᙜヱሗࡀࠊูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ཪࡣཷ㡿ᙜ⪅ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝ
ࣉ♫ࡀูࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᙜヱሗࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿࡢඛ❧ࡗ࡚ᙜヱሗࢆ㸦ᩥ᭩ࡼࡿ
グ㘓ࡼࡾᐇドྍ⬟࡞ᙧ࡛㸧▱ࡿࡇ࡞ࡾࠊୟࡘᮍࡔࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⛎ᐦಖ
ᣢ⩏ົࢆ㈇ࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ௨ୗࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࠊᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࡑࡢࡢሗ
ࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡑࢀࡽࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

6.4

6.3

6.2
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166

2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎᭹ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡀࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡓሗࡢ㛤♧ࡢㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱ
ㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃ㛤♧ࢆ⾜࠺๓ࠊ㏿ࡸᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡋࠊ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡢྍྰཬࡧࡑࡢࡢ⏝ྍ⬟
࡞㑅ᢥ⫥ࡘ࠸࡚ἲⓗຓゝࢆྲྀᚓࡋࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᙜヱㄳồࡘࡁணᐃࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿᅇ⟅ࢆ㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷࡅ࡚
ࡽ[10] ᪥௨ෆᅇ⟅ࡍࡿ㸦ᙜヱ㏻▱ࡀࠊᙜヱㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲ
ཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ࡢ㐺⏝ච㝖ࡀྠἲཪࡣྠつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡁㄳồࡉࢀࡓሗ㐺⏝࡛ࡁ
ࡿྰࢆุ᩿ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱሗࡢᥦ౪ࢆồࡵࡿࡶ
ࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜ㸧ࠋᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồཬࡧᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡘ࠸࡚⾲᫂ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࠊᥦࡉࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࡢኚ᭦ࢆồࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ[ࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࡢㄳồࡼࡾࠊุᡤࡢ
௧ཪࡣሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗุᡤࡢỴᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ2000 ᖺ
㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
ሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࢆཷࡅࡓᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕ㛤
࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳồࡢᅇ⟅ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙࠾࠸࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗᣦᐃࡉࢀࡿሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊ௨ୗ
ࡢሙྜࡣࡇࡢ㝈ࡾ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.6

㝈ᐃ㈐௵

[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢ▱ࡿ㝈ࡾ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ㸦ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࢆ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ᚑᴗဨ[ཬࡧᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢሙྜࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ
⏕] ࡼࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ㄪᰝࢆ⾜ࡗࡓୖ࡛㸦ణࡋࠊබⓗグ㘓ࡢㄪᰝࡣ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧㸧ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊ
୪ࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస
≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖
ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࢆ┦ಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.

7.1

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿࡑࡢᚑᴗဨⱝࡋࡃࡣᏛ⏕
ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝࠊࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻⱝࡋࡃࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

7.1

[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡢつᐃ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊྛᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢᖺḟሗ࿌᭩ཬࡧ㢮
ఝࡢබ⾲≀࠾࠸࡚ࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓ㔠㢠ࢆ≉ᐃࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ] ࠊ[ྛၟᴗⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ㏱᫂ᛶ㛵ࡍࡿሗ࿌⩏ົࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ᭷౯ࡢㆡΏࡢヲ⣽ࢆබ⾲
ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ]

6.8

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྡ⛠ⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡽᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡢẶྡཪࡣࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࣟࢦࢆࠊࣉࣞࢫ
࣮ࣜࣜࢫⱝࡋࡃࡣၟရᗈ࿌ཪࡣࡑࡢࡢ㈍ಁ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

6.7

⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸
6.6.2 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㛤♧ᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠕ⿕
࠺ࠋ㸧ࢆࠊ㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡀ 2000 ᖺሗ⮬⏤ἲཪࡣ 2004 ᖺ⎔ቃሗつ๎ᇶ࡙ࡃㄳ
ồᑐᛂࡍࡿᙧ࡛ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡋ࡞ࡗࡓࡇࡼࡗ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘࡁච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿሙ
ྜࠋ]

6.6.1 ᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࠊᮏ➨ 6.6 㡯ᚑࡗ࡚㛤♧ᙜ⪅ࡽ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡋ࡚ࡽ 10 ᪥௨
ෆ᭩㠃ࡼࡾㄳồࡍࡿሙྜࠊ୪ࡧ

[ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ᚑࡗ࡚ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࢆ㛤♧ࡍࡿሙྜ
ࡣࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦሗࡢ⛎ᐦࢆಖᣢࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ➨୕⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㛤♧
ࡋ࡞࠸⩏ົ㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ]

(Translation)

6.5
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[➨ 7.1 㡯[ཬࡧ➨ 7.10 㡯] ᐃࡵࡿಖド] ୪ࡧ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ⏝ࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ౫ᣐࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ᡂᯝ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿຓゝⱝࡋࡃࡣሗ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸࡞ࡿ⩏ົཪࡣ㈐௵ࡶ㈇ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.9 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢ
ࡢែᵝࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢ
ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲㢠ࡣࠊྜィ࡛[ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩] [ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ࡾᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡓእ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻ] ࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊㄳồࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱᦆኻࡢྍ⬟ᛶࢆᣦ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜཪࡣᙜヱᦆኻࡀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢᐃෆ࡛࠶ࡗࡓሙྜ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊୖグࡢ㝖እࡣ㐺
⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.5.2 㐓ኻ┈ࠊ㐓ኻ┈ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ႙ኻࠊዎ⣙ⱝࡋࡃࡣᶵࡢ႙ኻ㸦┤᥋࡛࠶ࡿ㛫᥋
࡛࠶ࡿࢆၥࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

7.6

➨ 7.7 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ୟࡘ[➨ 6.6 㡯ࠊ] ➨ 7.3 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵ
ࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ㐪ࠊ㐣ኻཪࡣࡑࡢࡢែᵝࡼࡾᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊᮏ௳ࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡢ㢟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚⏕ࡌࡿྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࡣࠊ
௨ୗᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.5

7.5.1 㛫᥋ⓗ࡞ᦆᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆኻཪࡣ

➨ 7.7.3 ྕᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊㄳồࡢ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ⮬㌟ࡢู⣬ 6 ࡢ㐪
⏤᮶ཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ࠶ࡽࡺࡿᛶ㉁ࡢ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồᶒࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.4

ᮏ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡣࠊᙜヱㄳồࡀ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡢ㐣ኻࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢពᅗⓗ࡞㐪ࠊ
➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ཪࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢᨾពࡢᐖⱝࡋࡃࡣ➨୕⪅ࡢ⛎ᐦಖᣢಀࡿᶒࡢ
ᨾពࡢᐖ㉳ᅉࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿሙྜࡣ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ

7.3.5 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᙜヱㄳồᑐฎࡍࡿ࠶ࡓࡗ୍࡚ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᨭࢆ㸦ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚㸧ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.3.4 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱㄳồಀࡿ㜵ᚚཬࡧゎࡢᡭ⥆ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊୟࡘ

7.3.3 ᙜヱㄳồ㉳ᅉࡍࡿᦆᐖཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᡭẁࢆㅮࡌࠊ

7.3.2 ᙜヱㄳồ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡿㄆྰࡶ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

7.3.1 ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸᙜヱㄳồࡢヲ⣽ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊ

ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ
7.3 ➨ 7.7.1 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛ[ၟᴗⓗ] ᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕච
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀࡢྛᙜ⪅୪ࡧࡑࡢᚑᴗဨཬࡧᏛ⏕㸦௨ୗࠊ⥲⛠ࡋ࡚
⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡽཷ㡿ࡋࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝཬࡧ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ཪࡣሗࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࡇ
ࠕ⿕
㉳ᅉࡋ࡚⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠶ࡽࡺࡿㄳồࡘ࠸࡚ࠊྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆච㈐
ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࢆୟࡘᐇ㉁ⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊ⿕ච㈐ᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊ

7.2

(Translation)
ࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ㈨ᩱࠊⴭస≀ⱝࡋࡃࡣሗࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࢀࡽࡢ⏝ࡀࠊ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ
ࡢᐖ࠶ࡓࡽ࡞࠸ཪࡣᐖࡢ⤖ᯝࢆ⏕ࡌࡉࡏ࡞࠸ࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ┦⾲᫂ཪࡣಖドࢆ
⾜ࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ
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167

ࡢᙜ⪅ဨࡀྠពࡋࡓሙྜࠊ௨ୗヱᙜࡍࡿᙜ⪅㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࢆ┤ࡕᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡋ࡚ᢅ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.1

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

⤊ཬࡧ㞳⬺

ᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗไᚚ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸≧ἣࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
㸦ᨭᡶമົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ㐜ᘏࡋཪࡣጉࡆࡽࢀࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜
ࡢ㐜ᘏࢆ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᒚ⾜ࡢ㐜ᘏࡀ
[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶㉸ࢃࡓࡗ࡚⥅⥆ࡍࡿሙྜ࡛ࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྠពࡋࡓࡁࡣࠊᙜヱ
ᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍ᪨ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ➨
9.4 㡯࡞࠸ࡋ➨ 9.12 㡯㸦ྠ㡯ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ྍᢠຊ

7.10.1 ㆡΏࡉࢀࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡣࠊ࠸࡞ࡿᢸಖᶒཬࡧ㈇ᢸ୪ࡧ➨୕⪅ࡢᶒ㸦ㆡΏࢆ
⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀㄆ㆑ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ཪࡣྜ⌮ⓗㄆ㆑ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡗࡓࡶࡢࢆ㝖
ࡃࠋ㸧ࡶࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࠋ]

9.

8.

[ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡿ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏࡣࠊ࡞ࡿᶒཎࡢಖ
ドࡀక࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿ] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᚑࡗ࡚⾜
࠺▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࡢㆡΏ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚௨ୗࢆಖドࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

7.10

7.10.1 ㆡΏࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆฎศࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᙜヱᙜ
⪅ࡀࡑࡢ㈝⏝㈇ᢸ࠾࠸࡚ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀࡍࡿࡇࢆពᅗࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᶒཎࡢ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚⮬㌟ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ⾜࠺ࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿ࡚ࡢ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ᫂♧ⓗ࡞ㄋ⣙ཬࡧಖドࡣࠊἲ௧ࠊࢥ࣮ࣔࣥࣟࠊ័⩦ἲࠊၟ័⾜ࠊྲྀ
ᘬ㐣⛬ࡑࡢᇶ࡙ࡃࡑࡢ࡚ࡢಖドࠊ᮲௳ࠊㄋ⣙ཬࡧ⩏ົ㸦᫂♧ཪࡣ㯲♧ࡢูࢆၥࢃ࡞
࠸ࠋ㸧௦ࢃࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡣ࡚ࠊἲᚊ࠾࠸࡚ㄆࡵࡽࢀࡿ᭱ࡢ⠊ᅖෆ࡛㝖እࡉ
ࢀࡿࠋ

7.8.3 [ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᨾពࡢ㐪ࡼࡗ࡚⏕ࡌࡓᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣᦆᐖ]

7.8.2 ブḭࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣἲᚊࡼࡗ࡚ไ㝈ⱝࡋࡃࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡇࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸✀㢮ࡢ
㈐௵ࠊཪࡣ

7.8.1 ὀពࡼࡾ⏕ࡌࡓṚஸⱝࡋࡃࡣே㌟യᐖࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸࡞ࡿつᐃࡶࠊᙜ⪅ࡢ௨ୗᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵ࢆไ㝈ཪࡣ㝖እࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

[7.7.3 ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳ࡢ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ㐪ࡢሙྜࡣࠊ[እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭ] ࡢྜィ㢠ࢆ㉸࠼࡞
࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

7.7.2 ➨ 7.4 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

7.7.1 ➨ 7.3 㡯ᐃࡵࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢሙྜࡣࠊྜィ࡛ł[㔠㢠ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࣏ࣥࢻࢆ㉸࠼࡞࠸
ࡶࡢࡋࠊ

࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ➨ 7.8 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡢࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㈐௵⥲
㢠ࡣࠊ

(Translation)

7.9

7.8

7.7
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࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊࡢ
ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ດຊࢆ⾜࠸ࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᇶ࡙ࡃ
⩏ົࢆࠊᙜ⪅㛫ཪࡣṧࡾࡢᙜ⪅[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭయ] ࡀᐜㄆࡍࡿ➨୕⪅㸦ణࡋࠊᙜ
ヱ➨୕⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲௳[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᣊ᮰ࡉࢀࡿࡇྠពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ
㝈ࡿࠋ㸧ᗘࡾᙜ࡚ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.4

➨ 9.9 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋ
ࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡉࢀࡓࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษࡢ
ᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡿཪࡣᙜヱᙜ⪅ᑐࡍࡿ㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢኻຠࢆࡶࡗ࡚ࠊ┤ࡕṆࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ
࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊᮏ௳ᑟⓗά⏝ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ┤ࡕᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡽㆡΏࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝ࠾ࡅ
ࡿ࡚ࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒࢆࡢྛᙜ⪅ㆡΏࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
ᮏ௳ᡂᯝཪࡣࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᏛ⾡◊✲┠ⓗ࡛⏝ࡍࡿᶒ୪ࡧ➨ 5 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ
බ⾲ࡍࡿᶒࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ
ᚋࡶᏑ⥆ࡋࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.8

9.9

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳ᡂᯝಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ
ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡁᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ
ࡉࢀࡓࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻಀࡿᶒࡣࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡋࠊᮏዎ⣙ࡢ᪂ࡓ࡞ᙜ⪅ࡶ㐺
⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
9.7

9.6

9.5 ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ࠊ➨ 4 ᮲㸦ᮏ➨ 9 ᮲ࡢつᐃࡼࡿࠋ㸧ࠊ➨ 5 ᮲ࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࠊ➨ 7 ᮲ࠊ➨ 8 ᮲ࠊ
➨ 9.4 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.5 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.6 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.7 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.8 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.9 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.10 㡯ࠊ➨ 9.11 㡯ࠊ
➨ 9.12 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 10 ᮲ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢⱝࡋࡃࡣ⤊ᚋࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ‶ᚋཪ
ࡣᙜ⪅ࡀᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡋࡓⱝࡋࡃࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ㸦ࡑࡢ⌮⏤ࢆၥࢃ
࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ᚋࡶ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ➨ 6 ᮲ࡣࠊ➨ 6.1 㡯ᚑ࠸ࠊ↓ᮇ㝈Ꮡ⥆ࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[➨ 9.10 㡯ཬࡧ➨ 9.11 㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣ㝶ࠊࡢᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡽ㞳⬺ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡿࠋ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁ㛵ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ཪࡣࡇࢀᾘᴟⓗ࡞ሙྜࡣ㝶ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕ
㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨㏻▱ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࢆᙜึ㑅௵ࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ㏻▱᪥
ࡽ[3] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[6] ࣨ᭶௨ෆࠊࡑࡢᚋ௵⪅ࢆᣦྡࡍࡿࠋࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱᚋ௵ೃ⿵⪅ࢆ
ᙜᣄྰࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡛ᙜヱᚋ௵⪅ࢆᐜㄆࡋ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ[3] ࣨ᭶๓ࡲ࡛ࡢ㏻▱ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳
⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

9.1.3 ู⣬ 5[ⱝࡋࡃࡣู⣬ 7] 㐪ࡋࡓሙྜ

9.1.2 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᨭᡶ⬟࡞ࡗࡓሙྜࠊΎ⟬㸦ᨭᡶ⬟ຊࡢ࠶ࡿ♫ࡢྜేⱝࡋࡃࡣ
⦅ࢆ┠ⓗࡋࡓ௵ពࡢࡶࡢࢆ㝖ࡃࠋ㸧ࡀ௧ⱝࡋࡃࡣỴ㆟ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊࡑࡢ㈨⏘
ࡢ㒊ⱝࡋࡃࡣ୍㒊ࡘ࠸࡚⟶㈈ேࠊ㈨⏘⟶㈈ேⱝࡋࡃࡣΎ⟬ேࡀ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓሙྜࠊ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣമᶒ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ྲྀỴࡵࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓሙྜࠊཪࡣ

9.3

9.2

(Translation)
9.1.1 ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢつᐃ㸦ᨭᡶമົࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧㐪ࡋࠊ㸦ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀṇ
⬟ຊࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࢃࡽࡎ㸧ᙜヱ㐪ࡀ㐪ࡢෆᐜṇࡢせồࡀグ㍕ࡉࢀ
ࡓ᭩㠃ࡼࡿ㏻▱ࡢཷ㡿ࡽ[30] [60] ᡈ࠸ࡣ[90] ᪥௨ෆṇࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ
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168

ᢞภᚋࡢ⩣Ⴀᴗ᪥

㓄㐩ド᫂㒑౽

Ặྡ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

ZZZ㸸
㸸

Ặྡ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

Ặྡ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

XXX㸸
㸸

Ặྡ㸸

ఫᡤ㸸

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

BBB㸸
㸸

AAA㸸
㸸

ᮏ᮲ᚑ࠸㏻▱ࡼࡾኚ᭦ࡉࢀࡿࡲ࡛ࡢ㛫ࠊ㏻▱ࢆཷ㡿ࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲⪅ࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀୗグ
ࡢ࠾ࡾࡍࡿࠋ

ᢞภᚋࡢ➨ 2 Ⴀᴗ᪥┠

ᩱ㔠๓⣡ࡼࡿ➨୍✀㒑౽

㏻▱: ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚㏦ࡽࢀࡿ㏻▱ࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡶ᭩㠃ࡼࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊୗグᕥḍᐃࡵࡿ
࠸ࡎࢀࡢ᪉ἲࡼࡾ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࡲࡓྑḍᐃࡵࡿヱᙜ᪥ཷ
㡿ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

10.1

ᙜ᪥

୍⯡᮲㡯

10.

ᡭΏࡋཪࡣᛴ㏦౽

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡽࠊ⮬
㌟ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚㈇ᢸࡋࡓ⤒㈝࡛ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿ᪥௨㝆⏕
ࡌࡓࡶࡢࢆᅇࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

9.12

ࡳ࡞ࡋཷ㡿᪥

➨ 9.12 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺
ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓᚋࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡢࢫࢱࢵࣇࢆ᥇⏝ࡍࡿ
⤒㈝ࡘࡁᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩ࡀពᅗࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓሙྜࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ➨ 3 ᮲ᚑࡗ࡚ࠊ
ᘬࡁ⥆ࡁࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡗ࡚㞳⬺㏻▱ࡢ㏦㐩ࡢ๓ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᚑࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵ㑅௵ࡉࢀࡓࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢ┤᥋㞠⏝ಀࡿᐇ㈝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ࡣࠊᙜヱ⤒㈝ࢆ᭱ᑠ㝈ᢚไࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ୍ษࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ᥐ⨨ࢆㅮࡌࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋᘚ῭
ࡣࠊྛࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢዎ⣙ࡢ⤊᪥ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ⤊᪥㸦ࡢ࠺ࡕ࠸ࡎࢀ᪩࠸᪥㸧
ࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡍࡿࠋᙜヱ┤᥋㞠⏝㈝⏝ࡣࠊᙜヱၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪ
ࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡓࡇ┤᥋ⓗ㉳ᅉࡋ࡚ᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓ㏥⫋ᡭᙜࠊ
ᙜヱಶேࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢆᙜヱ⪅ࡢᙜヱᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ⪅ࡼࡿ㞠⏝ᮇ㛫࡛㝖ࡋ࡚
⟬ฟࡉࢀࡓ㔠㢠ࡶྵࡲࢀࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.11

㏦㐩᪉ἲ

➨ 9.12 㡯ᚑ࠺ࡇࢆ᮲௳ࡋ࡚ࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊㝿ࡋ࡚ࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᏛ⾡ⓗᙜ
⪅ᑐࡋ࡚⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳
ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㞳⬺ࡍࡿཪࡣ㞳⬺ࡋࡓࡶࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅
ᑐࡋࠊ⤊๓⾜ࢃࢀࡓ[㸦እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢᑐ㇟࡞ࡽ࡞࠸㸧] ࡚ࡢసᴗࡢᑐ౯ࢆᨭᡶ
࠺ࡶࡢࡋࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᙜヱࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㈇ᢸࡋࡓཪࡣ㈇ᢸࡍࡿࡇྠពࡋࠊ
ୟࡘྲྀࡾᾘࡍࡇࡢ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸୍ษࡢ⤒㈝ཬࡧ㈝⏝ࢆᘚ῭ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

(Translation)

9.10
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ᶒࡢᨺᲠ㸸 ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿࡇࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝ
ࡋࡃࡣᒚ⾜ࡉࡏࡿࡇࢆ㐜ࡋཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࡢ⾜ࢆ᠔ᛰࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣ⾜ࡍࡿ
ࡇࢆ㐜ࡋࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊࡿ᠔ᛰཪࡣ㐜ࡣࠊᙜヱ⩏ົࡢᒚ⾜ࢆᙉไࡍࡿᶒࡣᙳ㡪
ࢆཬࡰࡉࡎࠊୟࡘᙜヱᶒࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ࠋูẁࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞⾲♧ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࡣࠊᑗ᮶࠾ࡅࡿᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢᨺᲠࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
௦⌮㛵ಀ➼ࡢྰᐃ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅㛫ࡢࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉⱝࡋࡃࡣྜᘚᴗཪࡣᙜ
⪅㛫ࡢᮏேᑐ௦⌮ேࡢ㛵ಀࢆฟࡋࠊᬯ♧ࡋཪࡣࡅࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊ
ࡢᙜ⪅௦ࢃࡗ࡚ࡇࢀࢆ௦⾲ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣࡇࢀࡢࡓࡵ☜⣙ࡋࠊཪࡣࡇࢀᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
⏕ࡌࡉࡏࡿᶒ⬟ࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.4

10.5

ಟṇ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢኚ᭦ཪࡣಟṇࡣࠊ᭩㠃࡛సᡂࡉࢀୟࡘྛᙜ⪅ࡢ௦⾲ࡼࡿ⨫ྡࡀࡉࢀ
ࡓࡶࡢࡼࡽ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊࡇࢀࢆ↓ຠࡍࡿࠋ
➨୕⪅㸸ྛ⿕ච㈐ᙜ⪅ࡀ㛵㐃ࡍࡿච㈐⿵ൾࡢ┈ࢆாཷࡍࡿཬࡧᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥࡀ➨
6.7 㡯ᇶ࡙ࡃ┈ࢆாཷࡋྠ㡯ࢆᇳ⾜ࡍࡿሙྜ㸦࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜࡶ 1999 ᖺዎ⣙㸦➨୕⪅ࡢ
ᶒ㸧ἲࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㸧ࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏዎ⣙᫂♧ⓗ࡞ᐃࡵࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊᙜ⪅௨እ
ࡢ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢಟṇཪࡣࡑࡢ⤊ࢆጉࡆࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡉࡎࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜ⪅௨እࡢ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙ࡼࡾாཷࡍࡿࡇࢁࡢ┈ࢆ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ

10.8

10.9

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

10.10 ‽ᣐἲ㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࠊࡑࡢෆᐜཪࡣࡑࡢᡂ❧㉳ᅉཪࡣ㛵㐃ࡍࡿ⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚
㸦ዎ⣙ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻἲࢆ‽ᣐἲࡋࠊྠἲᚑ
࠸ゎ㔘ࡉࢀࡿࠋᙜ⪅ࡀ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡑࡢ▱ⓗ㈈⏘ᶒཪࡣ⛎ᐦሗࡢಖㆤࢆ┠ⓗ
ࡋ࡚ッゴࢆᥦ㉳ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙㉳ᅉࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍ
ࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡾࠊཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋⱝࡋࡃࡣⓎ⏕ࡍࡿྍ⬟ᛶࡀ࠶ࡿ⣮த㸦ዎ⣙

ᡭ⥆ࡁ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒࢆ᭷ຠࡋཪࡣヱᙜࡍࡿᆅᇦ࠾
࠸࡚ᙜヱᶒࡢⓏ㘓ࢆྍ⬟࡞ࡽࡋࡵࡿࡓࡵࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡍࡿ⾜ືࢆᐇ⾜ࡋ
ୟࡘ᭩㢮ࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊࡿㄳồࢆࡋࡓᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢࡑࢀ
せࡍࡿྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㈝⏝ࢆᨭᡶ࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.7

ྜព㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡣࠊࡑࡢ㢟㛵ࡍࡿᙜ⪅㛫ࡢྜព
ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ᫂♧ⓗᐃࡵࡿ
௨እࡢಖドࠊ⾲᫂ࠊኌ᫂ࠊྜពཪࡣㄋ⣙ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙[ཬࡧᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳] ࡢ᫂♧ⓗ࡞᮲㡯࡛࡞࠸⾲᫂ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙㐪ࡢᙇཬࡧᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆ◚ᲠࡍࡿᶒࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋణࡋࠊᮏ᮲㡯ࡣࠊ
ᮏ௳ዎ⣙⥾⤖๓ࡢブḭⓗᐇ࿌▱ཪࡣᝏពࡢ㯲⛎ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡢᙜ⪅
㈇࠺㈐௵㸦ཪࡣ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡓࡵ᭷ࡍࡿࡇࡢ࡛ࡁࡿᶒ㸧
ࢆ㝖ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ

㐪ἲ࡞㸭ἲᐃᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸᮲㡯㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ᮲㡯ࡢ࡚ཪࡣ୍㒊ࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀ
ࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢࡑࡢࡢ᮲㡯
ཬࡧ↓ຠཪࡣἲⓗᙉไຊࢆ᭷ࡉ࡞࠸ࡉࢀࡓ᮲㡯ࡢṧࡾࡢ㒊ศࡣࠊᙜヱἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ᘬࡁ⥆
ࡁຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢἲᇦ࠾࠸࡚ࡶᙜヱ᮲㡯ࡢ᭷ຠᛶཬࡧἲⓗᙉไຊ
ࡀᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.3

10.6

ㆡΏ➼㸸࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊࡢ࡚ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ๓ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ
௳ዎ⣙యཪࡣᮏ௳ዎ⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃᶒⱝࡋࡃࡣ⩏ົࢆㆡΏཪࡣ⛣㌿ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋ[ణ
ࡋࠊၟᴗⓗᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡢྠពࢆᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢయࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫
ㆡΏࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ] ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡶࠊྜ⌮ⓗ࡞⌮⏤࡞ࡃᙜヱྠពࢆ␃ಖཪࡣ㐜ᘏࡉ
ࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

(Translation)

10.2
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169

(Translation)

Ặྡ

ᙺ⫋

⨫ྡ

ZZZ ࡢ ࡓࡵࠊZZZ ࢆ ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

Ặྡ

ᙺ⫋

⨫ྡ

XXX ࡢࡓࡵࠊXXX ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

Ặྡ

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

BBB ࡢࡓࡵࠊBBB ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

AAA ࡢࡓࡵࠊAAA ࢆ௦⾲ࡋ࡚ࡇࡇ⨫ྡࡍ
ࡿࠋ:

[10.15 ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ㐺⏝࠶ࡿⱥᅜࡢ㍺ฟ⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ᭩㠃ࡼࡾ㏻▱ࡋࠊୟࡘᙜヱᙜ⪅㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿ⡿ᅜࡢ㍺ฟ
⟶⌮㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࡢ≉ᐃࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.14 ᮏ㸸ᮏዎ⣙ࡣࠊ」ᩘࡢᮏࡼࡾࡇࢀࢆ⥾⤖ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋᮏዎ⣙ࡀ⥾⤖ࡉࢀࠊྛᙜ
⪅ࡀ 1 ௨ୖࡢᮏ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡋࡓᚋࠊྛᮏࡣࠊᮏዎ⣙ࡢṇᩥ࡞ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ࡚ࡢ
ᮏࡣࠊࡑࡢ࡚ࡀ༢୍ࡢዎ⣙ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ㟁Ꮚ࣓࣮ࣝࡼࡿ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢࡉࢀ
ࡓᮏዎ⣙ࡢᮏ㸦ణࡋࠊࢧ࣮ࣥ࣌ࢪࡔࡅ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡢ㸦PDF ཪࡣ JPEG ࡢᙧ
ᘧ࡛ࡢ㸧㏦ಙࡣࠊ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࡢࡉࢀࡓᮏዎ⣙ࡢᮏࡢཎᮏࡢࡋ࡚᭷ຠ࡛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡍ
ࡿࠋ[ࡿ᪉ἲࢆ⏝࠸ࡿሙྜࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊྍཬⓗ㏿ࡸ⨫ྡᤫ༳ࢆ
ࡋࡓᮏࡢཎᮏࢆᥦฟࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ]

10.13 ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 6 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.12 ㉗㈥⚗Ṇ㸸ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊู⣬ 5 ࡢつᐃࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

10.11 ୖ⏦㸸 ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡍࡿၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ࠶ࡿᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺ࣐ࢿ࣮ࢪ࣮ࣕࡿၥ㢟ࢆ㏻▱ࡋࠊࡑࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ྜ
ព㐩ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࡿࢆࠊAAA ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨ
ࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊBBB ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊXXX ࡘ࠸
࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࠊZZZ ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ[ᢸᙜᙺဨࡢẶྡࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] 
クࡋࠊᙜヱクࡢᚋ[14] ᪥௨ෆࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎỴࡍࡿࡼ࠺ヨࡳࡿࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡢᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ
ࡿ[14] ᪥௨ෆᙜヱࡀゎỴࡉࢀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣ➨ 10.10 㡯ᚑ࠸ᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ⏦ࡋ❧࡚
ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊࡲࡓࠊᮏ➨ 10.11 㡯ᚑ࠸ၥ㢟ࡀୖ⏦ࡉࢀࡓྰ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊุᡤᕪ
Ṇ௧ࢆ⏦ㄳࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ

ୖᐃࡵࡢ࡞࠸⣮தཪࡣ⏦❧࡚ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࣥࢢࣛࣥࢻࡢุᡤࡀᑓᒓⓗ⟶㎄ᶒ
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

- 20 -

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

(Translation)

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

᪥㸸

⨫ྡ㸸

[➨ 2.2 㡯つᐃࡢᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᣦ♧ࡋࠊ┘╩ࡍࡿ⪅ࡢヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࢆㄞ
ࡋࠊࡇࢀࢆ⌮ゎࡋࡓࠋ]

⨫ྡ

ᙺ⫋

- 21 -

170
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ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࣉࣛࣥ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗ㈉⊩

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ࡑࡢࡢ᮲௳

[⨨ࡢᖐᒓ]

እ㒊ⓗ⤒῭ᨭࡢ㓄ศ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡢᮏ௳࣮࢟ࣃ࣮ࢯࣥ

ணࡉࢀࡿᮏ௳ᡂᯝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿேᮦࠊタཬࡧ⨨

ࢱ࣒ࢸ࣮ࣈࣝ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ⫋ົ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡀᥦ౪ࡍࡿࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ㸭㈨ᩱ

ᐇᆅ

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ

ู⣬ 2

ู⣬ 1

ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྡ

- 23 -

(Translation)

- 22 -

(Translation)

171

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊ㐺ษࠊබᖹࠊୟࡘၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸
ศᯒࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱཬࡧᮏ௳ᡂᯝࡣࠊᏳಖ⟶ࡉࢀࡲࡓࠊᐜ᫆ྲྀࡾฟࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྡ≧ែ
࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
◊✲ࡢᐇ୰࡞ࡉࢀࡓせ࡞Ỵᐃࠊࡿ◊✲㛵ࡍࡿⓎ⾲ཬࡧࡿ◊✲㛵ࡋ࡚ᑟࡁ
ฟࡉࢀࡓ⤖ㄽࢆᐜ᫆ㄽドࡋᵓ⠏ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱド㊧ࢆಖᏑࡋ࡚࠾࡞ࡅ
ࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀୖグάືཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ᳨ドࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊᑡ
࡞ࡃࡶ[30] ᪥๓᭩㠃࡛㏻▱ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࢆどᐹࡍࡿᶒࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࠋ

3.

4.

5.

6.

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊၿࡁ⛉Ꮫⓗ័⾜㸦good scientific practices㸧ᚑ࠸ࠊࡿ◊✲ࢆᐇࡋ
ࡓ⪅ࡼࡾṇ☜グ㘓ࡉࢀ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

2.

ᮏ௳ࢢࢵࢻࢹ࣮ࢱ࣐ࢿࢪ࣓ࣥࢺࣉࣛࢡࢸࢫ

ᮏ௳⤒῭ⓗᨭ᮲௳]
◊✲ࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊಙ㢗࡛ࡁࡿ⛉Ꮫⓗ࡞ᢏἲཬࡧ㐣⛬ࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚⏕ᡂࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ

ู⣬ 4

ู⣬ 3
[ู

(Translation)

1.

- 25 -

(Translation)
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172

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗㄳồࡋࡓሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪨ࡢドᣐ࡞
ࡿࡶࡢࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࢆ㑂
Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡽࢀࡓ࡚ࡢᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂ࡢグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ
⡙ࢆ⥔ᣢࠊ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィᖒ⡙ࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࡲࡓࠊ

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᙜヱグ㘓ཬࡧィグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓࡵࡑ
ࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1.6

1.7

1.8

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᙜ⪅ࡢ㛵ಀ⪅ࡣࠊࡑࡢᚑᴗဨࠊᏛ⏕ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ♫୪ࡧጤクඛཬࡧࡑࢀࡽࡢ௦⾲♫
ဨࢆྵࡴࠋ

࠸࡞ࡿ✀㢮ࡢࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊᙜ࡞⤒῭ⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣࡑࡢࡢᚓࡢㄳồཪࡣせồ
ࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡇࢀࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

1.5

4.

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.3 ゝཬࡉࢀࡿ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁᚑ࠸ࠊୟࡘࡇࢀࡽࢆᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

1.4

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࡛ゝཬࡍࡿ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬࡛ㄢࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᮲௳ྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿ
ࡼ࠺ࡋࠊࡿ⪅ࡀᙜヱ᮲௳ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㐪ࡋࡓሙྜࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㈐௵ࢆ
㈇࠺ࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1.1 ཬࡧ 1.2 ࡢ㑂Ᏺࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࡁ㸦2010 ᖺ㉗㈥
ἲࡢ➨ 7㸦2㸧㡯ᚑࡗ࡚Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡓ㐺ษ࡞ᡭ⥆ࡁࠊཬࡧྠἲ➨ 9 ᮲ᚑ࠸Ⓨ⾜ࡉࢀ
ࡓᣦ㔪ࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ᭷ࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࡛ᐇ⾜ࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2
᮲ཪࡣ➨ 6 ᮲ࡢ㐪ヱᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ୍ษ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡢ㛵ಀ⪅㸦ࡑࡢ㛵ಀᛶࡣࠊ2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲ➨ 8 ᮲ཬࡧᚋ㏙➨ 4 ᮲ᚑ࠸
Ỵᐃࡉࢀࡿࠋ㸧࡛࠶ࡾᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⪅ࡀࠊᮏู⣬࠾࠸࡚ᙜヱᙜ⪅
ㄢࡏࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢྠ➼ࡢ᮲௳ࢆㄢࡋࡓ᭩㠃ࡢዎ⣙᭩ᇶ࡙࠸࡚ࡢࡳ㛵ࡍࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࠋ

2010 ᖺ㉗㈥ἲࢆྵࡵࠊ⮬ࡽཪࡣ⮬ࡽࡢάື㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘ㉗㈥ࡢ㜵Ṇⱝࡋࡃ
ࡣ⭉ᩋ㜵Ṇ㸦ཪࡣ୧᪉㸧㛵㐃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡚ࡢἲᚊࠊไᐃἲཬࡧつ๎ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.1

(Translation)

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.7

4.

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀࡿ
ሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

1.6

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦 ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦 Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦 Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦 Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙
ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయࡽఱ
ࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕࡇࢀࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃ
ࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃ
ࡿせㄳཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.5

3.

ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

1.4

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆ
ྜ⌮ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸࡚
ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳᛶࠊཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺
ࡇ࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊ
ᦆኻⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

㝶ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡢᣦ♧ࡢࡳᚑ࠸ࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳ
ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

1.3

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧ᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡢಶேሗ
ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆ࠼ࠊ

1.1

ಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆ⾜࠺ᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡋࠊࡲࡓࠊᙜヱྲྀᢅ࠸ࡢ┠ⓗࢆỴ
ᐃࡍࡿᙜ⪅ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࡍࡿࠋࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧ࡀ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㸦௨ୗࠕࢹ
ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅ࠖ࠸࠺ࠋ㸧
௦ࢃࡾࠊಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ

㉗㈥⚗Ṇ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

ู⣬ 6

ู⣬ 5

2.

1.

- 27 -

(Translation)

- 26 -

173

(Translation)

ࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬ࡽࡀᮏู⣬㐪ࡋࡓࡇࢆཎᅉࡋ࡚ཪࡣࡑࡢ㐪㛵㐃ࡋ࡚Ⓨ⏕ࡋ
ࡓ࡚ࡢ⤒㈝ࠊㄳồࠊせồࠊ㈝⏝ཬࡧ㈇മࡘࡁࠊせồࡀ࠶ࡾḟ➨ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤ⪅ࢆච㈐ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊୟࡘຠᯝⓗච㈐ࡋ⥆ࡅࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

6.

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱయᑐࡍࡿ⩏ົ㸦≉ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀ⮬ࡽࡢಶேሗࡢ
ࢡࢭࢫཬࡧࡿಶேሗࡢಟṇࢆᛂࡎࡿࡇ㸧ࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ྜ⌮ⓗ
せồࡍࡿሗཬࡧᨭࢆ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢࡓࡵྲྀࡾᢅ࠸୰ࡢಶேሗ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱయ
ࡽఱࡽࡢせồཪࡣၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏࢆཷࡅࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀྜ⌮ⓗせồࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿせồཪࡣ
ၥ࠸ྜࢃࡏᑐᛂࡍࡿᨭࢆ⾜࠸ࠊ

ࡿಶேሗ㛵ࡍࡿᏳᛶᐇ㝿㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊⱝࡋࡃࡣ㐪ࡀࢃࢀ
ࡿሙྜࠊཪࡣᮏࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 㐪ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ┤ࡕ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅㏻▱ࡋࠊ
ࡲࡓࠊ

᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡢ᭩㠃ࡼࡿྠពࢆணࡵᚓࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊᙜヱಶேሗࢆḢᕞ⤒῭ᆅᇦࡢ
ᇦእ[࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱయࡢᶒཬࡧ⮬⏤ࡀಖㆤࡉࢀ࡞࠸ᆅᇦ] ⛣㌿ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞
࠸ࠋ

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1ࠊ2ࠊ4ࠊ5 ཪࡣ 6 ࡛⏝ࡉࢀࡓᩥᏐ࡛㛤ጞࡉࢀࡿ⾲⌧㸦ࠕࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅
㸦Data Processor㸧ࠖࠊࠕྲྀࡾᢅ࠺㸦Process㸧ࠖࠊࠕಶேሗ㸦Personal Data㸧ࠖࠊ
ࠕྲྀᢅ࠸㸦Processing㸧ࠖࠊࠕࢹ࣮ࢱయ㸦Data Subjects㸧ࠖ㸧㸦࡛࠶ࡾࠊୟࡘᮏ௳ዎ⣙

ࡿಶேሗࡢᏳࠊ୪ࡧࡿಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸ࢆά⏝࡛ࡁཪࡣࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸
㛵࡛ࡁࡿ⮬ࡽࡢᚑᴗဨࠊࢫࢱࢵࣇࠊᙺဨཬࡧ௦⌮ேࡢಙ㢗ᛶࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡓࡵ㐺ṇ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿᢏ⾡ⓗཬࡧ⤌⧊ⓗ࡞ᑐ⟇ࢆㅮࡌࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣ๓㏙ࡢ୍⯡ᛶࢆᦆ࡞࠺ࡇ
࡞ࡃࠊࡿಶேሗࢆᶒ㝈ࡢ࡞࠸ཪࡣഅⓎⓗ࡞⏝ࠊࢡࢭࢫࠊ㛤♧ࠊᦆയࠊᦆኻ
ⱝࡋࡃࡣ◚ᲠࡽᏳಖㆤࡍࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.3

3.

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺᐇ⾜ࡢ┠ⓗ࠾࠸࡚ࡢࡳࡿಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊ

1.2

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡓᑐ⟇ࢆྜ⌮
ⓗ࡞㛫᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࠊࡿ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࡿ᳨ᰝཬࡧㄪᰝࡘ࠸
࡚ྜ⌮ⓗồࡵࡿᨭࢆᙜヱ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

1998 ᖺࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲᚑࡗ࡚ಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅ࠸ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱయࡀࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲୗ࡛
᭷ࡍࡿᶒཬࡧಖㆤࢆࢹ࣮ࢱయ࠼ࡿࡶࡢࡋࠊ

1.1

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚ࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡞ࡾࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵ࡋ࡚⮬ࡽ
ࡀྲྀࡾᢅ࠺ಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚௨ୗᥖࡆࡿ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࠋྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ

2.

1.

୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㐣⛬࡛ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ┠ⓗ࡛ྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀࡿಶேሗࡘ࠸࡚
ࡑࡢྲྀᢅ࠸┠ⓗࢆỴᐃࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡢつᐃࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࠋ

ᡈ࠸ࡣࠊ

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊࢹ࣮ࢱྲྀᢅ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅௦ࢃࡾಶேሗࢆྲྀࡾᢅࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ
࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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(Translation)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢ⤊ཪࡣᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ๓ࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ⮳ 4㸦୧᮲㡯ࢆ
ྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡣࠊ୍᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ࡀࢹ࣮ࢱ⟶⌮⪅࡛࠶ࡿཪࡣ᪉ࡢᙜ⪅ఱࡽࡢಶேሗࢆඹ
᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㝈ࡾࠊ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚ຠຊࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

5.

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙᪥ࡢᚋ࡞ࡉࢀࡓ࠸ࡎࢀࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧㸦≉Ḣᕞ୍⯡ࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤつ๎㸧ࡢಟ
ṇཪࡣไᐃྜ⮴ࡉࡏࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊཪࡣಶேሗࡢྲྀᢅ࠸㛵ࡋ࡚ሗࢥ࣑ࢵࢩࣙࢼ࣮ཪࡣ
ࡑࡢࡢࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤᙜᒁⱝࡋࡃࡣ┘╩ᙜᒁࡢせồཪࡣዡບ୧ᙜ⪅ࡀᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿ┠ⓗ࡛ࠊ୧ᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏู⣬ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢྜ⌮ⓗ࡞ಟṇࢆ⾜࠺ࡇྜពࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢࡍࡿࠋ

4.

ࡢ❶࡛ࡶᐃ⩏ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡶࡢ㸧ࡣ࡚ࠊࢹ࣮ࢱಖㆤἲ௧࠾࠸࡚ࡑࢀࡽࡉࢀࡓព
ࢆ᭷ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ
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174

⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚⅏ᐖཪࡣᨾࡀⓎ⏕ࡋࡓሙྜᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚Ύ₩࡞Ỉࠊ㣗ᩱཬࡧᩆ
ᛴ་⒪ࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊ

࠸࡞ࡿ⌮⏤㸦ே✀ࠊ᐀ᩍࠊ㞀ᐖཪࡣᛶูࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࡼࡗ࡚ࡶᚑᴗဨࢆᕪูࡏࡎࠊ

య⨩ࠊ⢭⚄ⓗࠊ⫗యⓗࠊᛶⓗⱝࡋࡃࡣゝⴥࡼࡿᚅࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊཪࡣࡇࢀࡽࢆᨭᣢ
ࡏࡎࠊ

⫋ሙ࠾࠸࡚ṧ㓞ཪࡣᚅⓗ࡞ᠬ⨩⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

ྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ᭱ప㈤㔠ཪࡣᴗ⏺࠾࠸୍࡚⯡ⓗ࡞㢠┦ᙜࡍࡿ㈤
㔠㸦ࡢ࠸ࡎࢀ㧗࠸᪉㸧ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊྛᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ἲᚊつᐃࡉࢀࡿ୍ษࡢ⤥
ࢆᨭᡶ࠸ࠊ

ᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᴗࢆ⾜࠺ᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᑵᴗ㛫ཬࡧ㞠⏝ᶒ㛵ࡍࡿἲᚊࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

ᚑᴗဨࡼࡿ⊂❧ࡢປാ⤌ྜࡢຍධᶒཬࡧタ❧ᶒ୪ࡧ⤖♫ࡢ⮬⏤ࢆᑛ㔜ࡍࡿࡶࡢ
ࡍࡿࠋ

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11

ᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀⱥᅜ࠾࠸࡚ᐇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࡣࠊ2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࡢ➨ 1 ᮲ࠊ➨ 2 ᮲
ཪࡣ➨ 4 ᮲ࡢ㐪┦ᙜࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆ⾜ࢃࡎࠊ

2.

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

⮬㌟ཪࡣࡑࡢᴗ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊୟࡘያ㞔ไཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿ୍ษࡢἲᚊࠊつ๎ཬࡧ
つไ㸦2015 ᖺ⌧௦ያ㞔ἲࢆྵࡴࠋ㸧ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋࠊ

1.

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

➨ 2 㒊 – ያ㞔ไ

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ⮬㌟ࡀࡇࢀࡲ࡛⌮ཬࡧேᶒ㛵ࡍࡿ᪉㔪୪ࡧᙜヱ᪉㔪ࡢ㐪ᑐฎࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵࡢ㐺ษ࡞ⱞฎ⌮ᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࡇࠊࡲࡓᚋࡶࡇࢀࡽࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡇࢆಖドࡍ
ࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

ᚑᴗဨࡗ࡚ᙜ㠃ࡢ༴㝤ࡢ࡞࠸Ᏻୟࡘᗣⓗ࡞⫋ሙࢆᥦ౪ࡋࠊᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᚑ
ᴗဨᐟἩタഛࢆᥦ౪ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊᙜヱᐟἩタഛࡣࠊᒃఫ࠶ࡓࡗ࡚Ᏻ࡛࠶ࡿࡶ
ࡢࡋࠊ

1.4

3.

ࡑࡢᚑᴗဨᑐࡋ࡚ࠊᑵᴗ㛤ጞ᭩㢮ࡢᥦฟཪࡣಖド㔠ࡢᕪධࢀࢆせồࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞
ࡽࡎࠊ

1.3

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊྛ⮬ࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮ࣥࡢ⟶⌮㈐௵ࢆ㈇࠺ࡇࠊ୪ࡧᙜヱᙜ⪅ࡀᮏ௳ዎ
⣙ᇶ࡙ࡃ⩏ົࢆᒚ⾜ࡍࡿ㝿⏝ࡍࡿ≀ရཬࡧࢧ࣮ࣅࢫࡢ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡼࡿ⌮ᇶ‽ࡢ㑂Ᏺ
ཬࡧேᶒࡢᑛ㔜ࢆಁࡍࡇྠពࡍࡿࠋ

࠸࡞ࡿែᵝࡢᙉไປാ㸦┘⚗ࠊᖺᏘᙉไປാࠊያ㞔ປാ➼㸧ࡶ⾜ࢃࡏ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.2

2.

ඣ❺ࡼࡾ⾜ࢃࢀࡿసᴗࡀᙜヱඣ❺ࡢᡂ㛗ࢆ㌟యⓗཪࡣ⢭⚄ⓗጉࡆࡿࡇࡀྜ⌮
ⓗணࡉࢀࡿ≧ἣ࠾࠸࡚ࠊඣ❺ࢆ㞠⏝ࠊ᥇⏝ཪࡣ⏝ࡋ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ

1.1

(Translation)

せồࡀ࠶ࡗࡓሙྜࠊ㏻ᖖࡢႠᴗ㛫ෆࠊࡢྛᙜ⪅ࡀୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 8 ᐃࡵࡿグ㘓
ࢡࢭࢫࡋࠊࡑࡢࡋࢆసᡂࡍࡿࡇࠊཬࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡓ
ࡵࡑࡢᚑᴗဨ༠㆟ࡍࡿࡇࢆㄆࡵࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

9.

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

[ヲ⣽ࢆᤄධࡍࡿࠋ] ]

ྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊ௨ୗࡢ㡯ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡶࡢࡍࡿࠋ

[➨
➨ 3 㒊 –᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆

ᮏ௳ዎ⣙ཬࡧᮏ௳ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ᥦ౪ࡉࢀࡿ࡚ࡢ≀ရཬࡧ⣲ᮦࡢࢧࣉࣛࢳ࢙࣮
ࣥ୪ࡧᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵㅮࡌࡿᡭẁࢆ㏣㊧ࡍࡿࡓࡵṇ☜ୟࡘ᭱᪂
ࡢグ㘓ࢆ⥔ᣢࡋ㸦ᙜヱグ㘓ࡣࠊࡢᙜ⪅ࡀᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺ≧ἣࢆ☜ㄆࡍࡿ
࠶ࡓࡗ࡚༑ศ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ㸧ࠊ

ࡢᙜ⪅ࡼࡾ㝶ྜ⌮ⓗせồࡉࢀࡿࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㑂Ᏺಀࡿドᣐࢆᥦ౪
ࡋࠊ

7.

8.

ᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥࡢ㐪ࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࡓሙྜࠊࡢᙜ⪅ᑐࡋ࡚㏿ࡸࡑࡢ᪨ࢆሗ࿌ࡋࠊ

ୗㄳᴗ⪅ཬࡧ౪⤥ᴗ⪅ࡢ㛫ࡢዎ⣙ࠊᮏู⣬ࡢᮏࢭࢡࢩࣙࣥᐃࡵࡿࡶࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶྠ
⛬ᗘࡢያ㞔ཬࡧே㌟㈙㛵ࡍࡿつᐃࢆྵࡵࠊ

ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 3 つᐃࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ㑂Ᏺཬࡧᇳ⾜ࡋࠊ

ୖグࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 1 ཬࡧࣃࣛࢢࣛࣇ 2 ࢆ㑂Ᏺࡍࡿࡓࡵྛ⮬ࡢ᪉㔪ཬࡧᡭ⥆ࢆ⟇ᐃཬࡧ⥔ᣢࡋࠊ
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6.

5.

ἲᚊࡼࡾせồࡉࢀࡿཪࡣ⚗Ṇࡉࢀࡿሙྜࢆ㝖ࡁࠊྛᙜ⪅ࡣࠊᮏ௳ዎ⣙ࡢᒚ⾜㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊ

1.

3.
4.

(Translation)

➨ 1 㒊 ேᶒ

ู⣬ 7]
[ู
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175

ᮏ௳㐠Ⴀጤဨࡢせ⥘

ᮏ௳ά⏝ᡓ␎

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ู⣬㸷

ู⣬ 8

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)
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(Translation)
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(Translation)

176

Lambert Consortium Agreement D (Final)

ᮏ௳ᨭᡶィ⏬

ู⣬ 10
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(Translation)

